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Preface 

 

e live in a world of change. Fashions come and go. Fads are here today and gone 

tomorrow. Externals are not the only things that are changing. The values and belief 

systems of our contemporary North American world are being challenged at almost every juncture as 

well. What was once accepted is now open for review. We go from questioning, “What do I believe 

about this issue” to tolerating, “I can’t do anything about this, so I won’t make a fuss,” to accepting, 

“What was the big deal anyway?” 

 Is there a “right” and “wrong”? This process is not limited to our society, but is happening 

within the church as well. No longer is the word of an authority figure, like a pastor, accepted at face 

value. People now say things like “Who says?” and “That’s just your opinion.”  In an age of shifting 

values and beliefs, where do we go for answers on what we should believe and how we should behave? 

The message of the Gospel is timeless but the methods and ways of communicating the 

Gospel are not. Sorting the difference between timeless truth and method takes hard work and honesty. 

The process of examining our beliefs can be a very positive thing. This kind of soul searching helps us 

separate the message from the methods, truth from tradition.  Such an examination helps us come to a 

place of “knowing what we know.”  

One of the most effective tools of instruction is for people to have the freedom to ask 

questions, legitimate questions, without fear of rebuke. Jesus employed this method when teaching. A 

person would ask a good question, and in his answer, Jesus would encourage them to think in a new 

way. An example of this method of discipleship can be seen in how Jesus handled the question posed 

by the lawyer in Luke 10:2: “And who is my neighbor?” Jesus inverted the question and asked this 

man, “To whom will you be a neighbor?” Jesus answered His own question with the story of the Good 

Samaritan who demonstrated what it meant to be a neighbor to someone in need. 

The local church I pastor encourages people to ask questions and to challenge the system. I 

don’t want our people doing things blindly or because someone, even me as the senior pastor, tells 

them what to do. On the other hand, people do need to be instructed in how to live a life that is well-

ordered and pleasing to God, teaching them to obey everything Jesus had commanded, (Matthew 

28:20).  

People need help to walk as a Christian. Christianity should impact every area of life. God 

cares about every aspect of our lives because He loves us and wants our best. That is why He continues 

to deal with each of us to draw us closer to Himself. Sometimes, we can readily see what God is trying 

to accomplish. At other times, however, discerning what God is doing is not so clear. We can only 

observe how differently we respond as a result of His constant work in our hearts. 

W 
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God, by His Holy Spirit, is constantly at work to help His followers to become more like Him. 

This means a rearrangement of our thought processes and priorities. Nowhere is this more evident than 

how we view money. How we deal with and handle our finances and other resources is a type of 

spiritual weathervane that indicates which way the wind is blowing. 

I have always said that if you want to know what is important to God, take a look at what 

Satan attacks and perverts. This is true regarding the issue of money. Our view of money and how to 

manage it needs to be seen in the greater context of our relationship with God. My central purpose for 

writing this book is to show how giving of tithes and offerings is to be an integral part of our worship 

to God. 

 

The Central Question 

 

In the process of pastoring my local church, someone challenged me on my belief system 

regarding tithing. To be honest, I hadn’t really given the matter a whole lot of thought. I just accepted 

what I had been taught, that a Christian had an obligation to tithe in obedience to God’s command. All 

my Christian life I believed that tithing was a commandment. This worked for me until I started to 

encounter people who raised some very legitimate questions for which I had no answers. These were 

not people looking for an excuse not to tithe. How would I respond? 

“Is tithing really a commandment (obligatory) or is it a principle (voluntary) of God’s 

kingdom?” That is the question. What did I believe? What did the Bible really say on the subject? If 

what I had believed at an earlier time was somehow invalid, what would the implications be for me 

personally as a person who “gets paid” because people tithe? What would the implications be for the 

church? How was the work of the ministry to be funded? 

Another question that begged for an answer was this, “If tithing is a commandment and 

support for this belief comes from citing the Old Testament, then what other Old Testament laws are 

believers required to keep?” It troubled me that the church had to go back to the Old Testament for 

“proof” that tithing is a command. If we are required to keep some of the 613 commandments, who 

would be the one to decide which ones are still binding upon the Christian? This opens the door to the 

temptation to keep the commandments that we like and are in our best human interests while ignoring 

the ones that we don’t like or think we need. 

If tithing is not a commandment, then how should the church approach the whole subject of 

tithes and offerings? I began to ask other Christian leaders with whom I am in relationship about their 

view on the place tithes and offerings should have in the contemporary church. My dialogue with them 

substantiated what I already knew. The challenge of helping people order their finances is universal. 

The challenge of resourcing the church impacts every local expression of the Body of Christ. I hope 

that sharing my findings will help others who desire to develop a workable and balanced theology of 

money.  
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I do need to be clear on one essential point. Whether a person tithes and gives offerings has 

nothing to do with his or her salvation. It does, however, have everything to do with a person’s 

fruitfulness, i.e. the quality and end result of their life. How a person views money and its place in their 

life touches so many other foundational understandings. It deals directly with the central question of 

walking in relationship with God: will you put Him first? 

 

No Assumptions… 

 

I have adopted an approach that tries not to assume anything: that the reader has a working 

knowledge of Bible stories. For those of you who have been in church all or most of your life, you may 

find this a bit tedious. By including the gist of the story, I hope to make the message of this book more 

accessible to those who might be intimidated by needing a certain knowledge base to understand the 

point being made.  

The same can be said about what the Bible says about the subject of money and finances. Like 

many important issues, people don’t have enough basic knowledge to follow the discussion. My intent 

is to remedy this in a way that will be both enjoyable and enlightening.  

Having said all this, all of us have assumptions, things we take for granted, things we are not 

even consciously aware of until we slam into one of these unmarked barriers. Like any obstacle or 

natural barrier, we need to be aware they exist and be willing to take a hard look at these assumptions 

when need be. A healthy way to challenge our assumptions from time to time is by asking questions 

like, “Do I really believe this?” and “Is what I believe really in keeping with the Bible or is it encrusted 

with human tradition?” 

 

What’s With The Name? 

 

I guess the Preface is as good a place as any to explain the title of this book. The prophet 

Haggai wrote these words: 

Now this is what the LORD Almighty says: “Give careful thought to your ways. 

You have planted much, but have harvested little. You eat, but never have 

enough. You drink, but never have your fill. You put on clothes, but are not 

warm. You earn wages, only to put them in a purse with holes in it,” (Haggai 

1:5-6). 

Haggai addressed the misplaced priorities of his generation; one that focused on building their 

own paneled houses, a sign of affluence and even opulence, while neglecting the Temple, a sign of 

spiritual indifference. Just for the record, God is not specifically interested in fancy buildings. The 

neglect for the physical “house of God,” however, did speak volumes about what the people thought 

about God and His place in their lives and society.  
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The same can be said about us today. Twenty-first Century North Americans easily get caught 

up in building our own paneled houses. Just like the people Haggai addressed, we can concentrate on 

the never-ending cycle of meeting our own needs while neglecting the building of the Temple, i.e. 

constructing both a physical and spiritual place where the needs of others can be met.  

Haggai was not alone in his discussion of purses. Jesus also talked about “purses.” “Provide 

purses for yourselves that will not wear out, a treasure in heaven that will not be exhausted, where no 

thief comes near and no moth destroys,” (Luke 12:33). Jesus implies that there are some types of 

purses that do wear out and that what is contained in these kinds of pursues can be lost. He admonishes 

us to work for the things that will last: the things of eternity. When it is all said and done, new cars will 

become old, new houses will fall into disrepair, and our financial investments are subject to failing. 

But the things we do for the Lord will have lasting value. 

 

My Target Group 

 

When writing or speaking, the one communicating needs to have a target audience in mind. 

Chances are, if you presently practice the giving of tithes and offerings, you will not be reading a book 

on this subject. I have tailored this book to: 

 Those who have recently made a decision to invite Jesus into their lives as personal Savior. 

 Those who have been stranded spiritually by lack of teaching on the subject of stewardship. 

 Those who have been confused by poor teaching. 

 Those who presently don’t know the joy in giving of tithes and offerings, or what one of my 

friends calls “New Testament giving:” from the heart and not the head. 

 Those who would like to know more about tithing and stewardship. 

 

A Final Word 

As you read through this book, I hope to give you some idea of what “putting money in purses 

with holes” might look like in our contemporary situation. Because your theology of money is so 

central to your whole way of living, even a little hole in your thoughts or practice can give way to a 

much bigger hole. To quote the old English adage, “A stitch in time saves nine.” I hope to shed some 

light on holes of any size that may be allowing God’s blessing to leak out or be lost. 

If the concepts of tithing as a principle and stewardship intrigue you, read on…. 

 

(Unless indicated otherwise, I have used the New International Version when quoting the Bible). 
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Chapter One 

 

The Problem of Money 

 

“Money makes people funny,” Orest Hershick. 
 

ave you ever thought this? “What do you mean, I am required to give ten percent of my 

income to God?” “I am not even covering my present expenses!” “I want to be a 

contributor but I don’t even know where to start.” Money or the lack of money is a huge issue in our 

society. And for a variety of reasons, most people don’t know how to manage their finances. They 

need help.  

 What is one of the number one complaints of people when discussing the church? “All they 

want is my money.” People who are outside of the church feel this and many who are a vital part of a 

church community hold this suspicion as well.  

 It seems that some “code of silence” is in place when it comes to finances. Even if the pastor 

does preach on the subject, would the people have enough perspective and 

information to act upon the message? We as a society have moved far away 

from our Christian roots and what were once the basics of living a well-

ordered life. Because of this, I began to ask myself the following question: 

“Does the present generation of people even understand stewardship and how 

to budget?”  

Previous generations grasped these concepts for the most part 

because they had to understand and put them into practice to survive. The 

homesteaders, who opened up the prairies of North America, understood that 

they had to be good stewards over their seed corn, even during the lean times because if they ate or 

squandered this precious resource, there would be no crop next year. If something broke, they fixed it. 

They did not have the money to go buy a new one. 

If our contemporary Christians are to practice good stewardship and the principle of tithing, it 

will be because someone in a position of spiritual authority and trust has taught them what it looks like 

and how it can work. 

Such good stewardship is so different from a life lived with self at the center. Many people 

have come to believe that they somehow deserve a life of ease. They are highly resistant to any 

suggestion that they perceive might threaten their standard of living: like when someone mentions 

putting God first and honoring Him with tithes and offerings. Many people firmly believe it is their 

God given right to go out for dinner once a week and take in a movie whether or not they actually have 

 H 
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the money or not. Marry this to a lack of understanding that budgeted monies are off limits and not to 

be spent, and you understand why consumer debt and people living on credit has become a way of life. 

Here’s how that downward free fall can play out. In a feeble attempt to stop this death spiral, 

people apply for a credit card, max it out and “solve” the problem by getting another credit card. This 

becomes a house of cards, (forgive the pun). Sooner or later, this leads to personal financial ruin. If you 

dance to the tune, you must pay the piper.  

Another variation on this theme is the use or in this case misuse of the debit card. The 

problem is that people use (read “spend”) the money in their accounts by using debit cards without 

thought for fixed expenses like housing, food, cars, etc. They think, “What is the problem? There is 

money in my account.” When it comes time to pay for these essentials of life, the account is often 

overdrawn.  

In these ways, (and a host of others), the user/consumer way of living cripples any attempt to 

be a steward. 

So what is the solution to these woes? A person must make a conscious choice to override this 

default position. And just like a default setting on a computer, the operator must go in and manually 

make the change to a new setting. That’s where the need for godly Christians comes into play: people 

who understand and model priorities and lifestyles that are in keeping with good stewardship. 

I grew up in a pastor’s home. My parents lived what they preached. It was during a time in the 

life of the church when the majority of pastors did not get paid well. Most people did not make much 

by today’s standards, and pastors made even less. In fact, an expression that circulated in the church 

world was, “Lord you keep the pastor humble and we will keep him poor.” This probably grew out of 

the vows of poverty that Roman Catholic priests took in an attempt to stave off the corrupting 

influence of earthly wealth. Whether people consciously bought into this is open for debate. 

To put this into perspective, our contemporary world is much more affluent and much more 

materialistic than it was during my growing up years. When I look back, life was in many ways 

simpler. It seemed everyone was in the same position financially. We all had Keds
1
 “tennis shoes” and 

wore J.C. Penney’s plain pocket jeans. In contrast, my kids have struggled with the present reality of 

some in a school classroom wearing $10 running shoes from the local department store and the kid 

next to them with a pair of $200 Nikes.  

When reflecting on my childhood, I never felt that we were somehow poor. My parents never 

complained, modeled good stewardship, and cultivated within my brother and me a grateful heart. 

They taught us that wealth was not something measured in dollars and cents. I consider that I grew up 

in a home that was extremely rich. This spiritually rich environment is very different from the 

prevailing spiritually poor North American societal view that portrays the accumulation of earthly 

riches as the goal, as the measure of “success.” 

                                                 
1
 “Keds” was a brand name like Nike only a lot cheaper. 
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We must all come to grips with the issue of money and the place it will hold in our lives. We 

need to develop a good philosophy and theology about money. This takes a concerted effort on our 

part. Unfortunately, most people have a philosophy and theology of money that is very eclectic, 

collected from a variety of sources instead of the product of a conscious and systematic approach.  

Without thought, people hold to a broad range of beliefs about money and how it should be used. 

Many times, these thoughts and philosophies are contradictory. And people wonder why they struggle 

so financially?  

Our philosophy of money grows out of our philosophy of life. Everyone has a philosophy of 

life: a system of beliefs that helps them organize how they live and what they think is true. Some 

people have given serious thought to their philosophy of life and some have not. This does not take 

away from the fact that everyone has a philosophy of life. The question is will our philosophy of life, 

the guiding principles of how we live, sustain us in times of challenge? 

The same is true of our philosophy and theology of money. Some have given it a lot of 

thought and some have not. Whether thought out or not, everyone has a philosophy or theology of 

money. The challenge, for those of us who call ourselves Christian, is to develop a philosophy and 

theology of money that is biblical… and one that works.  

Many local churches, like the people in them, do not have a solid theology or perspective on 

money, nor have they taken the time to develop one. No single issue in the life 

of the church causes more concern than the issue of money. Even though our 

philosophy on money is so central in our lives, pastors and Christian leaders 

tend to avoid the subject completely for fear of offending people. A tug-o-war 

exists between giving people enough information so that the material needs of 

the church can be met without manipulating or badgering them.  

So, instead of solid teaching on the subject, people come to their own 

conclusions based on input from a host of sources. Christian leaders often 

assume that everyone knows or should know what to believe about money and 

how to handle it. These same leaders get upset when people don’t “give.” The 

problem is, most people don’t know what to believe and how will they learn if 

no one teaches or disciples them? In the name of not wanting to offend, we 

leave people lost in a swamp full of financial quicksand and alligators and then 

we are surprised when they sink or are eaten alive. People need to be taught the principles of good 

stewardship, tithing and giving. This requires great courage and honesty: courage because the message 

of giving and stewardship is not a popular one, and honesty because people need to be confronted with 

the truth even when it hurts. “Faithful are the wounds of a friend, but deceitful are the kisses of an 

enemy,” (Proverbs 27:6). 

My wife challenged me on the need to share the principles of tithing and stewardship with the 

church we pastor. She pointed out that it is my responsibility as the shepherd to lead the people and to 
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help them understand the ways of God. This includes teaching them about what God has to say about 

money, material goods and the Christian’s responsibility to be faithful in handling and managing 

wealth. If people who are in positions of spiritual maturity and authority fail to give instruction on 

matters of great importance, they forfeit their position and cut their followers free to form their own 

opinions from sources that are not always reliable. And we wonder why the church seems so spiritually 

immature.  Could it be that spiritual leaders are not leading? 

The message of the Gospel is good news. If it is not good news, it is not the Gospel. This 

good news must include God’s plan for our finances.  As Christians, we tend to exclude the issues that 

are hard for us to accept and ignore the ones not supported by our experience. As a pastor, I have found 

it difficult to address finances even though I have strong convictions on the subject. Why should I, or 

anyone else for that matter, be afraid to share life-giving information with people who need to know? 

Do I really believe that what God’s Word has to say about finances is good news? If I do, then I cannot 

remain silent or stick my head in the sand and pretend that everything is okay. 

The lack of teaching on the subject of good money management is not limited to the church 

realm. Many people never receive instruction at home on handling money wisely. Like the subject of 

sex, parents make the dangerous assumption that their children will be taught elsewhere what they 

need to know about how to live life. They shirk their role as parents to train and equip their offspring 

to be accountable, responsible adults, choosing to believe that their children will glean the information 

they need or that it is the responsibility of the school or someone else to cover the difficult subjects. In 

an information vacuum, young people pick up what they think they need to know devoid of moral 

responsibility. Like sex, our children may understand the “mechanics,” the “whats,” but not have the 

moral teaching, the “whys,” so necessary for them to be safe and enjoy the blessing that comes with 

the power of sex or money used in a way that honors God. Sex within the loving, monogamous 

relationship of marriage has the capability of creating life. Money, when used correctly and in keeping 

with God’s principles, also has the ability of creating wonderful possibilities as well. 

No one grows up in a vacuum. Our surroundings, the media, and society in general exercise 

great influence on what we think and how we process life. Because of this, we can pick up warped 

views about money and its place in our lives. Psychologists say that we duplicate our family of origin 

unless we choose otherwise. We reproduce the dynamics and values we saw modeled at home. This 

includes our view of money. For those who grew up with good money principles, the choice is living 

life in accordance with those principles. We understand that stewardship is the cornerstone of a solid 

theology of money and that “living within your means” is the path to a life of blessing.  

For those who did not grow up in a family that modeled good financial principles, the choice 

is making the effort to discover, learn, and apply solid principles regarding money. We may be 

products of our past, but we are not prisoners of our past. We do not have to make the same mistakes 

that our parents or grandparents made. Through examination, choice, and with God’s help, we can 

change the script passed down to us. 2 Corinthians 5:17 says it best: “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, 
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he is a new creation; the old has gone, the new has come!” Christ has indeed set us free, but walking in 

that freedom is a daily choice. By the power of the Holy Spirit, we must choose to override the old and 

embrace the new. 

My introduction to honoring God with my money came at an early age. My parents taught me 

that 10% of what I received belonged to God. A nickel of my 50 cents a week allowance went to Jesus. 

God didn’t need my nickel. He did want my allegiance and for me to acknowledge His ownership of 

all that I had (and would have). My parents ingrained in me the principle of tithing that has been a 

lifelong and life changing reality in my life. Why do I tithe personally? I tithe because I acknowledge 

God’s ownership and He has proven Himself faithful to me in ways far beyond my understanding. I 

have no doubt that I am farther along financially then I would have been if I had trusted in my own 

abilities and made the decision not to tithe. 

I am also fortunate to have married a person who shares my values about money management. 

From childhood and throughout our married life, my wife and I have endeavored to practice good 

money management. We had the distinct advantage of growing up in homes where our parents 

demonstrated that living a well ordered life could allow a family of modest means to make ends meet. 

Our stewardship has paid dividends and we have more than I ever thought we would. 

At times, I have felt guilty that we seem to have so much in comparison to others. Even 

though this bounty is the result of good stewardship and the fruit of obedience, I still feel 

uncomfortable. Then one day, one of the women who grew up in our church and comes from a family 

of very limited physical resources, really encouraged me. She told me that I should not feel guilty in 

the slightest way, but should rejoice that our lives “prove” that stewardship works. She went on to say 

that people who come from her background need visible examples of how the principles of God work. 

 So, if we say that we care about people, those who lead must not be afraid to tackle the hard 

issues. The Apostle Paul wasn’t.  Acts 20:27 records his words to the leaders of the church in Ephesus: 

“I (Paul) did not shrink from declaring the whole purpose of God.” Helping people to develop sound 

thinking and theology is a vital part of helping them reach their fullest potential, (Ephesians 4:12-14). 

Grappling with the issue of money is not limited to people in the 

church. When discussing church with the “unchurched,” many of these people 

on the outside throw out the following charge: “The church is only interested in 

money.” And if we are really honest, we must face up to the fact that in many 

cases, the organized church does place the emphasis on money instead of 

people. The focus of growing the church can sometimes be motivated by 

monetary concerns; the pressure created by the desire to get paid by the local church causes a pastor to 

work hard to increase the attendance so that the offerings will increase. This is not the reason we 

should reach out to the unchurched. No wonder our approach often brings offense; “They only want 

my money!” 
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Concentrating only on money is a distortion of scriptural teaching that emphasizes living a 

life characterized by giving. The fact is, the Bible clearly and indisputably teaches that a worshipper of 

God is to be a giver. When God has your heart, He has your wallet, too. The opposite of this is not 

true. The church may have a hold on a person’s wallet but not necessarily have their heart. Putting 

pressure on people to give out of guilt and manipulation does not bring joy to the giver; instead it 

produces bitterness.  

First and foremost, we need to cultivate within us the heart of Christ who saw people lost and 

without hope, (Matthew 9:35-38). Shouldn’t our emphasis be on making disciples of Christ and not 

having more tithers in our churches? And, when a person comes to know Jesus personally, he or she 

will then be open to living their lives in a way that is pleasing to the Lord and one that He can bless. As 

they learn to live in accordance with God’s Word, they will see how obedience brings blessing in their 

lives and the lives of those they touch. They in turn will want to be a blessing and bless others. People 

will give of their resources, including their money, to see others come to know Christ.  

Part of the discipleship process is helping people understand the will of the Lord for their 

lives. Just like money, many Christians are unclear and confused about what 

God wants for them. They have a mystical view of the “will of the Lord:” one 

that sees it as unknowable and God as demanding. The teaching in our churches 

often reinforces this perception. And yet the Bible is clear on this subject for 

those who will look. God desires to communicate His will for our lives and 

wants us to live life within His will: the place of optimum blessing. Paul writes 

that the will of God is good, acceptable, and perfect, (Romans 12:2) …and 

knowable, (Ephesians 5:17).  

Another misconception or twist in the theology of many Christians is 

that God’s will is always hard and difficult. Instead of experiencing the truth that sets them free, they 

buy into the lie that following God brings them into bondage.  Now I am not saying that the life of the 

follower of Christ will always be easy. Obedience can sometimes be very difficult. Obedience to God 

means saying “no” to our selfish desires. And, down through history and into the present, many 

believers have been imprisoned or even martyred for their stand to honor God, regardless of the 

consequences of that stand. 

So why would anyone in their right mind want to be obedient and follow God? Doing the will 

of the Father brings blessings and rewards that cannot always be measured in human terms. We can’t 

always see the fruit of obedience in the immediate. In fact, we may never recognize it in this life, but 

we can have confidence that God has a reason for where He leads us and wants our very best. The truth 

is, God is a God of love and He desires good things for His children. He can and will work something 

of eternal good in our lives as we put Him first. God is more interested in our eternity than our 

momentary happiness. To embrace this truth, we must adopt an eternal perspective. 
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In discovering the will of God, we must ask hard questions and examine what we have been 

handed by those who have gone before us in this walk of faith. What does the Bible really say on a 

subject? Can a person know for sure? What is true and what is merely someone’s opinion? Sorting out 

the difference takes time, effort and honesty… but it is worth the trouble. The Christian should never 

be afraid of examining what they believe. Such a process, when done well, can only strengthen your 

faith. 

The Bible is not silent on the subject of money and material wealth. I would challenge anyone 

to do an in depth study on the subject: to develop your own theology so that you do what you do 

because you believe it for yourself. We all need to be more like the believers in the New Testament 

city of Berea. Acts 17:11 says this, “Now the Bereans were of more noble character than the 

Thessalonians, for they received the message with great eagerness and examined the Scriptures every 

day to see if what Paul said was true.” 

Throughout this book, I ask the central question, “Is a Christian commanded to tithe or is 

tithing a principle modeled by Abraham and endorsed by Jesus?” I will examine this question from a 

variety of perspectives. God does not make us do things. He does not want us to worship Him out of 

slavish adherence to a set of laws. If that was His desire, He would not have created us with the gift of 

free choice. Instead, He created a being capable of making the choice: to obey or not to obey, to love or 

not to love. He desires for us to give out of love and trust and not fear of retribution. Tithing and giving 

of offerings is an issue of the heart.  

The discussion pivots on two axis: 1) God owns all that we have and has entrusted His 

resources into our care, and 2) will we trust Him to meet our needs or will we take things into our own 

hands? To simplify these two things, they boil down to the Lordship of Jesus in our lives, and faith and 

trust in His goodness and provision. Perhaps this gives an indication of why money and how we view 

and use it becomes a benchmark for our Christian maturity.
2
 

 

Money Is Power In Our Society 

 

In contemporary North American society, money equals power and influence: both of which 

cater to our fallen nature. Power and influence can be a good thing when the motivation is good… and 

a very bad thing when used for selfish reasons: when it is all about meeting our own needs without 

regard for the needs or rights of others. Those with lots of money can buy whatever they feel they 

need. They control people because there will always be the hangers on that will ride on the coat tails of 

those who “make the party happen.” The prodigal son found out in Luke 15, when the money is gone, 

the “friends” disappear as well.  

                                                 
2
 Throughout this book, keep in mind that there exists a difference between a person’s salvation (standing with God) 

and growing on to maturity. We can never be more saved than the moment we accepted Jesus. Growing to maturity 
is just that: growing in our understanding and relationship with Christ so that we may reproduce ourselves spiritually, 
i.e. lead someone to a saving knowledge of Jesus and disciple them to be a reproducing Christian. 
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The self enjoys being in control: the exact opposite of what happens when a person makes 

Jesus Lord of their life. So, the pursuit of money becomes an obsession for many people. Their 

unbridled pursuit of money is ultimately about power. Those who worship money scheme to get more 

and they become enslaved to the harsh taskmaster of greed. Conversely, those who lack money can be 

bound and limited by what they don’t have.  

The now infamous pictures of the total collapse of the World Trade Towers in New York, 

symbols of monetary power, on 9/11 provides a timeless reminder of just how fragile our economic 

system really is. In the aftermath of the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center, the Dow stocks lost 

$1.4 trillion dollars US in value in the week following the disaster
3
. The Stock Market crash of 1929 

plunged the whole industrialized world into a depression that became a major catalyst for WW II, 

which ironically, was the major reason the world pulled out of this economic crisis. These are but a 

few examples of the power of money. 

Here in North America, we struggle against the pull of the “god of materialism.” Why? 

Because our tendency is to judge a person’s worth by the size of their bank account and investment 

portfolio. Power and prestige come with the accumulation of earthly wealth. In the end, however, such 

a pursuit often leaves people empty and disillusioned. “Self-worth and net worth are not the same. 

Your value is not determined by your valuables.”
4
 

Jesus said this, “No one can serve two masters. Either he will hate the one and love the other, 

or he will be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God and Money,” 

(Matthew 6:24). Money can open doors here on this earth, but God can and will provide a sense of 

contentment and fulfillment that money can’t buy. 

 

Money Cannot Buy Happiness  

 

On top of this, how much “stuff” a person has accumulated becomes the yardstick by which 

we measure happiness. The landscape is strewn with the wreckage of those who have crashed and 

burned looking for happiness in material possessions. The sad reality is, money cannot buy happiness. 

The source of true happiness is found elsewhere. 

In February of 2004, the release of Mel Gibson’s movie, The Passion Of The Christ, created 

quite a stir. For weeks before and after the movie’s theatrical release, Gibson’s reason for making the 

film became the topic of scores of interviews and articles. During one of these interviews with ABC 

journalist Diane Sawyer, Gibson unabashedly stated that he had all that Hollywood and this world had 

to offer: fame, wealth, pleasure, and a life of ease. And yet, he told all who would hear that it did not 

bring him happiness. He said there comes a time when you ask, “Is this all there is?” And a person 

                                                 
3
 The Vancouver Sun, Saturday, September 22, 2001. 

4
 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life, Grand Rapids, Zondervan, 2002, p. 29. 
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looks up to heaven and pleads, “If there is a God, please help.” Remembering his Catholic roots and 

the sacrificial death of Jesus on the cross brought healing to his soul. 

Instead of happiness, money, or more correctly, the pursuit of earthly wealth and power, can 

bring great heartache. Money cannot buy happiness or health or eternal life. This spiritual truth 

surfaces in folklore. The story of King Midas graphically illustrates that what we think we value and 

what we really value are often very different. King Midas was given a “gift.” Everything he touched 

turned to gold. The “Midas touch” became a nightmare, however, when his touch turned his beloved 

little daughter so full of warmth and love into the cold, unfeeling metal. King Midas found out quickly, 

and too late, what was really important in life. 

The unbridled pursuit of money and power has been the undoing of many. In Charles 

Dickens’ masterpiece, A Christmas Carol, who can forget the horrible fate shown Scrooge by the ghost 

of Christmas future? The street riffraff tried to pawn Scrooge’s earthly possessions before he was even 

cold in the grave. Without true repentance, he was doomed to die alone: unloved and unmourned. 

For those of my generation, the name Howard Hughes embodies the futility of pursuing 

earthly possessions in a desperate search for happiness. One of the wealthiest men in the world was 

reduced to a paranoid recluse who would not leave his hotel room, nor cut his hair or fingernails. In the 

end, he died alone with no heir. All that he left behind was a pack of money hungry servants who 

fought over his estate. Was he “happy?” I don’t think so…. 

Michael Jackson provides a more contemporary example of this empty pursuit of happiness 

by money and fame. The troubled superstar has undergone countless operations to change his physical 

appearance only to have his face marred beyond repair. In a very famous television interview aired in 

February 2003, who could not pity this unhappy person?  This self-proclaimed “Peter Pan” refuses to 

grow up to become an adult member of society that accepts responsibilities for his actions. 

The world’s stage has seen many other “pop” stars and Hollywood icons dance across the 

stage looking for fame, notoriety and happiness only to be cast off like an old shoe. Fame, they say, is 

fleeting. 

 

Money Is Spiritual 

 

Make no mistake: money is “spiritual.” It has power and influence far beyond the material 

world. One way this power can be seen is in how dollars “fly through the air” by electronic means. 

People put their faith in such transfers. Billions of dollars change hands each day without anyone 

actually seeing or touching them.  

Because money is spiritual, we must then develop a balanced and workable theology of 

money that allows us to use money in a way that will see our needs met and further the Kingdom of 

God. Good theology must be based upon sound interpretation of the Bible. As is true with so many 

other controversial subjects, we need to discover for ourselves what the Bible says and not what we 
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think it says. When you couple this with the reality that human beings are very subjective, we come to 

the realization that we need the help and guidance of the Holy Spirit.  

This guidance can come in the form of a spiritually mature person who will mentor us and 

help us sort our responsibility for and use of money. We all need people who we can trust to tell us the 

truth and hold us accountable to tell ourselves the truth. It is just too easy to compromise on many 

issues without the knowledge that you must tell someone what is really going on in your life. 

The Bible teaches that we are spirit, soul, and body, (1 Thessalonians 5:23). Because we live 

in this temporal world, we are governed by both physical and spiritual laws. Christian theology 

assumes that the spiritual world is just as real as the material world. If we accept this as true, then we 

need to understand spiritual laws and principles. Make no mistake; spiritual principles do work but 

they are not magic. Just because we practice the principle of tithing and stewardship does not make us 

immune to financial hardship. Neither does tithing ensure financial prosperity. Tithing and giving must 

be married to good stewardship to produce the results promised when a believer honors God with their 

financial resources. 

Because money is spiritual, it should not surprise us that Jesus actually said a lot about 

money, although not always directly. He taught that we were to be “in” the world and not “of” the 

world, (John 17). Due to the fact that we have a physical body, we inhabit the time/space continuum 

we call “life.” Because we live in this world, we must be a part of the present economic system.  As 

such, we need to eat and live indoors, as my Dad is so apt to say. We are not, however, to live our lives 

as a part of this fallen world system: so flawed by sin and ruled by the god of this world, (cp. 2 

Corinthians 4:4).  

All this talk about physical and spiritual can be very confusing. And, it is easy to see how the 

ancient heresy of Gnosticism
5
 came to the conclusion that the material world was “evil” and the 

spiritual world was “good.” Lest we limit ourselves in thinking that the physical world is somehow 

only evil, we need to be reminded that Jesus, the very Son of God, took on human form and lived 

amongst us, (John 1:14). While on earth, Jesus had needs. Like us, he had need of food and shelter. 

One of the major differences between Him and us is the simplicity of His needs as compared to ours. 

“The Son of Man has no place to lay His head,” i.e. He had no physical place to call home, (Matthew 

8:20). Mark 15:41 tells us that a group of women contributed to His support, “In Galilee these women 

had followed him and cared for his needs. Many other women who had come up with him to Jerusalem 

were also there.” These female followers of Christ provided financial resources for His ministry while 

on earth. And on another famous occasion found in Luke 5:1-3, Jesus had need of Peter’s boat so that 

He could use it as a preaching point. 

 

                                                 
5
 Gnosticism gets it name from the Greek word we get our English word “know” from. This heresy plagued the infant 

church. This doctrine has two polar opposites. If you accept that the material world is evil then you either totally 
remove yourself from it, as the ascetics did, or you say that what happens in the physical body doesn’t count and you 
party as the libertines did. The orthodox Christian view is a balance of both the physical and spiritual worlds. 
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Is Money Evil? 

 

Money is part of the present world system, but money is not in and of itself “evil.” Many 

people, both inside and outside of the church, misquote 1 Timothy 6:10 by saying “Money is the root 

of all evil.” What 1 Timothy 6:10 actually says is “The love of money is the root of all sorts of evil….” 

The subtraction of a few very important words contributes to the warping of people’s theology.  

It is not money that is the root of all evil but the love of money that is the root or source of all 

kinds of evil. Money, then, is morally neutral. It is neither good nor evil. It is what we do with money 

that makes it good or evil. It is the love of money that twists people. Hebrews 13: 5 cautions, “Keep 

your lives free from the love of money and be content with what you have.” 

The love of money is merely a tangible clue to the real problem: that unbridled quest for 

power. People lust after power and money equals power in our society. Paul warns his spiritual charge 

Timothy, and those who would read 1 Timothy, to beware being impaled upon the sharp stick of the 

love of money. Many a person has come to spiritual and personal ruin because of this misplaced 

affection. 

Over the years, I have had the privilege of getting to know many people. Each one, in some 

way or another, has built something into my life. One of these people was my friend Orest Hershick. 

He was what you could call a high roller. This man, who grew up in the small Canadian town of Prince 

Albert, Saskatchewan, made a lot of money in his lifetime. He also lost a lot of money. This man who 

owned car dealerships and professional hockey teams ended up with two dollars to his name on the 

front lawn of his daughter’s house with nowhere else to go. She was a Christian and was willing to put 

aside the hurt caused by her father and accepted him into her life once more. Through this undeserved 

kindness, and a host of other supernatural events, Orest made the best decision of his life: to make 

Jesus Lord.  

He never regained his earthly wealth. Before he died of cancer, I asked him if he would trade 

Jesus for what he once had. “Not on your life,” he said to me, and I believed him. Well Orest used to 

say, “Money makes people funny.” We have all heard people swear up and down that if they became 

rich, it would not change them. And, we all know people who have succumbed to the seductive and 

corrupting influence of power that money can buy. 

One of my favorite devotional authors, A.W. Tozer, says it very well in his short essay, “The 

Prayer of a Minor Prophet.”
6
  

Let me stand before the great or minister to the poor and lowly; that choice is 

not mine, and I would not influence it if I could. I am Thy servant to do Thy will 

and that will is sweeter to me than position or riches or fame and I choose it 

above all things on earth or in heaven. 

                                                 
6
 A.W. Tozer, The Best of A.W. Tozer, Grand Rapids, Baker Book House, 1978, p. 79. The author composed this 

prayer on the occasion of his ordination into vocational ministry.  
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In 1 Timothy 6:10 Paul writes that some have even “wandered from their faith” because of 

this obsession with acquiring money and material wealth. This improper pursuit of money brings many 

different kinds of grief. We all know of people who have lost their families, their spouses, their health, 

and even themselves in the unbridled pursuit of material wealth. 

Paul does not stop with a warning, but he instructs Timothy in the things that the young leader 

should pursue: righteousness, godliness, faith, love, endurance and gentleness, (1 Timothy 6:11). He 

doesn’t just tell Timothy to flee “from” but to “run to” the things that are really important. Instead of a 

negative focus, Paul gives his spiritual son a positive target to set as his goal. 

The love of money is not restricted to the wealthy. Sometimes, people who don’t have money 

can actually be more bound in the area of finances than the rich. They become 

obsessed. They spend every waking hour thinking about what they don’t have and 

how to gain more. Money can easily become an idol: an object of worship. 

I really like the following quote; “Money is simply something that God 

entrusts to us and allows us to use during our lifetime.”
7
 God owns everything; we 

own nothing. He has entrusted us with His riches so that we can further His purposes 

here on earth. 

The pressure of money calls for a response. Anyone who lives in this world feels the squeeze 

that goes along with the need to provide for the material necessities of life. Even in societies where 

there is little money exchanged, there is an exchange of goods and services to meet the most basic of 

needs: food, clothing and shelter. 

The words of Jesus in Matthew 6:25-33 show us that concerns over the basics of existence, 

(food, clothing, and shelter), are not new. People in the First Century worried about these things as 

well. The answer for today is the same answer for the people of Jesus’ day: trust the goodness and 

provision of the Heavenly Father who loves you and knows what you need. 

 

Money Is A Tool 

 

Tools allow us to do things that we could not do without them. A tool, like a wrench, expands 

the capability of the human hand. So it is with money. Money makes it possible to do things that we 

could not do without it. And stewardship means that we take care of the tool and maintain it so that it 

will be there tomorrow, the next time we need it. Like any other tool, money needs to be understood 

for what it is and used skillfully. When understood correctly, money becomes a sharp tool and not a 

destructive force in our lives and the lives of others. Money, then, is a means to an end and not an end 

in itself. Whatever we have God has entrusted to us, (the stewardship concept again), so that we can be 

a blessing.  

                                                 
7
 Clayton, Investing Money with God, p.15. 
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The Two Extremes 

 

One of my foundational philosophies is that we live life between two tension points. Finding a 

proper balance between these two tension points on any issue represents the secret of success in our 

various endeavors. The two extremes pertinent to our discussion are: 1) caring too much about the 

future, and 2) not caring enough.  

Our present society provides a host of examples of people who are pursuing earthly riches and 

security at the expense of their soul. Those who do not know Jesus personally and have no guarantees 

for the future try desperately to grab all the gusto they can. “You only live once,” they say. Believers 

can get caught in this trap as well. The steady creep of materialism and seeking security in earthly 

possessions can overtake anyone. 

Not caring enough about the preservation of capital and seeing material wealth as something 

to squander upon “the lusts of the flesh” can be seen in the story of the prodigal son, (Luke 15:1ff.). By 

the way, the word prodigal does not show up in the Scriptures, and interestingly enough, the word 

means “wasteful” and not wayward. The younger son demonstrated a total disregard for his father and 

his future inheritance. Asking for money before the father was dead would be the equivalent in our 

society of telling a parent, “I don’t love you and I wish you were dead.” 

Instead of valuing the resources built up by his father’s good stewardship, he used his father’s 

hard earned wealth trying to buy happiness, but came up short. Instead of happiness, he found only 

emptiness as he wasted his inheritance on “wild living.” (I am sure that you can read between the 

lines). In short order, he went from a man of substance to slopping pigs, truly the bottom for a Jew who 

would have been taught that pigs were unclean. At the end of this moral spiral, all he found was food 

fit only for the pigs to fill his belly.  

Somewhere, the father of this pitiful young man had communicated to him something of 

eternal value for the son knew where he could turn in his time of desperate need. He instinctively 

understood what his father considered to be important. In his remorse and repentance, he had come to 

recognize the value of relationship: an eternal asset that cannot be measured by a financial statement. 

The father received the alienated son with open arms.  

This did not, however, change the fact that this young man, though restored to the family, had 

wasted his inheritance. We see this in the dialogue between the father and the other son who was less 

than overjoyed at the response of the father to the return of the prodigal. The elder son felt that the 

father was rewarding his brother for his actions. I’m sure the father grieved that this son did not 

understand love and mercy. He answered the angry brother with these words: “My son… everything I 

have is yours,” (Luke 15:31).  

The younger brother, although repentant, still would have to live with the consequences of his 

earlier poor choices. We don’t know the rest of the story. Did this young man, using the experiences he 
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had, start again? Did he come to put into practice the value system so wonderfully demonstrated by the 

father? We can only hope.  

 

The Real Issue 

 

The real issue being addressed here is not money. At the very root of this discussion is “self.” 

For the Christian, the word “self” is a way of describing the “real you,” you know, the person you are 

on the inside. The Bible also refers to the “self” as our fallen nature, i.e. the part of us that is at odds 

with God and thinks only of what is good for itself.  As Christians, we accept that every human being 

has a fallen nature passed on to them at birth. Romans 5:12 shows us that we have 

all received this fallen or sin nature through Adam’s sin. The struggle between the 

flesh and the spirit, i.e. the desire to please God and please our selfishness, is a 

major theme of Paul’s writings. This fallen nature has a very strong self-

preservation instinct that wants to make sure that its needs are taken care of to the 

exclusion of everyone else. This gets translated into our contemporary society as “look out for number 

one.”  

Our self or flesh is also proud. It does not like to acknowledge any other king. So, any 

discussion about self is really about who is the Lord of your life. Another way of saying this is “who is 

in charge?” Still another approach to this question is “Who is it that you worship: God or self?” And 

that is the crux of the issue. Tithing acknowledges a power and authority outside of self, by 

recognizing a Source and a Power greater than ourselves.  In our arrogance, we find it hard to believe 

that someone, in this case Almighty God, really will take care of our needs and us. We are so 

conditioned to looking after our own needs that it is hard to believe that God really cares and has 

promised to provide for us. The hitch is, we must surrender control of our lives to Him and trust Him 

and His goodness. 

 

Summary of This Chapter 

 

 Everyone who considers himself to be Christian needs to develop a theology of money that is 

in keeping with what the Bible actually says and not what others think it says. This takes a decided 

effort on the part of the person to discover what they believe to be true of money and how it should be 

used. This effort will be rewarded as you hammer out the principles of handling money and earthly 

possessions. The reward will be a life pleasing to God and one that He can bless. 

Money, or more correctly, the use of money can be either a blessing or a curse. It is a blessing 

if used wisely. It is a curse if misused. To use it wisely means that a person has given thought to his or 

her philosophy and theology of money and the role and place it will play in living life. How you view 

and use money is integrally connected to your philosophy of life: what you value and what is 
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important. There exist tried and true principles of money management that need to be understood and 

applied if you are going to live a well ordered life. This takes thought and a conscious choice.  

 No one grows up in a cultural vacuum. What you believe to be true of money and its use will 

be a product of your environment and experience. The trick is to make sure that this 

philosophy/theology represents a biblical view. The church needs to help people in developing such a 

view. It should be a major topic in any discipleship discussion because it impacts so many areas of our 

lives. The correct use of money or its misuse impacts greatly on a person’s life and reveals the 

thoughts and intents of the heart.  

The problem with money is not the money itself but how we view it and how we use it. The 

Bible says that the love of money is the root of all sorts of evil. The reason? …Because money is 

power in our society and power that comes from human endeavor leads to what the ancient Greeks 

called hubris, “arrogant pride.” Anytime we rely solely upon our own abilities and do not depend upon 

God, we are in grave danger.  

 Money is a tool. It is not an end in and of itself, but is something that we can use to 

expand the Kingdom of God. And like any tool, we need to understand it and how to 

apply it for its maximum use. 

 Money cannot buy happiness. The only place where the human heart can find true 

happiness and fulfillment is in a loving relationship with the Heavenly Father. 

 Money is necessary for living “in the world.” It is the medium used to put a value on a 

thing or a service and is used as a currency of exchange. Christians must use it but keep it 

in its proper place and not allow it to corrupt them or take them captive. 

 The real issue is not money but who is Lord of your life. Are you relying upon money or 

upon God and His provision? God has a plan for each one of us and that plan includes 

providing for our needs. Will you trust in God’s goodness: that He loves you and that His 

plan for your life is for good? 

 Finally, like so many things, we need to find the middle ground. Because we live in this 

physical world, we have physical needs. Because we are spiritual, we need to make sure 

that we are not storing up earthly riches, but making sure we put God first in our lives. As 

we learn to do this, we can have confidence in our loving Heavenly Father: that He will 

care for us in all ways. 
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Chapter Two 

 

A Commandment or A Principle? 

 

ost of my life as a Christian, I believed that tithing was a commandment. I never 

really questioned the validity of this claim made by many churches until recently. 

Once I really started to investigate the question, “Are we commanded to tithe or is tithing a principle?” 

I was forced to take a hard look at what I had been taught and what I believed. This process of 

examining my belief system was not new to me. As I have mentioned, I grew up in the church as well 

as in a pastoral home. I received a strong call to vocational ministry at the age of seven, but when the 

time came to study for the ministry, I felt strongly that I was to go to university and enter the faculty of 

Religious Studies, a discipline that looks at various religions from a historical, critical perspective 

instead of from a faith stance.  

I needed to know for myself what I believed about a lot of things. My parents had done an 

excellent job in training me in the ways of righteousness. It was like they handed me a recipe box full 

of what I should believe. I had to go through the box I had inherited and make these beliefs my own. 

Most I kept; a few I discarded. My strong foundation provided the stability to do this without it 

destroying me or my belief in God. During those years, I did have to rebuild whole parts of my faith 

building, but it was always more solid after this type of intense scrutiny. In the same way, I had full 

confidence that I could investigate my belief regarding tithing without suffering spiritual shipwreck. 

As I began to re-read certain books and take another look at what the Bible had to say, I came 

to the conclusion that, although I believe in and practice tithing, I could not support tithing as a 

commandment still binding upon Christians today. Needless to say, as a 

person who pastors a local church and derives his livelihood from ministry, 

this personal realization was unnerving to say the least. Had I based this part 

of my life on a “lie?” Are my people required to tithe and give offerings? Is 

tithing is a commandment or a principle?  

Historically, the theology and practice of the church has been that tithing is a commandment. 

Until recently, this was the default position of the evangelical church. It was just the accepted thing 

and tithing was seen as the means of support for the church. 

A careful examination of the New Testament, however, does not support this, at least not in a 

way that is “airtight” and cannot be challenged. Jesus did talk a lot about money and riches, but there is 

no place where He restates the command to tithe. Those who hold that Jesus did command His 

followers to tithe point to Matthew 23:23. There are, however, differing opinions on the translation of 
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a pivotal word rendered “pay” in the King James Version of 1611 but “give” in the more contemporary 

ones.
8
 Others argue that it is assumed that tithing is a commandment and they refer back to the Old 

Testament. But if we support the position that tithing is a commandment from the Old Testament, 

which other of the 613 Commandments
9
 is the Christian bound to keep?  

Sorting this seemingly subtle distinction between a commandment and a principle requires an 

understanding of the definitions of these words. A commandment is just that: 

something that we are commanded or required to do. A principle is something 

that we have accepted as truth and a filter through which we make decisions. 

Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary’s defines a principle like this, “a 

comprehensive and fundamental law, doctrine, or assumption.”
10

  

Commandments rest on legalities. Commandments are to be obeyed, 

regardless of understanding. Slavish adherence to the law kills while the spirit 

gives us life. Don’t get me wrong; commandments are not bad. They provide the boundaries of our 

lives. We must, however, be careful not to adopt things as commandments that are not. 

A principle rests upon conviction. Convictions come from investigation and discovery. What 

is done out of legalism will not last whereas what is done from a heart of personal conviction will. 

Doing something because you must is not the basis of a healthy relationship. Doing something because 

of fear is not the basis of a healthy relationship. A person doing something because of fear or trying to 

avoid punishment will soon tire whereas a person who loves and is governed by principle will not 

because the very nature of love is giving and wanting to please the one who is loved.  

A person committed to principle thinking will not be tossed to and fro by every wind that 

comes. A person committed to this type of thinking makes choices and decisions based upon guiding 

principles, not based upon emotion, i.e. how they feel at a particular time. People dedicated to living in 

this manner will have the issue governed by the appropriate principle settled long ago and the accepted 

principle becomes the basis of all future action. The principle dictates the action. Instead of not 

knowing what to do, the person has a compass in the form of principles that help point to the right 

direction. 

One of my favorite books, Ordering Your Private World,
11

 has a whole chapter that illustrates 

this type of principle thinking. In “The View from the Bridge,” the author tells a story of a submarine 

captain who was awakened in his cabin by his sub going through evasive maneuvers. He immediately 

got dressed and made his way to the bridge only to find each member of the crew doing exactly what 

they had trained to do thousands of times. The captain addressed the officer in charge during his 

absence from the bridge with some concern, “Is everything alright? The officer quickly looked up to 

                                                 
8
 See page 91 for a more in depth look at the challenge of translation on this key word. 

9
 Philip Yancey mentions this number in his book Disappointment with God (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan 

Books, 1988), on page 46. I have not counted them for myself. 
10

 Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, 1976. 
11

 Gordon MacDonald, Ordering Your Private World, Nashville, Oliver Nelson Publishers, 1984 
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acknowledge his captain without losing his concentration. “Sir, everything is under control.” The wise 

captain replied, “It looks alright to me,” and he promptly returned to his cabin with the confidence that 

his crew was doing what they had practiced when it didn’t count so that they knew what to do when it 

did. 

Living by godly and eternal principles goes contrary to those who live by what has come to be 

known as “Situational Ethics.” In this system of belief, the circumstance of the situation determines 

what is right or wrong. This system acknowledges no absolute right and therefore no absolute wrong. 

“It all depends….”  

Situational ethics is really an outgrowth of something larger known as “Moral Relativism.” 

Moral Relativism is the prevailing worldview of our contemporary society. Its message is “everything 

is relative.” This very different “gospel” is contained in the media: television, movies, music, and 

embedded in the textbooks our children and students are reading. Subtlety, and not so subtlety, 

contemporary North America has strayed from its roots in a Biblical morality that recognizes a 

transcendent God and therefore, the source of absolute truth. In the vacuum created by many church 

leaders’ reluctance to speak about spiritual truth in an age of compromise, this moral relativism has 

infiltrated the thoughts and practices of many who call themselves followers of God. 

The only defense against this erosion of spiritual truth is for the church, which means people 

like you and me, to recognize this assault against the truth and actively stand against its incursion into 

our thoughts and practices as Christians. 

 

Is A Principle Binding? 

 

If we accept that tithing is not a commandment that New Testament believers are required to 

keep, then we must answer this burning question: “Is a principle binding upon the person who 

acknowledges its truth?” My answer to this question is an unqualified “yes.” A principle has an aspect 

of obligation and is binding, but for very different reasons than obedience to a commandment. You 

obey a commandment: often because of the fear of consequences. You honor or practice a principle; 

you have come to the conclusion that it represents the right way to act or respond. You choose to 

embrace a principle, and it holds you, i.e. is binding, because you own it. The truth of the principle has 

convinced you. You want to honor the principle because you see that it is the correct course of action. 

As mentioned earlier, the text of the New Testament does not prove conclusively that tithing 

is a commandment, at least not a direct commandment. One day a scribe, a Jewish religious leader who 

specialized in matters of the Law, asked Jesus to make a judgment on which was the greatest 

commandment. “Jesus replied: ‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and 

with all your mind.’ This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love your 

neighbor as yourself.’ All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments,” (Matthew 

22:37-40). The two are inseparable and the second flows out of the first. Putting God first in all areas, 
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including our finances, will guide us to respond well to others from love and not slavish adherence to 

some law or code of conduct. 

The law of the Kingdom of God is love and it always goes far beyond the written law. The 

principle of tithing and giving is not an issue of the mind but of the heart. In a very real sense, a 

principle has conquered the person who embraces it.  

A person has a conviction about keeping a principle. Like so many other concepts being 

addressed in this book, most people’s understanding of a conviction is clouded at best. This lack of 

clarity is reflected in this common expression, “I hold to my convictions.” Now there is some truth to 

this statement. The person is saying that they will act in keeping with their convictions. But an 

examination of the origin of the word conviction sheds light to a more complete understanding. Our 

English word is made up of two Latin words, which means, “that by which conquered.” We don’t hold 

our convictions; our convictions hold us. 

Once you have made a decision to embrace the principle of tithing, you are not faced with 

making a decision each payday. On the basis of conviction, you have made 

the decision to tithe so you write the cheque. It becomes automatic. The 

acceptance of the principle dictates the action. This decision rests upon the 

acknowledgement that God owns everything and you are but a steward. Once 

you embrace the principle and a commitment to honor it, you understand that 

the tithe does not belong to you but to God. Writing the cheque answers the 

question, “to whom does that belong?” You don’t give out of condemnation or in response to crisis. 

You give out of conviction of the principle. You tithe, not because of obedience to a commandment, 

but from a heart committed to a higher law, the higher commitment of love. You obey a commandment 

but you honor or practice a principle. 

I have four daughters and have endeavored to teach them about principle thinking. I have 

taught them to ask, “What is the right thing?” and “What is the loving thing?” It doesn’t take a whole 

lot to see that the right thing is the loving thing and the loving thing is the right thing. The law of love 

written on our hearts will always take us farther than any written law code ever can. The heart is where 

God wants to set up His throne. And, to tithe or not to tithe is an issue of the heart. 

 

Do I Pay My Tithes Or Give My Tithes? 

 

Another question that begs an answer is this. “Do I pay my tithes or do I give my tithes?” The 

traditional view is that you pay your tithes. This is supported by the King James Version of 1611 that 

translates Matthew 23:23 in this way. “Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye pay 

tithe of mint and anise and cumin, and have omitted the weightier matters of the law, judgment, mercy, 

and faith: these ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone.” This direct statement by 

Jesus, that addresses the issue of tithing, is problematic because of the translation challenge. 
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At this point, I realize that I run the risk of losing some of you. You may feel that I am 

somehow changing the Bible to suit my own ends. Let me declare my conviction 

in the plenary verbal inspiration of the Bible, i.e. that the Bible is God-breathed (2 

Timothy 3:16) and that the Holy Spirit helped the human author to choose the 

precise word in his vocabulary to communicate Divine truth. While I believe in the 

inspiration of the original manuscripts, I acknowledge the challenge of translating 

the original languages into English, (or any language for that matter). Although the 

Bible is the inspired Word of God, no translation is infallible. The King James 

Version of 1611 was an excellent translation of the original languages into the 

English of the day, but almost 400 years of scholastic endeavor has gone into coming up with the very 

best renderings of the Hebrew and Greek into modern English.
12

 

Translation is not easy, as anyone who has tried to do this can attest. A one to one 

correspondence of one word to another in different languages does not always exist. On top of this, 

most words have a range of meanings. Such is the case of the Greek word apodekatoo (Strong’s 586)
 13

 

used in the original and translated in the King James Version as “pay.” The more contemporary NIV 

translates this Greek word as “give.” Both translations of the word are correct, because they are faithful 

to the semantic range of the meaning of this Greek word. One meaning of the word indicates that the 

word implies that you pay your tithe as you would pay any creditor. For those who embrace the 

translation of the Greek word apodekatoo, as “pay,” interpreting the word as “give” does not go far 

enough. 

Past translations and understandings provide the basis for each successive version. This 

applies to Matthew 23:23, “Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You give a 

tenth of your spices-- mint, dill and cumin. But you have neglected the more important matters of the 

law-- justice, mercy and faithfulness. You should have practiced the latter, without neglecting the 

former,” (NIV). 

Here is a list of some of the different readings of Matthew 23:23: 

Matt 23:23 “You give a tenth of your spices…” (NIV) 

Matt 23:23 “For you pay tithe of mint and anise…”(NKJ) 

Matt 23:23 “For you tithe mint and dill and cumin…”(RSV) 

Matt 23:23 “For ye pay tithe of mint and anise and cumin…”(KJV) 

Matt 23:23 “For you tithe mint and dill and cumin…”(NAS) 

                                                 
12

 This process is known as “Lower Criticism” of the Bible and has as its mandate to discover the very best readings 
of the Scriptures by exhaustive comparison of the existing manuscripts from antiquity. Remember, the printing press 
was not invented until the Sixteenth Century and so the Bible, like all other books, was preserved by people copying 
it by hand. Over the many centuries, minor mistakes crept into the text and these can be discovered by comparison. 
13

 We see that apodekatoo (Strong’s 586) comes from 575 and 1183 and literally means, “to tithe (as debtor or 
creditor).” Joseph Henry Thayer explains the word like this: KJV-- (give, pay, take) tithe: 1) to give, to pay a tithe of 
anything, 2) to receive one-tenth from anyone. 
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These various English translations reflect the semantic range of the original Greek word. A look at the 

parallel passage in Luke 11:42 uses the same word translated as either “pay” or “give.” Why is this 

important? If Jesus said, “pay,” then it would be a commandment. If he said, “give,” then we are 

talking about a principle. 

Adopting the position that tithing is a commandment would mean 

that Jesus would have had to state clearly that tithing was a part of His new 

covenant. But my investigation did not show this to be the case. Tithing as a 

commandment restated in the New Testament is not clear beyond a reasonable 

doubt. Because the Greek is not definitive and subject to debate, Matthew 

23:23 cannot be used to prove without question that Jesus (and the New 

Testament) requires a person to “pay” tithe. So, the discussion of tithing and 

what a person should do must be approached from a different angle if we 

want to establish that tithing is a part of God’s plan for individuals and His method for funding His 

work here on earth. 

Again, if we must go back to the Old Testament to prove tithing is a commandment, then are 

we not in danger of the same error of those who taught that all new Gentile converts had to keep the 

Mosaic Law in its entirety to be saved? This was the very message that Paul fought so hard to refute, 

insisting that salvation was by faith alone. The Christian is no longer required to keep the Law to be 

righteous, i.e. in right standing with God. Accepting Jesus’ death and resurrection is the basis of our 

relationship with God and not whether I tithe. Those who use the Old Testament to support their 

argument that tithing is a commandment play into the hands of the detractors that support their 

decision not to tithe on the basis that the Christian has been set free from the Law spelled out in detail 

within the Old Testament.  

Most people who hold the conviction that tithing is a commandment go back to Moses to 

make their case. But as seen earlier, the principle of tithing actually started with Abraham.  So if the 

idea of tithing was not written down somewhere, why did Abraham give a tenth to Melchizedek? He 

did not owe him anything in a material sense. He did owe God his love, respect and gratitude. 

Abraham did not tithe to Melchizedek because an external law required it. Abraham tithed to 

Melchizedek out of honor and respect. He acknowledged God’s help in the battle against the kings 

around Sodom and his actions gives a splendid example of the partnership between God and His 

people. 

Jesus did not come to do away with the Law; He came to fulfill the Law, (Matthew 5:17-18). 

The Law served as a road marker that pointed people to their need of God. Jesus’ message was one of 

serving God out of love and not out of obligation…or fear. The New Testament has everything to do 

with serving God with all our heart, soul, mind and strength. The heart and soul are spiritual. The mind 

encompasses “understanding.” Those who consider themselves to be followers of Christ need to 

understand and decide for themselves based upon investigation of what the Bible says. How we live 
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our life is not to be shaped by what is comfortable or our opinions. We need to let the Bible determine 

our practice. To do this, we need to allow the Holy Spirit to transform our minds and this happens by 

“washing our minds with the word,” i.e. reading the Bible and applying its directions to our lives, 

(Ephesians 5:25b-27). 

 

Can You Give An Offering If You Haven’t “Paid” Your Tithe? 

 

At first glance, this section would appear to be out of place in this discussion, but it is 

integrally connected to the view we adopt regarding tithing as a commandment or a principle. The 

position traditionally held by the church is that tithing is mandatory and compulsory. By extension, 

many who hold this view feel a person cannot give an offering until the whole tithe has been paid.  

Let me give you an example. If I owe you money, I can’t give you a monetary gift until I have 

paid you what I owe. I am sure that all of us have at one time lent someone money and then have seen 

them “spend our money” on other things before they have paid us what they owed. This is a legitimate 

human reaction. Whether this scenario applies to God and our dealing with Him regarding tithing rests 

again on the position we take. If we adopt the position that we pay God our tithe, then we owe Him our 

tithe. If we believe that tithing is a principle and not a command, then we don’t owe Him; we give our 

tithes because we have embraced the principle of tithing and not out of obedience to a commandment. 

Taking a hard stand on the position that you can’t give an offering until you have paid your 

tithe would also assume that a person has a certain knowledge base. A Christian, who may never have 

heard about tithing or understood the principle, may give out of his heart an offering of love. 

Remember, an offering is freely given. A more mature or more knowledgeable Christian might upend 

a fellow Christian by negating a gift of love given from the heart with the insistence that you can’t give 

until you have paid your tithe in full. 

Let’s have a quick review of the concept of offerings. An offering must come from what is 

ours, and not from what belongs to another. Here is as good a place as any to look 

at a story that gets twisted and misapplied, but has merit in sorting out the tension 

between tithes and offerings. John the Baptist, the forerunner of the Messiah, 

instructed his followers that had two coats to give one to someone in need, (Luke 

3:11). Notice he didn’t say, “Give them what is God’s,” but he said, “Give them 

one of yours.” An offering must come from what is ours, and not from what 

belongs to another. If we see ourselves as stewards, and accept that the tithe 

belongs to God in acknowledgement of His ownership of all we have, then it 

really doesn’t cost a person anything to use their tithe to help the poor or those in need. I argue that you 

are in effect giving them God’s coat and not your own. But when I must sacrifice to give out of my 

own need, it opens the windows of heaven for God to bless and it means that I must trust His provision 

and not my own. 
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Tithing: God’s Principle For Supporting His Work Here On Earth. 

 

Churches use a variety of methods to support their operations; some are biblical and some are 

not. People in some church circles look down their collective noses at other churches that hold things 

like bingo and raffles to support the work of the Lord. The question is, are those who criticize any 

better? A quick look at some of the major Christian publications like Charisma
14

 reveals that many get 

rich quick schemes exist within Christian circles from every denominational group.  

And, companies exist that bill themselves as stewardship agencies; they will come into a local 

church and provide their services to raise money for a new building. This usually entails visiting every 

person on the mailing list personally and putting subtle or not so subtle pressure on people to make a 

pledge. Don’t get me wrong.  I’m all for communicating vision. As mentioned earlier, people want to 

invest in something that is in keeping with their values and something that is making a difference. 

What I do object to is the pressure sometimes placed upon people to give instead of teaching them to 

be good stewards of their resources, which includes tithing and giving offerings to further the work of 

God here on earth. 

The reality that churches feel the need from time to time to hold fundraisers like dinners and 

selling of cookies, etc. can be traced back to the unfortunate truth that all its members and adherents do 

not honor God with their tithes and offerings. The person giving to such a fundraiser or event is fully 

aware of the purpose and it comes from wanting to help and not as a result of manipulation or pressure. 

This is different than a professional organization coming in with high power tactics that pressure 

people to make a donation.  

Raising money will often be a one-time event whereas embracing and practicing stewardship 

lasts for a lifetime. Yes, there will be times of special need, but I argue that if everyone in our churches 

understood and practiced tithing, there would be more than enough to do all that we need to do in 

spreading the Gospel. 

God put the principle of tithing and giving of offerings in place to support His work here on 

earth. In this way, the God of the Universe invites us to partner with Him in His work here on earth. 

God is the Self-Sufficient One who needs nothing from outside of himself for his existence. God as the 

All-Sufficient One, (El Shaddai in Hebrew and one of the Names of God mentioned in the Old 

Testament), does not need anything. He exists on His own and, unlike human beings; He is not 

dependent upon anything outside of Himself; God does not need anything from us. 

At this point, a distinction between “need” and “desire” would be in order regarding God. 

Although God does not need us, He desires to be in relationship with us. And, there are certain 

requirements of relationship. God wants our love and obedience. By tithing, we are reminded that He 

                                                 
14

 Charisma Magazine is a publication of Strang Communications Company. I respect that they have a business to 
run. I also respect that this magazine is not afraid to tackle the hard issues. In a recent column by J. Lee Grady 
entitled “Jesus Has a Whip,” this issue was hit head on. See Charisma, October 2002, Volume 27, Number 3. 
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is our source and our provider.
15

 By honoring Him in this way, we express our love for Him and 

contribute toward His work here on earth. 

And yet, He has invited us into partnership with Him and so He counts on 

people to meet the physical and financial requirements for His church. Throughout 

human history, God’s work has required support through people. Just look at the 

construction of the Tabernacle and the Temple in the Old Testament. And the 

book of Acts records the taking of collections and the sharing of resources in the 

life of the early churches. Not only does this type of giving honor God, it strengthens community 

among the believers.  

Just think about what could be accomplished for the Kingdom of God if everyone understood 

and embraced the principle of tithing. I love sports, (okay, I like sports a lot). I especially enjoy tuning 

in on championship games: like the Superbowl. Over the last few years, I have found myself dreaming 

about what our local church could do, or what the church of Jesus Christ could do with the millions of 

dollars it takes to put on a halftime show that entertains people for 20 minutes and is forgotten by the 

middle of the third quarter. 

So, it is not because of God’s lack of provision but because of the unwillingness of God’s 

people to put Him first and honor Him with their tithes and offerings. If everyone tithed, the earthly 

church would have more than enough money with which to do what it needed to reach the lost. 

One of the leaders in our local church likes to talk about “New Testament” giving. A 

Christian wants to give and see God’s work go forward. Ten percent would be the minimum that a 

believer would give: because they have adopted a giving spirit. 

 

Giving Out Of Conviction and Not Crisis 

 

One of the reasons that people both in and outside of the church are so resistant to hearing 

about money is because of the many excesses and abuses they have witnessed within the realm of the 

church. The usual pattern of a pastor is to talk about money only when there is a financial crunch 

instead of teaching people about the principle of tithing as a normal part of their walk with God. And 

we have all seen or heard the impassioned media minister pleading for more financial support for his 

or her ministry to people who have good hearts and often very little cash while the media minister lives 

in the lap of luxury. 

During the heyday of televangelism, reports leaked out that some of the major ministries sat 

around a table to dream up the next crisis so that people would give, operating under the assumption 

that people only give out of crisis and not out of principle or investing in ministry. Christian ministries 
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would broadcast that unless the bills were paid, they would be forced to cut back on airtime and 

coverage. Whether this was true or not only God really knows.  

This approach of crisis giving worked especially well on those like my grandmother, who 

grew up during the Great Depression and lived through WW II, both of which required much personal 

sacrifice. People like her remembered vividly the fireside chats of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, one of 

the great leaders of freedom, whose voice boomed over the radio. He called for them to respond to the 

crisis at hand, and the need to give sacrificially. People who did not live through this challenge to the 

very existence of freedom and democracy cannot possibly understand how compelling such appeals 

were. And as history shows, this sacrifice was rewarded and we who are alive today enjoy the blessing 

of freedom because of the price paid by those who have gone before. 

In contrast to the reaction of my grandmother, my response is one ranging from “That’s too 

bad” to “They should have been paying better attention.” I don’t mean this to imply that all media 

ministries are somehow dishonest. What I am saying is that this type of crisis appeal has little affect 

upon me and I would argue no effect on those of my generation and younger. We just don’t have the 

same “buttons” to press as the older generation. 

When you give out of conviction, you give during the times of plenty as well as the times of 

want. It becomes a part of your lifestyle and is not (should not) be impacted by externals. I must say, 

however, that everyone should be sensitive to those times of need that represent extraordinary 

circumstances. These seasons of financial trial present themselves to churches as well as individuals. 

When they come, I am appealing for a presentation that outlines the need, makes people aware, and 

then trusts God and God in His people to see the need met. 

 

Manipulation And Condemnation As A Way Of Getting People To Give 

 

I don’t know anyone who likes to be manipulated into doing something. For the record, here 

is my definition of manipulation: to get someone to do what you want for your benefit and not for the 

benefit of the other person. 

The area of finances is one place within the church that is very susceptible to manipulation: 

where someone tries to entice people to give. We have seen how Church leaders have been known to 

manipulate people into giving by creating crisis. Another form of manipulation is the use of shame 

and/or condemnation in a feeble attempt to sustain the funding for ministry. I know of one church in 

my community that locked the doors on a given Sunday and would not unlock them until they had 

enough in the offering plates to meet the budget. Yes, truth is stranger than fiction. 

Certain generations are susceptible to different types of manipulation. As we saw earlier, the 

generation that suffered through the depression and WWII knew about sacrifice and doing without for 

the greater good. “Whatever it takes” was their motto. This stands in stark contrast to the narcissism of 

the present generation: the “me” generation.  
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One not so subtle form of manipulation is condemnation: making a person feel badly for not 

doing something. Condemnation accesses people’s feelings of guilt. This type of appeal plays on 

people’s emotions. “If you don’t give, then people will be lost and go to hell: all because you didn’t 

give,” gets spoken across the airwaves. Some people will respond to this kind of appeal, but they will 

end up with feelings of resentment. Once again, God wants His followers to give out of love and 

obedience and not because they have been made to feel guilty.  

In our contemporary situation, psychology has tried to wipe the word guilt out of our 

vocabulary. But I believe that guilt is a God given gift that helps us know that we have sinned and need 

to ask for forgiveness. This is what I refer to as real guilt. Another type of guilt exists: false guilt. I 

think it is false guilt that people react to so negatively. False guilt overcomes a person when someone 

tries to make them feel bad or responsible for something that they didn’t do. Some people have been 

raised in this type of environment and are extremely susceptible to manipulation through false guilt.  

“Look what you made me do!” “The reason I lost my temper is because you made me!” Real guilt is a 

gift from God and is that feeling we get when we have truly done something wrong. False guilt is just 

that: false. It feels like guilt but it is the product of human manipulation to make us feel bad and to 

motivate us to do something that we might not otherwise do.  

At times like this, we must be careful not to throw the proverbial baby out with the bath 

water. Many of those people who responded to such less than honorable appeals 

gave in faith and love for God. You can be sure, God will reward them. Jesus 

said that even a cup of cold water that was given in His name would not go 

unnoticed, (Matthew 10:42). And, on the other side of the ledger, God will 

judge those who misrepresented or misused His work for their own ends. God 

knows the heart and He alone can judge.  

The only protection against this type of spiritual abuse is discernment 

coupled with research of the ministries to which we give. Any organization, 

Christian or secular, which operates with integrity, will sustain scrutiny. Some 

of the questions that need to be asked are: 1) Are the monies collected actually applied to the project 

they were collected for? 2) What percentage of the monies raised actually gets to the project? 3) Does 

this ministry publish financial statements for accountability? 

People in positions of leadership within the church need to be above board in every area, 

including communicating about finances. Leaders and the Christian ministries they represent need to 

earn people’s trust and support by good stewardship. They should not expect people to bail out the 

church organization that has made poor choices or failed to plan adequately or has gone beyond where 

God wants them to be. Of course, there are always unexpected emergencies that require extraordinary 

measures, but all of us in positions of leadership need to make sure this is just that, extraordinary, and 

not our normal method of doing business. 

Any 
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This whole section is very sobering for a person like me who is the senior pastor of a local 

church. How can people know how to protect themselves against those who would mislead them or 

how can they know how to live unless someone teaches them? As the earthly leader, I have a 

responsibility to teach, encourage, and model good stewardship and a life lived in keeping with putting 

God first in my personal finances. As the earthly leader of a local church, I have the responsibility of 

making sure that we function in a way that is above reproach in all our dealings, including our 

financial ones. 

 

“Investing” Versus Crisis Giving 

 

As already mentioned, impassioned pleas from ministries that are in financial crisis, real or 

contrived, do not motivate the Baby Boomers.
 
As a Baby Boomer, I respond to the idea of investing 

rather than giving to avert a crisis. I want to be a part of something that is making an impact, 

something that I perceive as a success. From my observation and experience, the Gen-Xers and the 

Millennium Kids feel that same way, but even more strongly.  

My generation’s seemingly insatiable thirst for investing fueled the real estate explosion and 

the gargantuan gains in the stock markets in the late 1990’s. Even the market reverses since 2000 have 

been tied to the Boomer generation and its preoccupation with money and security. Having made 

money in the market, some analysts speculate that many took their money out of higher risk 

investments and moved them into more stable and secure ones.  

How should the church respond to this desire to invest by the present generations? People 

want to invest in a winner. They want to see a good return on their investments. 

What does this look like in the church world?… people coming to know Jesus as 

personal savior, changed lives, and strong marriages and families. Individuals and 

governments tend to underestimate the work and value of a church that is really 

fulfilling its mandate. How can you calculate the financial and social savings of solid 

marriage and children who are being trained in the ways of godliness instead of merely “growing up 

like a weed?” 

Leaders of the church need to make certain that they celebrate their successes. Sometimes 

miracles and life-change are the best-kept secret within the local church. By contrast, the media 

ministries are very good about telling people about what God is doing in and through their ministries. 

No wonder people want to invest in these ministries because most people want to make a difference 

and be part of something larger than themselves, something that is successful in doing what they deem 

important. 
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Under “Grace” Or Under “The Law”? 

 

Any discussion about tithing must be seen against the backdrop of the discussion about the 

tension between grace and law. Many people balk at the whole concept of tithing because they flee to 

the “grace” argument when confronted about tithing. They point to the truth that a person is saved by 

God’s grace and free gift of salvation purchased by Jesus’ sacrificial death upon the cross: the ultimate 

payment for the penalty of sin. “We are no longer required to keep the Mosaic Law,” they say. “Jesus 

came to set us free from the law,” they respond. And, they are right.  

And, they are wrong. Yes, we are saved by grace and not by works of the law. That does not 

mean that there does not exist things that we are to do that have nothing to do with our salvation but 

have everything to do with living a life pleasing to God and one that He can bless. 

One major source of this confusion is because most teachers base their theology of tithing 

upon the Old Testament. They use passages from the Books of Moses and Malachi to argue their case 

for tithing as a commandment still binding upon the New Testament believer. This practice only 

reinforces the belief that tithing is a part of the Law and  makes it all to easy to dismiss it as no longer 

binding upon the Christian.  

The problem is that a person who has been part of the church for any length of time often has 

just enough knowledge to be dangerous. This is true of the concept of grace. For many, grace means 

license: do what ever you want and God will still love you. Paul had to hit this misapplication of grace 

head on: “What shall we say, then? Shall we go on sinning so that grace may increase? By no means! 

We died to sin; how can we live in it any longer?” (Romans 6:1-2). 

If you are not careful, you can justify almost anything and use the scriptures to back it up, but 

not without violating the spirit of the Word of God. I once had a history professor at university who 

said that 90% of all scholarly endeavor was someone with an opinion who looked to find evidence 

supporting that opinion. I am afraid that the same could be said about theology. 

So what does the New Testament believer do with the Old Testament? Early on in the life of 

the church, some argued that these books handed down within the covenant community of the 

Israelites and later to the Jews were no longer relevant in light of God’s revelation through His Son. 

The early church leaders settled this argument when they included the thirty-nine books into their 

sacred tradition as inspired truth. They saw the value of retaining these writings we refer to as the Old 

Testament because they contained the unfolding sacred history of God’s dealing with His chosen 

people and His plan to redeem the world. Jesus declared that He came to fulfill the Law and not to 

abolish it, (Matthew 5:17-19). 

So is the Mosaic Law a bad thing? Because of his place of great influence within the early 

churches and his tremendous command of the Hebrew Scriptures, Paul waded into this debate. He 

wrote that the Law was given as a tutor (Galatians 3) to lead us to Christ. The Greek word he used 
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could also be translated as a “child conductor,” a kind of tutor, trustee or guardian that served an under 

aged child until that child reached an age of personal responsibility.   

Even the Old Testament prophets instinctively knew that no one could keep the Law in its 

entirety. They understood the need of depending upon God’s grace. These clear-sighted messengers 

declared that God wanted the hearts of the people and not their physical sacrifices, (As an example of 

this, see Micah 6:6-8).  

Keeping the Law does not save us. We are justified, made righteous because of what Jesus did 

for us on the cross. A person can never be more of a Christian than the moment they received Jesus as 

personal savior. There is nothing we can do to improve our status with God. We can’t buy our way into 

heaven, or bribe God in any way. 

We need to beware of the human tendency to fall into one ditch or another. This tendency 

manifests itself in a variety of ways: fads, and adopting extreme positions. We tend to go into one of 

two ditches; legalism or “it doesn’t matter.” The legalist takes an extreme position that requires tithing 

as a commandment. The other ditch is a laissez faire approach that says we are saved and that is all that 

matters. When taken to the extreme, people in the camp of license say that things like obedience and 

personal holiness are unimportant. Satan doesn’t care which ditch he gets us to fall into; his goal is to 

keep us from blessing. 

Balance is a very difficult thing. We need to find the balance between what Jesus did for us, 

our salvation and right standing with God, and our service to Him through living a life that is pleasing 

and fruitful while on earth. The Good News should touch every area of our lives, including our 

finances.  

 

Summary of This Chapter  

 

In this chapter, we examined the question, “Is a Christian required to tithe, i.e. is it a 

commandment of God or is it a principle endorsed by Jesus?” If tithing is a commandment and we 

have to go back to the Old Testament to prove this, then we must determine what other laws are still 

binding upon the Christian today. This is the same tension faced by the early churches as they grappled 

with whether a follower of Jesus was required to keep the Mosaic Law. Paul became a champion of 

those who believed that a person is saved by grace and not faith. If we endorse tithing as a principle, 

then it is binding upon our actions for very different reasons. A principle is “a comprehensive and 

fundamental law:” not a law in a legalistic sense but a law of the heart. A principle forms the basis of 

our actions instead of making decisions based upon emotions. Making the shift to seeing tithing as a 

principle and not a commandment opens the door to a whole new dimension of understanding. We 

enter the world of principle thinking, i.e. ordering our lives in accordance with inner laws and not 

external ones. 
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Here are some other observations from this chapter: 

 What Jesus said about tithing is not definitive because the Greek word used can be translated 

as either “pay” or “give.” The original Greek word traditionally translated as “pay” in 

Matthew 23:23 can also be translated correctly as “give.” This is important because this verse 

cannot be cited as proof that Jesus commanded His followers to tithe. 

 Jesus did, however, endorse the principle of tithing. 

 We saw that few things in Christianity are a commandment or compulsory. 

 Tithes and offerings was the method put in place by God to support His work on earth. 

Although He does not need anything, He has invited us to be partners with Him in the spread 

of the Gospel. 

 Can a person “give” an offering before they “pay” their tithe? My conclusion is “yes,” based 

on seeing tithing as a principle and not a commandment. An offering can be given as an 

expression of love by a person who is not yet come to the conviction to tithe. An offering 

should be something of a sacrifice by the person doing the giving; it costs the giver 

something. 

 We give not because of coercion or shame but out of conviction. We tithe not because of 

crisis or manipulation, but out of love and acknowledgement that God owns everything.  

 Most people today do not respond to crisis giving but to investing in ministries that they see 

are doing the things they deem important. They give in keeping with what they value and 

what they have decided are their priorities.  

 We live in an age of grace and not law.  We tithe and give offerings because we love God and 

acknowledge His ownership over all that we have. Tithing is not a legalism issue or an issue 

of the head (intellect). It is truth for the heart. 
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Chapter Four 

 

What is a Steward Anyway? 

 

“The more God gives you, the more responsible he expects you to be,” Rick Warren. 
16

 

 

eople in our contemporary culture most often draw a blank when the word steward and 

the related concept of stewardship come up in conversation…if it comes up at all! The 

sad reality is, our present culture has moved away from its Christian roots. Because of this drift, we 

cannot assume that people understand even the most basic of Christian understandings and concepts: 

things like honesty, integrity, and stewardship to name a few. At one time, stewardship was understood 

and practiced as a way of life. No longer. We have become a consumer culture: a far cry from a 

stewardship culture that is firmly grounded in Christianity. 

What is a steward, anyway? A steward is not an owner. A steward is someone who has been 

entrusted with the resources of another.  A steward does business in the owner’s name and works for 

the increase of what has been entrusted to him. A steward is accountable to the owner for how those 

resources have been used and managed. 

Because so many words and concepts are foreign in present day North America, we need to 

be open to new ways of saying things in the process of teaching eternal principles that have been lost 

over the years. In his book, Soul Tsunami, Leonard Sweet suggests using the more contemporary word 

“trustee” rather than steward.
17

 A trustee, like a steward, is a person who is responsible for the property 

or affairs of another. You might say that a word is just a word and in a technical sense, you would be 

correct. In our communication age, however, the use of a more acceptable word or one that people 

recognize can help them embrace the concept and put it into practice.  

The word trustee is very descriptive; a trustee is a person to whom something has been 

entrusted: also the definition for a steward. A trustee is not thinking about what he or she can get out of 

the trust, but how much can be made for the trust. A trustee understands that what has been entrusted 

into his or her care is for the good of the owner and not for his or her own selfish needs and ambitions.  

A trustee or steward stands in stark contrast to the consumer or user. A consumer uses (up) 

resources while a trustee takes care of the resources given him to manage. 

                                                 
16

 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life, Grand Rapids, Zondervan, 2002 p.45. 

 
17

 Leonard Sweet, Soul Tsunami Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishers, 1999, p. 274. 

P 
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Stewardship is a recurring theme of the Bible. Like so many important issues, the Bible 

narrative assumes throughout its pages that followers of God both understand and practice stewardship. 

In fact, the opening chapter of Genesis introduces the concept of stewardship. “In the beginning God 

created the heavens and the earth, ”(Genesis 1:1). This very first verse of the Bible establishes God’s 

ownership of all things; He created all things. The Psalmist picked up on this in Psalm 24:1, “The earth 

is the Lord’s, and everything in it, the world, and all who live in it.”  

As people who believe in the veracity of the Bible, we acknowledge that the universe is not 

the result of some cosmic hiccup, but is the handiwork of a Creator and the care of His creation was 

His to give. Genesis 1:26-28 tells how He placed man,
18

 Adam and Eve, in the Garden of Eden as 

stewards over His creation. The basis of stewardship, then, is the recognition that God owns everything 

and we own nothing. In His infinite love and mercy, God has entrusted us with His “stuff.”  

The rest of the verse records God’s charge for man to rule over His world. When the creation 

account mentions that God created man in His image, the original word in Hebrew, (the major 

language of the Old Testament), conveys both the idea of resemblance as well as man as a 

representative figure.
19

 Adam, as God’s representative and trustee, was to take care of the creation and 

see it flourish all the while enjoying the increase. Mankind was not the owner, but was charged with 

the responsibility of managing God’s world. God gave the following charge to Adam and Eve. “Be 

fruitful and increase in number, fill the earth, and subdue it,”(Genesis 1:28). This reinforces the 

foundational truth that the trustee or steward is responsible to see that what has been placed into his or 

her care is well taken care of and that there is an increase on what has been entrusted. 

As we enter the Twenty-first Century, we are now seeing the consequences of the poor job we 

have done as trustees of the planet. We have fouled our own nest and are now faced with the ravages 

of pollution and the results of not respecting the laws of nature, all in the name of expansion and 

meeting our immediate perceived needs with little or no thought for the future.  

A person does not have to look far or hard to see multiple examples of man’s poor 

stewardship over God’s creation. Just look at the dismal way our society has used and abused the 

environment. The idea of living in harmony with the created world is indigenous to the First Nations 

people here in North America: an idea that has been largely ignored by mainstream western culture 

with consequences that we are just now starting to understand.  

We continually read of diminishing natural resources as the economic machine chugs on with 

little or no regard to the future.  It becomes all about the present and the immediate bottom line. North 

Americans, perhaps the worse offenders of all, represent a small percentage of the world’s population 

and yet use the majority of its resources. We have come to adopt an attitude that access to cheap and 

                                                 
18

 The Hebrew word adam carries the idea of “man” and so it includes both male and female here. 
19

 Strong’s #6754. James Strong, in his Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible assigned numbers to Hebrew and 
Greek words to aid the English reader in studying the original languages. 
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plentiful resources, like energy and water, are our God given rights without thought to the rest of the 

world that squeaks by with so much less. 

Instead of being good stewards, we have been consumers. A steward is not a consumer; a 

steward is a conserver. In fact stewardship is the opposite of consumerism. It 

stands in stark contrast to holding a consumer mentality. North America is a 

consumer society. A consumer is just that: one who consumes. Another way of 

saying consumer is “user.” A consumer uses up what he has instead of managing 

for the increase. A steward does not abuse or waste. A steward cares for and 

oversees the increase of what has been entrusted into his care. A consumer is just that: one who 

consumes what is in front of him, like the locusts who move through a field and strip it bare. 

Consumerism drives our economy and plays upon our insecurities. The media, which caters to 

our fallen nature, tries to brainwash us into thinking that all our problems will be solved if we drive the 

right car or wear the right brand of jeans. Our insecurities show when we buy into this mentality, 

further reinforcing the mistaken idea that happiness and fulfillment can come from material things. 

 

Jesus’ Teaching on Stewardship 

 

The concept of stewardship mattered to Jesus. Below is a linear summary of Jesus’ definitive 

teaching on being a faithful steward recorded in Matthew 25:14-29: 

 All three stewards had the very same master. 

 The master distributed to each one according to his assessment of their ability. (Matthew 

25:15, compare 1 Corinthians 12). 

 The first two stewards understood the concept of stewardship and put their talents to use and 

what they used increased.  

 The first two stewards both received the same commendation from the master, “Well done 

good and faithful servant! You have been faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge 

of many things. Come and share your master's happiness!” (Mt. 25:21). 

 The last steward, out of fear coupled with an inaccurate and warped view of the master, hid 

his talent. Instead of a commendation, he received a severe rebuke.  

 

Here are the principles taught in this story:  

 Good stewardship causes talents and abilities to increase.  

o Talents and abilities grow (increase) with use: the Law of Use. 

 Poor stewardship causes even what we have to be lost. 

o Talents and abilities decrease with neglect. What we don’t use we lose: the inverse of 

the Law of Use. 
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What Else Is True Of A Steward?  

 

A major focus of this book is about the stewardship or trusteeship over money, but we cannot 

get a correct read of what a steward really is without broadening our view of the subject to include an 

understanding that life on earth is a trust. Stewardship includes but goes far beyond finances. It 

encompasses all that is entrusted into our care while on earth. God asks that we be good stewards of 

everything. “Our time on earth and our energy, intelligence, opportunities, relationships, and resources 

are all gifts from God that he has entrusted to our care and management. We are stewards of whatever 

God gives us.”
20

  

Unfortunately, the organized church tends to overemphasize money almost to the exclusion of 

all else. A proper understanding of stewardship takes into account that good 

management of financial resources is but a part of the greater whole. A proper 

understanding of stewardship encompasses everything about how we live our 

lives. 

Stewardship, then, is really a way of living life. It is not an activity. It 

is not a fad. Giving is not a means to an end. We don’t give to get more. 

Stewardship must be a conscious choice that a person embraces. Stewardship 

provides the basis of our entire life as a Christian; it touches every aspect of our 

lives.  Stewardship is a lifestyle. 

Because we live in this world, no one, Christian or non-Christian, can escape the truth that we 

are all stewards. We are either good stewards or bad stewards. We have either thought about it or not. 

If you have not given it conscious thought, then chances are you are not a very good steward. There are 

some exceptions. Sometimes people have not given the idea of stewardship a lot of conscious thought 

because they were raised in an environment of good stewardship; it was just how life was done. My 

experience is that people like this are the exception and not the norm. 

 

The Connection of Stewardship and Worship 

 

Being a steward is an important part of our worship. The concept of worship is another one of 

those things that people within the church talk a lot about, but I am not sure most people really 

understand what worship really is. Our English word is related to “worthship,” ascribing worth to 

something or someone. Worship, like stewardship, should be seen as a lifestyle and not an activity. It is 

so much more than just music that has the capacity to lift us into the presence of God, but must impact 

us in a way far beyond the spiritual “feel goods.” Like stewardship, it touches so many issues: our 

time, our talents, our money…our very lives.  

                                                 
20 Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life, page 44. 
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Worship is and has always been about sacrifice. In the Old Testament, people brought 

physical sacrifices to present to the Lord as acts of worship. These sacrifices were not an end in and of 

themselves but represented in a tangible way that sin always costs something. The worshipper learned 

that they had to look outside of themselves to someone greater, God, for forgiveness and restoration.  

Worship is all about sacrifice. Good stewardship is about sacrifice. We offer ourselves as 

living sacrifices to the Lord and all that we have is His, (Romans 12:1-2). A living sacrifice has both a 

positive and a negative side. As a living sacrifice, we can die to our own selfish desires and live in a 

way that honors God and makes a difference in a world so marred by sin. The negative side of a living 

sacrifice is that something that lives can (and often does) crawl off the altar. Paul the Apostle 

understood this and that is why he wrote to his spiritual charges in Corinth of his conscious and regular 

choice to “die daily,” (1 Corinthians 15:31). 

 

Stewardship of People 

 

A consumer (user) mentality is destructive when it comes to material things: deadly when 

applied to people. The use or abuse of material things has its own consequences. When it is used up, it 

is used up. There is no more. When we use people up, we destroy an eternal being created in the image 

of God. In an age that is very sensitive to the abuse of people, there are those who rightly see this type 

of treatment as spiritual abuse.  

Sadly, spiritual abuse is all too common within the organized church. Such abuse has eternal 

consequences because people are eternal. God will hold people in positions of authority accountable 

for their stewardship of people, i.e. how they treat those under their care. 

The idea of accountability is fundamental to stewardship. This giving of an account applies to 

everything, including how we deal with people. The writer of Hebrews says this, “Obey your leaders 

and submit to their authority. They keep watch over you as men who must give an account. Obey them 

so that their work will be a joy, not a burden, for that would be of no advantage to you,” (Hebrews 

13:17). Christian leaders are stewards over those they lead. They will one day stand before Almighty 

God and will answer for their treatment and stewardship of those entrusted to them. It is no accident 

that pastors are also referred to as shepherds. John 10 helps us understand that the shepherd lives for 

the sheep; the sheep do not exist for the shepherd. Contemporary Christian leaders need to follow the 

model of stewardship demonstrated by Jesus, the Good Shepherd and not the bad example of 

shepherds who fleece the sheep for their own selfish ends. “'This is what the Sovereign LORD says: 

‘Woe to the shepherds of Israel who only take care of themselves! Should not shepherds take care of 

the flock?’ ” (Ezekiel 34:2-16). 
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The Principle of Stewardship In Relationship To Tithing 

 

The principle of tithing is not magic. Things don’t just somehow turn out just because we put 

10% of our income into the offering. It must be married to good stewardship of the resources entrusted 

into our care and management. Unfortunately, some ministers twist the scriptures and make people 

believe that as long as they tithe, they can be guaranteed that God will pour out His riches, and the 

emphasis is almost always upon material wealth. The truth is, God does want to bless us and the Bible 

clearly demonstrates the relationship between receiving blessing and our honoring God. The problem 

comes in the interpretation of “pouring out” and “blessing.” Nowhere does the Bible guarantee that all 

Christians, including those who tithe, will be wealthy in a material sense. What God has promised is 

that He will supply our needs. Good stewardship includes honoring God by acknowledging His 

ownership and using what has been entrusted responsibly. This means practicing the principle of 

tithing and using what is left wisely. People may give their 10% but squander 90%. That does not 

represent good stewardship. And people who live in this manner cannot blame God. 

The decision to tithe helps us to be better stewards because we are forced to look at our 

priorities and manage well what is in our care. Going through this exercise provides a blessing of its 

own. We come face to face with our real values and priorities. 

 

Some Biblical Economics That Are Related To Stewardship 

 

You can’t listen to the radio or television without hearing about “the economy.” In fact, 

political pundits have put forth the theory that Bill Clinton defeated the incumbent president of the 

United States in the 1992 election because of the phrase, “It’s the economy, stupid.” In any developed 

country that practices some form of democracy, the state of the economy is always a big factor in any 

election. People are more concerned with their jobs and investments than they are in most other things. 

Economics govern how we live in relationship to the world system and is the science that tries 

to understand the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services. The English words 

economics and economy comes from the Greek oikonomia, which is derived from oikonomos:
21

 which 

translates as household manager. The laws or principles of economics provide the framework for how 

decisions about goods and services are made. This is true of people as well as countries. Just like 

nations that observe sound fiscal policies prosper, so do individuals who order their lives in keeping 

with solid financial management. Those who have a good grasp on these principles are people who do 

well in our economy. People who don’t pay attention to these principles don’t do well. 

                                                 
21

 I don’t want to assume that the reader knows the original language of the New Testament was Koine Greek. 
Throughout this book, I will be going back to a Greek word used in the Greek New Testament to help us gain a larger 
understanding of what the original might have meant. A variety of study tools exist for the English speaker to get 
back to the original language. One such tool is Thayer’s Lexicon of the New Testament. 
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In a similar manner, laws and principles of spiritual economics exist. A good working 

understanding of these laws of spiritual economics will help a person prosper.  What might some of 

these governing principles and laws be?  Here is a short list to get you started. 

 

Diligence 

 

“Watch over your heart with all diligence, for from it flow the springs of life,” (Proverbs 4:23, 

NAS). 

“The hand of the diligent will rule, but the lazy man will be put to forced labor,” (Proverbs 12:24, 

NKJ). 

 

Like so many words and concepts covered in this vast subject of stewardship, diligence is one 

of those words that doesn’t get a lot of attention. The word and the concept have entered the business 

world as a “buzz” word: “due diligence.” In the business world, due diligence carries with it the idea 

that all elements are considered in a systematic way. In simpler terms, it means to pay attention to the 

details, those small and seemingly insignificant little details that can make all the difference between 

success and failure. Paying attention means to take note of what is happening around you and what is 

happening inside you. That is the thrust of Proverbs 4:23. The diligent person is one who will guard 

over the heart, the seat of emotions and motives. Doing the right things for the right reasons brings life 

and blessing to us and to those we touch. 

The message of Proverbs 12:24 can best be summarized by the concept of “applying 

yourself.” Diligence means doing your best: not someone else’s best nor in comparison to them. And 

remember, you are not in competition with anyone but yourself; be the best you can be. You are 

playing to an audience of one. Here’s what the Apostle Paul said about applying yourself. “Whatever 

you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not for men, since you know that you 

will receive an inheritance from the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you are serving,” 

(Colossians 3:23-24). 

I am reminded of a story from one of President Jimmy Carter’s books. As a young seaman, he 

was an aide to Admiral Hyman Rickover, the father of the US Nuclear Navy and known to be a stickler 

for excellence. When reporting to his superior, Carter relayed his accomplishment of the task assigned, 

to which Admiral Rickover responded, “Did you do your best?” Carter writes that he had to walk away 

because he knew what that answer was. He learned a lesson that he never forgot.  

 

Faithfulness, Trustworthiness 

 

“Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and whoever is dishonest 

with very little will also be dishonest with much.  So if you have not been trustworthy in handling 
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worldly wealth, who will trust you with true riches? And if you have not been trustworthy with 

someone else's property, who will give you property of your own?” (Luke 16:10-12). 

 

In this passage, Jesus makes it clear that if you are not faithful over the little things, you will 

not be faithful in the bigger things. The Greek word used in this passage, pistos (Strong’s 4103), is 

translated as faithful in most of the major English translations and trustworthy in the NIV. The two 

concepts are intertwined. A person who demonstrates faithfulness is a person who acts in a way in 

which someone else can have faith or trust. It means that a person will do what they said. They can be 

trusted to do what they say or act in a way that is consistent. Faithfulness connects with many other 

character traits: trustworthiness, honesty, steadfastness, diligence, being conscientious and a person 

that can be counted on. Faithfulness is one of the Fruit of the Spirit mentioned in Galatians 5:22-23. 

Let’s make this practical. If you don’t take care of the car or house that you have, why would 

God entrust you with something more? I knew someone like this who took little care with what they 

had in the hope that one day they would have something new. “Oh, don’t worry about the carpet, I’m 

going to get a new one soon.” Well, soon never came because this was their default position on all that 

they had. What they had was destroyed way before its useful life. It seemed that just about everything 

in their house was broken or run down because they did not take care of what they had.  So why would 

God entrust more to a person who was not a good steward of what had been entrusted to them? 

 

Hard Work 

 

“All hard work brings a profit, but mere talk leads only to poverty,” (Proverbs 14:23). 

 

For many people, work is a “four-letter word.” We can blame Adam for the need to work 

hard. Part of the consequences of the curse that entered the world through his disobedience was that 

man would make a living from the sweat of his brow, (Genesis 3:17).  Notice that God cursed the 

ground and not Adam.  

This negative view of hard work is a relatively new thing. Because of Christianity’s strong 

influence on Western culture, hard work was seen as a virtue and a way of worshiping God. People 

wanted to please the Master. They used to take pride in a job well done. This was a direct outgrowth of 

a stewardship mentality: putting in an honest day’s work for an honest wage. Granted, the lazy have 

been with us for a long time and Proverbs has much to say about slothfulness and laziness. Here is an 

example: “Lazy hands make a man poor, but diligent hands bring wealth,” (Proverbs 10:4).  

Hard work alone does not ensure prosperity. You can work hard at the wrong things and be 

farther behind or you can apply yourself to the right things and experience the blessing of God on the 

work of your hands. What are these “right things”? Jesus said, “Do not work for the food which 
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perishes, but for the food which endures to eternal life,” (John 6:27). This shows that we are to spend 

our time on things that have lasting importance and not pursue things that are “gone with the wind.” 

Using an analogy from the farm, if you don’t plant in the spring, you will never reap in the fall. 

Planting season means long hours and hard work. Once the seed is in the ground, the farmer must 

depend upon the sun and the rain to bring the crop to maturity. This requires faith and trust in the 

goodness of God. The other season that is as difficult is harvest. The farmer doesn’t quit until the task 

is done. He does this in anticipation of the rewards of his labors. 

 

Trusting God as Your Source. 

 

“And my God will meet all your needs according to his glorious riches in Christ Jesus,” 

(Philippians 4:19). 

 

Trusting God as our ultimate source means that we cannot trust ourselves and our own human 

abilities to make our way. Seeing ourselves as the source is playing “god.” And seeing ourselves as 

god is really the sin of pride. Acknowledging that all we have comes from the hand of a loving God 

will help us see things correctly, that He is our source and the only source. This realization will help us 

see ourselves correctly: as stewards and not owners. 

Here in North America, the trend to move from the family farm into urban areas has separated 

most people from the land. This makes it easy to look to our jobs as our source instead of seeing God 

as the one who is providing for us through the job we are blessed to have. It is not always easy to see 

the direct correlation between the food on our table and God’s provision in the same way as a farmer 

who raised the cow, slaughtered the cow, and eats the cow.   

Here is a personal story to illustrate the connection between the food we eat and God’s 

provision.  I am not a fisherman. I have no desire to become a fisherman. But once, a friend of mine 

talked me into going salmon fishing with him. It was early in my marriage and money was tight. The 

charter cost us each $40. It was the wrong time of year and to top it off, the guide said that the fish had 

not been biting for some time. One of the seniors in our church covenanted to pray that I would catch 

three fish: two for me and one for him. My friend, an experienced fisher, caught no salmon while I 

caught…you guessed it: three. I was never so grateful to have food on the table as I was that day 

because I saw the direct correlation between what was on my plate and the provision of God.  

We must have faith but our faith must be in God and not in our faith. What do I mean by this? 

Sometimes, people come to embrace that if they can work up enough faith, if they believe hard 

enough, then what they desire to happen can and will happen separate and apart from God’s power or 

intervention. Or they firmly believe that God is somehow obligated to do their bidding and provide for 

them at their level of expectation. 
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So our faith must be in the character and nature of God: that He is good and will provide for 

us His children. As we do our part, He will do His part. 

 

Living A Life Of Gratefulness. 

 

“…give thanks in all circumstances, for this is God's will for you in Christ Jesus,” (1Thessalonians 

5:18). 

 

The Greek word used here in 1 Thessalonians is eucharisteo, (2168), which can be translated 

as giving thanks or being grateful. The life of a follower of Christ will be one marked by being 

grateful. It really bugs me when people refuse to acknowledge some act of kindness bestowed by 

someone else. They act like they somehow deserve what has been given, that they don’t have to say 

thank you because it is their right to have it. I wonder if it ever bugs God? I don’t know, but I am sure 

that it does grieve Him. 

Few things caused Jesus to marvel, but the Gospel accounts contain such an occurrence in 

Luke 17:12-19. Ten men afflicted by the horrible disease of leprosy begged Jesus to heal them. Jesus 

showed mercy upon them all and they were all cleansed as they made their way to show themselves to 

the priest as was required by the Law. Only the priest could declare them well and admit them back 

into the mainstream of society. One man, who also happened to be a Samaritan, when he saw that he 

was healed, literally threw himself at the feet of Jesus and thanked him from the bottom of his heart. 

Jesus took note that ten men were cleansed but only one returned. 

I am ashamed to admit it, but in many instances, I am more like the nine who went on their 

way without a word of thanks instead of expressing a heart of gratitude.  Acknowledging God as our 

source will have this positive benefit; we will be grateful because we see everything as coming from 

His hand. 

It has been said that no people in the history of the world have had as much materially as 

North Americans and enjoyed it less. This carries over into the church world. As a general rule, we are 

not a grateful people. Our love of material goods and the life of ease make us greedy and not grateful.  

This short quip taken from the life of Andrew Carnegie, famous millionaire and philanthropist 

from the last century, illustrates this malignant attitude of ingratitude. When quizzed, “How much is 

enough?” Carnegie answered, “Just a little bit more.” 

Proverbs 30:15-16 characterizes a person who is not grateful for what they have. “The leech 

has two daughters. ‘Give! Give!’ they cry. There are three things that are never satisfied, four that 

never say, ‘Enough!’: the grave, the barren womb, land, which is never satisfied with water, and fire, 

which never says, ‘Enough!’” 
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Cultivating A Lifestyle Of Giving. 

 

“Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse those who have leprosy, drive out demons. Freely you have 

received, freely give,” (Matthew 10:8). 

 

Once again, I return to an agricultural metaphor: one of cultivating something that you want 

to grow…and produce good fruit. People who garden know that you must turn over the soil that has 

become hard over the winter. This takes a spade or shovel to break the ground and make it receptive to 

the new plants that will be seeded. On farms, a cultivator is a piece of equipment that does the very 

same thing, only on a larger scale. It loosens the soil so that the planter can deposit the seeds into an 

environment that gives them the best chance of germinating and taking root. Sowing seed is an act of 

giving. The seed must leave the hand of the sower. Once it has left the hand, the sower has very little 

control over the crop. He must trust the soil, the sun, the rain, and the goodness of God to cause the 

increase. 

In a similar manner, we must partner with the work of the Holy Spirit in our lives to break up 

the hard ground that makes us resistant to sowing good seeds that will produce good spiritual fruit, like 

giving. Just like the gardener or the farmer must cultivate the desired crop, so must we. This can 

happen by conscious choice, where we determine to be a giving person and give accordingly. Giving 

does not come naturally to the average person. Like so many other things that are “right,” a person 

must make a conscious choice to be a giver. Or, it can be a part of the overall transformation of 

character that happens when we yield ourselves to the Master Gardener that works the soil in our lives 

to become more like Him. 

Have you ever noticed that people who are giving people tend to be people who receive? 

They have come to understand the economics of the Kingdom of God, “Give and it will be given to 

you…” The farmer cannot harvest what has not been planted. It’s that simple. A giving spirit will be a 

hallmark, a characteristic of a child of God. Children do and should resemble their parents and reflect 

their values.  

Our Heavenly Father gives…and so should we. And just like He gives because He loves, so 

should we: without thought of return or what’s in it for us. “Freely you have received, freely give.” 

 

Summary Of This Chapter  

 

Stewardship is a foreign concept to most people. Stewardship is to be a way of living and is at 

the core of a Biblical theology of money and finances. And, you can’t be a good steward if you don’t 

know what a steward is. You are either a faithful steward or an unfaithful steward. The practice of 

tithing without an understanding of stewardship is financial suicide. The practice of tithing must be 

married to a commitment to stewardship to reap the benefits. 
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What is a steward?”  

 A steward is not an owner but a trustee who works for the increase of the resources placed in 

their care through sound management.  

 A steward understands that he will give an account for his stewardship over these resources.  

 A steward acknowledges God’s ownership of everything based upon the faith fact that He 

created everything. When we practice the principle of tithing, we demonstrate that we 

understand His ownership and our stewardship. 

 The opposite of a stewardship mentality is a consumer mindset. A consumer does just that: 

consumes with little or no thought for the future. 

 

Good stewardship is an act of worship: 

 We bring honor to God by caring for His world and what has been given to us. This includes 

people. We need to adopt a stewardship mindset when dealing with people, because they are 

the most precious possession of a loving God. When we don’t treat people well, or use them 

for our own ends, it breaks the heart of God.  

 

The spiritual economics of stewardship: 

 Just like there are economic laws that work in this world system, there are spiritual 

economics. 

 A life of good stewardship will include an understanding and commitment to giving.  And, 

just like stewardship, giving needs to be a lifestyle and not an event.  
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Chapter Five 

 

What Is All This Talk About Tithing? 

 

ike so many other important things about Christianity, we often take for granted that 

everybody knows all about tithing. Even well-meaning believers are afraid to ask 

questions when they are unsure. They assume that everyone else knows what to believe and they don’t 

want to appear stupid. Our assumptions can kill us. On top of this tendency to assume is the issue of 

pride. Pride rears its ugly head and hinders people from asking about things and so they continue to 

stumble around in the darkness of ignorance to their own hurt.  

We have already established that money is not inherently evil but is a tool. 

Next on the list is to define the word “tithe.” A tithe means a tenth. Our English word 

tithe translates the Hebrew word ma` aser; or ma` asar  (4643).
 22

 It should come as no 

surprise that the Hebrew word literally means a tenth. When this definition of the word 

tithe is applied to the spiritual principle of tithing, it means that the Christian presents 10% of his or her 

total (gross) income to the Lord.  

To gain an understanding of this practice, we need to look at what the Bible teaches on this 

subject and how it has been understood and applied by the people of God down through the ages. The 

best way to undertake this task is by highlighting some of the people and stories that provide the basis 

of this understanding of tithes and offerings. 

 

Abraham 

  

Any discussion on the subject of tithing must begin with the patriarch Abraham and not 

Moses. Starting with Abraham is important because some argue that tithing is part of the Law of 

Moses and therefore no longer required by Christians. After all, they say, Christians are inheritors of 

the New Covenant and the Old Covenant given on Mount Sinai is no longer binding upon those saved 

by faith. This sounds like a plausible way of getting the believer off the hook regarding tithing until 

you take a closer look at what the Bible really says about the whole subject. Those who adopt this 

argument usually talk a lot about our “freedom in Christ” and that we are not under any obligation. 

From my experience, people who flee to this position usually use this as an excuse not to tithe and 

                                                 
22

 James Strong provided the average English Bible student with a tremendous tool in his hallmark work, Strong’s 
Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible. In this study resource, Strong assigned a number to both the Hebrew words of 
the Old Testament and the Greek words of the New Testament. Even if a person does not have a command of the 
original languages of the Bible, he or she can do a study of either the Hebrew or Greek by following the numbers 
through. 

L 

A 

“tithe” 
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a tenth. 
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often not to give of their financial resources in any meaningful way. Abraham, the “father of those 

made righteous by faith,”(Romans 4:17), tithed before the Mosaic Law. Abraham, therefore, set the 

pattern for the principle long before God revealed the Law to Moses on Mount Sinai.  

So once again, we return to the Book of Genesis, which true to its title, means “Beginnings.” 

It chronicles the development of God’s people as they discovered what it meant to worship Him. 

Here’s a condensed version of the story from in Genesis 14 that introduces the concept of giving a 

tenth. When his nephew Lot was taken captive by an alliance of four kings, Abraham led a group of 

men from his own household and defeated these marauding rulers. He recaptured the possessions taken 

from his relative Lot as well as much wealth from the defeated foes.  

Abraham could have claimed other spoils from the conflict on the basis of his conquest, but 

we see a very different response from this man of God. The biblical narrative records that 

Melchizedek, “priest of God Most High,” greeted Abraham with bread and 

wine and blessed him. In return, Abraham “gave him a tenth of everything,” 

(Gen. 14:20). By his actions, Abraham acknowledged Melchizedek as being 

worthy of honor. He also declared that he would not profit or be made rich by 

the King of Sodom, i.e. he would not keep the spoils of war as would have 

been common, (Gen. 14:21-23).  

Did Abraham somehow sense the corrupting influence of earthly wealth, especially when 

gained through extraordinary circumstances? Did he understand this need to give a tenth by divine 

revelation? What we do know is that he tithed to this Melchizedek King of Salem. 

We are not sure who Melchizedek was. The Biblical record does not include enough 

information to make a positive identification. Determining the exact identity of Melchizedek is 

unimportant to our discussion from my point of view. Why is it such a big deal to others? Because 

some believe that Melchizedek was somehow a pre-incarnate manifestation of Jesus or the Holy 

Spirit
23

 and so people say that Abraham tithed “to God” in this situation. We can’t prove that 

Melchizedek was a theophany, i.e. that God appeared in human form before Jesus came in the flesh, as 

some theologians have speculated. In keeping with my commitment not to make the Bible say what it 

does not, let’s just say that Melchizedek was someone of honor. What is important to our discussion is 

that Abraham acknowledged him as being greater than himself and he presented Melchizedek with a 

tenth.  

Whether Abraham tithed on the spoils or tithed on all that he owned is unclear. Again, we 

need to be careful not to go beyond what is written. We need to stick with what we know for sure; 

Abraham tithed. 

                                                 
23

 People who hold this base it upon an interpretation of Hebrews 7:3, “Without father or mother, without genealogy, 
without beginning of days or end of life, like the Son of God he remains a priest forever.” 
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The Bible does not say anything about an ongoing commitment to tithe on Abraham’s part, 

but we see that he did give a tenth on this specific circumstance. Abraham’s action certainly provides 

us with a type, i.e. an example of tithing.  

 

Jacob 

 

The next place we encounter the principle of tithing is in the story of Abraham’s grandson, 

Jacob. On the basis of my commitment not to assume that the reader is familiar with some of these 

stories, let me provide a short overview necessary for putting this man and his life into context. 

Abraham’s son Isaac had two sons: Esau and Jacob. Fraternal twins, the boys could not have been 

more dissimilar. Esau was a hairy man and loved the outdoors, while Jacob enjoyed the more 

“civilized” tent life. Esau lived for the moment with little or no thought for the future, while Jacob was 

a schemer that was always looking for opportunities for future gain. On one occasion, Esau came in 

from the hunt famished. Convinced he would die on the spot if he didn’t get food immediately, he 

“sold” his birthright
24

 to his younger and conniving brother Jacob who was right there with some 

porridge. Hebrews 12:16 puts it best. Esau gave away his inheritance, all for a fleeting moment of self-

gratification.  

As if this wasn’t insult enough, Jacob, with the help of his equally devious mother, stole his 

brother’s blessing by deception. Rebekah overheard a conversation between Isaac and his favored son 

Esau. So while Esau was out hunting for his father’s favorite game, the scheme hatched between 

mother and her favored son unfolded. She prepared a goat in the same manner as the wild game Isaac 

savored. Jacob dressed up like Esau, took this dish into his blind father and received the patriarch’s 

blessing
25

: an even bigger deal than the earthly wealth. When Esau discovered his brother’s duplicity, 

he vowed to kill his brother. Jacob got wind of the plot and he fled from his father’s household because 

of his less than honorable actions toward his father and brother.  

It is fair to ask how God could ever use a person of Jacob’s questionable character. Through 

deception, he stole his older brother’s birthright and firstborn blessing. The birthright put him in line to 

inherit the considerable earthly wealth of his father Isaac. But God who judges the hearts of men knew 

that Jacob somehow grasped that he could not prosper without the blessing of God upon his life. He 

connected the material and the spiritual. He didn’t add the column up straight, but he recognized his 

need of something beyond himself. We see this connection in a negative way through his manipulating 

to steal both the birthright and the blessing that rightfully belonged to his older brother Esau.
26

 

                                                 
24

 The Ancient Near East practice primogeniture where the oldest son inherited the largest share of the father’s 
estate.  
25

 Blessing in the Ancient Near East was extremely important. What a person said either good or bad was seen to 
have lasting impact upon that life. That is why blessing and cursing were seen as so critical. 
26

 He really did live up to his name to this point. Jacob means “supplanter” A supplanter is a person who seizes 
control, especially by treachery. 
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The example of 

Jacob comes in 

the form of a 

precedent and 

not a 

commandment. 

 His father Isaac, though angry, did not want to see his son killed. So he sent Jacob away to 

the land of his mother to escape his brother’s wrath, find a wife and rebuild his life. On the way, Jacob 

had the first of many encounters with God that would forever change his life. At the place he would 

later name Bethel, which in Hebrew means “House of God,” Jacob had a dream of a stairway from 

earth to heaven. The Lord, Himself, stood at the top, and promised to bless him, (Genesis 28:10-15). 

Early the next morning, Jacob erected an altar to commemorate this momentous event and vowed,  “of 

all that you give me I will give you a tenth,” (Genesis 28:22). This was a tremendous statement of 

faith. He had fled from his home with only the clothes on his back. By faith, he embraced the promise 

of God. Like his grandfather, Jacob acknowledged a power outside of himself 

that was worthy of honor and homage. He made an ongoing commitment to 

tithe on the increase. Before Jacob had a lot, he purposed in his heart to honor 

God by tithing. 

What is significant here? The example of Jacob comes in the form of 

a precedent and not a commandment. Jacob made this vow of his own 

volition. No law existed demanding he do this.  

Where did he learn this? Did his father Isaac tithe? Did his grandfather Abraham pass on this 

principle directly to Jacob in the form of family history or indirectly through discipling Isaac who in 

turn instructed his son? We don’t know for sure. What we do know is that these early patriarchs all 

shared the same faith in a personal God that entered into a covenant relationship with them: a personal 

God who made a promise to bless them and to provide for their needs.  

The writer of Hebrews says it like this, they were looking for “a city whose builder and maker 

was God,” (Hebrews 11:8-10). They lived in tents, inhabiting the fringes of the inhabited cities, 

understanding that they somehow belonged to another realm that was separate and apart from the 

physical world. This “city” was in fact a spiritual place where God was King and His reign, supreme. 

Do you think that Abraham ever took young Isaac out and had him scan the horizon? “Do you see it, 

son? Do you see the ‘city’ that God has prepared for us?” Then one day, Isaac saw what his father did 

and then he repeated the process with his sons? 

 

Moses  

 

The figure of Moses looms large in human history because of the great influence Judaism and 

Christianity have exercised upon Western Civilization. The “Mosaic Law,” received by Moses on the 

top of Mount Sinai, which included the Ten Commandments, formed the basis of what was considered 

right and wrong and governed the spiritual and moral conduct of people. It has been said that all of our 

laws today can be traced back to one of the Ten Commandments. For an example instead of saying, 
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“Don’t steal,” our laws go on to delineate all the things that we can’t steal. Most levelheaded people 

would agree that these commandments form the basis of our moral and civil law today.
27

 

The question at hand is this: “Are Christians required to keep the Law?” The debate of how 

much of the Mosaic Law is still binding upon the Christian believer is as old as the letters of Paul. At 

the very beginning of the church age, the debate about whether a person could be a Christian without 

being Jewish and therefore subject to keeping the Law took center stage. In fact, the very first official 

church council meeting recorded in Acts 15 outlines the decision of the 

recognized leaders of the church in Jerusalem regarding this issue of how 

much of the Law would new converts to Christianity be required to observe. 

In short, the early church elders ruled that keeping the Mosaic Law was not 

required for salvation. Right standing with God would be based wholly and 

solely upon faith; a person would be saved by accepting the sacrificial death 

of Jesus and belief in His name. Nowhere is this spiritual truth more clearly 

expressed than in Ephesians 2:8-9. “For it is by grace you have been saved, 

through faith - and this not from yourselves, it is the gift of God - not by 

works, so that no one can boast.” You can’t earn your salvation or buy your way into heaven. So if a 

person is saved by faith and not by works, then we can’t go back to the Old Testament to somehow 

prove that a Christian is required to tithe to curry God’s favor. 

 People use the Bible to say what they want to say. They can’t, of course, do this without 

manipulating the message by conveniently leaving things out or taking things out of context. Even 

Moses has gotten a bad rap as people misquote him to support their own views on the subject of tithing 

without taking the time to discover his message or repeat hearsay of what he said. So what does the 

Law of Moses really say about tithing and giving of offerings?  

 To do this, we need to revisit the discipline of Hermeneutics: the term given to the study of 

how to interpret the Bible. Just like Mathematics, Hermeneutics has established principles that help the 

reader of the Bible arrive at sound interpretation. An example of one of these principles is the rule of 

context that says the reader must take into consideration the overall context of a verse or teaching. 

Although not the exact science that Math is, a person versed in Hermeneutics can check how someone 

else has approached a topic. I have already mentioned the two basic questions of Hermeneutics: 1) 

What did it mean to the original hearer and 2) what does it mean to me today?  

 Understanding what the Law of Moses says and applying it also poses another challenge for 

those who really do want to follow God with all their heart. Something that will help in sorting this out 

is the knowledge that two very distinct kinds of laws exist in the Mosaic Law: 1) highest ideals and 

norms, i.e. principles that transcend time and space and 2) specific instruction for a people in a 
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particular time and space. An example of the first would be the Ten Commandments. An example of 

the second would be directions regarding hygiene, like the instructions given in Deuteronomy 23:12, 

13. This passage in Deuteronomy addresses sanitation regulations for people at a specific time in a 

specific context.  I am quite sure that you would not find anyone that would argue these directives 

would be binding on the contemporary Christian.  

 So why did God include these kinds of laws? First, the whole of the Old Testament is a sacred 

history of how God was preparing a people for Himself that would reflect His love and message to the 

world. Like any good father, He had to help His children understand how to live in a way that would 

bring them blessing and one that He could bless. The inclusion of the highest ideals and norms seems 

obvious. But what about the other types, the specific instructions for a specific time and place? A close 

examination of such commandments reveals an eternal principle or purpose. In the cause of 

Deuteronomy 23:12-13, the deeper theological principle is this: God is a Holy God and a God of order. 

He walks amongst His children and He wanted to teach them the correlation between physical 

cleanliness and moral purity. Granted, sometimes the deeper theological principle is not as clear and 

sometimes you just have to say, “I don’t know why God required that, but He must have had a good 

reason.” Part of putting faith in God is trusting Him with the things that we don’t understand or have 

enough perspective to comprehend. I’m okay with serving a God who knows more than me. 

Why is all this talk about the Law of Moses pertinent to our discussion regarding tithes and 

offerings? We need a working understanding of the Mosaic Law on tithing and giving of offerings 

because people go back to the Old Testament to prove that tithing is a commandment. This presents a 

problem on several fronts: 1) if the believer is required to tithe, how many other commandments must 

the Christian keep and 2) citing the Old Testament, many in the contemporary church wrongly argue 

that tithing began with Moses and is part of the Law and therefore not binding for the Christian. 

Although it was institutionalized under the Law of Moses, we have already seen that the concept or 

principle predates Moses and goes back to Abraham. 

 So if the Mosaic Law, and the Old Testament is not binding upon the New Testament 

believer, why keep it as sacred scripture? This question came up early on in the life of the church. 

Some argued that the Old Testament was of no value and suggested that it be abandoned by the new 

community of faith. But wiser heads prevailed under the direction of the Holy Spirit and the church 

retained the sacred scriptures of the Jews. Why? The Old Testament is important for the New 

Testament believer because it sets up so much of what God did through Christ Jesus. In fact, Jesus said 

that He came not to abolish the Law but to fulfill it, (Matthew 5:17). So referring to the Old Testament 

to help us understand the New Testament is a good thing…in most cases. It can be a bad thing, 

however, when we superimpose the teachings and requirements of the Old Covenant
28

 (Old 

Testament), upon the teaching and understandings of the New Covenant, (New Testament). It is also a 
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 A covenant is an agreement or understanding that governs how two parties relate 
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bad thing when people misapply Old Testament truth in a way that skews what was said and meant at 

an earlier time.  

The Book of Leviticus outlines the Law in great detail and specifies what was required by the 

Israelites and the Levites in their worship of God. “A tithe of everything from the land, whether grain 

from the soil or fruit from the trees, belongs to the LORD; it is holy to the LORD,” (Leviticus 27:30). 

The Israelites were required to tithe on the produce of the land: the seed and fruit. This covers all that 

grows from the plant kingdom. Leviticus 27:32 adds: “The entire tithe of the herd and flock-- every 

tenth animal that passes under the shepherd's rod-- will be holy to the LORD.” The tithe also extended 

to include the herds and the flocks. This covers the animal kingdom: in other words, everything.  

The tithe was on the increase. The person was not required to tithe on all his herds, flocks and 

on all his stockpiled grain accumulated over the years, just the new crop and the additions to the herd 

and the flock. 

The Lord instructed Moses, “Speak to the Levites and say to them: ‘When you receive from 

the Israelites the tithe I give you as your inheritance, you must present a tenth of that tithe as the 

LORD's offering,’” (Numbers 18:25-26). This shows that the Levites and Priests were not exempt from 

tithing. In my life as a Christian, I have been surprised and saddened to discover that some people in 

pastoral ministry, roughly the modern equivalent of the Priests and Levites, who receive remuneration 

for their service to the church, do not tithe or give offerings. This is just wrong. How can a person in 

vocational ministry expect others to have the faith and discipline to tithe when he or she does not, or 

feels they cannot, tithe?  (See Lev. 27:32-33).  

I believe that a symbiotic relationship exists between the leader and the 

people being led. What the leader does (or does not do) impacts the followers. 

Too often, leaders say or imply, “Do as I say, not as I do.” If leaders are to lead, 

then what they do should impact the thoughts and behavior of those who follow. 

This is the essence of making disciples. Discipling someone is teaching them to 

do what you do the way you do it. That’s scary. Paul put it this way, “Follow me 

as I follow Christ,”(1 Corinthians 11:1). So the question for any leader is, “Am I 

living my life in a way that I would want others to emulate?” That’s sobering. 

For those of you who are parents, you know that your children do as you do and not necessarily as you 

say. The same is true for our spiritual children.  

 

Did I Mention The Term First Fruits? 

 

Again, if you grew up in Church or if you have spent any time at all hanging around 

“religious people,” you have heard the term “first fruits” in the context of giving to God. Like so much 

of this subject of tithing and giving, people make assumptions that everyone understands these churchy 

concepts. I am not even sure that people who have grown up on the front row of the church understand 
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many of these terms…including the reference to “first fruits.” Too embarrassed to ask for fear of 

looking stupid, many just nod their heads and shout “amen,” (another one of those “religious” words 

which in this case means “I agree with what is being said or done”). Let’s not assume people 

understand. Let’s ask questions like “What do you understand about the term?” instead of ones like 

“You understand, right?” Such questions can be answered by “yes” or “no” without finding out what is 

really going on in a person’s head. Good communication requires clarity. And clarity requires the 

exchange of meaning and not just words. 

Having said all this, what is a “first fruit” and how does it impact on our study? The place to 

start is by defining the term in contemporary language. Practicing the principle of giving your first 

fruits would mean you would write your tithe cheque before you pay any other 

bills or financial commitment.  

Tithing before paying or deducting anything else is actually very close 

to the meaning of first fruits for the ancient Hebrews and the Jews.
29

 This type 

of offering was an integral part of their belief and practice. The Israelites offered 

the sacrifice of first fruits to redeem the annual crop. The Canaanites, the people 

who lived in the region before being displaced by the Israelites, also offered the 

sacrifice of first fruits but for different reasons: to appease their god(s) so that 

they could keep the rest of their crops. Like the Israelites, they believed in a god who was creator and 

therefore owner of everything. I wonder if this isn’t an echo of Eden. Literature discovered by 

archaeologists show that the peoples of the Ancient Near East shared many stories that we see reflected 

in the Genesis account. Do you think that concept of first fruits got passed down but warped in its 

original meaning?  

What we do know is this. “For the Hebrew, it [the offering of first fruits] was an 

acknowledgement of stewardship: God owned everything and only asked for a portion in 

acknowledging this fact.”
30

 This offering of the first fruits by the Israelites was also an appeal for God 

to bless the remainder of the crops. Like any true principle, both of these concepts are true today: 1) 

God owns everything, and 2) by giving of our first fruits before deductions, we ask Him to bless the 

remainder of our “harvest.” 

The Feast of First Fruits is one of the Seven Levitical Feasts mentioned in the Pentateuch and 

observed by the Israelites. Each one contains a symbolic meaning for the Christian. The Feast of 

Passover, the most familiar, served as a memorial of the miraculous deliverance from the bondage of 

Egypt. Each household sacrificed an unblemished lamb, symbolizing the Lamb of God slain for the 

                                                 
29

 For those of you who enjoy detail, it is incorrect to refer to any of Abraham’s descendants as “Jews” until the post-
exilic period, i.e. when the people of God returned to Jerusalem from Babylon during the time of Ezra and Nehemiah. 
Judaism was born in Babylon where the people of God, after the Temple was destroyed and the sacrifice system 
suspended, turned to prayer and the study of the Torah as the focus and practice of their faith. Before that time, the 
practice of their faith is referred to as “Israelite Religion.” 
30
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sins of all mankind. They applied blood to the lintels of their houses, which speaks of applying the 

blood of Jesus to our lives to save us from the destroyer. 

The Feast of First Fruits was a feast within a feast. The Hebrews celebrated this festival 

during the annual Festival of Weeks, also known as the Feast of Pentecost, (Exodus 34:22; Leviticus 

23:15-22, Numbers 28:26; and Deuteronomy 16:9-12).
31

 They gathered the first part of the harvest of 

their vegetables and grains, along with the firstborn of the flocks for sacrifice.  Because it was a feast 

within a feast, it was a time of great rejoicing. The Feast of Weeks was one of the most joyous of all 

the festivals observed by the Israelites as they gave thanks for the beginning of the crop and anticipated 

God’s continued blessing on the rest of the harvest. 

Proverbs 3:9-10 picks up on the principle of honoring God “right off the top.”
 32

 This wise 

man encouraged anyone who would listen to “Honor the LORD with your wealth, with the first fruits 

of all your crops; then your barns will be filled to overflowing, and your vats will brim over with new 

wine.”
 
 

So it comes down to this; giving God your first fruits means giving to Him 

before anything else. For me, embracing the concept of first fruits is how I 

tithe…first. If you can accept this, your tithe is your first fruits. You give in 

acknowledgment of God’s provision and in faith that He will bless the rest of the 

“crop.” 

Many people tell me that they don’t have enough money left over after they 

pay all their bills and meet all their financial obligations. As the noted comedian, 

Joan Rivers use to say, “Can we talk?” From experience, I have found that if I write my tithe cheque 

first, there always seems to be enough. If I wait and write it after, there never seems to be enough. I 

only did this a few times before I realized this fallacy. 

If you are going to tithe, it will be because you have made a conscious decision to do so. It 

will not “just happen” but will mean making the choice to say “yes” to giving to God and “no” to some 

of the other things that you may now be doing instead of honoring God. Making the decision to tithe 

brings into sharp focus your priorities and how and where you spend (or should spend) your money. It 

means putting God first and there is no better way to do this than tithing first before anything else. 

The principle of multiplication comes into play here. Just as Jesus multiplied the five loaves 

and two fish of the little lad in John 6, we can trust God to multiply what we give Him. The unnamed 

boy gave in faith and so should we. As we step out in faith, this provides an opportunity to see God 

work supernaturally on our behalf. Remember, however, that God can’t multiply what we don’t give 

Him, and we can’t give what we don’t have because of poor stewardship and bad decisions. 

Some of The “Hows” Of Tithing Under The Law 
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 “Firstfruits” from Nelson's Illustrated Bible Dictionary, Copyright (C) 1986, Thomas Nelson Publishers 
32

 The closest thing to this concept of giving as the Lord blesses in the New Testament can be found in 1 Corinthians 
16:2 where Paul encourages the people to set aside finances for proportionate giving on the first day of the week 
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Deuteronomy 14:22-29 contains more specific details on the “hows” of tithing in the Mosaic 

Law. Here is a summary of this passage: 

 We see the principle of setting aside a tenth each year of all that is added to a person 

in that year, (the increase). 

 Because of the distance and logistics, it was permissible to convert the substance of 

the tithes, i.e. produce and animals, into silver, the equivalent of our cash. 

 God permitted the people to use some of this money to buy a celebration meal to be 

eaten in the Lord’s presence. 

 The purpose of this celebration meal is so that the person might “revere the Lord.” 

o Eating in God’s presence would help us be “honest with ourselves” with 

what we do with the tithe. In fact, anything done in God’s presence will 

keep us doing and thinking what is right. 

 The Israelites were admonished not to forget the Levites, i.e. the vocational ministers 

of their day. 

 The tithe mentioned in this passage seems to be somewhat different in that every 

third year, the tithe was to be stored in a local place to meet the physical needs of the 

Levites, aliens, fatherless, and widows. This provided a blessing for these people and 

served as a safeguard for the society.  

 

More Than “One Tithe”? 

 

Scholars are not unanimous in how to interpret or apply some of the more obscure passages 

on the subject of tithing. Some say there may have been as many as three different tithes collected in 

Old Testament times. If in fact there were more than one tithe, (the one that was to be presented at the 

Temple), tithes like the one mentioned in Deuteronomy 14 would also be a tenth of the increase, but 

would be more equivalent to taxes that would take care of other needs of the people beyond the 

Temple. We could get bogged down here, especially if we take a rigid line of how we will interpret 

and apply the tithing concept. Again, we come face to face with the thesis of this book: is tithing a 

principle or a commandment? If it is a commandment, then we better understand this passage in 

Deuteronomy and apply it to the letter of the Law. If tithing is a principle, then it reinforces our 

spiritual responsibility to contribute to the needs of others, those in vocational ministry, and that tithing 

is something that we should do in the presence of God and it should be an occasion for celebration and 

rejoicing. 

 

 

Summary of This Chapter 
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Like so many things in Christianity, it is all too easy to take for granted that people know and 

understand the fundamentals of what it means to be a Christian. They need to be taught and instructed 

to order their lives in a way that will bring them blessing. That was one of the major tasks of Moses in 

leading the Children of Israel out of Egypt. They had lived amongst a pagan people for over 400 years. 

The Mosaic Law codified what God required of His people: that they might be a witness and a light to 

the rest of the world. He desired to make them into a holy people that would be examples of right 

living. When people come out of their own personal bondage and slavery in “Egypt,” should we do 

any less? 

So what did we learn about tithing in this chapter? 

 

 Contrary to popular opinion, tithing did not start with Moses, but the concept of 

honoring someone greater than yourself began with Abraham. He presented 

Melchizedek with a tenth of the spoils gained by liberating his nephew Lot from 

the five kings around Sodom and Gomorrah.  

 Later, we see that his grandson, Jacob, when fleeing from the wrath of his 

brother, had a vision of a Heavenly Ladder and in response, he promised to give 

a tenth of all he had to the Lord, “the God of his father and grandfather.” 

 Then Moses came along and received the Law from God. In that Law, there 

were specific instructions on tithing. Yes, tithing was a part of the Law, but the 

principle was introduced by Abraham and practiced by Jacob. 

 As New Testament believers, we are no longer under the Law, i.e. we are not 

required to keep the Law to be righteous. We can, however, see the principles 

followed by the people of God and observe how these principles brought 

blessing to them. 

 The Hebrews and later the Jews celebrated the Feast of First Fruits where they 

brought the first of their crops and presented them to the Lord. This was in 

acknowledgment that God owned everything and their request for Him to bless 

the remainder of their harvest. 

 Eating of our tithes and offerings would have the contemporary equivalent of 

enjoying the ministry of the local church and partaking of the spiritual food that 

is made possible because people present their tithes and offerings to the Lord at 

their local church.  
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Chapter Six 

 

A Cloud of Witnesses 

 

“Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw 

off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run with 

perseverance the race marked out for us,” (Hebrews 12:1). 

 

 
ne way to get a more complete picture of what happened in an accident or event is to 

interview as many witnesses as you possibly can. This requires investigation and asking 

questions, good questions. The same is true of trying to discover what the Bible has to say on a given 

subject.  To come up with a clearer picture, it is helpful to see what various writers had to say on a 

doctrinal point, and to see how people understood a major point of teaching at a specific time and point 

in history. 

Before launching into the lesser-known story of Nehemiah, we need to build a bit of a bridge: 

to explain how we find the Children of Israel in exile in a foreign land and Jerusalem in ruins. The 

Bible is the story of God preparing a people for Himself. It records both the successes and failures of 

individuals and God’s chosen people. From the opening account of creation, God revealed Himself as 

a God who desired to enter into relationship with mankind. The Genesis account shows us this desire 

for relationship. God would come down to earth in the cool of the evening to commune and talk with 

Adam and Eve. 

Adam and Eve’s disobedience shattered the pristine world we see before the fall of man. The 

sin of mankind put a barrier between the Creator and His creation. Even in the opening moments of 

realizing the terrible consequences of their disobedience, God promised our first parents a deliverer, 

(Genesis 3:15).  

The God of relationship continued to reach out to mankind. He revealed Himself to a man 

named Abraham who saw what his contemporaries could not. He observed the order of the stars and 

concluded that an orderly universe must be the handiwork of an all-powerful God. “Abraham believed 

God and it was counted to him as righteousness,” (Genesis 15:6). 

Then in the burning bush, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob manifested His presence and 

entrusted Moses with His covenant name, YHWH.
33

 After the miraculous deliverance of the Israelites 
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 These four letters are known in scholarly circles as the “Tetragrammaton.” Throughout the religious history of the 
Jews and later the Christians, no one is quite sure exactly how this Name was pronounced because the early Jews, 
fearing that they might break the commandment not to take the Lord’s name in vain quit saying it out loud and 
substituted the vowels for Lord, Adonai in Hebrew. This is how YHWH came into English as Jehovah.  A more 
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from slavery in Egypt, God spoke to His chosen people on Mount Sinai and clearly laid out His plan. If 

they would obey His commandments, they would experience the fullness of His blessing. If they did 

not, they would be driven from the Land of Promise.  

Even during times of disobedience, God continued to reach out to His children. In the book of 

Judges, one of the more difficult books to read, we see a cycle of God’s people disobeying and falling 

into bondage to a foreign oppressor, the people crying out to God to help them, and God raising up a 

deliverer. You would think that they would learn, but this cycle of disobedience, negative 

consequences, and God’s mercy is the story of the nation of Israel. (Lest we get too critical, this is the 

continuing story of God’s people, today). 

 

Nehemiah 

 

During one of those down times of exile, God raised up a champion in the person of 

Nehemiah.
34

 Nehemiah left the comfort of a palace in Persia to embrace the challenge of uniting a 

ragtag group that had returned from exile to rebuild Jerusalem. Although they had lived in the land for 

almost a century, the walls were in disrepair and the gates were destroyed by fire. The people were 

defenseless and at the mercy of their enemies. With God’s help, and the commitment of the people to 

work, this remnant of a once proud people succeeded in restoring Jerusalem. The Book of Nehemiah 

chronicles the many things that had to be done to rebuild the community of God both physically and 

spiritually. 

People are people. The Israelites were very much like us or should I say we are very much 

like the Israelites. With the threat of danger no longer pressing, it didn’t take long for trouble to 

surface. Once secure behind rebuilt city walls, the people forgot their commitment to God and His 

Priests and Levites. Instead of being able to give themselves to the work of the 

ministry, the Levites found themselves working in the field to provide a roof over 

their heads and food on their tables. This failure on the part of the people to support 

God’s house with tithes and offerings caused the spiritual climate of the restored 

community to languish. The ministry suffered when the people withheld their tithes 

and offerings, as those “called” to vocational ministry had to seek other ways to eat 

and live indoors. Nehemiah, the governor, rebuked the people for neglecting the 

“house of God” and set out to rectify the situation, (Nehemiah 13:10-14). 

This same challenge confronts the present day people of God. Do you think the contemporary 

church suffers because some of the “Levites” that should be devoting themselves to vocational 

ministry are out laboring in the fields, the workplace, because the people of the church have their 

                                                                                                                                           
contemporary rendering of this Name is “Yahweh.” Just as uncertain is the root in Hebrew from which YHWH comes. 
Traditionally, it has been understood as “I AM THAT I AM.” 
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priorities mixed up, just like they did in the time of Nehemiah?
35

 And, what about the pastors who are 

concerned from where their next rent cheque or meal is coming? Don’t you think that this pressure 

cripples that pastor from doing what he really should be doing or robs him of the time and energy to 

think strategically and hear from God? 

What can we learn from this story? God hears the prayers of His people when they call on 

Him for help in times of need. He intervenes and provides a way out of the mess. Once the immediate 

threat or challenge has been met, however, it is very easy to forget the Lord and what He has done. 

Nehemiah rebuked the people because the Levites were out in the field to make ends meet 

because the people were not faithful with their tithes and offerings. If Nehemiah was here today, do 

you think he would rebuke the contemporary church? Would you and I be part of those who would be 

found faithful or would we be counted amongst those who were neglecting the Lord’s House? 

Because we live in a material world, the work of God here on earth cannot be carried on 

without the material support of God’s people. The principle of tithes and offerings, then and now, is 

God’s method for supporting His ministry and His ministers. God set something in motion that 

required faith and commitment on the part of His people to partner with Him. Like the Levites, those 

called to vocational ministry depend upon the tithes and offerings of God’s people to meet their needs 

so that they can devote themselves to serving. 

Before moving on, the story of Nehemiah records another point that has bearing on the whole 

issue of priorities. Nehemiah 13:4-9 tells how one of the most vocal adversaries of the rebuilding of 

Jerusalem, Tobiah the Ammonite had wormed his way into the actual Temple complex. When 

Nehemiah returned to Jerusalem after taking care of some business for King Artaxerxes, King of 

Persia, he was livid that the High Priest would allow this man to move into one of the storehouses. 

Nehemiah, a man of action, did not procrastinate in the face of this misuse of God’s resources. “I was 

greatly displeased and threw all Tobiah's household goods out of the room. I gave orders to purify the 

rooms, and then I put back into them the equipment of the house of God, with the grain offerings and 

the incense,” (Nehemiah 13:8-9). 

Not only had an adversary of God and His people moved in, but the space that was dedicated 

to the equipment of God’s Temple and stored grain and incense was crammed with things that did not 

belong in this holy space. This is a clear word picture of how things creep into our lives and push out 

the things that should be there. When going through this recently in our local church, I asked myself 

and the congregation, “Do we have any ‘Tobiahs’ that have made their way into our lives, the Temple 

of the Holy Spirit: things that are contrary to the Kingdom of God and things that are cluttering 

spiritual space in our lives meant to be filled with the presence of God?” 

                                                 
35

 A word needs to be said about being bi-vocational. From my perspective, most people who answer a called to 
recognized ministry are bi-vocational because the congregation they serve cannot support them. We do, however, 
see that a person might choose this, as in the case of the Apostle Paul. One could argue, however, that he made this 
choice because he did not want to offend or burden the people. 
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Clearly, this was a misuse of God’s resources, i.e. making place for Tobiah, by the spiritual 

leadership of the day. If they could do this, then so can any spiritual leadership today unless they are 

vigilant and paying attention. And, if leadership can do this, then so can I as an individual. 

Nehemiah’s message is as relevant today as it was when he walked the face of the earth. The 

city of Jerusalem was in ruins: the walls broken down and the gates burned with fire. It took a leader, a 

champion, to marshal the people of God to work and give towards the restoration of the city. Many 

spiritual cities lay in ruins today and the same remedy applies. We need to respond to the Holy Spirit, 

our heavenly Nehemiah, as He inspires us to see the walls and gates of our lives and our churches 

rebuilt. It will take time, effort, and financial resources to see this happen.  

 

Haggai 

 

Anyone familiar with the teaching on tithing has heard of the prophet Malachi. Few, however, 

have heard of or are familiar with the message of the prophet Haggai. This messenger of God strongly 

encouraged the people to take notice that the Temple had not been rebuilt. Haggai 1:6, which contains 

the phrase that inspired the title of this book, “purses with holes,” addresses the issue of priorities and 

spending what we have on our own wants instead of honoring God.  

Here is a short history to put the message of Haggai into context. The capital city of Jerusalem 

fell in 586 B.C. and the inhabitants were carried off into exile.  True to His word, God heard the 

prayers of His people and in 538 B.C, King Cyrus of Persia issued a decree 

allowing the Jews to return to their ancestral home and rebuild the city. 

During the seventy years of exile, the people of God went through a massive 

change in perspective. Living amongst the Babylonians, they began to adopt a 

much more secular approach to life. One thing we know of Babylon: it was a 

major center of trade and commerce in the ancient world.
36

 Those who 

returned began to rebuild the Temple upon their return, but soon lost interest.  

After more than a decade had passed, the prophet Haggai chided and 

rebuked the people because they were living in paneled houses while the 

Temple, the symbol of religious and community life, was in ruins. Haggai went on to say that because 

the people were not putting God first and honoring Him with their tithes and offerings, they were in 

effect putting their money in purses with holes, i.e. in places where it would merely slip through their 

fingers. Here is the text of Haggai 1:3-9 so you can read it for yourself: 

Then the word of the LORD came through the prophet Haggai: “Is it a time for 

you yourselves to be living in your paneled houses, while this house remains a 

ruin?” Now this is what the LORD Almighty says: “Give careful thought to your 

                                                 
36

 Some interpreters of the end times see the phrase “the whore of Babylon” as referring to a mercantile, economic 
system that is at its heart anti-God. 
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ways. You have planted much, but have harvested little. You eat, but never have 

enough. You drink, but never have your fill. You put on clothes, but are not 

warm. You earn wages, only to put them in a purse with holes in it.” This is 

what the LORD Almighty says: “Give careful thought to your ways. Go up into 

the mountains and bring down timber and build the house, so that I may take 

pleasure in it and be honored,” says the LORD. “You expected much, but see, it 

turned out to be little. What you brought home, I blew away. Why?” declares the 

LORD Almighty. “Because of my house, which remains a ruin, while each of 

you is busy with his own house.” 

At first reading, this could appear to be attacking people who happen to have nice things. This 

is not what the prophet was endeavoring to communicate. Foundational to this whole book is the 

understanding that material wealth is not in and of itself wrong or evil. The paneled houses were not 

the problem. The neglect of God’s house was: a pointed indication of their priorities.  God, through His 

prophet, pinpointed the issue of misplaced priorities: something that is still happening. Like the Jews in 

Haggai’s time, the temptation of God’s people to build their personal wealth and security while His 

“house” is in ruins remains strong. 

Here is the application for us today. Unless we choose otherwise, we will build our own 

“houses” and feather our own nests instead of putting the Kingdom of God first. Money gravitates 

towards “paneled houses”; things that make life here on earth easier and not things that are eternal. 

How often do I hear people say that they cannot tithe because they need the money for themselves?  

The beauty of putting God first in our thoughts, actions, and money is that as we honor God, 

we can have the best of both worlds. By honoring God with our tithes and offerings, the needs of the 

Kingdom of God are met and we have the added bonus of having the provision of the Kingdom of God 

working for us. And, we have the safeguard of making sure that our priorities are correct. We build for 

eternity and not for things that will pass away. As we give, God gives back to us and we see our needs 

met. 

In keeping with another part of Haggai’s message, I see people putting 

money in purses with holes all the time. They spend their money on things that are 

fleeting. Where does the money go?…often to entertainment and more toys…things 

that are temporal and not eternal. 

The materialism of our society here in North America overtakes people and 

things become “gods.” We buy things on a regular basis that last only for a short 

while and then they are gone. Automobiles are a classic example. One of my least 
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favorite places to spend my money is on car repairs. Cars are just a hole to pour money into: like 

putting sand in a rat hole.
37

 Because they are mechanical and designed to break down, they cost money 

to maintain. Buying a new car does not sidestep the problem. For those who have purchased a new car, 

you know of the depreciation factor; once a new car is driven off the lot, its value is immediately 

diminished by thousands of dollars. Or what about a house? Have you noticed that they are in need of 

constant repair? A new house does not stay new forever but is soon in need of repair and renovation. 

Even when we maintain things on a regular basis, things still break down. If we don’t take care of 

things or do regular maintenance, we can’t expect to be problem free: even if we tithe. 

I believe one of the ways that God “sews up” the holes in our metaphorical purses is by 

causing our cars and things to last longer. A material miracle of the Exodus was that the shoes of the 

people did not wear out, (Deut. 8:4). They outlasted their normal life expectancy. This is not magic. It 

is supernatural. In a similar way, we can believe that God can and will supernaturally provide for us. 

I have heard many people say that God has never done anything like this type of miraculous 

provision for them. My answer is that we won’t see what we are not looking for. If we will open our 

eyes, we will notice the many places where He does provide. Remember, these miracles of provision 

don’t always come announced or with a gift tag saying, “From God…with love.” 

 

Malachi 

 

Because the book of Malachi has been quoted in support of tithing, it deserves its own 

section, (see Chapter Five). Let me, however, provide a quick summary of Malachi’s message: 

 The people were offering God defective animals: the blind or the lame. Malachi 

asked if the human governor would accept this type of offering, (1:8). 

 He called for people to “present to the Lord offerings in righteousness,”
38

 (3:3). 

 Chapter 3:8-10 includes the famous “Will a man rob God” section. To rob means to 

take what belongs to someone else. In this context, it means to withhold what 

belongs to God. 

 God promises to open up the windows of heaven to provide for His people. 

We do an injustice to the message of this prophet by parachuting into the middle and limiting our 

quotes to Malachi 3:8-10. It should not come as a shock when we see that the whole book deals with 

the subject of putting God first in our lives: a recurring message of the entire Bible. 

 

 

 

                                                 
37

 For those of you unfamiliar with this expression, it becomes a way of saying you can’t get ahead because no 
matter how much sand you put into a rat hole, the rats will always remove it. 
38

 Righteousness is another of those big theological words, but simply put, it means, “doing what is right.” 
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What About New Testament Support? 

 

I don’t think you would find anyone who does not concede that the Old Testament clearly 

teaches on the subject of tithing and giving offerings. But as Christians, we look to the New Testament, 

the “new deal” offered to us by God because Jesus came to the earth to die for our sins and the sins of 

the whole earth. He sealed the deal with the resurrection and has made the way back to God clear: by 

accepting His atonement on the cross and inviting Him into our hearts and living our lives in a way 

that would please Him. The evidence of the New Testament is crucial to my thesis: that tithing is a 

principle and not a commandment. I hope to demonstrate that Jesus endorsed the principle of tithing 

and other writers of the New Testament assumed the Holy Spirit empowered follower of Christ would 

be a giver…a generous giver. 

The Church age opened with the community of believers giving liberally. Just look at the first 

chapters of Acts: (see Acts 2: 43-47, 4:32-37). This generous spirit was not limited to the believers in 

Jerusalem. Through the letters of Paul, we read about the wonderful church in Philippi that gave 

beyond what they really should have been able to give, and yet God provided for them. And, people 

like Barnabas set a tremendous example of how individuals gave to the cause of advancing the Gospel 

of Christ, (Acts 4:36-37).  

So, starting with Jesus, let’s take a look at some of what was said about tithes and offerings in 

the New Testament… 

 

Jesus  

 

 It never ceases to amaze me as to what people think the Bible says, including what Jesus did 

and did not say.  Many Christians truly believe that Jesus never taught on tithing. In cases like this, I 

think people merely repeat something they have heard in some teaching on the subject. 

So what did Jesus say about tithing? Historically, the church has included tithing as part of 

Jesus’ commandments to His church. But is this really what He said? Are we guilty of proof texting, 

i.e. using a passage of scripture in a way that it was never intended or selecting only certain scriptures 

to prove a point or human opinion? A closer look at what Jesus said as recorded in the New Testament 

reveals a much shorter list of commandments than most Christians and leaders would think. There are, 

however, lots of things that are implied: short of a commandment but clearly guidelines for living 

godly and principled lives. Again, we must be careful not to make the Bible say what it does not. On 

the other hand, we don’t want to gut what is says either, adjusting its teaching to make life easier for 

us. 
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As a starting point, we can state without qualification that Jesus did clearly endorse giving 

liberally. Giving is to be part of the character and nature of the Christian because it is the character and 

nature of God.  

Genesis 1:26 tells us that God created man in His image, in His likeness. Most people make 

the assumption that being created in the image of God is limited to resembling the Creator physically 

only. Being created in His image means that we are spiritual beings and we were created to reflect His 

glory. Just like a human father passes on DNA, those born of God receive His spiritual DNA. Adam’s 

disobedience marred the image of the eternal God within us because sin entered into the world and we 

received a fallen nature that puts us at odds with our Heavenly Father. That is why Jesus came, to 

make it possible for us to be conformed to His image once more. One of the characteristics of our 

Father in heaven is that He is giving. If we are to resemble Him, then we, too, should cultivate a 

lifestyle of giving. 

God is love and love is giving and sacrificial. Jesus taught and modeled a life of giving. He 

said, “Give, and it will be given to you. A good measure, pressed down, shaken together and running 

over, will be poured into your lap. For with the measure you use, it will be measured to you,”(see Luke 

6:38). 

Luke 21:1-4 records a story that drives home the motivation for giving. Jesus watched from 

the sidelines as different people put their gifts into the Temple treasury. He saw the rich give but what 

really caught His attention was a poor widow who dropped two very small coins in the offering.  Jesus, 

never one to miss a teaching moment, commented on the two different types of gifts and the two 

different types of givers. He saw the rich put their gifts into the Temple treasury followed by a poor 

widow. The rich gave out of their abundance while the poor widow gave all she had. The emphasis of 

the story is the heart (motive) and not the amount. 

Because I am striving for a balanced approach to the whole subject of giving, we don’t want 

to misapply this into being precedence for people selling all and giving all. That was not the point 

Jesus was trying to make. He was once again turning the spotlight on the heart. It comes back to where 

your treasure is. It comes down to sacrifice.  

On the other hand, selling all that you have might be required as it was in the case of the rich, 

young man found in Luke 18:18-30. His material wealth was a stumbling block between him and 

following God. Jesus knew this. He discerned that this man’s earthly riches were more important to 

him than his avowed desire to follow God. This young man was unwilling to pay the price of leaving 

his earthly wealth behind; the cost seemed too great. For me, this is one of the saddest stories in the 

Bible. He went away sorrowing but not sorrowing enough to let go of his earthly wealth to embrace the 

riches of God’s kingdom. Jesus was sad, too, but He didn’t rescue this man. He didn’t come behind 

and say, “It’s okay, just give me a token tithe…” He allowed the man to walk away. 

In one of those moments of great spiritual clarity, Peter said, “We have left all. We have 

followed you.” Jesus replied, “I tell you the truth," Jesus said to them, "no one who has left home or 
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wife or brothers or parents or children for the sake of the Kingdom of God will fail to receive many 

times as much in this age and, in the age to come, eternal life,” (Luke 18:29-30). 

Contrary to public opinion, Jesus did address the issue of tithing specifically. We can see His 

position articulated in two pointed exchanges with the Pharisees and the Sadducees, the religious 

establishment of the day: one in Matthew 22:21 and the other in Matthew 23:23. In both passages, 

Jesus endorsed the principle of tithing.  

Before going too far, a word needs to be said about the Pharisees. The name 

“Pharisee” has become synonymous with people who are religious and legalistic and 

without heart. The Pharisees were one of the major sects of Judaism. What 

distinguished them from the other major sect, the Sadducees, was their belief in the 

whole of what we have come to know as the Old Testament while the Sadducees recognized only the 

Books of Moses, the Pentateuch. The Pharisees also believed in a resurrection from the death and a 

personal judgment day. Because of this, they taught about the need for holiness. The Sadducees, on the 

other hand, did not believe in a resurrection, which led them to live for the moment without care for 

things eternal.  

But in their defense, the Pharisees were not all bad people. In fact, the New Testament records 

several instances where members of this strict religious order followed Jesus.
39

 The problem with a 

sizeable majority of the Pharisees, however, was their external adherence to the letter of the Law of 

Moses while being devoid internally of the character and nature of the God they claimed to serve, (see 

Matthew 23:27). Jesus addressed this problem in one of His diatribes when He said, “These do honor 

me with their lips, but their hearts are far from me,” (Matthew 15;8).  Using a very powerful word 

picture, Jesus likened the Pharisees to whitewashed tombs: beautiful on the outside but full of dead 

bones and uncleanness on the inside, (Matthew 23:27-28). Sadly, this dichotomy between externals 

and internals plagues contemporary followers of God as well. 

In light of our discussion, we could extend this to say, “These do honor me with their tithes 

and offerings, but they don’t know me,” (Matthew 7:22-23). Jesus wanted more than slavish adherence 

to a practice or even a principle. He was and is interested in the motivation: worship that flowed out of 

love and not fear or obligation.  

Against this backdrop, the context of Matthew 22:21 deserves a closer look. One of the 

scribes came to Jesus looking to trap Him into saying something that was either treasonous to Rome, 

the world power that had occupied Judea, or a betrayal of the Messianic aspirations of the Jews, who 

were looking for a military and political leader to help them overthrow the hated Romans. “Master,” 

the scribe said, “is it lawful to pay taxes to Caesar?” I’m certain that this lawyer was confident that he 

had maneuvered Jesus into a corner from which He could not extricate Himself. Jesus calmly asked 

him to produce a coin of the realm and then stated, “Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's; and 
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to God the things that are God's,” (Matthew 22:21-22). The Gospel account mentions that those trying 

to trap Jesus went away amazed.
40

  

There are at least two lessons here: 1) a follower of Jesus has a responsibility to civil 

government, i.e. giving to “Caesar” what is his and 2) a person who desires to please God has a 

responsibility of giving to God what belongs to Him. 

Jesus did not hedge when dealing with “Caesar,” human government. Matthew 17:24-27 

records this story. A publican, a person responsible for collecting taxes for Rome, asked Peter if Jesus 

paid the Temple tax. Without hesitation, Peter answered, “Yes.” Peter obviously knew the position and 

practice of the Master on such issues. A closer look at the whole story shows how Jesus performed a 

miracle that allowed for Peter and Him to fulfill this obligation. Jesus instructed Peter to go fishing and 

he would find a coin in the mouth of the first fish he caught which would cover the tax.  

Jesus was equally clear about giving God what was His due. This included giving monetarily 

but included so much more. Putting God first meant giving God everything: our time, our talents, our 

resources, our life.  

In discussing taxes and tithing, the question, “What belongs to God?” once more presents 

itself. We have already established that everything belongs to God. There are some who use everything 

of God’s for their own purposes. They say things like “Oh, it all belongs to God” but they live like it 

all belongs to them. The concept of stewardship re-enters the discussion here. The master requires a 

return; hence the principle of tithing. By giving ten per cent, we are reminded that God does own 

everything and we own nothing. We are given what we have for the furthering of His purposes here on 

earth and not to amass wealth and possessions and to cater to our selfish desires. 

In Matthew 23:23, we see that Jesus specifically endorsed the principle of tithing.
41

 “Woe to 

you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You give a tenth of your spices- mint, dill and 

cummin. But you have neglected the more important matters of the law- justice, mercy and 

faithfulness. You should have practiced the latter, without neglecting the former.”  

This verse goes beyond tithing and actually applies to all aspects of our Christian life. We see 

that God’s concern is not for our money as an end in itself. We need to focus on the transformation He 

desires to work in our lives. He desires justice, mercy, and faithfulness. Some limit what God requires 

to these character qualities. But if we finish the verse, Jesus also says, “you should have practiced 

(done) the latter without neglecting the former.” Jesus said, “Practice the former,” i.e. tithing. This is 

an endorsement of the principle of tithing. But as He did in so many places, Jesus went much further 

than external compliance to an accepted practice or commandment. He emphasized that a follower of 

God should tithe without losing sight of the character issues that go with being a follower of God. 
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 The Greek word carries with it the idea of marveling in admiration. 
41

 To endorse something means to “to express approval of publicly and definitely,”
 
Webster’s New 
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Nowhere is this directive to go further than outward adherence to a set of external rules more 

clearly articulated than in the Sermon on the Mount. In this masterful sermon, Jesus proclaimed to all 

that would hear the new ethics of the Kingdom of God. Jesus made it clear that He had not come to 

abolish the old Law of Moses but to fulfill it, (Matthew 5:17-18). The only way to fulfill the Law was 

to walk in “love.”
42

 This love and concern for others and their well-being flows out of a life dedicated 

to loving God. When you love God, you will love others. 

Jesus addressed how a person of the Kingdom of God should act, but He went on to mention 

the provision issue. Jesus words ring true down through the ages; we are not to worry about the 

necessities of life and reminding us that we can have confidence in the Father’s provision. 

Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or drink; or 

about your body, what you will wear. Is not life more important than food, and 

the body more important than clothes? Look at the birds of the air; they do not 

sow or reap or store away in barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. 

Are you not much more valuable than they? Who of you by worrying can add a 

single hour to his life? And why do you worry about clothes? See how the lilies 

of the field grow. They do not labor or spin.  Yet I tell you that not even 

Solomon in all his splendor was dressed like one of these. If that is how God 

clothes the grass of the field, which is here today and tomorrow is thrown into 

the fire, will he not much more clothe you, O you of little faith? So do not 

worry, saying, “What shall we eat?” or “What shall we drink?” or “What shall 

we wear?” For the pagans run after all these things, and your heavenly Father 

knows that you need them. But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and 

all these things will be given to you as well, (Matthew 6:25-33). 

 

The Greek word translated by the English words “thought” (KJV) or “worry” (NIV) is 

merimnao, (Strong’s 3309). It addresses the human tendency to be anxious and burdened down with 

cares and how to provide for one’s needs. Another dimension of the original word is not to seek or 

promote one’s own interests, i.e. to not manipulate and connive to make things happen in your own 

strength.
43

 This is in keeping with Jesus’ charge to “Seek first the Kingdom of God…and all these 

things will be added to you.” “All these things” refers to the stuff of life necessary for living in this 

world. As we follow Him, He will provide. That’s His promise. 

Luke’s account also includes the following, “For the pagan world runs after all such things, 

and your Father knows that you need them,” (Luke 12:30). The word translated “pagan” can be 

understood in terms of all those who are not “covenant people,” i.e. those who have entered into a 
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 Paul understood this when he wrote “The entire law is summed up in a single command: “Love your neighbor as 
yourself,’ ” (Gal. 5:14). 
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  See a Greek dictionary like A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, (Joseph Henry Thayer). 
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binding relationship with God based upon solemn promises and not legalities. We see those who have 

no hope of eternity striving to amass wealth, power, and influence here on earth. Jesus, however, said 

that all these things will not last. Only that which is done for Him will bring true happiness and 

fulfillment. 

Not all the words of Jesus passed down to the New Testament churches are in the Gospels. 

Paul quotes what must have been a well-known statement of Jesus in Acts 20:35 in the context of his 

farewell speech to the elders of the church in Ephesus. “In everything I did, I showed you that by this 

kind of hard work we must help the weak, remembering the words the Lord Jesus himself said: 'It is 

more blessed to give than to receive.’”  

 

Paul  

 

Not only did Paul quote Jesus, but he had much to say on the whole subject of money and 

honoring God with finances. So who was this man born Saul of Tarsus? Paul grew up in Tarsus, a 

major trading center in the Roman Empire. He must have come from a family of some wealth because 

he attended the “University of Jerusalem,” for in an autobiographical speech found in Acts 22:3, Paul 

declared that he sat at the feet of the noted teacher Gamaliel.  

The Apostle Paul stands as a spiritual giant in Christianity. He exercised great influence and 

wrote 13 of the 27 books of what Christian’s refer to as the New Testament. The early churches found 

his wisdom and application of spiritual truth helpful as they endeavored to follow the teaching and 

example of Jesus. He was well schooled in Judaism and one who had a powerful and life-changing 

revelation of Jesus. He was uniquely gifted to establish the fledgling church in doctrine and practice: 

one of the hallmarks of the apostolic function. 

Paul demonstrated by his personal example his care for advancing the Kingdom of God and 

not his own self-interests. He could have set himself up as a “king” amongst the churches he started. 

Instead, we see that he modeled being a servant. We read that he was a tent maker, more specifically a 

person who worked with leather. He used this trade to support himself
44

 while doing the work of the 

ministry so that no one would be offended or have occasion to criticize him, i.e. that he was taking 

advantage of his position. Here’s what he wrote to the church in Thessalonica.  

For you yourselves know how you ought to follow our example. We were not 

idle when we were with you, nor did we eat anyone's food without paying for it. 

On the contrary, we worked night and day, laboring and toiling so that we would 

not be a burden to any of you. We did this, not because we do not have the right 

to such help, but in order to make ourselves a model for you to follow. For even 
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 Having a trade was required for those serious about their studies of the Law. As an aside, the term “tent making” is 
often used of the “bi-vocational pastor” in contemporary church circles, i.e. a person who works a secular job so that 
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when we were with you, we gave you this rule: “If a man will not work, he shall 

not eat,” (2 Thessalonians 3:7-10). 

Although he worked to support himself, Paul did try to educate those within his sphere of 

influence regarding the importance of supporting the work of the ministry in a material way. “Those 

who preach can make a living from the Gospel,” (1 Corinthians 9:14). This issue must have been 

contentious in the early church for Paul to feel the need to address it. He devotes a whole section to 

this issue in 1 Corinthians 3:3-14. During certain periods of his service to the church, Paul removed 

himself from criticism by working in his trade so that he was not a financial burden to those to whom 

he ministered.  

Paul was in a strong position to talk about this whole issue because he had learned the secret 

of being content in his circumstances; whether in plenty or in want, (Philippians 4:11-12). During the 

times when he had an abundance of physical resources, it did not deter him from his mission or cause 

him to lose focus. Conversely, when physical resources were scarce, he did not complain but continued 

to be faithful in his service to the Lord by ministering to the churches.
45

 

Having a paid leader of the local church is just one example of Paul’s teaching regarding 

finances. Sprinkled throughout his letters to the churches, we find reference and direction in regards to 

money. He refers to giving as a spiritual gift in Romans 12:8 and recommends those who contribute 

should do so generously. Some people are just gifted to be givers. This does not excuse those who do 

not have this spiritual gift from being a generous giver any more than a person who is not necessarily 

an “evangelist” being released from the responsibility to share the Gospel when given the opportunity. 

But historically, the church has acknowledged that some do have an obvious spiritual enabling that 

should be supported on a full time basis to release more ministry. 

The Church in Corinth also looked to Paul as their spiritual father. At the very close of his 

first letter to the Corinthians, Paul gives specific instruction to the church there to set aside money for 

collection on the first day of the week and in accordance with the person’s income. Although directed 

toward the collection for the saints in Judea who were suffering at the time, Paul wanted the disciples 

to think beyond themselves. 

On the basis of this, we see that regular and proportionate giving was to be the practice and 

pattern of this early church. The collection took place on the “first day of every week.” “Each one” 

refers to all who considered themselves a part of the community of believers there in Corinth. To “set 

aside” implies action and conscious choice. “In keeping with his income” is the part of giving in 

proportion to what a person earned (see 1 Corinthians 16:1-2). 

I really like the reading from The Living Bible for verse two. “The amount depends on how 

much the Lord has helped you earn.”
46

 This captures the idea that the person gives in proportion to 

how God has blessed. This also requires looking at things from an eternal perspective. A person who is 
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 See 2 Corinthians 11:21-28 for a list of some of the hardships Paul endured in his service. 
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 The Living Bible, Wheaton, Tyndale House Foundation, 1967. 
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looking for a reason not to give might say, “Well, God hasn’t blessed me so I don’t have to give 

anything to Him.” 

In his second letter to the Corinthians, Paul writes this instruction: “Each man should give 

what he has decided in his heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful 

giver. And God is able to make all grace abound to you, so that in all things at all times, having all that 

you need, you will abound in every good work,” (2 Corinthians 9:7-11). 

What are the principles in this passage? 

 Giving must come from the heart. 

 It is based upon a decision and not an emotion. 

 It is to be done freely and not out of obligation. 

 As we give, God gives back to us. 

 He blesses us so that we may “abound in every good work.” In other words, God 

blesses so we can bless others. Giving releases abundance. (Remember, abundance 

does not always mean lots of money). 

Paul not only gave direction in his letters, but he also extended praise for individuals and 

churches that were providing a good example. Paul commended the Church in Philippi for their 

“partnership of the Gospel.” In 2 Corinthians 8:1ff, we read how this church gave above and beyond 

their ability and desired to have the “privilege of sharing in this service to the saints.” Paul uses their 

example to exhort the Corinthians to “excel in this grace of giving,” (2 Corinthians 8:7).
47

 The Church 

in Philippi understood the principle and blessing of giving. As a proud spiritual father, Paul in turn 

writes them a blessing born of conviction: “And my God will meet all your needs according to his 

glorious riches in Christ Jesus,” (Phil. 4:19). 

Not only was Paul a spiritual father to churches, but he played the role of mentor and spiritual 

father to several key individuals as well. One of these men was Timothy. In his letters to this young 

leader, he again gave specific instruction on how to approach money. To his spiritual son, he wrote, 

“Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to put their hope in wealth, 

which is so uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything for our 

enjoyment. Command them to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous and willing to 

share,” (1 Timothy 6:17-18).  

Here are some lessons contained in this passage: 

 People who have material wealth are to be commanded not to put their trust in 

earthly possessions. 

 People who have “have” for a reason: so they can be a blessing to others. 

 God can and does entrust earthly resources to those whom He can trust to be a 

blessing to others by sharing. 
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 Those who have more in a material sense are instructed to remember that what they 

have is meant to be shared with others and to further the Kingdom of God. 

 

 

Summary of This Chapter  

This chapter was all about interviewing other witnesses and what they had to say on the 

subject of tithing.  

 Nehemiah was the first witness on the stand. Part of putting things into order, an integral 

part of rebuilding and restoring Jerusalem and the community was getting the Levites, 

those who were to be in charge of the ministry at the Temple, in from the fields where 

they were laboring to keep body and soul together.  Nehemiah restored the practice of 

tithing and presenting offerings that made it possible for the Priests and Levites to do 

what they were called to do. 

 Next, we heard the testimony of the prophet Haggai. He addressed the problem of 

improper priorities and not possessions. His argument was that by the people living in 

fancy houses while the Temple lay in ruins, they were making a statement about what 

was really important. He called for reform and change. 

 The words of Malachi are so important that they deserve, and will get, their own chapter. 

We can summarize Malachi’s message by saying he, too, addressed misplaced priorities 

and the neglect for the House of God. 

 Next in the dock was Jesus. We saw that He did specifically address the tithing issue, and 

He pressed further to encourage a lifestyle of giving. He charged His followers to be 

faithful to human government without neglecting their responsibility to give to God what 

was and is rightfully His. 

 Finally, we interviewed Paul, one called an apostle, but more importantly a servant of 

God and His church. He modeled a lifestyle of giving and yet championed the cause of 

those who lead the earthly church to receive remuneration for their ministry here on 

earth. Paul also instructed those who were blessed with much materially to understand 

they had for a reason: to be a blessing to others and not just spend it for their own selfish 

needs. 

So how can we embrace something and put it into practice unless we gain an understanding of 

the whys? Knowledge alone will not empower people to tithe, but sometimes inaccurate teaching can 

keep people from making the necessary adjustments to put God first. Although the Mosaic Law spelled 

out tithing in further detail, the principle was established long before in the lives and practice of the 

patriarchs. Like these men of old, we must decide for ourselves what our response to the question of 

tithing will be. 
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Chapter Seven 

 

BEHOLD!!! Malachi 3:8-10… 

 

efore going any farther, I must explain the title of this chapter. I take you back to the 

little community of Dover, Ohio where I grew up. My congregation affectionately 

refers to it as “white picket fence land.” Everything that was good about growing up in Middle 

America in the 1960’s and early 1970’s was true of this sleepy little town. I took Geometry in Grade 

10. Very early on in the course, the book contained those special plasticized pages that signaled 

“something special.” At the top, in bold letters was “BEHOLD, THE PYTHAGOREAN 

THEOREM.” (For those of you who might not be familiar with this foundational principle of 

mathematics applied to working with triangles, it is x
2
 + y

2 = 
z

2
). You can’t do Geometry without 

understanding this theorem.
48

 The same can be said for Malachi 3: 8-10; you can’t discuss tithing 

without addressing this passage. I am sure that every pastor or person in vocational ministry has used 

this text when preaching on the subject of tithing. 

Sadly, parts of Malachi have been misused or overemphasized and the overall context of the 

book is ignored. Simplified, the prophet Malachi chides the people for not 

putting God first. Does this sound familiar? It should. Remember the 

message of the Haggai? The prophet Malachi argued for the covenant 

community of the Jews to return God to His rightful place in their society. 

As an example, he pointed to the practice of many who were presenting blemished (imperfect) 

sacrifices to God: offering the blind, the crippled and diseased animals instead of their best as was 

called for in the Law. Something you can’t use or don’t need is not sacrifice at all. 

Malachi then asks the rhetorical question, “Try offering them to your governor! Would he be 

pleased with you? Would he accept you?” says the LORD Almighty,” (Malachi 1:8). It never ceases to 

amaze me that what is not good enough for people is somehow good enough for God. 

 This brings us to the essence of the prophet’s message, Malachi 3:8-10, which addresses the 

need for a change of thinking and behavior on the part of God’s people. Along with the challenge 

comes a wonderful promise. Because of its importance, I want to take a closer look at each phrase and 

mine the riches each one contains. 
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 “Will a man rob God?” (“Who Me?”) 

 

Malachi began his message by accusing the Israelites of robbing God. To rob is to take or 

withhold something that belongs to someone else. How can a human being rob or steal from the God 

of the Universe, the All-sufficient One, who owns everything? This seems 

inconceivable, and yet the prophet Malachi says that not only is it possible, but 

that his contemporaries were doing this very thing.  

And if they could rob God, then we can, too. We rob God by withholding 

what is rightfully His.  This can be either passive or a conscious choice. We 

passively rob God by just not thinking about what belongs to Him; what we don’t 

think about just doesn’t happen. When you don’t make a conscious decision, you 

do make a decision. We actively rob God when we make a conscious decision not 

to honor Him or acknowledge His ownership by presenting Him with both our tithes and offerings. For 

the Old Testament believer, giving tithes and offerings was a command. For the New Testament 

believer, it is a principle. The end is the same: acknowledging God’s ownership of all He has entrusted 

into our care. 

Notice that Malachi mentioned both tithes and offerings in his indictment to his fellow 

Israelites. The Old Testament mentions many different types of offerings.
49

 An offering as understood 

in the Old Testament was anything given over and above the tithe. An offering was something offered 

freely and was not in any way required. The amount of an offering was up to the individual.  

This is a good place to introduce a story from the Old Testament that illustrates the spiritual 

truth that an offering must cost us something, i.e. that our giving needs to have an element of sacrifice. 

2 Samuel  tells the story of when David somehow displeased God. He went against the wise counsel of 

his general, Joab, and ordered that all the men eligible for military service be numbered. The story is 

not clear as to why this displeased God. Some speculate that David was depending upon his own 

resources instead of trusting in God. Regardless of the reason, God was not pleased. He gave David a 

choice as punishment for his disobedience: three years of famine, three months of fleeing before his 

enemies, or three days of plague. Here’s what David said, “I am in deep distress. Let us fall into the 

hands of the LORD, for his mercy is great; but do not let me fall into the hands of men,” (2 Samuel 

24:14). 

At the end of these horrible three days that must have seemed like three years, David looked 

out and saw the destroying angel with sword drawn standing over the threshing floor of Araunah. He 

instinctively did what he had done all his life: he took responsibility for his sin and sought God. In 

obedience to the direction of the prophet Gad, David built an altar to make an offering. The owner of 

the threshing floor offered him the oxen for the sacrifice. David’s reply was that he would not offer to 
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God that which cost him nothing, (2 Samuel 24:24). From this story, we see that an offering has the 

idea of costing us something: it represents a sacrifice.
50

 

God does not want us to give our tithes and offerings out of a sense of duty or fear of 

“robbing Him.” Or perhaps more accurately, He does not want us to give because we are afraid of the 

consequences if we don’t give. We are to give out of a heart of love and an understanding of true 

worship. True worship is always about heart and heart is all about love and not fear. 

What I am arguing for here is cutting away anything extra that may be added to our 

relationship with God. Obedience to God does bring blessing, but we can’t earn God’s love or favor by 

our action. This is what is referred to as “works righteousness.” Once a person has accepted the free 

gift of salvation, we are not required to “do” anything more. We cannot buy our way into heaven. We 

accept what Jesus did for us on the cross by faith. Paul puts it best in Galatians 2:16, “Know that a man 

is not justified by observing the law, but by faith in Jesus Christ. So we, too, have put our faith in 

Christ Jesus that we may be justified by faith in Christ and not by observing the law, because by 

observing the law no one will be justified.” Once we have accepted Jesus as Savior, we want to live 

our lives in a way that is pleasing to Him and in a fashion that He can bless. Obedience opens the door 

to God’s blessing. Honoring God, which includes our finances, opens the door for God to pour out His 

blessing, (1 Samuel 2:30). 

 

“You are cursed with a curse,” (What’s All This About Being Cursed?) 

 

Malachi 3:9 says it quite bluntly, “You are cursed with a curse.” People in positions of 

authority within the church have used this as a weapon. People hear this message: “You are robbing 

God and you are cursed!” Speakers conjure up images of a wrathful and spiteful God waiting for any 

excuse to lash out against His poor hapless creation: man. God gets portrayed as a malevolent Supreme 

Being who actively curses and punishes those who displease or disobey Him.  

Nothing could be farther from the truth. God desires to bless His children. If this is true, then 

what do we do with Malachi 3:9 that states quite emphatically those who rob God are cursed with a 

curse? What does this really mean? And how do we apply this to real life in a way that brings 

encouragement and not fear and condemnation?  

We talk about both blessing and cursing but I am not convinced that we have a good working 

understanding of either of these concepts in our contemporary context. I thought I had this all figured 

out until I was challenged, in a good way, with the question, “But doesn’t God curse people?” This 

forced me to go back to my Bible and to take a closer look at curses.  

What is a curse? One definition of a curse is when evil or harm comes to someone as a result 

of them not doing something. Yet another definition says a curse is “a cause of great harm or 
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misfortune.”
51

 In a more active sense, to curse someone is to declare or invoke God’s wrath or to invite 

evil into someone’s life. This is not consistent with what the Bible teaches about the goodness of God. 

God does not wish or desire evil to happen to anyone. Nor does He inflict evil upon people. I can’t 

wrap my mind around a loving God that is in the business of actively cursing people.  

I see blessing or cursing as the natural consequence of obedience or disobedience. Obedience 

brings blessing. Disobedience brings cursing. The curse is not being under the complete blessing of 

God. God cannot bless disobedience. When outside of God’s obedience and blessing, the curse is self-

fulfilling; we see the consequences of sin coming home to roost in the lives of people who make bad 

choices. This is very different from a vengeful God taking out His anger and frustration on people He 

considers disobedient. 

We can’t, however, get away from the reality that when sin entered the world, it brought with 

it a curse, (Genesis 3).
52

 What did this curse look like? It brought with it physical death, the need to 

earn a living by the sweat of our brow, sickness, pain, and suffering. As bad as all that is, the worst 

thing was a broken relationship with God. The only remedy would be God interjecting Himself into the 

fatally flawed world in the person of Jesus, who came to redeem and restore that relationship between 

the creature and the Creator through His death on the cross that paid the ultimate penalty for the sin of 

the whole world. (This introduces the concept of the innocent atoning for the guilty). 

When we don’t walk in obedience and accept God’s work of grace in the form of Jesus’ 

sacrificial death, we become subject to the law or curse of sin and death. People who do their own 

thing experience the natural consequence of not walking within the boundaries set by God: living a life 

that He can bless. This differs greatly from God actively working against mankind by spewing curses 

and invectives against a hapless race. 

The opposite of cursing is blessing. To bless someone or to speak a blessing is the action of 

declaring or invoking God’s favor: inviting His goodness into someone else’s life. This is in perfect 

harmony with the reality that God is a God of love who desires the very best and actually wants to 

bless us. 

One of the many people that have built into my life is Jim Hayford, pastor of a large church in 

the Seattle area. He once said,  “God blesses what we give Him as much as He possibly can.” This is 

just another way of saying Romans 8:28, “And we know that in all things God works for the good of 

those who love him, who have been called according to his purpose.” This verse does not say that God 

causes all things but that He can and will work redemptively in the life of the believer to accomplish 

something of eternal good if we love Him and dedicate ourselves to serving Him.  
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power of The Curse, which includes all curses of every kind and source. 
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The concept of blessing is rooted in the Semitic
53

 thought process that words had great power. 

Once a blessing was given, it took on a life of its own, (see Isaac and Jacob in Genesis 27). “The 

blessing is not only the good effect of words; it also has the power to bring them to pass.”
54

  

Make no mistake. Words, whether positive or negative, are extremely 

powerful. In our present society, we don’t pay attention to this, but maybe we 

should. The old child’s rhyme “Sticks and stones may break my bones but words 

can never hurt me” is just not true. Words may not hurt the physical body but can 

scar the soul for life. Physical bruises heal but gashes to the heart can last a 

lifetime. The power of words when spoken in malice is reflected in this metaphor, 

“Words are like bullets. Once you pull the trigger, you can’t recall them.” You can 

say you are sorry, but that doesn’t repair the damage done. 

The concepts of blessing and cursing run throughout both the Old and New Testaments. One 

place that vividly illustrates the power of both blessing and cursing is Deuteronomy Chapters 27-28. In 

this passage, we read that the children of Israel divided themselves on two different mountains. From 

Mount Gerizim, six tribes rehearsed the blessing and benefits of keeping God’s covenant. From the 

other mountain, Mount Ebal, the other six tribes recited the curses that would come from disobeying 

God’s commandments and transgressing His covenant. There are positive consequences of obedience 

and negative consequences of disobedience. Obedience brings blessings and disobedience brings 

curses. 

With all this talk about curses, I need to introduce a word of balance. We must be very clear 

to not link our giving to our salvation or our standing with God. We are saved by faith and not by 

works. Whether we tithe has nothing to do with whether we are saved and it has nothing to do with our 

acceptance by God. Our position with God is based wholly and solely upon our acceptance of Jesus’ 

work on the cross. Our obedience does, however, have a great deal to do with our spiritual 

fruitfulness.
55

 

Some teach that we are bound by the mistakes of our forefathers and refer to this family 

burden as the “curse of the generations.” Is it true that things our parents did affect our lives and 

decisions they made impact us? Of course. Whether we like it or not, the choices good or bad of past 

generations do impact future generations. This should be sobering to us all in how we live and how we 

make decisions. 

But the question remains; “How much of what our forefathers did has a direct impact upon 

my thoughts and actions today?” Those who adopt this theology of the sins of the generations see this 

as the explanation of all that is bad in their lives. Such people go digging into their family histories 
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looking for the reasons they are not enjoying the fullness of God’s blessing. They seek to “break 

generational curses.”  

Generational sin or curses are more the sin of generational thought processes and patterns for 

living that impact how we view our world and therefore how we live. The question is, do we really 

believe that we can be set free from these destructive thoughts and learn to have the mind of Christ? 

The freedom that we can enjoy in Christ is the message of the Gospel. Christ came to proclaim liberty 

and freedom for the captives and those bound by sin. This includes changing behavioral and thought 

patterns that bind people up and keep them from experiencing the fullness of God’s blessing.  

One such generational curse is wrong thinking about finances that keeps many people from 

experiencing what God has for them and walking in new things, (2 Corinthians 5:17). One of the 

wonderful people in our local church comes from a family heavily involved in witchcraft. She has 

consistently made good choices, walking away from the twisted thinking that comes with the occult to 

embrace God’s truth for how to live life. One of the “generational curses” she confronted was the 

statement, “I don’t do finances.” What she was really saying was “Witches don’t do finances.” I 

lovingly pointed out that a follower of God had to “do finances” because it is part of living an orderly 

life that is pleasing to God. I can report that she has embraced the teaching of being a good steward 

and she operates a personal business today.  

Does Jesus set us free from the law of sin and death when we come to know Him? We need to 

be more aware of what God is doing by cooperating with the daily transformation that He promises as 

we obey Him and learn to walk in His ways. We need to be aware of past patterns and family 

strongholds, but look to our future and not the past. Jerry Cook says it like this; “God comes to us from 

our future and not our past.” 

Colossians 2:13-14 says this, “When you were dead in your sins and in the uncircumcision of 

your sinful nature, God made you alive with Christ. He forgave us all our sins, having canceled the 

written code, with its regulations, that was against us and that stood opposed to us; he took it away, 

nailing it to the cross.” Paul makes reference to the practice of the First Century where people who 

were held in prison had a list of all the bad things they had done nailed to the door of their cell. Paul 

reminds the Colossians and us that we have been set free. 

Jesus has set us free from the curse of sin and the power of generational curses. When we 

discover where we appear to be bound, we need to break its hold over us. Without being too wacky, I 

believe that we are bound to the degree that we believe we are bound. This gets communicated in 

seemingly simple phrases like, “Well, granddad had a bad temper and I guess I just inherited it from 

him.” 

A few weeks ago, I was out walking with one of the guys in our church. He had come from a 

lot of personal brokenness and a very dysfunctional family. He shared with me how God had set him 

free from a life of addictions and wrong thinking. But he was also asking me when he would start to 

see the blessings of God: specifically he wanted to see the financial blessings. I tried to listen, and after 
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he finished, I relayed something that God showed me; a person may not see the tangible blessings of 

making good choices in their lifetime. It may be reflected in their children who, free from the struggle 

of some of the dysfunction, are able to make good choices not available to their parents. I went on to 

tell him of my family. All four of my grandparents made adult decisions for Christ. Only one of them 

graduated from high school. Their children, my parents, went on to do well and now my brother and I 

both have university educations that have opened doors for us that our grandparents could only dream 

about.  

We are shaped by our environment.
56

 Things we observe and learn in our family of origin and 

our other early associations build into who we are. No one can choose the 

family into which they are born. A person does not have to look far into their 

past history to kick up some scoundrels. We can, however, make choices as to 

how we will respond to our environment. For the Christian, few things are more 

powerful than the realization that though we are products of our past, we are not 

prisoners of our past.  

Jesus came to break the power of the curse in our lives, including family of origin issues. 

Preaching the good news is all about helping people to understand that they no longer live under the 

power of the curse of sin. Paul writes in Galatians 3:10-14 that Christ has redeemed us from the curse 

by becoming a curse for us. This is part and parcel of His atoning and substitutionary work on the 

cross. 

Having said all that as background for understanding the nature of curses, what is this curse 

Malachi is talking about? Simply put, the curse is not being under God’s blessing. It is the heart of God 

to bless His children. By not honoring Him with our tithes and offerings, we take ourselves out of a 

place where God can bless us and where He can work supernaturally on our behalf to supply our 

material needs. 

Parents understand this concept. The heart of the parent is to bless their children and give to 

them. But sometimes, parents feel the need to withhold something from their children, not out of spite, 

but for their protection. You know that if your kids were to have what they think they need at a certain 

time in their development, it would serve to destroy them.  You don’t give your car keys to an eleven 

year old. He wants to bestow blessing upon us in all ways. Sometimes, God as the Wise Parent cannot 

give us certain things because our priorities are out of order and we would use the very things He 

wants to bless us with for our own destruction. 
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“The Whole Nation…” (This Means You!) 

 

Malachi writes that his message was for “the whole nation” and not just a select few. 

Honoring God with tithes and offerings, or robbing God, does not apply only to leaders. His reference 

to “the whole nation” shows us that this principle was to be practiced by the whole covenant 

community…not just a select few. This is in keeping with the inclusive nature of God and the Gospel. 

Nowhere is this clearer than in John 3:16 where Jesus used the word “whosoever.” I was always taught 

that “whosoever” meant me.  

It is human nature to think that directives like speed limits and appeals are for someone else. 

We assume that someone else will do what needs to be done, that someone else will be the instrument 

that God uses to meet the need. Have you ever heard the phrase, “Let George do it?” The problem is, 

poor George can’t do it all. Many people working and sacrificing together can accomplish so much 

more than one person can possibly do alone.  

Over the years, I have discovered that the 20/80 rule, also known as the Pareto Principle 

applies to the finances of the church. This rule states that 20 percent of what you do or 20 percent of 

the people in any organization will produce 80 percent of the desired results. Each year, I analyze the 

raw numbers in this way. I mark down how many give in a certain bracket, i.e. $0–499, $500-1000 and 

so on. Without the distraction of any names, I see that about 20 percent of our local congregation gives 

80 percent of the revenues of the church.  

As with all statistics, you have to be very careful in the interpretation. In our present local 

church situation, we don’t have major givers. These numbers reflect middle class people: some of 

whom understand the principle of tithing and furthering the Kingdom of God and others who haven’t 

quite grasped where they are missing out on God’s blessing for their lives and for that of the church 

congregation. When I go through this exercise each year, I think to myself, “How much more ministry 

could we do if everyone understood and practiced the principle of tithing and giving offerings?” 

 

“Bring” (Present) 

 

The word “bring” conveys the idea of a conscious choice and action on our part. And it 

carries with it the idea of making a presentation. When we give gifts at Christmas time or on special 

occasions, we wrap them up and present the present. It makes the giving so much more special. Do you 

think that our haphazard way of giving our tithes and offerings when we come together robs us of 

some of the joy of giving? 

The verb “bring” assumes that a person is a part of the church community and has a spiritual 

home where he or she may bring the tithes and offerings. Many different ways exist to bring your tithe. 

Some churches set out a box so that people can bring their tithes in that way. For others, bringing or 

presenting their tithes and offerings carries with it the idea of presenting them to the Lord. Sometimes 
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churches have people actually bring their tithes and offerings to the front. Though well meaning, I 

personally struggle with this practice because it can give opportunity for pride: not unlike those who 

put money into the Temple box during the time of Jesus to be seen by others.
57

 Other churches employ 

ushers that pass some receptacle at some point in the public gathering.  The methods may vary, but the 

principle remains constant: making a conscious choice to give to God in honor of His provision. 

I see bringing our tithes as an integral part of our worship and not as an interruption. This is a 

personal response to a personal God. And, I see the value in doing this 

collectively as a community. I announce this segment of our gathering by saying 

something like “We are now going to worship the Lord by receiving tithes and 

offerings at this time.” 

Making the offering an important part of our worship gatherings 

provides me as the pastor with several opportunities. It gives me the chance 

every week to instruct people in the importance of giving tithes and offerings. 

This has a spiritual side and a practical side. The spiritual should be obvious: to 

help our people grow in their understanding. The practical may not be so obvious. It is important to 

give people the physical time to prepare their offering. If they are not ready and are still fumbling for 

their cheque book, they will not embarrass themselves by holding up the process. They will simply not 

give that Sunday.  

Embarrassment can also cause people to feel guilty for not putting something into the 

receptacle as it goes by. I have actually observed people put their hand into the bag whether they are 

giving that week or not so that it doesn’t look like they are not participating in the offering. To help 

counteract such feelings, I add that this may not be the week that a person will be putting into the 

offering, but that does not mean they cannot participate. As the receptacle goes by, I teach people to 

pray God’s blessing upon the offering, upon those who are giving, and be thankful for His provision. 

By making this statement, it frees people not to feel guilty as the receptacle goes by. It is a “win/win,” 

i.e. no one has to feel badly or singled out but they can feel that they are full participants in the offering 

for that gathering. 

 

“All…the whole” 

 

  What constitutes “the whole.” We have already demonstrated that a tithe means a tenth and 

by implication, a tenth of all you make, i.e. your gross income. “Gross income” and “net income” are 

phrases that get thrown around a lot in this whole discussion. Many people do not understand the 

difference between net income and gross income. Your gross income is just that, your gross (whole) 

income before anything is deducted or taken off the amount. Your net income is “take home pay.” It is 
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what you take home after the deductions of things like: payroll deductions, taxes, and pension plan 

contributions.  

In this discussion, we need to be careful of rationalization. Rationalization is where a person 

convinces himself that something is “okay” even when deep down inside, he knows that something is 

not quite right with his thinking or action. A little bit of knowledge can be a dangerous thing. A person 

who has been a Christian for any length of time can explain just about anything away and even use the 

Bible to support his position. You can’t, however, do this and be faithful to the Holy Spirit or the spirit 

of the Scriptures.  

Here is an example of this type of justification. Some people “tithe” after deducting the 

amount of their rent or mortgage, etc. They rationalize by saying, “I never see it, and so it is not really 

mine.” Once a person goes down that road, where would it end? Living life costs money, so do you 

figure out your tithable amount after deducting your utilities, food, entertainment and so on? If that 

were the case, the tithable amount would be very small indeed…or non-existent. Bringing a tithe of 

“the whole” objectifies the process and helps us not to become subjective or arbitrary in giving to God. 

Unless they choose otherwise, people make financial decisions that are self-serving and not 

on the basis of solid financial priorities and procedures. They look at their cheque book balance and 

just don’t see how they can bring the “whole.” They want to but they don’t see how they can. This is 

where a proper understanding of principles and convictions comes into play. They help provide the 

boundaries of our lives in general and our Christian life in particular. Living life by principles and 

convictions is another important concept in the Kingdom of God and the hallmark of personal and 

spiritual maturity. We do what is right and not what is easy or what feels good.  

Being a person of integrity means living your life in keeping with your stated values and 

priorities. One reason so many people are conflicted is they say one thing and do another. In walking 

people through the process of examining what is important to them, many are surprised to discover that 

what they say is important to them and what actually is important as reflected by the “where I put my 

time, money and what I talk about” test are very different. Like so many other aspects of our 

discussion, living your life in keeping with your convictions and values must be a 

conscious choice.  

The Israelites during the period of the Judges illustrate what happens 

when people fail to live according to principles and make decision on emotions 

instead. During this dark time in the spiritual history of God’s people, they became 

a law unto themselves. We read “there was no king in Israel. Everyone did what 

was right in his own eyes,” (Judges 21:25). Many Christians today base their 

giving upon a similar faulty foundation and give only  “what they feel led to 

bring” with little or no thought to the principles and boundaries laid out in the 
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Bible. This is an example of living life on the basis of subjective feelings and not upon the principles 

of the Kingdom of God. We all need “laws” outside of ourselves to provide safety for others and 

ourselves. 

Before adding more fuel to the fire, let’s pause and construct a brief summary of Malachi 3 to 

this point: 

 The whole means your gross income, i.e. what you make before deductions, (taxes, benefits, 

pension contributions, mortgage, etc.). 

 A tithe is 10% of your gross income. You don’t deduct anything before you calculate your 

tithe. 

 Anything less than this 10% is not a tithe. 

 We are to tithe first, not after everything is paid or on what is left. This helps us set our 

priorities and helps us in putting God first. 

 

“To the storehouse”…(“Where does my tithe belong?”). 

 

 As we continue our inspection of Malachi 3:8-10, we are confronted with the challenge of 

how to apply this passage in our contemporary situation. Malachi is clear about bringing the tithe to the 

storehouse, but what and where is the storehouse for us today? To be even more specific, this part of 

Malachi opens the door to the question, “Where does my tithe belong?”  

To answer this question, a word needs to be said about the concept of dynamic equivalents, 

one of the universal and time-honored principles of Hermeneutics. The principle of dynamic 

equivalents is how something translates from one culture in time and space to another. To determine 

this, the two basic questions asked by Hermeneutics resurface: 1) what did it mean to the original 

hearer, and 2) what does it mean for me today? If a person does not ask these two vital questions, 

proper interpretation and application is impossible. What is the dynamic equivalent of the storehouse 

for us today? Is it the local church or some other ministry? 

Let’s start with what the storehouse was for the original hearers. That storehouse was the 

Temple, a physical building at a specific location. 1 Kings 8 tells us that God, whom highest heaven 

could not contain, chose Jerusalem as the location on earth where His Temple would be built and the 

place where His people would worship Him by offering sacrifices and where His people were to bring 

their tithes and other offerings. The people would come from all over Israel, present their tithes and 

offerings, eat of them (a small portion) and then go home. The Temple complex had storehouses as a 

part of its design. The excess was stored for a “rainy day” much like what Joseph did in the story of his 

stewardship while a ruler in Egypt who “banked” grain during the times of plenty to tide the Egyptians 

over during the lean years.  
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The Bible records that several different tithes existed in ancient Israel: 1) what they brought to 

God to make sure there was food in the Temple, and 2) one for the king which is equivalent to our 

taxes. The tithe referred to in Malachi is the first that was to make sure that 

there were material resources in the Temple, the storehouse to meet: the 

physical needs of the Priests and the Levites, (vocational ministers, those 

who do the work of the ministry as their livelihood), the poor and the 

needy, as well as the widows. So the storehouse was just that, a place where 

people brought a tithe of their increase and presented offerings. It was a 

resource center to meet both spiritual and physical need.  

The dynamic (contemporary) equivalent of the storehouse mentioned in Malachi would be the 

church; not the building but all that encompasses our understanding of church. People come together at 

a central location to create a resource center where spiritual and physical needs can be met. The tithes 

and offerings are collected and used wisely to ensure that there is “food” in the spiritual storehouse in 

the form of vocational ministers who are able to devote their focus to the work of serving the people.  

In a very real sense, people eat of their tithes each time the church gathers publicly because 

those same people are faithful to contribute to the work of that local church by honoring God with 

tithes and offerings. This is the dynamic equivalent of “eating of the tithes” when the people of God 

came to Jerusalem mentioned in Deuteronomy 12:5-7. Eating your tithes would be when you receive 

spiritual food from the ministry and teaching of the local church, the central “storehouse.” 

What else do we see in this passage from Deuteronomy 12?  

 God is the one who has chosen the place where the tithe is to be brought. 

 The ancient Israelites who would come from a distance were permitted to eat and partake of 

their tithes and offerings while in the place where God had chosen, i.e. the Tabernacle and 

later the Temple. This would be “eating in the presence of the Lord.” 

 It would have been impossible to consume all of the tithes and offerings so the excess was 

stored at the central location. 

The tithe, then, belongs to the local church: the place where you belong and where you 

receive the help and strength of the community of believers. Part of belonging is contributing. Once 

again referring to the words of Jesus, where your treasure is, there will your heart be also. 

This brings up the multiple church approach: where some people attend several churches. 

These people call several churches their home. This sounds okay until you examine this practice more 

thoroughly. The problem with this is that none of the churches can count on that kind of person. This is 

an expression of a consumer mentality: “What’s in it for me?” “As long as my needs are being met, I’ll 

come, but don’t ask me to contribute!” This consumer or user mentality so prevalent in the world 

outside the church has invaded the church. We must constantly remember that the heart of Christianity 

is not being a consumer; being a Christian is all about being a contributor and serving others through 
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love. The best way to serve is by being committed to a local church where you can express your gifts 

and participate in reaching the world with the good news of the gospel. 

Growing churches, like growing families, need resources, including finances to meet their 

needs as they touch the surrounding world. Have you every stopped to calculate the savings in terms of 

dollars to society because families stay together and produce and train healthy members of society? 

Think of the savings in terms of reduced crime, drug addictions, and social costs for single parents. 

Young people who are in love with Jesus and want to serve Him will be involved in activities that 

build into them and others instead of cruising the streets looking for trouble. People don’t have to 

search for comfort or escape in a needle or the bottom of a bottle, for they have tasted of the peace and 

fulfillment that only Jesus can give. Troubled marriages, where the problem is selfishness are healed 

when people are transformed to meet the needs of others instead of their own. And, when marriages do 

collapse, the church community should be there to help pick up the pieces.  

Churches have the capacity to meet the needs of the society so much better than the 

government.  The reason for this is quite simple. Churches are about people and made up of people. 

Governments are about societal structures. They can make resources available, but it still comes down 

to one life touching another life.     

Being a part of and contributing to a local church has other advantages. By tithing to a local 

church, you can observe firsthand how those tithes are being used. You will know whether things are 

out of balance or if there is a misuse of funds. Because of the accountability factor, you can ask 

questions. Healthy leaders and healthy churches have nothing to hide and are willing to be 

accountable; they are willing to disclose how the tithes and offerings are used when asked. I wouldn’t 

attend any church where I couldn’t trust the leadership with my tithes and offerings. The Church needs 

to be a good steward of its resources: time, people and finances. 

What about church membership? Should tithing and supporting the local church be a 

requirement or a test of loyalty for church membership?
 58

 I believe that it should be one of the 

yardsticks of commitment.  Joining means taking ownership (in a positive way). You invest and give 

your time, talents and money to what you feel is important. If you are a member of a local church, you 

are enjoying the ministry of that local church and you should be contributing to that spiritual resource 

so that it will be there for you and others in the future. Why wouldn’t a person want to support the 

local church with their tithes and offerings as well as their time and talents when they join? If you 

value something, you are willing to invest your money, your time, and your energy. That’s what 

commitment is all about. 

Tithes and offerings are God’s plan for supporting the work of His church. As God’s co-

laborers, He has invited us into partnership with Him to see His work expanded here on earth. 

Although He can do anything, He has chosen to bind Himself to people like you and me that are 
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willing to honor Him with our finances. You don’t read anywhere in scripture where it talks about 

using lotteries, raffles, or other fundraisers to finance God’s work on this earth: the Biblical principle is 

giving of tithes and offerings. Once again, think what the church could do if everyone who attended a 

local church did tithe and give offerings. 

As part of my quest to discover what I believe to be true about tithing, I have been taking a 

close look at much of the written material our local church has produced over the years. When looking 

at our membership application, I noticed that the only responsibility mentioned specifically on the 

application was “I promise to support the church with my tithes and offerings.” Even though this was 

not our intent, this merely underscored our perceived (or real) over-emphasis on finances. No wonder 

some people feel that the church is interested only in their money. Membership does imply 

responsibility but it encompasses the whole of what a person brings to the church. So we re-wrote the 

application to read, “I promise to support the church spiritually by practicing my spiritual gifts, 

physically with my attendance, and financially with my tithes and offerings.”  A church cannot go 

forward without a commitment of the people who attend to support that work in all respects, including 

financially.  

Ministry and money are related. Whether the exchange is by money or goods, the work of 

God is supported by material contributions. We see this connection throughout the whole Bible. In the 

Old Testament, the people brought materials for the construction of the 

Tabernacle.
59

 In fact, they demonstrated such a giving heart that the leaders 

actually had to tell them to stop giving, (Exodus 36:3-6). The Old Testament 

outlines the plan for the support of the ministry of the Temple: tithes and 

offerings. The Temple was the central storehouse, the place where the people 

traveled to have their spiritual and physical needs met.  

The tithes and offerings of the people became the earthly source of 

supporting the priests and Levites who ministered.  We are not under the Law but 

the Law does provide us with many valuable patterns in how God wanted His 

people to live in community. He placed the Priests and Levites in the position of 

overseeing the spiritual needs of the people. In return, they were supported by the 

tithes and offerings.  

 

 “Where the Lord your God shall choose” 

 

Malachi echoed Moses’ command to the people, “But take your consecrated things and 

whatever you have vowed to give, and go to the place the LORD will choose,” (Deuteronomy 12:26). 
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This shows us that we must be careful not to make an arbitrary decision about where we present our 

tithes. 

 We saw that God chose the Temple in Jerusalem as the place where His people would 

worship and bring their tithes and offerings. I have argued that the local church where you belong and 

are fed spiritually is the dynamic equivalent of the Temple. 

Okay, I can hear some of you asking, “If my tithe belongs to the local church, what about the 

so-called “parachurch organizations” and other ministries that are not a part of my local church?” Let 

me begin by expressing my dislike for the word “parachurch.” I think it is an unfortunate misnomer. 

The word comes from the Greek word para, which means, “to come along side,” being appended to 

the English word church. So a parachurch organization is one that “walks 

alongside of the church.” My argument is simple. The church is the church. 

What these organizations do is a very real part of the mission of the church. 

Parachurch organizations do not support the church but are genuine 

expressions of the church. They do the work of the church; they are the 

same. 

The emergence of parachurch organizations and television 

ministries complicates the discussion about the “storehouse.” Many valid 

ministries of this nature exist. And, like all ministries, they are cash hungry. 

Such ministries survive on the monetary donations sent to them by those who receive ministry and help 

from these expressions of the church.  

So how does a person decide which ones to support or if they will support them at all? I 

believe that a place exists for legitimate ministries that meet needs that are not being covered by the 

traditional church. For many, the “church of the airwaves” is the only place they receive ministry in the 

course of the week. The issue is not about the legitimacy of these ministries but centers on where the 

tithe belongs. My concern, and it could be argued that this concern is because I am a pastor of a local 

church, is that such ministries siphon off resources that belong to the local church. The pressure of 

giving to the local church and contributing to another ministry is an either/or proposition and not the 

result of a well thought out and Biblical theology of tithing. 

What about the need for the touch of a local pastor, someone whom you know and who 

knows you? My first pastorate was in a tiny community on Vancouver Island, in the province of 

British Columbia. The church was small and like most churches, big or small, we struggled financially. 

Having said that, God always supplied our needs. But the lack of financial support of the church 

greatly limited ministry in that place. As I talked with people who considered themselves to be 

committed to me and the local church there, I discovered that hundreds if not thousands of dollars, (a 

lot of money in 1980), were being sent to TV and worldwide ministries. And yet, when a problem 

arose, I was their first call. Why? Because I was the person who was local and they considered me 
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their pastor. Isn’t the laborer “worthy of his hire?” Shouldn’t people make sure that the local pastor 

receives remuneration for his faithfulness in serving? 

What about people who are shut in and can’t get out to a local church or people forgotten by 

the local church because they are “out of sight, out of mind.” We have already established that the 

whole tithe belongs to the church where a person attends and is fed. Following this line of reasoning, a 

person who is shut in and cannot get out to a local church should give to a television ministry if that in 

fact is their “storehouse.” 

Don’t get me wrong; radio and television do meet the needs of people and have been an 

effective way to present the gospel. Many people receive encouragement and spiritual strength from 

these programs. On the other hand, this claim can be an excuse by those who espouse this. It can 

become justification for spiritual laziness and “not wanting to extend” themselves by being in 

relationship with real people. In my opinion, a person on a television or the radio is a poor substitute 

for the touch of a real live person.  

Those for whom Christian television programs are their church represent a sad commentary 

for many reasons. I think it is to the shame of the contemporary church that we don’t keep people 

connected. In many cases, the local church has not been vital and if it weren’t for ministry that travels 

over the airwaves, some would have little or no Christian encouragement. Before we center our 

criticism on those who look to the TV. or listen to the radio to have there spiritual needs met, we must 

look at ourselves 

This, of course, assumes that the person truly is unable to get out and is 

not merely avoiding the relationship and accountability of the local church. 

Relationship requires something in a way that sitting in a room listening to a 

radio or watching television does not. Healthy relationship requires  

accountability and responsibility to others. Some use Christian television as a 

way of copping out instead of working out their Christianity in the midst of a 

living community where they rub shoulders with imperfect but forgiven other 

people. Being in close proximity to flawed human beings requires love and 

grace on our part. And being in relationship reveals just how much others need 

to extend love and grace to us. 1 Peter 2:5 tells us that we are living stones being shaped and fitted 

together into the living church that reflects the glory of God. When in relationship with others, I 

discover my own need of change. 

If tithes go where we belong and are being fed spiritually, our offerings can go wherever we 

feel led to give them. Where we give our offerings should be in keeping with our philosophy of 

ministry, our spiritual values and our priorities. We should give in an intentional manner and not out of 

crisis or emotional appeals. 

On a humorous note, I grew up in a farming community where many people had dairy cows. 

We had an expression that went like this, “Everyone is trying to milk the same cow.” To put this in 
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“city terms,” there is a limit as to how much milk one cow can give at any one time. The application is 

straightforward; there is a limit on how much money an individual or one church can give at any given 

time. Ministries both within and outside of the local church need financial resources, but we must be 

careful that everyone is not competing for the same human or physical source. The people in our 

churches have limited funds, and leaders must not try to keep milking the same “cow” (source) over 

and over again. If they do, they will soon know what the dairy farmer knows: eventually, the milk 

supply will be exhausted.  

Our human nature wants to run ahead and see endless expansion of things, even of ministry. 

The leader keeps going back to the same source only to find the resource depleted. I have seen where 

valid ministries get into trouble because they over spend or over reach their resources. A viable 

ministry continues to expand until it begins to overlap another viable ministry in scope or geography. 

When this happens, we see various ministries in competition for a limited number of dollars. They are 

all trying to milk the same  “cow.” 

Another place where we see this attempt to tap the same source is in taxation. People from the 

farm and the city understand that there is only one taxpayer and all levels of government are taking 

from the same pocket. There is a limit. You can’t get blood out of a stone. 

 

“Test me now on this” 

 

Is it okay to test God? For those of us who grew up in Church, the mere thought of putting 

God to the test or questioning Him sends a cold shiver up our spines. We think back to our Sunday 

School lessons and the temptation of Jesus in the wilderness. One of the areas Satan pushed Jesus on 

was in the area of God’s protection…but with a twist. The Bible records that the devil took Jesus to the 

pinnacle of the Temple and encouraged Him to jump off, trusting that God would save Him from  

certain death. Satan even quoted scripture: “For it is written: ‘He will command his angels concerning 

you, and they will lift you up in their hands, so that you will not strike your foot against a stone.’ ” 

Jesus rebuked the devil by a correct application of scripture: “It is also written: ‘Do not put the Lord 

your God to the test,’ ”(see Matthew 4: 5-7).  

The specifics of this temptation are relevant to our discussion about tithing and good 

stewardship. Contrary to popular opinion, this pinnacle was a high place within the Temple complex 

that could be reached by human means. It was within this context that Jesus spoke that we are not to 

put God and His character to such a test: where we are expecting God to bail us out of the 

consequences of our own foolish choices or actions. We can get ourselves in plenty of financial trouble 

without any demonic or satanic help. All we have to do is be careless and give in to our selfish fallen 

nature that enjoys the comforts of this life a little too much.  

Here’s the application; just because we have faith in God and we tithe and give offerings, we 

are not to test the Lord by misapplying Malachi 3: 8-10. I have known some people who have believed 
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they could survive a blind and foolish leap from a pinnacle of financial peril that they reached all on 

their own, separate and apart from others or even the devil. They continued to run the red lights that 

should have kept them from making the serious mistake of thinking they and their finances were 

somehow untouchable because of a misunderstanding of “test me now on this.” 

So the question remains, how do we test God in the way the prophet is encouraging?  This 

invitation is not the product of the human mind, but God Himself, actually invites us to test Him in this 

area of stewardship and honoring Him with our tithes and offerings. We are to do our part and trust 

that God will do His. Tithing does not guarantee that we will never have financial concerns and it 

certainly does not mean that we are somehow immune to the consequences of poor choices and bad 

financial decisions. This passage, however, assumes that the person understands the principles of 

stewardship. Our lifestyle must support this invitation to “test God.” 

We have a responsibility to be faithful to what is in front of us and not take a laissez-faire 

“whatever will be will be” attitude. In no place is this truer than in our finances. When we tithe and 

live a life characterized by giving, we align ourselves with God’s purposes so that He can bless us. 

Psalm 37:3-5 exhorts us, “Trust in the Lord and do good; dwell in the land and enjoy safe pasture. 

Delight yourself in the Lord and he will give you the desires of your heart. Commit your way to the 

Lord; trust in him and he will do this.” Trusting in God and not our own abilities or other human 

agencies is the real heart of the issue. Can we trust that God will meet our needs as we honor him? 

Trust is the bedrock of relationship. Once we have made that decision to put God first, only then can 

He give us the desires of our hearts. When our desires are His desires, He can safely give to us…like 

an earthly Father. 

Psalm 37 actually has more to say on the subject of God’s provision. Verses 25-26 say, “ I 

was young and now I am old, yet I have never seen the righteous forsaken or their children begging 

bread. They are always generous and lend freely; their children will be blessed.” The Psalmist has an 

unshakeable faith in the goodness and provision of God. Like an earthly father, God the Father knows 

about the needs of His children and He is faithful to provide for their needs. Again, He does not always 

provide for our wants or provide for us at the level that we sometimes think we need or even deserve. 

We continually come back to the question, “Do I trust God?” Can I trust that God, who knows all 

things, can distinguish my needs better than I can? 

 

“Open windows of heaven” 

 

This promise to open the windows of heaven does not guarantee physical wealth and 

prosperity. It does guarantee that a person’s needs will be met. This, of course, assumes a person 

knows the difference between a want and a need. And, to recognize this opening of the heavenly realm, 

we need to look beyond the physical: what we can see with our natural eyes.  
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In all my years as a Christian, I have yet to see any physical windows open from the sky to 

pour out financial blessing. Sometimes, I get the feeling that people expect this to happen literally in 

the same way that a slot machine pays off when someone hits the jackpot. I have, however, seen God 

open the windows of heaven, but not always in a physical way.  

Blessing, including financial blessing, is not always in kind, i.e. you give in dollars so you 

receive in dollars.  When you give money, sometimes the blessing and miracle of provision comes in 

another form. Living our lives in a way that God can bless will open doors that touch our lives here on 

earth in ways that we may never understand. In fact, we may never see some of the many ways God 

has blessed and provided for us until we are in heaven. 

It may come in the form of an idea that will revolutionize your business. This blessing may 

come through an unexpected channel. It may take place in a very miraculous but subtle way similar to 

the widow’s cruse of oil
60

 in that things and money goes farther than they physically or logically 

should. In the midst of such miracles, we need to keep in focus that the ultimate source is God and that 

He is the one working on our behalf. 

I have seen God’s provision at work in my life in many ways. Early on in our ministry, I saw 

how God made things go farther than they physically should have. Each month, I would write our tithe 

cheque. Then, I would see that our financial obligations were covered. We always seemed to have 

enough and we did not have the safety net of things like a line of credit. At the end of that first year, I 

added up our income and expenses and the two didn’t match. The expenses were greater than the 

income and yet everything got paid. I have no earthly explanation for this other than that of God 

supernaturally making the 90% go farther than if I kept the 100%. 

When reading through one of my many drafts, my wife quizzed me, “Why did we spend more 

than we took in? That does not sound like good stewardship to me!” I explained that this was in fact a 

miracle. As we would give to God first what belonged to Him, He would supernaturally “stretch” the 

rest. There was enough to cover our obligations. We were not frivolous. It was not until the end of the 

year that I could quantify the miracle; God supernaturally opened the windows of heaven to meet our 

needs. 

Honoring the principle of tithing requires faith. It is putting our faith into action that unlocks 

and opens the “windows of heaven,” i.e. releases the supernatural supply of God. I know, this is not 

logical in a human sense but makes perfect sense in the spiritual realm. 

I have noticed something else about windows being opened. It is the people who give who are 

the ones who receive. This type of person becomes a conduit through which God can pour His blessing 

upon others. (Remember, God uses people to do His will here on earth). This is the fulfillment of 

Proverbs 11:25 that says, “The generous man will be prosperous, and he who waters will himself be 

watered,” (New American Standard Bible).  
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The geography of the Middle East provides a pointed illustration of what happens when 

people become a channel of God’s blessing contrasted to those who only take and hold on with no 

expression of giving. The map shows two large bodies of water on the border between Israel and 

Jordan: the Sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea. One teems with life: the Sea of Galilee. The Dead Sea, 

because of its salinity, kills any fish that unfortunately makes its way into its waters within minutes. 

What is the major difference between these two bodies of water? One, the Sea of Galilee, has an inflow 

and an outflow that allows it to be renewed constantly. The other, the Dead Sea, has no outflow and 

therefore is not renewed but grows saltier with the passage of time. Do you see the analogy? When we 

give, there is an outflow of our lives that creates a place for new things to enter. This giving provides 

for refreshing and renewal. 

Another verse from the book of Proverbs says, “One man gives freely, yet 

gains even more; another withholds unduly, but comes to poverty,” (Proverbs 

11:24). Again, we see the principle of “give and it will be given to you” that runs 

throughout the Bible. The reason we don’t give is because of fear; we are afraid that 

we won’t have enough. Fear is the opposite of faith. Faith opens the windows of 

heaven and makes it possible for God to bless. Fear causes people to hoard and stops up the pipeline of 

blessing.  

Materialism grows out of fear: that God will not supply our needs. Materialism simply 

defined is the unchecked accumulation of material goods and the worship of things. Accumulation and 

acquisition becomes the whole goal of living. People taken over by the “god” of materialism believe 

that things will bring happiness and security. They are wrong. You would think that people would clue 

into this because of the many examples of people who have given themselves to this vain pursuit only 

to come up empty. 

Here’s what Rick Warren has to say in his book The Purpose Driven Life, “The most common 

myth about money is that having more will make me more secure. It won’t. Wealth can be lost 

instantly through a variety of uncontrollable factors. Real security can only be found in that which can 

never be taken from you – your relationship with God.”
61

 

Materialism also grows out of pride. We make the decision, conscious or otherwise, that if we 

don’t look out for our own interests, no one else will. We trust ourselves instead of trusting God: not a 

very good trade in my estimation. 

 

He will “rebuke the devourer” 

Following my commitment not to take anything for granted, let me identify the “devourer.” 

Most Christians would see the devourer as the devil. By extension, when bad things happen that erode 

our financial position, most would see this as “the work of the devil.” This may in fact be true, but we 
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must be careful not to blame the devil for all the difficulties and hardships that come our way. Many 

things devour our resources. Things we take for granted, like low energy costs, can skyrocket without 

warning, as they did during the 1973 Oil Embargo. Unexpected expenses and other things like surprise 

repairs or catastrophic illness all gobble up and devour our financial resources.  

Inflation is another devourer. Everything costs more. Raises seem to evaporate under the hot 

sun of inflation and the upward pressure on wages. People see their income shrinking and clamor for 

raises, putting inflationary pressure on the whole economy. When this happens, everyone gets hurt, 

especially those on a fixed income. Again, if we believe what the Bible says, we can have faith that 

even when incomes are shrinking, and the stock market reeling, we can trust God to supply our needs. 

Trusting God, however, does not mean that we may not have to make adjustments in our 

standard of living. It is not an inalienable right that we will enjoy an ever-increasing level of financial 

prosperity and comfort. Can we trust that God will make ends meet, even in this type of economy? The 

answer is straightforward. Either the principles of God work or they don’t, regardless of the external 

circumstances beyond our control.  

The economy of God’s kingdom is based upon His eternal principles and truths; it is not tied 

to the economy of this world. If the spiritual dynamics of good stewardship and God’s provision can 

only work in a super heated North American economy, we are really in trouble. We can see how God 

provides even during difficult times illustrated in the life of Abraham. The Genesis record shows that 

this man who trusted God prospered and his earthly wealth actually increased in the midst of famine. 

We serve a God who is the same and is unchangeable. If it worked for Abraham, it can work for us 

today. 

Many things can and will devour resources, and yet Malachi communicates God’s promise to 

rebuke this erosion. What are some ways that God will rebuke the devourer? One 

way that God does this is by making what we have last longer and go farther. 

Things like our shoes last longer, and so do our hot water tanks. We will run 

across sales where we can make great savings at the time we need something like 

new tires on our cars. The list is endless, but you won’t see how God provides in 

this way unless you are looking. When we see good things happen, we need to 

acknowledge God’s provision: not see it as mere chance or dumb luck. If you don’t have your eyes 

open to see how God “rebukes” the devourer, i.e. provides for you supernaturally, you will not see His 

intervention on your behalf. How often do you hear people say, “God hasn’t done anything for me”? 

He does, they just don’t acknowledge it or they have not looked. 

An orderly life governed by godly principles will be a life that does not have so many places 

where a person can be robbed: where the enemy of our soul gains a foothold through wrong thinking or 

practice that gives him access to steal from us what God desires to give. A person who lives by godly 

principles will make sound financial decisions based upon stewardship instead of living day to day 
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with little thought to the consequences of their choices. People who see themselves as stewards take 

better care of their bodies. Once again, the list is endless; stewardship impacts everything in our lives. 

 

“Then all the nations will call you blessed” 

 

The phrase, “the nations will call you blessed,” also has a dynamic equivalent. The nations in 

this context were political entities, the peoples who lived in the areas around Israel.  In our context, the 

dynamic equivalent of “the nations” is the non-Christians in our families and neighborhoods. Our faith 

in God’s provision and well-ordered lives are meant to show the glory of God to a world that needs 

direction. Ask yourself this question, “Do people see God’s blessing on my life?” If not, why not?  Are 

you applying the principles of God to your life? If not, why not? 

The Bible reveals the unfolding plan God had for Israel. God chose this special nation, the 

descendants of Abraham, to be a light to the nations: a people that would reflect the goodness and care 

of a loving God. Israel was to show that the worship of the God of the universe and obedience to His 

commands brought blessing. Unfortunately, the Israelites failed to grasp this concept of being an 

example. Lest we get too judgmental, I am not sure that the contemporary church, also a covenant 

people, has performed much better. Christians should be examples and our lives should be in order. 

Our lives should “work,” i.e. make sense. Once again, in the words of Jesus, “In the same way, let your 

light shine before men, that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven,” 

(Matthew 5:16). 

As an aside, we must be careful not to push this special status too far as happened in the 

founding of New England. The theology of the Puritans asserted that those who were “chosen” could 

be recognized by the material blessing they enjoyed. This belief grew out of a theological system based 

upon the sovereignty of God and that some were predestined to be saved and some were predestined to 

be damned.
62

 Following this line of reasoning, the “elect,” another theological code word for those 

chosen by God or predestined to succeed, should have more prosperous businesses, and more fruitful 

farms. Out of this grew the so-called “Protestant work ethic.” If material blessing was the measure of 

God’s blessing, then those in this theological system made sure they prospered by hard work. “Look at 

me. I am one of God’s chosen! If you don’t believe me, look at my bank book!” 

The wealth and affluence of present day North American church has permitted some to put 

their own spin on the theology of prosperity and God’s blessing. There are some who teach that God’s 

blessing and material wealth go hand in hand. (Does this sound familiar)? This theology has been 

dubbed the “Prosperity Gospel.” Some endorse this “gospel” to such an extent that they measure a 
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person’s spirituality and even their relationship with God by how much they have materially in this 

life. One of the proponents of this message was Jim Bakker of PTL fame. In his insightful book, I Was 

Wrong,
63

 Bakker repents of his former emphasis. He writes how while in prison, he reread the Gospel 

accounts and was horrified to discover that much of what he believed about prosperity did not line up 

with what Jesus said and did. The message of the gospel was not about material blessings but about the 

spiritual riches that Jesus came to bestow upon all who would trust in Him. The proof of our 

acceptance by God is the price paid upon the cross and not by how much we paid for our watch. 

This statement has really impacted me: “a true principle of the Gospel works anywhere, in 

any time, and in any place.” If a teaching truly reflects a kingdom principle, it will “work” in an 

impoverished third world country just as well as it will here in North America. Do you think that the 

“name it and claim it” theology would work in a place like Ethiopia? I can’t see the so-called “name it 

and claim it theology” some proclaim here in North America working in a third world nation like 

Afghanistan. “Give God your camel and He will give you a Mercedes…” If the true measure of a 

person’s Christianity or spirituality is the size of their house or in their material wealth, most of the 

world’s Christians would come up short.  

Prosperity needs to be defined in a different way and measured by a different standard than 

the normal way it is here in North America.  How much like Jesus is a person? Do they exude love for 

others? These are the people who are truly wealthy. John the Apostle writes this to his spiritual 

children in his third letter. “Beloved, I pray that in all respects you may prosper and be in good health, 

just as your soul prospers,” (3 John 2). This wise old saint helps us discover a different standard to 

measure our wealth. True prosperity is to be measured by the condition of our spiritual life. If our 

spiritual life is in order, this will point the rest of our lives in the right direction. And, if God chooses to 

entrust a person with material wealth, they need to see that they prosper so that they can be a blessing. 

Another part of the prosperity theology is “you get what you confess.”
64

 Though there is some 

measure of truth in the power of what we say, we must be careful that we don’t reduce God to some 

sort of Santa Claus figure that gives us whatever we ask for and that His main job is to pour out 

material wealth upon “those who have been good.” Those who hold this position misapply scriptures 

like, “You have not because you ask not,” (James 4:2). But, they don’t finish the section. “When you 

ask, you do not receive, because you ask with wrong motives, that you may spend what you get on 

your pleasures,” (James 4:3). 

Any theology we adopt must include that Christians, even godly, obedient ones, sometimes 

suffer hardship and don’t always have their wants satisfied. By adopting a more balanced theology of 

prosperity, we are in good company. Paul writes that he learned to be content in whatever 
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circumstances he found himself in, whether in plenty or in want, (Philippians 4:11-12). He never 

judged his spirituality or the spirituality of others by externals. Along with the author of the Book of 

James, Paul espoused that suffering could produce much in the life of those who would call themselves 

Christian.  The great men and women of God understood that true happiness and prosperity come from 

within and not from without. 

 

Summary of This Chapter  

 

We took a look at the most referenced of all the scriptures on tithing, Malachi 3:8-10. We saw 

how the overall message of the book often gets lost in the overemphasis on these three verses. This 

important passage cannot be properly applied without an understanding the larger context of putting 

God first in all we do. Yes, Malachi, whose Hebrew name means, “Messenger,” communicates that we 

can literally rob God by withholding the portion that is His. But we must also see that God wants us to 

honor Him with both our tithes and offerings because He desires to bless us.  When we “rob” Him, we 

are really robbing ourselves of God’s blessing.  

We broke down this passage into its component parts to gain a fuller picture of Malachi’s 

message. 

 God desires to bless His children. He is not actively in the business of cursing 

anyone. The curse comes from not living in a place of obedience where God can 

bless. When a person tithes and gives offerings, this opens up the spiritual channels 

of blessing so that God can pour out the riches of His kingdom: so much more than 

material wealth only. 

 This instruction was to apply to everyone. We are all instructed to honor God in this 

way. This includes those who are in vocational ministry as well as those who are not. 

Vocational ministers cannot expect people to do what they cannot do themselves. 

 The people were instructed to bring their tithes and offerings to God. We are 

encouraged to bring, to present as an act of conscious choice, our tithes and offerings 

to God. The method differs from church to church, but the principle is the same. We 

are to bring our tithes and offerings as an act of worship. 

 The “whole” means just that. We calculate our tithe on our gross income: the amount 

before any deductions are taken off our pay. Offerings are over and above the tithe. 

 We examined the concept of dynamic equivalents and made the connection between 

the Temple in Jerusalem, the spiritual center where the Jews went to offer sacrifices 

and the local church, the place where contemporary Christians go to be fed 

spiritually and have their spiritual needs met. The tithe belongs at the place where 

you are “eating” spiritually, i.e. your local church. It is not to be an arbitrary 

decision, but the “place where the Lord” chooses. It was the Temple in the days of 
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Malachi: the central place where the spiritual and the physical needs of the people 

were met. The local church should be such a place today.   

 Malachi 3:8-10 is the one place in the entire Bible where we are actually encouraged 

to test God. As we honor Him with our tithes and offerings, married to good 

stewardship and financial management, we will see God provide for our needs. 

 Finally, we ended this chapter with the realization that God desires for His children 

to prosper. He wants to open the windows of heaven and pour out His blessing upon 

us. He has promised to supply our needs. God’s giving back to us is not always in 

kind, i.e. dollar for dollar. We do see, if we are looking, His supernatural provision. 

We need to take care not to define “prosper” in terms of material wealth or blessing 

but in terms of having our basic needs met. 
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Chapter Eight 

 

Principles of The Kingdom Of God 

 

rinciples seem to have gone out of style. Like so many important things, we don’t hear 

much about living life governed by eternal truths that exist outside our subjectivity. 

People in our contemporary society just don’t tend to think in terms of moral absolutes. Most people 

see principles as outdated and irrelevant in an age of moral and ethical relativity that says, “it all 

depends.”  

This mode of thinking pervades almost every aspect of our contemporary life. Situational 

ethics state that there is no absolute right or wrong. True to its name, this ethical position states the 

situation determines the appropriate response separate from any acknowledged moral law. This grows 

out of the philosophical system that denies the existence of God. If there is no God, then there is no 

ultimate authority to which everyone will one day be required to give an account. And where there are 

no rules, chaos reigns. 

We live in an age very much like that described in Judges 21:25, “Everyone did what was 

right in his own eyes.” All one has to do is read this Old Testament book to see the moral sewer that 

people gravitate to when left to indulge their own selfish and sinful desires. In stark contrast, the 

Christian life is built upon and governed by principles that exist beyond the 

human realm and originate with God.  

Jesus used principles in teaching people how to order their lives. He 

taught His disciples about the “laws of His kingdom.” Jesus used the phrase 

“Kingdom of God” often in His teaching. His audience knew instinctively what 

He meant. A kingdom has a king, and it is assumed that the subjects of that 

kingdom will honor these laws. 

Paul reinforces this by saying that we are Christ’s ambassadors, (2 Corinthians 5:20). An 

ambassador is an official representative of another country, another realm. We read about diplomatic 

immunity: that the ambassador is not subject to the laws and principles of the host nation but 

everywhere he or she walks is sovereign soil. This is a very apt description of our life here on earth. As 

a Christian, we serve the King of the Universe and not the god of this world. We are not citizens of this 

world system. Our citizenship is in heaven.  

We are governed by and subject to a very different set of laws: the laws of God’s kingdom. If 

it is true, that we are citizens of another kingdom, then we should act and respond in a way that 
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represents this Kingdom of God. We need to make decisions on the basis that we serve a different 

King and are governed by very different laws: the laws of the Kingdom of God.  

Jesus communicated this spiritual truth; His followers were to be “in the world but not part of 

the world.” When before Pilate, Jesus, although beaten to the point of death and exhausted by the hours 

of torture and interrogation, spoke with the authority of a King by telling the Governor, “My kingdom 

is not of this world,” (John 18:36). In response to this powerful statement, Pilate, the representative of 

the earthly super power of Rome, desperately sought for a way to release Jesus. He recognized the 

spiritual authority of Jesus even though he couldn’t quite grasp it. He realized the “other worldliness” 

of the Man who stood before him that day. 

If such spiritual principles or laws of the eternal Kingdom of God exist, then they will be as 

true today as when they were penned. Because they are eternal, we cannot bend them or adjust them to 

suit us and expect the law or principle to work for us in the way God intended. What are some of these 

principles of God’s Kingdom? 

 

The Principle Of Sowing And Reaping, (Mark 4) 

 

This principle gets its name from the Parable
65

 of the Sower from Mark 4:3-20. A man sowed 

seed on various types of soil with very different results. Some of the seed fell upon the rocky soil and 

did not have the depth of soil necessary for the plant to grow to maturity. Some fell among the thorns. 

Jesus identified the thorns in the story as the cares of this world and the deceitfulness of earthly riches. 

Even the seed that fell upon good or fertile soil yielded different amounts of increase: 30, 60, 100 times 

what was originally sown.  

One of the obvious lessons here is that God cannot multiply what we don’t sow.  Paul picks 

up on this in one of his letter to a church under his watchful eye. “Remember this: Whoever sows 

sparingly will also reap sparingly, and whoever sows generously will also reap generously,”(2 

Corinthians 9:6). 

I once heard a self made millionaire give a teaching on a corollary of sowing and reaping. He 

had us turn to the opening chapter of Genesis where he pointed out the law of reproduction: every 

living thing reproduces after its own kind. 

Then God said, “Let the land produce vegetation: seed-bearing plants and trees on 

the land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various kinds.” And it was 

so. The land produced vegetation: plants bearing seed according to their kinds and 

trees bearing fruit with seed in it according to their kinds. And God saw that it was 

good, (Gen 1:11-12). 
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Apple trees do not produce pears or some other type of fruit. Apple trees produce apples. This 

man believed one reason why people’s business ventures and investments fail is because they have 

been planting their tithes in the kingdom of this world and expecting it to bear fruit in the Kingdom of 

God: using their tithe money for investments or to start a business instead of honoring God with their 

finances. What was his assertion? The spiritual seed of the tithe only bears fruit when planted in the 

spiritual soil for which it was meant. You can’t plant one type of seed and expect a different crop: not 

in the natural world and not in the spiritual one. 

 Galatians 6:6-7 affirms the spiritual principle of sowing and reaping. “Do not be deceived: 

God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows. The one who sows to please his 

sinful nature, from that nature will reap destruction; the one who sows to please the 

Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life. Let us not become weary in doing good, for 

at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up.” If we sow to our fallen 

nature (our default response to life that is self-centered and the opposite of what God desires for us), 

we will reap the bad fruit of our fallen nature. If we sow to our spiritual nature (the part of us that was 

made alive within us when we invited Jesus and wants to do what pleases God), we will reap good 

fruit: the rewards of the spiritual realm. Like reproduces like. You reap what you sow. 

 

The Principle Of Reciprocity, (Luke 6:38). 

 

The Law of Reciprocity is either mentioned or alluded to in a variety of places in the Bible, 

but most clearly stated in Luke 6:38. “Give, and it will be given to you. A good measure, pressed 

down, shaken together and running over, will be poured into your lap. For with the measure you use, it 

will be measured to you.” The Law of Reciprocity is a fancy way of saying “you get what you give.” 

Let’s take a specific look at the various components of this verse. 

 

“Give and it will be given to you.” 

 

It should come as no surprise that the first word in the principle of reciprocity is “give.” The 

very nature of love, the love that comes from God, is giving; “For God so loved that He gave….” This 

is contrary to what the world says, “Grab and demand…look out for yourself.” A life characterized by 

selfishness and taking is not how those who call themselves Christians should behave. As we learn to 

give, we become a conduit of God’s blessings to others and have the added joy of opening the doors 

for God to bless us. This should never be our motive but it is a positive consequence operating by the 

principles of a very different economy: the economy of the Kingdom of God. 
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“Good measure.” 

 

The Greek word translated here as “good measure” means “full.” I remember being at our 

church picnics as a child. When it came to the ice cream time, my friends and I would watch very 

closely. I made sure that I got into the line of the person who was giving out the biggest portions. To 

be honest, I still do this. I want all that is coming to me and nothing less. This drive to get all that we 

feel we deserve causes us to choose the largest piece of pie, the biggest piece of meat, and demand that 

our glass of pop or cup of coffee is filled to the brim. 

The human tendency to “cheat” a little on the portion served or delivered is not new. The terse 

instructions for living a godly life contained in Proverbs pulls back the curtain of time to reveal the 

tension of everyone wanting all that they feel is coming to them while shorting others. Proverbs 11:1 

mentions the importance of just or fair scales.  “The LORD abhors dishonest scales, but accurate 

weights are his delight.” The wise man in Proverbs states clearly that God requires full measure for 

what people pay to receive. The Law of Moses is also very clear on this point. “Do not use dishonest 

standards when measuring length, weight or quantity. Use honest scales and honest weights, an honest 

ephah and an honest hin. I am the LORD your God, who brought you out of Egypt,” (Leviticus 19:35-

36). 

Once again, we see evidence of the character and nature of God. The passage in Leviticus 

ends with “I am the LORD your God.” God is a good God. God is a loving God. God is a fair God. 

And because we are His children, we are to be like Him. He wants to write His law upon our hearts. If 

we desire full measure, then we will want to give others the fullness of what they deserve or have 

contracted to receive. God not only desires to give to us His children, but He delights to give to us in 

full measure.  

And I pray that you, being rooted and established in love, may have power, together 

with all the saints, to grasp how wide and long and high and deep is the love of 

Christ, and to know this love that surpasses knowledge - that you may be filled to the 

measure of all the fullness of God. Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more 

than all we ask or imagine, according to his power that is at work within us, to him 

be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, for ever and 

ever! (Ephesians 3: 17-21). 

He does not just want to give to us; He desires to give us in full measure. Make no mistake: God wants 

for us to experience the fullness of His glory.
66
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“Pressed down.” 

 

The phrase “pressed down” is a reference to the procedure of measuring dates or figs in the 

marketplace, something which would have been very familiar to the original hearers. Dates and figs 

are by nature squishy and can be compacted easily. In this case, the vendor not only filled the 

receptacle but actually pressed down upon the contents to make room for more. 

All this talk of making room for more reminds me of the story in 2 Kings 4 of a poor widow 

in danger of having her sons sold into slavery because of crushing debt which she had no way of 

repaying. There were no lines of credit or legal ways of forestalling this horrible possibility. In 

desperation, she turned to the prophet Elisha for help. In faith, Elisha instructed the widow to bring her 

vessels…not a few. She obeyed his directive and went from house to house borrowing all the 

containers she could. She had a need and God used what she had to meet the need. She was instructed 

to pour out what she had: a seemingly small cruse of oil. As she poured the oil, the miracle of 

multiplication took place. Her part was obedience and faith. The oil continued to flow as long as there 

were vessels to contain it.  

I wonder how often we miss this type of outpouring of God’s love and provision, in so many 

areas, because we have limited room or capacity. At so many levels, we don’t have enough vessels, 

either physical or spiritual to contain the blessing God wants to bestow.  Like in the story of 2 Kings, 

God wants to pour out the oil. In many cases, it requires faith in the unseen and in His ability to 

intervene supernaturally on our behalf. Where there is no room for risk, there is no room for faith. 

 

“Shaken together.” 

 

The action of “shaken together” goes hand in hand with the word picture of the vendor 

pressing down the contents of the measuring vessel to give his customer more than full value. The 

vendor shakes the receptacle to compact what is being measured out even more to create more room. 

How very different in both practice and spirit is this from the norm: where the vendor is concerned 

about his profit margin and not ensuring his customers gets all that is coming to them. Here we see the 

vendor being generous and wanting to give the customer added value. That’s what God wants to do for 

us. 

Another thought came to me as I was reviewing this phrase. Just like the vendor shakes the 

vessel to make more room, God does that, too. He shakes our “vessels” to make more room for Him in 

our lives. And, He shakes things in our lives to bring things to the surface so that we can deal with 

them. 

To the idea of full measure, I want to add to this the idea of abundance. Jesus communicated 

to His followers that He came not only to bring them life, but abundant life, life to the full, (John 

10:10). Instead of living a life devoid of fun, adventure, and fullness, Jesus painted a picture of 
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following Him that was one of excitement and fullness, and fulfillment. Sometimes we talk so much 

about the cost that we forget to talk about the rewards. Yes, following Christ means taking up our 

cross, but we must never forget the rewards that are literally out of this world.  Like a mother who goes 

through the pain of childbirth because of the little life at the end, Jesus endured the cross because of the 

“joy set before Him.” He could see all those who would experience the life He promised…and it was 

good…very good. 

The writer of Hebrews has this to say about this shaking process in the greater context of 

“those the Lord loves, He disciplines.” 

“Once more I will shake not only the earth but also the heavens.” The words 

“once more” indicate the removing of what can be shaken - that is, created 

things - so that what cannot be shaken may remain. Therefore, since we are 

receiving a kingdom that cannot be shaken, let us be thankful, and so worship 

God acceptably with reverence and awe, for our “God is a consuming fire,” 

(Hebrews 12:26-29). 

Unfortunately, like so many other words and concepts, discipline has been twisted and 

skewed: bearing little resemblance to what God originally intended. Discipline is something we do for 

people and not to them. Discipline is both corrective and directive. We bring correction when someone 

under our care does what he or she should not. We give direction to those we care about by saying, 

“This is how you should act and respond in this situation.” The more directive discipline we receive, 

the less corrective discipline we will need.  

 

“Running over.” 

 

The idea here is that the giver pours out more than the vessel can even hold. The vessel is not 

just full but overflowing. Just like the other phrases in this Law of Reciprocity, “running over” is how 

God the Father wants to give to you and me. Paul understood this desire of God to give over and 

beyond our wildest dreams. “Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or 

imagine, according to his power that is at work within us,” (Ephesians 3:20). 

I came of age in the 1970’s. I had the privilege of observing first hand the wonderful fresh 

outpouring of God’s Spirit that took place during the early 1970’s. The  “Jesus People” and the 

accompanying revival and spiritual revolution did what revivals and revolutions are supposed to do: 

bring change. Many new and exciting things exploded onto the Church scene in a way that transformed 

a whole generation.
67

 We had people who led us into new dimensions of worship. New songs birthed 

in the fire of renewal made their way into our gatherings.  
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Though well-meaning and capturing a partial spiritual truth, some of the songs from that 

period actually limited our spiritual understandings.
68

 One such song went something like this:  

“Here’s my cup, Lord. I lift it up, Lord…” I acknowledge that the song does communicate a sense of 

openness to the Lord and acknowledges the need of being filled with His power. But this limits a fuller 

understanding of what God desires to do in our lives. 

 Let me explain. Two very different types of vessels exist: 1) something like a cup or bucket 

that when empty, needs to be refilled, and 2) a blood vessel that contains something and channels it 

from one place to another; being constantly emptied and continuously filled. Too many of us see 

ourselves as teacups when we need to see ourselves as fire hoses when combating the destruction hell 

has unleashed in our world. We need to see ourselves as blood vessels, filled on a continuous basis and 

ready to communicate life and strength to any one in need. That’s what Jesus did. 

Don’t get me wrong. We do need times of refreshing that can only come from spending time 

with God. Jesus spent time with the Father, often late at night or very early in the morning to ensure 

that He was “filled” up. Ministry (serving others) is all about giving away and we do need to be 

replenished. We all need to pay attention to the spiritual, emotional, and physical gauges in our lives 

and make sure that we are not running on “empty.” The way we can ensure that our spiritual, 

emotional, and physical tanks are not depleted is by spending quality time with the Lord.  

What is to take place when we spend time with the Lord? Times with God are all about 

gaining or I should say, regaining, perspective. And in reality, it is not about regaining my perspective, 

but renewing myself to see God’s perspective on things. Jesus always came down from time spent with 

the Father renewed in spirit and power. He re-entered the earthly realm with a heavenly perspective. 

We should expect the same, and not in limited measure or supply.  And, if Jesus, the Son of God, had 

need of spending times with the Father to be strengthened, how much more do we as “mere mortals?” 

 

“How you give is how it will be given to you.” 

 

Jesus sums up the Principle of Reciprocity with this statement, “How you 

give is how it will be given to you.” It carries the idea of "what goes around comes 

around." The applications for this principle are almost endless and covers so much 

more than finances.  

As you give, you open up spiritual channels for God to give back to you. 

In his book Secret Kingdom, Pat Robertson makes the following statement. 

“Obviously, if He (God) owns everything, He doesn’t really need our tithes and 

offerings, but He has gone to great lengths to teach us how things work.  If we 
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want to release the superabundance of the kingdom of heaven, we must first give.”
69 

 

If you look closely, people who give are the ones who receive. On the spiritual plane, they 

receive the joy of giving and seeing people blessed. On the physical plane, they often receive things in 

terms of tangible blessings. Is this just coincidence? I think not. Just as gravity, one of the natural laws 

of the universe, can be demonstrated when you drop something and it falls to the ground, the law of 

reciprocity can also be seen when we become people who give. 

My brother and I try to practice this principle. In the community where I live, people set out 

their junk once a year for free collection. You know the old saying “One man’s junk is another man’s 

treasure.” We go around collecting bikes that others have discarded, and have our friends and family 

do the same. We then get together and make good bikes out of castoffs that we in turn give to people 

who might otherwise not be able to afford one.  I have given up counting how many bikes we have 

refurbished to bless others. To finish the story, after giving away countless bikes, one day a very nice 

mountain bike that needed some minor work came into my possession. I had a desire to have a 

mountain bike to be able to ride with my children. God spoke to me in my heart and said, “This one’s 

for you.”  

A question that comes out of this discussion is “Who pays back?” Ultimately, God is our 

source, period. He is the one who repays “shaken down, pressed together.”  

This repayment does not always announce itself. We need to look with eyes of faith to see His 

blessing and provision that comes in a variety of ways. Sometimes, the source seems supernatural with 

no apparent rhyme or reason. These are the serendipities we experience along the way and if we aren’t 

paying attention, we can miss them as God’s repayment. We can hear this in statements like “Boy, was 

I lucky!” At other times, God works through human agents. You and I can be the channels through 

whom God directs His blessing.  

We must be very careful here. This touches our motives. Why do we give? We must not get 

caught in the “giving to get” ditch. If this is our motivation, we are missing the whole point of 

stewardship. In fact, any teaching that would emphasize the aspect of giving to get would be a 

perversion of all that Jesus taught. He lived and modeled that we give of our resources and ourselves 

because we love and desire to bless others; not for personal gain. We give because we acknowledge 

God’s ownership and lordship over all that we have. We give to bless others and so the Kingdom of 

God can be advanced here on earth. And because He is our Lord, we can trust that He will make 

certain that our needs are met as we serve Him. 
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The Principle Of Multiplication, (John 6). 

 

John 6 records one of my favorite stories: the account of Jesus feeding the 5000 through a 

miracle of multiplication. It stars one of the unsung heroes of the New Testament: Andrew, the lesser 

known brother of Simon Peter. Let’s set the stage. A large number of people had followed Jesus to a 

fairly remote area. Jesus, concerned for their physical well-being, asked Philip, the practical disciple, 

“How shall we feed all these people?” While Philip was saying “It can’t be done,” Andrew quietly 

found a young boy with a small lunch consisting of five barley
70

 loaves and two small fish and brought 

him to Jesus. Andrew obviously had faith that Jesus could and would do something even though he 

provided himself an escape route by adding “but how far will they go among so many?”  

Jesus could have created something out of nothing as He did with the creation of the world. 

Instead, He chose to use what someone had given Him. Jesus had the people sit 

down. He then proceeded to bless this small lunch and instructed His disciples to 

start passing out the morsels. Everyone ate with twelve baskets of leftovers: an 

example of how God desires to give over and above what we need.. Little became 

much when placed in the Master’s hand.  

Aside from the miracle, we see at least two important skills demonstrated 

by Jesus. Before passing out the loaves and fish, He employed the skill of 

organization, so necessary in practicing good stewardship. He had this very large 

crowd sit in groups so that the distribution of the food would be more manageable. We also see His 

concern for conserving resources.  He instructed His disciples, “Gather the pieces that are left over. Let 

nothing be wasted,” (John 6:12).  

 

 

The Principle Of The Laborer Being Worthy Of His Hire, (Luke 10:7). 

 

Though spiritually minded, Jesus was infinitely practical as well. He gave specific 

instructions to those He sent out to proclaim His kingdom regarding the issue of their room and board. 

“Stay in that house, eating and drinking whatever they give you, for the worker deserves his wages,” 

(Luke 10:7). Jesus endorsed the principle that people who were engaged in the spreading of the Gospel 

were entitled to have their material needs met by those who benefited from their ministry. 

This issue of the laborer being worthy of his hire is one that Paul had to address in seeing the 

churches he oversaw established. He instructs the church to remunerate its vocational leaders to the 

very best of their abilities. The leader also has a responsibility to discharge his or her duties in a 

manner that would be worthy of the Lord. An elder who gives leadership to the church and preaches 
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and teaches clearly and accurately discharges his “ministry well” is deserving a double honor, (1 

Timothy 5:17-18).  

This is not positional but practical. Balancing two jobs presents a real drain on energy and 

focus. A person who can receive their entire support from the church they lead can use all their time to 

build and strengthen the Body instead of trying to juggle competing interests, (compare Nehemiah 

13:10-11). Such an elder has the sacred responsibility to be a faithful and diligent steward of God’s 

people. An elder who sees himself as a steward takes his leadership seriously and watches over God’s 

flock as one who will give an account, (see Hebrews 13:17). The knowledge of being responsible to 

give an account to someone in a place of spiritual authority is a vital part of stewardship.  

Paul is clear that leadership is a gift and those who have it must lead with diligence, (Romans 

12:8) and those who benefit from godly leadership should follow and provide for their material needs. 

When this happens, the church benefits by quality leadership and the leader can give of himself or 

herself more freely. It is a win/win situation.  

This does not mean that people in vocational ministry are somehow more important than 

those who are not. Every member of the Body of Christ has equal value. Each Christian is called to be 

a minister. As the pastor of a local church, I acknowledge that we couldn’t do church without 

volunteers, the people who give of their time and talent. And no local church could possibly pay 

everyone for what they do. There are some, however, whom God has gifted to lead and teach the 

church. Such gifts in people should be self-evident. These people can be more effective in these tasks 

when they become his or her full time responsibility without the added pressure of another job. The 

larger context of 1 Corinthians 9:14 speaks for itself. 

Who serves as a soldier at his own expense? Who plants a vineyard and does not eat 

of its grapes? Who tends a flock and does not drink of the milk? Do I say this merely 

from a human point of view? Doesn't the Law say the same thing?  For it is written 

in the Law of Moses: “Do not muzzle an ox
71

 while it is treading out the grain.” Is it 

about oxen that God is concerned? Surely he says this for us, doesn't he? Yes, this 

was written for us, because when the plowman plows and the thresher threshes, they 

ought to do so in the hope of sharing in the harvest. If we have sown spiritual seed 

among you, is it too much if we reap a material harvest from you? (1 Corinthians 

9:7-11). 

  

People in vocational ministry should be paid to create more ministry. They should not be 

employed to “do” the ministry. A person who is in the position to receive payment from the church 

should give themselves to releasing people to do be all they can be: to discover their unique giftings, to 
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develop them and to deploy them to see the Gospel preached. In all fairness, sometimes a person in 

vocational ministry ends up “doing all the ministry” because that is the way the people want it to be. 

“Let pastor do it…After all, that’s why we pay him.” This attitude cripples the pastor and the church, 

keeping both from ever reaching their spiritual potential or destiny. 

One reason for the backlash against the professional clergy is that many postured themselves 

as kings who were at the top of the heap. They forget that ministry is all about service and not being 

served, (see Matthew 20:28). Remember, spiritual leaders exist for the people and not the other way 

around. If you only have a ministry when you have a paycheck, all you have is a job. 

In Ezekiel 34:2-16, the prophet speaks for God and rebukes those who would shepherd the 

sheep for their own gain and comfort. This is not the type of leadership that God ordained or Jesus 

modeled. We see the contrast between the hireling and the true shepherd in John 10.  The hireling does 

not care about the sheep and works to meet his own needs whereas the true shepherd loves the sheep 

and is willing to lay down his life for them. In our contemporary context, a hireling would work at a 

church to meet his or her own needs: whether financial or need of personal recognition. A true 

shepherd, on the other hand, would be integrally involved in the health and welfare of the church and 

its members.  

 

The Principle Linking Your Heart And Your Treasure, (Matthew 6:19-21) 

 

This emphasis on the heart is critical to relationship. When you have to create rules to govern 

human behavior, there can never be enough. This is what makes living a life based upon principles so 

appealing. Then and now, following God is all about heart. Human conduct is best governed from the 

inside: from the heart. And a thankful heart is a giving heart. 

Let’s not assume that everyone understands the use of “heart” in both the Old and New 

Testaments. In the process of inspiration, the Holy Spirit used the word “heart” 

to refer to all the inner workings of a person. The New Testament writers picked 

up this usage because they were steeped in the literature and language of the Old 

Testament and this usage has come into English because of the central influence 

of the Bible upon Western Civilization and culture. 

When I talk about “heart,” what I am really addressing is the difference 

between having Jesus as Savior and making Him Lord of your life. I recently 

saw a cartoon that showed a man being baptized in water by immersion. His 

whole body was under the water but in his hand above the water was his wallet. When God has our 

heart, He has everything else, including our wallet. 

Jesus had much to say regarding the subject of giving. One section of the Sermon on the 

Mount deserves a closer look. Here’s what Jesus said,  “Do not store up for yourselves treasures on 

earth, where moth and rust destroy, and where thieves break in and steal. But store up for yourselves 
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treasures in heaven, where moth and rust do not destroy, and where thieves do not break in and steal. 

For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also,” (Matthew 6:19-21). I like to invert this last 

verse by saying, “Where your heart is, there will your treasure be also.” 

This is not a new idea with Jesus. Like with so much of spiritual truth, Jesus merely restated 

and expanded upon something revealed through the Old Testament. In the Sermon on the Mount, 

recorded in Matthew 5-7, we read these words of Jesus: “You have heard it said…but I say to you.” 

Jesus referred to what was written at an earlier time, but He pushed beyond an adherence to the letter 

of what was commanded and pressed those who would be His followers to embrace the spirit behind 

what was commanded. He was interested in the heart and not the head. 

I believe strongly that a person can discover quickly what is important or a priority to another 

person. Just look at three things: a person’s calendar, their checkbook, and what they talk about. You 

can protest all you want, but where you spend your time and money and what you talk about are the 

best indicators of your priorities. A person can say all they want that something is important to them, 

but if their time and money does not flow to their stated values, I question just how important 

something really is to them. 

This struggle to maintain correct priorities is not new. Remember the 

message of the prophet Haggai who chided the people on their misplaced priorities? 

They were living in opulent houses with paneled walls while the Temple lay in ruins. 

The contemporary equivalent to this is people who are investing their time and 

energies into their own houses and businesses to the exclusion of putting God first.  

We do have an earthly responsibility to pay attention to the needs of our 

families. Paul gave Timothy this admonition; “If anyone does not provide for his 

relatives, and especially for his immediate family, he has denied the faith and is worse than an 

unbeliever,” (1 Timothy 5:8).  

Once again, we are confronted with a place of tension between providing for our families and 

furthering the things of God’s Kingdom. In times past, (and present), some teachers and preachers have 

over emphasized the responsibility of “building God’s house”
72

 even to the detriment of our own. 

“You take care of God’s house and He will take care of yours.” “You take care of God’s family and He 

will take care of yours.” Although there is some truth to both these statements, they represent 

dangerous thinking because they ignore the partnership aspect of our relationship with God. Sensible 

Christians recoil from teaching that is out of balance and self-serving on the part of the messenger.  We 

are responsible to do our part and trust God with the rest. As we honor Him with our tithes and 

offerings, and as we disciple our families, we can trust the He will do His part. Paul writes, “For we are 

God's fellow workers,” (1 Corinthians 3:9). God has invited us into a partnership with Him to expand 

His kingdom. 
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Tithing is about priorities. I keep coming back to this question: “I tithe, can I afford to do 

this?” not “I am going to do this. Can I still tithe?” I recently went through a course on 

“The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.” One of these now famous habits is “Put 

first things first.” To illustrate this point, Dr. Stephen Covey had a volunteer from the 

audience come forward and endeavor to place some large rocks in a container already 

¾ full of smaller rocks. After much effort, the person could not get the large rocks in 

after the fact. To make his point, Dr. Covey then demonstrated that if you place the 

large rocks in first, the smaller rocks find their place around the rocks making room for both. The 

lesson? Put first things first: honor God by writing your tithe cheque first.   

Putting “first things first” is always a conscious choice. Our human tendency is to make a 

choice by not making a choice. When we don’t choose in accordance with our stated values, we cater 

to our lowest and most base desires. We make decisions on the basis of what is easier or in our own 

best interests but not necessarily what is best for others or what is of eternal value. 

What is important to a person? Where is a person’s treasure? Once again, we return to the 

litmus test. Take a look at where a person spends their time. Check where they spend their money. 

Listen to what people talk about and look where they put their energies. Where you spend your time 

and money and what you talk about is the true indicator of your priorities. Say what you want, but 

actions speak louder than words. 

No story more pointedly illustrates the linkage between heart and treasure than the one about 

the rich young ruler who came to Jesus. This story, or more accurately, the man’s response, clearly 

illustrates the linkage between our heart and what we treasure. We learn from the various accounts that 

the man was rich, (Matthew 19:22; Mark 10:22; Luke 18:23), that he was young, (Matthew 19:20), and 

that he was a ruler of some sort, (Luke 18:18). This man came to Jesus and asked, “What must I do to 

inherit eternal life?” Jesus replied, “Keep the commandments.” Not to be deterred, the man answered 

that he had done this since he was a boy. Only Mark includes this significant detail. “Jesus looked at 

him and loved him.” He then zeroed in on the one thing that would keep this promising young man 

from inheriting eternal life: the very thing he declared that he was seeking. “‘One thing you lack,’ he 

said. ‘Go, sell everything you have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven. Then 

come, follow me.’” (Mark 10:21). 

Some misinterpret this passage by asserting that having great wealth is somehow wrong. They 

point to Jesus’ direction for this specific man to sell all that he had and follow Him. They see this as a 

condemnation of wealth or that everyone must sell that they have to follow Jesus. The problem was not 

this man’s wealth but his dependence on earthly wealth. Jesus perceived his heart was bound by his 

material possessions: that this man trusted in his earthly wealth more than he trusted in God, (see 

Psalm 62:10). He did not possess his possessions; his possessions possessed him. The fact that this 

man did not sell all that he had to follow Jesus showed he valued his earthly possessions more than 
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eternal life.
73

 He settled for less…so much less. This young man went away with great sorrow, because 

he could not give it all up to follow Jesus, (Mark 10:22). 

I’m sure that those who witnessed this pointed exchange between this man and Jesus must 

have gone slack jawed. Jesus did not rush in to rescue this man. If He had been like many of us, Jesus 

would have said something like, “Oh, I was just testing you. You don’t really have to sell it all. Just put 

in an offering.” The issue then and now is that to follow Jesus, we must give up everything and 

anything that would rival His Lordship in our lives. For some it may be material wealth. For others, it 

might be something quite different. What is it that you have to put on the altar to follow Jesus? Is Jesus 

asking you to sell anything? 

Jesus did not leave His disciples hanging. He communicated this important lesson. “Children, 

how hard it is to enter the Kingdom of God! It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle 

than for a rich man to enter the Kingdom of God,” (Mark 10:24-25). I have heard teaching that 

explains this by referencing ancient cities had very small gates that a camel could pass through only if 

its cargo was stripped from its back and it crawled through this gate on its knees. A nice story but not 

true. Jesus used this story to illustrate how the largest animal in Palestine could not go through the 

smallest opening: physically impossible.  

The lesson was not yet complete. Every once in a while, the disciples asked very good 

questions. This was one of those times. “Who then can be saved?” they asked in astonishment, (Mark 

10:26). Jesus answered by saying, “All things are possible with God.” He is the one who speaks to the 

human heart. No one is beyond the miracle and life changing power of Jesus to save.  

Peter then went on to “remind” Jesus, “We have left everything and followed you.” This 

demonstrates that Peter “got it.” This is the only way we can follow: by leaving…. 

 

The Principle of Asking. 

 

Next on the list is the Principle of Asking. James 4:2 puts it succinctly: “You do not have, 

because you do not ask God.”  Many Christians do without or live at a level much lower than they 

would need to because they don’t ask the Father for what they need. Of course God knows what we 

need because He is Omniscient. But because He is a God of relationship, He desires us to ask. This 

accomplishes at least two things: we talk to Him, and we come to recognize God as our true source. 

Jesus encouraged His followers to ask the Father for their needs. Encouraging His disciples to 

ask was an important part of what we refer to as “The Lord’s Prayer.” In this prayer that teaches us 

powerful principles in addressing God, Jesus instructed His disciples to address the God of the 

Universe as “Our Father.” Scholars agree that Jesus, who would have spoken Aramaic while on earth, 
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must have used the word abba, “Daddy,” a term of family closeness and endearment, for it to have 

made its way into the Greek New Testament.  

Another integral part of “The Lord’s Prayer” is the phrase, “Give us this day our daily bread.” 

Jesus taught us to look to God the Father as the source of our provision. For the average North 

American, bread is not very exciting. But for the First Century inhabitant of Palestine, bread was the 

staple of their diet. It represented asking and trusting God for the most basic of needs. 

In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus was even more specific. “Ask and it 

will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to 

you. For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks finds; and to him who knocks, 

the door will be opened,” (Matthew 7: 7-8). The tense of the verbs “ask,” “seek,” 

and “knock” in the original Greek communicates the idea of “keep asking, keep 

seeking, and keep knocking.” 

Jesus gave us permission to ask as often as we have need. Just because 

you asked yesterday or last week does not mean that you can’t ask today. The 

Father does not grow tired in responding to the requests of His children. “If your 

earthly fathers being evil know how to give you good gifts, how much more will the heavenly Father 

give to those who ask,” (Matthew 7:11). 

Confidence in asking is a direct function of relationship. When you have a belief that the 

person you are asking not only has the resources but the desire to share them, asking becomes much 

easier. Confidence, then, grows out of knowing a person’s character and how they will respond. 

1 John 5:14 links confidence in asking and the issue of a right relationship with God. “This is 

the confidence we have in approaching God: that if we ask anything according to His will, He hears 

us.” The key to this scripture is “according to His will.” This provides us with a good template for 

asking. If God answers my prayer or grants me this request, will it further the advancement of His 

kingdom? 

James 4:3 declares that what we have is to be used for His Kingdom and purposes and not for 

our fleshly pursuits and pleasures. We are to ask for the right reason: to extend the Kingdom of God 

and not feather our own nests. We are to ask with the right motives: to keep in focus that what we have 

is entrusted into our stewardship so that we can be a blessing. 

This applies to spiritual giftings, as well. The church world is full of examples where people 

have parleyed their gifts into great personal wealth. A noted exception and wonderful example is that 

of Billy Graham who early on in his ministry separated his personal income from that of the Billy 

Graham Evangelistic Association. Realizing the temptations facing evangelical ministries, Billy 

Graham and his most trusted advisors sat down in the late 1940’s and agreed on some guidelines that 

his good friend and fellow minister Cliff Barrows would later refer to as the “Modesto Manifesto.” In 

this agreement, they addressed four major concerns that had the potential to derail them and their 

future ministry: 1) Money: they agreed to be accountable in all their financial dealings by determining 
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to do all they could to avoid financial abuses, 2) Sexual immorality: they would avoid even the 

appearance of evil by not being alone with a woman other than their wives, 3) Cooperation with the 

local church, and 4) Honesty and integrity in all their publicity and reporting: refusing to embellish 

what they were doing or the results of their campaigns.
74

 Billy Graham and his ministry have stood the 

test of time. Now in his eighties, Billy Graham has never been implicated in any way for financial 

wrongdoing or scandal. He understood that ministry could be very lucrative and he understood how 

corrupting earthly wealth could be upon the soul. 

We are all hopeless materialists at heart without the transforming power of God. I am 

reminded of this whenever I go into a store. The furnishings being displayed look so much better than 

the “old things” we have at home. You visit someone’s house that is bigger or newer than yours and 

you feel the twinge of jealousy, which can give way to anger. “Why do they have better stuff than I 

have? Don’t I deserve better? After all, I work as hard or harder than they do!” And the sinful 

questions go on and on.  

Sometimes God does want to bless us just because He loves us and delights in us: like a father 

who gives something to his child just because he loves. This reminds me of one such incident from my 

past. My hometown prided itself on its high school band. Free instruction in learning an instrument 

started in grade four. I dedicated myself to learning to play the trombone. All along the way, my 

parents provided me with the very best trombone that they could afford. Like upgrading computers or 

cars, I would get a better trombone until I ended up with a very nice professional line symphony horn. 

It was beautiful, but it did not have what is called an “F attachment” that was the ultimate in 

trombones, because it made playing this instrument easier and added to its versatility. One weekend, 

just a month or so before the end of my Grade 11 year, I was chosen to play in a state select band at the 

University of Akron. My parents drove from Dover to Akron to hear me play. My father observed that 

the other players all had the “F attachment” model of trombone. The next week, he called me out to the 

car and opened the trunk. There was a brand new trombone with an “F attachment.” The one that I had 

was good, but my Dad wanted me to have the best. He wanted to show me in a tangible way that he 

loved me. Almost three decades later, I still play that horn in church and I remember how my father, 

out of love for me, decided to bless me just because he wanted to bless me. The Heavenly Father is like 

that, too. 

 

The Principle Of Having Faith In God. 

 

The subject of faith is one of many inexhaustible topics in our discussion of stewardship and 

provision. And like so many other of these topics, teaching on faith has often been skewed and 

manipulated until it bears little resemblance to what faith is meant to be. Developing a balanced 
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understanding of faith, however, is crucial in constructing a solid and workable theology of money and 

its proper place in the life of the believer.  

I have lived long enough as a Christian to see swings of emphasis within 

the church. In the 1970’s, we saw a reintroduction of teaching on faith. It was 

good. It was needed. But like so many good things, when taken to an extreme, it 

can be destructive. It can be deadly. We saw people, in the name of faith, naming 

and claiming all sorts of things. “I’m a king’s kid.” “I deserve the very best.” “I 

will give up my three bedroom rancher to God in exchange for a five bedroom 

mansion.” The basis for this type of confession is selfishness dressed up in 

religious garb. 

The problem with the “faith message” or “hyper-faith movement” is that 

its teaching contains much truth, and is therefore hard to refute, but its emphasis is 

in the wrong place. The error for me comes when people have faith in their faith instead of faith in 

God. Paul said that he knew how to live in plenty or in want. The status of his earthly possessions had 

nothing to do with his prosperity.  

The Apostle John blessed his spiritual children in this way, “Beloved, I pray that you may 

prosper in all things and be in health, just as your soul prospers,” (3 John 1:2, NKJ). A true 

understanding of prosperity goes far beyond the material and must include the spiritual condition of the 

person.  

Daniel 3 contains a powerful story that helps to put the whole faith issue into perspective. 

Nebuchadnezzar, the King of Babylon, constructed a large image and he required everyone to bow 

down in worship to this idol upon a certain signal. Three young Hebrew men, Shadrach, Meshach, and 

Abednego,
75

 some of those taken by the Babylonians upon the conquest of Jerusalem and groomed to 

be leaders, refused to bow down, even though they knew the penalty for such resistance was death. The 

three Hebrew young men refused to bend their knee to the idol of King Nebuchadnezzar. In their 

exchange with the King recorded in Daniel 3:17ff., we see a great spiritual truth that epitomizes a 

correct application of faith. They declared that the God they served was able to deliver them out of the 

hand of Nebuchadnezzar, but even if he did not, for some reason unknown to them, they would not 

bow down or serve the golden image. Even in the midst of a life threatening circumstance, they refused 

to dictate to God Almighty what He should do. 

This story provides us with a healthy pattern on how we should pray. He wants for us to pray 

in accordance with His will and purposes, which I might add, are not always in line with what we, in 

our weakness and limited understanding, think should happen. We aren’t God and we should not 

pretend to be. We are not omniscience. We don’t see the big picture, nor can we. God is not bound to 
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do what we think is best. We need to submit in love and trust that He and He alone knows what will be 

best for us and for furthering His kingdom. We pray, and we believe. We exercise faith, but we trust in 

the goodness, omniscience, and omnipotence of God. We allow God to be God. His ways are higher 

than our ways. I don’t know about you, but I am greatly comforted in the knowledge that I serve a God 

who knows more than I do. 

 

The Principle Of Faithfulness Over The Few Things, (Matthew 25). 

 

This parable of the stewards in Matthew 25:14-30 is another one of those stories that has 

captivated my imagination. Like so many other passages, it contains more than one spiritual truth. 

Aside from the concept of stewardship, this story contains another principle of the Kingdom of God. 

Faithfulness in taking care of the seeming few things entrusted into our care paves the way for being 

given rulership over more.  

The question here is why anyone would give someone more to oversee when they are not 

even handling what they presently do? My Dad always says this: if you aren’t a ruler or master over 

the few things, you may be something over many, but it will not be ruler. In fact, the situation or 

responsibility will rule over you.  

Do you know anyone in a position of leadership or stewardship that is over their heads? If 

you have read about business theory and practice, you are familiar with the “Peter Principle.” This 

states that people tend to be promoted to the level of their incompetence. A person continues to rise up 

through the ranks until they finally reach the limit of their abilities. And that is where they stay: mired 

in a job that is beyond their capability. This is not good for the person or the organization. 

God doesn’t work like that and neither does His kingdom. God desires to give us His 

kingdom, but He does not want to destroy us. As we learn to be good stewards in 

smaller areas, we learn the skills necessary to be trusted with more. This 

development is a constant and continuous process. He has a plan for our life and it 

is always good; but it is not always easy. He wants to develop us to be the most 

effective Christian that we can be. He wants us to be happy and so He works to 

grow us in all areas of our lives, including our stewardship. Each test and 

opportunity is a chance to find out about our abilities and our limitations and 

where we need to rely upon God. 

 In the story, we see the master giving of his resources to see if these men could handle their 

responsibility. Two of these men used their talents wisely and were given more. The third one, on the 

other hand, hid his talent. Instead of receiving more, even the one he had been given was stripped from 

him. 

 As I pondered this story, one question plagued me. Why was it that two of the stewards had 

the confidence to invest what was given and even risk their talents when the third was so fearful that he 
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hid his in the ground? One day, as I meditated upon this story, I received this insight. The answer to 

this question can be found in the words of the third steward. “Then the man who had received the one 

talent came. 'Master,' he said, 'I knew that you are a hard man, harvesting where you have not sown 

and gathering where you have not scattered seed. So I was afraid and went out and hid your talent in 

the ground. See, here is what belongs to you,’” (Matthew 25:24-25). It comes down to relationship; it 

comes down to trust. This man did not know the master and did not understand the master’s heart. His 

actions stemmed from a warped view and the master had no choice but to judge him in accordance 

with the man’s perception of him. 

I see this applied in so many other areas. One of these is in dealing with children. One child 

knows the heart of the parent and uses what has been given and sees increase. Another child, 

convinced that the parent is harsh, makes very different choices and so the parent has to respond on the 

basis of the child’s warped perspective. This twisted perception keeps the child from “entering into the 

joy” of the blessing the parent desires to bestow.  

 

The Principle or Law Of Use 

 

The story of the three stewards contains a third and related principle:  the Law of Use. Simply 

stated, it says what we use increases and what we don’t use we lose. The two faithful stewards put 

what had been entrusted to them to use by investing what had been given them. The five talents 

multiplied and became ten, the three became six. The third steward did not do anything with the talent 

given to him. In fact, he hid it and it just sat there doing nothing, absolutely nothing. In the end of the 

story, the Master took the one talent and gave it to the one who had the ten. This seems unfair…unless 

you understand the principle. 

A talent in the time of Jesus was a monetary unit of measure. In a capitalistic society, we hear 

every day how money increases through use and investment. People follow their stock portfolios 

religiously to see how much their original capital has either increased or decreased. People put their 

money in a bank for the same reason: to earn interest on the original amount.  

In English, the word talent has another meaning: a special ability. And like its monetary 

counterpart, this kind of talent also increases with use. Whether it be physical strength or some type of 

artistic expression, the Law of Use can be observed. 

The musician knows this. Even the most gifted of musicians must start out learning his or her 

instrument. As any parent of a band student can attest, this start up phase can be painful to the ears. But 

as each hour of practice passes, the noise begins to give way to music as the musician becomes more 

proficient. It’s the Law of Use. 

The athlete certainly knows the law of use as well. They give themselves to countless hours of 

training to strengthen their muscles and hone their skills. As Paul the Apostle says, they do all this to 

win a wreath that soon perishes, (1 Corinthians 9:25). A gold medal in the modern Olympics is only as 
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good as the next defense at subsequent games. Each such athletic gathering sees World and Olympic 

records fall as young men and women give of themselves to the rigorous training necessary to compete 

on the world stage. 

 Anyone who has ever broken a limb knows how true this principle is. The medical profession 

immobilizes the damaged arm or leg by putting on a cast. This does allow the broken bone to heal, but 

creates weakness in the arm or leg because it is not being used. After the period where the limb is not 

exercised or used, it shrinks noticeably in size and strength. The only way to restore it back to its pre-

injury condition is by exercising: by use. 

When trying to gain a fuller understanding of a principle, I like to look for application in a 

Bible story. As I contemplated the Law of Use, I remembered the story of the shepherd boy David. 

During the long periods of inactivity and boredom, David used these down times to hone his skills with 

a sling. Who knows how many countless rocks he hurled at an unspecified number of targets as he 

became more proficient with this weapon. Little did he know that those hours of practice would one 

day come in handy when facing down the giant Goliath. As he stood there in the valley, with the 

enemy towering over him, under his breath I am sure that he prayed not for a “miracle” but that his 

aim, developed into a fine skill, would not fail him at this most important time.  

The principle of use applies in lots of other areas as well. One of special interest to the 

follower of Christ is that of spiritual gifts and abilities given to us by our Master. 1 Corinthians 12 

outlines the various gifts given by the Holy Spirit: each one for the common good and not for self-

aggrandizement. He has entrusted into our care these gifts and abilities for the increase of His 

kingdom. Spiritual gifts and abilities are not different than any other type of gift or talent. When we 

don’t exercise our talents, our spiritual gifts and the resources entrusted into our care by God, they 

wither and diminish. Conversely, these gifts entrusted into our care increase as we use them.  

 

Summary Of This Chapter  

 

What are the lessons to be learned from this chapter? Just as there are laws that govern the 

way the universe works, like the law of gravity, there exist laws that govern how things work in the 

spiritual world. As Christians, we are citizens of this other realm, the Kingdom of God, and we are 

subjects of another King, Jesus. As citizens of this spiritual kingdom, we need to live our lives in 

accordance with His laws and not those of this world. As we come to learn of the laws of the Kingdom 

of God, we will see that our lives will work better. Some of the laws of this kingdom are: 

 The Law Of Sowing And Reaping: you will reap what you sow. By extension, if you do not 

sow anything, you cannot expect to reap anything. 

 The Law Of Reciprocity: how you give is how it will be given to you. If you give sparingly, 

then that is how you will receive. (This law is closely linked to the Law of Sowing and 

Reaping). 
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 The Law Of Multiplication: God has the power to multiply whatever we give Him. He needs 

our faith and obedience and He can and will work supernaturally to meet our needs and the 

needs of His church. 

 The Law Of The Laborer Being Worthy Of His Hire: those who are gifted and called to 

vocational ministry are to be paid to the very best ability by those whom they serve.  

 The Law Of Linking Our Heart And Treasure: The heart in the Bible stands for the core 

person and the treasure is what our heart truly desires above all. This law addresses what is 

really important to us, what we value. Jesus correctly says that where our treasure is, that is 

where our heart will be. As human beings, we pursue so many things that are not really 

important or of eternal worth. Our treasure needs to be in heaven and not on this earth.  

 The Law Of Faithfulness Over The Little Things Before You Can Be Ruler Over Many: 

because God wants us to succeed. He will not give us more than we can handle. He will give 

us the opportunity to start small and prove our stewardship and faithfulness before giving us 

more. The principle here is that if we do a lot with a little, we will get the chance to do a lot 

with a lot. 

 The Law Of Use: What you use increases and what you don’t use, you lose. 

 

This is by no means an exhaustive list, but it provides a starting point for discovery. Just as 

understanding natural laws of the universe created by an All-powerful God has allowed mankind to fly, 

gaining an understanding of the laws of God’s spiritual kingdom can help us experience the fullness of 

His blessing. 
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Chapter Nine 

What Is A Need: What Is A Want? 

 

he affluence of North America greatly complicates the question of what is a need and 

what is a want. No people in the history of the earth have had more materially and 

enjoyed it less. I acknowledge that many people do live below the government’s poverty line. But 

when you travel in poorer parts of the world, you come to see the blessings that we enjoy and take for 

granted. We have opportunity and social safety nets that most of the people of the world do not. And 

yet, we are often ungrateful and complain about our lack. 

What is a need and what is a want? What are the basics required for a human being in a 

material sense? Even though this seems straight forward, my experience has been that many people do 

not understand the difference between a need and a want. Our need of food and water, and our need of 

a roof over our heads constitute the basics of living life here on earth.  Having something to eat is a 

need; having a steak is not. Having a place to lay your head is a need; living in a mansion is not. 

 

The Difference Between A Need And A Want. 

 

In a materialistic society, how can a person clearly discern the difference between a need and 

a want: a real challenge in our contemporary North American culture? The capitalist economic system 

of North America dictates that we will be a materialistic and consumer society. Our economy is built 

upon creating “need” in people’s lives. At its very core, a consumer mentality is selfish. It is all about 

“what I need.” “It doesn’t matter if some resource is there for someone else as long 

as my immediate needs are met,” people rationalize. 

The advertisers play upon our fallen nature of selfishness, envy, and 

insecurity to drive us to collect more and more “stuff.” The whole industry 

developed to make us think that we just must have the latest consumer goods that 

have been produced. We feel less than adequate unless we have the latest electronic 

gizmo or the right designer label on our clothes. People buy into the empty promises 

of the advertising industry, which communicates that happiness can be found in the 

purchase of the right toothpaste or deodorant.  

Once you get hooked on this type of thinking, you are never satisfied. You are constantly on 

the lookout for something more, something bigger.  

This drive to fill the void left by omitting God from the equation drives the entertainment 

industry. The consumer masses demand a bigger thrill in a feeble attempt to satisfy the spiritual hunger 
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that only God can satiate. People spend millions to escape their present circumstances, even for a few 

hours, as they live vicariously through “the beautiful people.”  

In our first church, we had a couple that constantly struggled with money, or more accurately 

the lack of money. During a particularly difficult time, they told me that they were 

so discouraged about not having enough money to cover expenses, they went on a 

mini holiday where they drove to a tourist area, got a hotel room, went to a movie 

to get their minds off their financial woes. Do you know of anyone who practices 

this type of escapism? But just like the drunk who wakes up after a bender, the 

problems have not gone away but have multiplied. You cannot run from your 

problems. You must face them. 

Not only do people flock to the movies in a desperate action to escape, we now have whole 

parks dedicated to “amusement.” I find it interesting that our English word amuse comes from two 

words in Greek that literally means “no thought.” The demand for bigger and better causes the 

amusement park industry to push the limits in the design of roller coasters that are higher, longer, 

faster, and “scarier.” Already, studies are in process to examine the physical damage that can happen 

by these rides. Like so many other areas, personal safety can give way to thrills. Now I like a good 

theme park, but it can never be a substitute for the exhilarating experience of serving the God of the 

universe.   

The demand for bigger and better pervades almost every aspect of the consumer society in 

which we live. We have “bigger, better burgers.” And, have you noticed all the options you can get on 

a new vehicle? Never mind the options, have you noticed the new vehicles? Bigger is better and the 

more money you spend, the better the toy.  

Look at the SUV market. The ultimate in Sport Utility Vehicles is the Hummer, the civilian 

version of the HUMVEE used by the US Military. Tell me, when does anyone need that type of 

transportation? What is even more ironic is that most SUV’s never see more than the streets and 

highways of the city. “Why?” I ask myself. Why do people feel the need to purchase these vehicles? 

The obvious answer, or the not so obvious answer, is this whole consumer approach. 

This bigger is better can also be seen in the housing market. The average size house in the city 

in which I live in the 1950’s was 1200 square feet. It is now 2100 square feet. How many bathrooms 

can you use? Where will it all end? A friend of mine who sells real estate once referred to houses as 

“boxes to keep our stuff in.” When the box is no longer big enough, then we buy a bigger one to 

contain our precious possessions. 

As consumers, we are a “throw away” society. In the affluence of North America following 

WW II and the ensuing boom in the economy, many people adopted an “easy come easy go” attitude 

toward money. Most often, it is cheaper to buy a new one than repair the old one; this is just the reality 

of our society. An example of this is the common VCR, once a luxury and now seen as a necessity. 

When VCR’s first came out, they were over $500 and were made to be repaired. That is no longer the 
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case. You can pick up a VCR with more features than the first models for under $100, the same or less 

than the cost of a repair.  

Buying a new one instead of fixing the old one may be the best option of the good steward but 

the economics of this create an attitude that is contrary to taking care of something so that it will be 

there tomorrow. If something breaks because of carelessness, it is “no big deal.” You simply go out 

and replace it. Whether you can afford it is often not even considered. “I need it” becomes the deciding 

factor. This consumer mentality flies in the face of stewardship. I read through the Bible each year, 

something I have done since I was a teenager. I try to read a different translation each year. The benefit 

of this is that a different rendering of a verse, though the gist is the same, can shed new light on the 

fullness of its meaning. Recently, my translation of choice was the little known God’s Word.
76

 Here is 

a verse from Proverbs that really addresses a consumer mentality. “Costly treasure and wealth are in 

the home of a wise person, but a fool devours them,” (Proverbs 21:20). 

Another pervading attitude that goes along with a “throw away society” is the philosophy 

embraced by so many people both inside and outside the church: “live for today.” You only have to 

look at the ballooning consumer debt to see how prevalent this mentality really is. It should not 

surprise us that government also takes this approach. Look at the crippling national debts and deficit 

financing of governments around the world that are in effect mortgaging the future of their children. 

A consumer mentality consumes you. It leads to an endless pursuit of more. “And while you 

are making a purchase, why not go into debt and buy a bigger, better one?” says the lie of materialism. 

Because happiness cannot be purchased and things don’t bring happiness, this creates a downward 

spiral that leads to crippling debt. You cannot win the battle to have the biggest and best because each 

month, there is a new biggest and best. You cannot win this war, even though some try. Things just 

don’t satisfy. You cannot find fulfillment with material things. Only Jesus can satisfy the deepest 

longings of the human heart. 

A consumer mentality says, “It is never enough,” no matter how much you have. If one 

million dollars is good, two million is better. Jesus drove home this point in Luke 12:15, “Watch out! 

Be on your guard against all kinds of greed; a man's life does not consist in the abundance of his 

possessions.” He followed up this terse statement with the pitiful story of a man who tore down his 

barns to build bigger ones only to die the next day and pass into an eternity without God, (Luke 12:16-

32). 

A consumer society is fed primarily by human greed. Allow me to make a short digression to 

look at the pop culture Star Wars Saga. George Lucas, the writer and creator of this modern day epic of 

good versus evil had this to say on how the young and impressionable Anakim Skywalker, the hero 

gone bad, who morphed into the evil Darth Vader. “He turns into Darth Vader because he gets attached 

to things,” say Lucas. “He can’t let go of his mother; he can’t let go of his girlfriend. He can’t let go of 
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things. It makes you greedy. And when you’re greedy, you are on the path to the dark side, because 

you fear you’re going to lose things, that you’re not going to have the power you need.”
77

  

The root of the confusion between needs and wants: selfishness. Putting self at the center of 

things is part of our fallen nature and reinforced by our contemporary North American culture. 

WIIFM,  “What’s In It For Me” is the favorite radio station of most people and their theme song is 

“Lookin’ out for Number One…that’s me.” This message finds a ready home in our lives because the 

self seeks to put itself on the throne of our hearts. 

A life lived for self is diametrically opposed to a life dedicated to serving God. A life lived for 

self is empty and meaningless. A life lived for others brings a sense of fulfillment beyond our wildest 

dreams. Instead of self on the throne, the Christian decides to enthrone Jesus. Instead of the self-

seeking mantra of WIIFM, we sing a different tune, WWJD, (“What Would Jesus Do”). 

Jesus demonstrated the impact of a life lived for others. He taught that only in losing our life 

could we truly find it. This is one of the many paradoxes of the Kingdom of God. On the surface, this 

seems impossible and yet deep within, we instinctively know that it is true. Another paradox is that in 

giving we receive.  

As we learn to live a life of giving, we come to receive so much more than we could ever give 

away; we receive a life of happiness and fulfillment that cannot be attained by selfish pursuit. A life 

lived for others is a life characterized by giving and giving is a true expression of love. “For God so 

loved that He gave…”  

Love wants what is best for others and is not self-seeking or self-promoting,  (1 Corinthians 

13:5). Love rejoices at the blessing and good fortune of others instead of becoming mired in “Why did 

he (or she) get that when I am so much more deserving…” 

 

Does God Really Want To Meet My Needs? 

 

“Does God really want to meet my needs?” This question plagues many. They can accept that 

God loves others and wants to bless them, but many find it very difficult to believe that God wants to 

meet their needs. At the root of this question is one even more fundamental: “Does God really love 

me?” This question challenges our view of God as Father, a concept that has been twisted by sin. And 

in an age of fractured families, the revelation of God as father gets filtered through the lens of 

dysfunctional and absent fathers who do not reflect the glory and love of the Heavenly Father. Satan 

knows what is spiritually important and goes after those things with a vengeance. He knows that if he 

can warp people’s perception of father, he can cripple their ability to relate to God the Father.  

From the Garden, the enemy of our soul has made a frontal attack on the character and nature 

of God: planting the seed of doubt in the mind of Eve about God’s truthfulness, God’s goodness and 

God’s motives. The devil, the father of lies, started his assault with a true albeit a half-truth taken out 
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of context. “Did God really say…?” Once the seed of doubt and deception was planted, he moved in 

for the kill. He caused Eve to doubt God’s commandment to stay clear of the tree of the knowledge of 

good and evil. “He knows that the day you eat of the fruit, you will be like Him.”
78

  

And the rest, they say, is history. Eve acted upon this deception and ate of the forbidden fruit. 

It brought the knowledge of good and evil but also shame, broken relationship with God, and death: 

spiritual and physical. 

Jesus came to earth to reveal the character and nature of God to mankind: for us to see first 

hand the heart of the Father. Jesus said, “ I and the Father are one,” (John 10:30). When asked by 

Philip, one of His disciples, “Lord, show us the Father and that will be enough for us,” Jesus responded 

in this way. “Don't you know me, Philip, even after I have been among you such a long time? Anyone 

who has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, 'Show us the Father'? Don't you believe that I 

am in the Father, and that the Father is in me? The words I say to you are not just my own. Rather, it is 

the Father, living in me, who is doing his work. Believe me when I say that I am in the Father and the 

Father is in me,” (John 14:8-11a). Jesus was “God in 3-D.” 

Trusting in the love and goodness of the Father is critical to our discussion of His provision. 

We can believe in our heads that God is omnipotent, that He can do anything, including meeting our 

needs. A huge gulf exists, however, between God being able and God wanting to meet our needs. After 

all, doesn’t He have a whole universe to run? Does He really care about individuals? Does He really 

care about me? 

Not only is God capable of doing what He has promised, He wants to, 

because He is love. This is foundational; it touches our whole theology; what we 

believe to be true of God. As a parent, I would love to bless my children with 

financial resources, but I am limited in power and in the ability to come through with 

a promise to give them a million dollars. It has nothing to do with my love for them. 

God, on the other hand, has the power to do what He has promised, to meet our needs, because His 

resources are limitless. And Jesus declares the Father’s desire to give us good things. 

Which of you, if his son asks for bread, will give him a stone? Or if he asks for a 

fish, will give him a snake? If you, then, though you are evil, know how to give 

good gifts to your children, how much more will your Father in heaven give 

good gifts to those who ask him! (Matthew 7:9-11). 

The main point of this passage is the heart of a father. Jesus says that if our earthly fathers, 

who have a fallen and selfish nature, can put their own needs aside out of love for their children, how 

much more will the Heavenly Father desire to give good things to His children and make certain their 

needs are met. God the Father is without sin and He knows all things. He is not subject to the 
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selfishness that can taint even the best human father. The Bible says that He desires to give us the 

kingdom, (Luke 12:32). Best of all, He has the power and the resources to do just that. 

 

Some Feel God Is Not Providing. 

 

Some people feel angry because they think God is not providing what they expect or feel they 

deserve. This brings us back to the fundamentals. Is God a good God? Can we trust Him? Is the Bible 

true when it promises that God will provide for us according to His riches? 

It is just too easy to blame God for every situation in which we find ourselves…and people 

do. “It’s God’s fault!” Blame shifting is as old as the Garden. Adam blamed Eve but included God in 

the blame game as well, (…the woman that you gave me, Genesis 3:12). And Eve blamed the serpent. 

Following the example of our first parents in the Garden, we have raised blame shifting to an art form.  

You must be willing to take a hard look at your part in what is taking place. 

Instead of flying to the position that “God isn’t meeting my needs,” why not start by looking 

at the person who stares back at you when looking in the mirror. Ask yourself, “Have I been a good 

steward?” “Have I been careless in how I have managed my money?” “Have I been living beyond my 

means?” “Do I have excessive expectations that are shaped by the materialistic society in which I 

live?” “Am I grateful? Am I thankful? Am I being obedient?” “Am I faithful?” 

One good thing: God is big enough and loving enough to handle our anger. This represents a 

radical concept for many who cannot fathom expressing anger to God, and yet we 

see this throughout the Psalms. Honesty is an essential component to relationship. 

We need to express our true feelings to Him. God, who knows all things, is not 

shocked when we are angry with Him, nor does He quit loving us. If you are angry 

with God, tell Him so. This opens up the channels of communication in a way that 

stuffing your feelings does not. If you are disappointed with His level of provision, 

tell Him so. But, like all good communication, you must be willing to hear what He has to say.   

When we engage in this open dialogue, we often discover we have not seen the whole picture 

or that we have missed something that is crucial to gaining understanding about what is really 

happening. We can expect that He will help us see the larger picture. In the end, we must once again 

make a decision to trust Him and His goodness and omniscience: that He knows what is best for us. 

 

Philippians 4:19 

 

Philippians 4:19 declares this spiritual truth: “And my God will meet all your needs according 

to his glorious riches in Christ Jesus.” What are these riches in Christ? What do the riches in Christ 

look like to you? Are they material? Spiritual? How would you measure such riches? 
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The list is truly endless, but here are a few examples. We have been granted eternal salvation, 

not on the basis of what we have done, but based upon His sacrificial death on the cross. We are now 

no longer slaves to sin but are truly the children of God. And as children of the King, we are joint heirs 

of all that He is and wants to bestow upon us. We can have an unshakeable faith in the goodness of 

God and His ability to provide for us. His riches include peace of mind, joy that transcends happiness. 

Knowing that someone beyond ourselves is looking out for us brings with it a deep sense of security 

and well-being. This is but a start. What do His riches look like for you? 

This brings us full-circle to the question of needs versus wants. What is it that I desire? Jesus 

clearly stated that our heart will be where our treasure is, (Matthew 6:21). If we treasure material 

things and possessions, this priority will shift our focus from God to things that will not satisfy. The 

musical group Kansas from the 1970’s echoed the words of Solomon, “Dust in the wind…” Solomon 

said, “All is striving after the wind,” (Ecclesiastes 1:14). We may think that the pursuit of material 

wealth will satisfy our desires, but in the end, it will be like sawdust in our mouths setting our teeth on 

edge. 

Another friend of mine used to say, “You move towards whatever your eyes are on.” For 

those of you who drive an automobile, you know a car tends to drift in the direction you are looking. 

The spiritual application is this: you move toward the things that you desire and have your eyes on; 

you move toward your goal. What is it that you have set your eyes upon? What is 

it that you truly desire? 

The Psalmist David provides this insight; “Delight yourself in the LORD 

and He will give you the desires of your heart,” (Psalm 37:4-5). We quote this 

passage but what does it really mean and how do we apply it to our lives? Simply 

put, when our desire is to love the Lord with all our heart, soul, mind, and strength, when we have put 

Him first in our lives, then He can safely give us the desires of our heart because they are His desires. 

A paraphrase of Saint Augustine goes something like this: “Please to please God and do anything you 

please.” He was not preaching license, i.e. that you can do whatever you want regardless of the 

consequences. He was saying that God can and will give us the things and desires of our heart when 

we put Him first. Our desires are His desires; His desires are our desires. Because of this congruence, 

God can give us the things that we desire because they are in keeping with His plan and purposes for 

our life. 

Anyone who is a parent instinctively understands this principle. We would give our children 

the world but not at the expense of their destruction; we would not give them something that could 

cause them or others harm. We must keep in mind that God has our ultimate good at the center of all 

that He does for us. If giving us a gift in the form of talents or resources would cause us to stray from 

His path, which would not be in our best interest, I would argue that our loving Heavenly Father would 

withhold that resource. 
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Here are two more questions that help in defining needs versus wants. “Do I really need it?” 

“Can I live without this thing?” I remember many a Christmas season when my desire for a certain toy 

was inflamed by slick advertising on television. These toys took on larger than life proportions. I 

would circle them in the Christmas Catalog and I just knew that if I got these things for Christmas, my 

life would be complete. And now, from the vantage point of being an adult, I also remember some of 

those same toys discarded after only a few minutes of fleeting fascination. They did not seem the same 

as portrayed on TV and I soon became bored with them. Because of our human nature, the desire to 

have can eclipse the joy of possessing. 

The Ten Commandments have something to say on this subject of desire. Commandment Ten 

states, “You shall not covet,” (Exodus 20:17). To covet means to desire something that belongs to 

another person to the point where the desire consumes you. The Commandment dealing with coveting 

is very specific and detailed. It spells out the range of this sin so that there can be no confusion as to 

how it applies to the follower of God. We are not to covet: 

 Our neighbor’s house: possessions that represent safety and security. 

 Our neighbor’s wife (or husband): preserving the stability of the marriage, the 

foundation of the family and the society. 

 Our neighbor’s servants: the power of production, i.e. those assets that allow people 

to generate business and earthly wealth. (In the ancient world, one of the major 

sources of producing wealth was servants or slaves). 

 Our neighbor’s animals: possessions. 

 “…or anything that belongs to your neighbor,”(Exodus 20:17b): everything. 

Covetousness is related to envy, craving and greed. It makes it way into 

our conscious mind in a variety of ways like “I must have that.” “Why does he 

have that when I am so much more deserving.” Envy becomes personal. It goes 

beyond wanting what someone else has and crossed over into resentment and 

even hatred. Craving describes desire that is so strong, it takes you over; it is all 

that you can think about. It becomes an obsession. Greed is just another way of saying, “No matter 

how much I have, it is never enough.”  

If left unchecked, covetousness will lead you to sin. One of the very best examples of the 

havoc and destruction of covetousness can be seen in the story of David and Bathsheba, (2 Samuel 11-

12). This is truly the lowest point in the life of an otherwise great man. It reveals so many sins: lack of 

self-control, lust, self-gratification, deceit and eventually, murder and cover-up. Although David did 

respond correctly by repenting for this heinous deed, it did not make the consequences of his sin go 

away. The child conceived by his adulterous act with Bathsheba died.  

Another consequence of his sin was the horrible turmoil within his family. The sword did not 

depart from his household. From that point on, trouble and intrigue plagued his reign, punctuated by 
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murder of his son Amnon by his other son Absalom who led a bloody rebellion that almost cost David 

his kingdom. Like father like son; Absalom coveted his father’s kingdom and it cost him his life. 

The sin of covetousness is not limited to David and his family.  The Bible contains many 

stories that demonstrate just how destructive coveting can be. One of these is the story of Achan in 

Joshua 7. Before the attack on Jericho, God made it clear to the Israelites that they were not to take 

anything from the city. One person who did not listen to this commandment was a man named Achan. 

In the heat of the battle as the army of Israel stormed the city, Achan gave in to the temptation to take 

plunder in direct violation of God’s commandment.  

His action had dire consequences for the whole spiritual community. On their next outing, the 

Israelites were defeated by the defenders of Ai: something that was not supposed to happen. Joshua, 

the earthly leader cried out to God as to why this had taken place. God’s answer was short and to the 

point; there was sin in the camp.
79

  When confronted with his sin, Achan confessed. “When I saw in 

the plunder a beautiful robe from Babylonia, two hundred shekels of silver and a wedge of gold 

weighing fifty shekels, I coveted them and took them,”(Joshua 7:21).  

This story contains many lessons. We can’t hide our sin from an All-seeing God. And it 

shows the process of how temptation, which takes place in our hearts, becomes sin once we act upon it. 

He saw, he coveted, and he took. We are not immune from the sin of Achan. We see, we covet, we act. 

(Compare this with 1 John 2:15-16). 

It began with seeing, underscoring the power of the “eye gate.” Jesus warned His followers to 

pay attention to what they allowed to enter into their lives through the eye. “The eye is the lamp of the 

body. If your eyes are good, your whole body will be full of light. But if your eyes are bad, your whole 

body will be full of darkness. If then the light within you is darkness, how great is that darkness!” 

(Matt 6:22-23). 

Jealousy, covetousness, and envy are all bedfellows. We see all of these at work in King Saul, 

the first monarch of Israel. His story is one of the saddest in the Bible. He was a man “who might have 

been.” After beginning so well, his pride and volatile nature did him in. Aside from his other obvious 

character flaws, King Saul coveted David’s influence and favor with the people. As a natural result of 

his triumph over the giant Goliath, the people held David in high esteem. The women sang of the 

triumph.  “Saul has slain his thousands, but David has slain his ten thousands,” (1 Samuel 18:7).  

Instead of rejoicing in this victory for his people, Saul’s covetousness 

led to jealousy and insecurity. Left unchecked, these dark emotions contributed 

to his madness. Instead of seeing David as a blessing given by the loving hand 

of God, jealousy clouded Saul’s perspective and he saw the young shepherd as a 

threat. From that point on, Saul viewed David with suspicion and his obsession 

with destroying this perceived threat drove him to destruction. 
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The Story Of Ahab and Naboth found in 1 Kings 21 illustrates what happens when we begin 

to covet and give ourselves to the pursuit of satisfying our selfish desires by acquiring more material 

wealth. Things started out seemingly innocent enough. Ahab, the king, desired to purchase a vineyard 

belonging to a man by the name of Naboth. Naboth did not want to sell because the tract of land had 

been in his family for a long time and had great significance to him beyond its real estate value.  

Now Ahab had married a Phoenician princess by the name of Jezebel who was very beautiful, 

but also very devious. Upon seeing her weak-willed husband pouting over the affair, she engaged some 

thugs to lie about Naboth that led to his execution. Problem solved. No Naboth, no problem. She and 

her husband Ahab simply seized what he wanted.  

In this case, it was not about desiring a better vineyard but about coveting the one belonging 

to someone else. Ahab wanted the vineyard of Naboth, (see 1 Kings 21:2). Ahab’s covetousness led to 

lies and ultimately the death of an innocent man. It also brought down the righteous anger of God upon 

both Ahab and Jezebel.  

 What conclusions can we make about covetousness? The sin of coveting can be committed in 

a person’s heart without being detected, at least initially by anyone else. Sooner or later, however, this 

sin will manifest itself to the outside world. The sins of coveting, envy and jealousy are very closely 

linked. All are destructive to the person who harbors them and they are harmful to those who become 

the brunt of their expression. The sin of coveting leads to other things, like lying, and even murder, as 

in the case of David and Ahab. Envy grows out of dissatisfaction with the level of provision we are 

experiencing. This brings us back to the trust issue; does God really love me and can he provide for 

me.
80

 Ultimately, it has to do with trusting God to supply our needs. 

So the instruction not to covet is to be taken seriously. Not coveting preserves a person’s own 

well-being as well as the stability of the whole society. The opposite of being covetous is being content 

with what we have, (see Philippians 4:11-12). The opposite of covetousness is being genuinely happy 

for the good fortune of our neighbor. This happiness for another guards our heart from the darkness of 

wanting what someone else has and thinking “dark thoughts.”  “Love does not envy.” Love rejoices in 

the good fortune and advancement of others, 1 Corinthians 13 says. 

 

Cultivating A Thankful Heart. 

 

Cultivating a thankful heart becomes essential in sorting out our wants from our needs. A 

thankful heart will recognize the things that God has done and is doing. And on the basis of His past 

provision, we can have confidence in His future provision. Your situation may not change, but your 
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perspective will. Instead of complaining about what you don’t have, a thankful heart recognizes the 

hand of God and His provision. Instead of grumbling, our confession begins to turn to “…see how God 

has met our needs by…” 

 

Summary Of This Chapter  

 

 If we are honest with ourselves, we will agree that the line between a need and a want is very 

blurred. The reason for this confusion, especially in contemporary North American society, regarding a 

need and a want is our fallen, sinful, and selfish nature that gets in the way of seeing this clearly. Like 

so much of our relationship with God, this whole issue boils down to our faith in the power and 

goodness of God. Will He meet my needs? The principle of tithing and giving is all about faith in the 

goodness and provision of God. God has promised, and a promise is only as good as the one who 

makes the promise. His promise to us is to supply our needs according to His riches in glory in Christ 

Jesus. When we give of our tithes and offerings, we make a statement in the heavenly realms that we 

trust God, His character and nature: that He is as good as His word. 

 Because God is omnipotent, He has the power to provide for His children. 

 Because God is love, He desires to provide for His children. This means you. 

 Many people are angry with God because they feel that He is not meeting their needs. They 

are upset with the level of provision. Again, this is a trust issue. Do we really believe that God 

cares and know what is best for us? 

 The sins of envy, covetousness, and greed are like a cancer that eats at our soul. If we allow 

them to grow unchecked, these sins can destroy our lives and the lives of those around us.  

We saw this vividly illustrated in the destruction wrecked in the lives of David, King Saul, 

Achan, and Ahab. 

 The only antidote to the sickness of covetousness is, you guessed it, trust God. As we trust 

Him, we will cultivate a thankful heart that acknowledges His love and provision for us. 
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Chapter Ten 

 

Why Do We Give? 

 

“Having, first, gained all you can, and secondly, saved all you can, then give all you can give,” (John 

Wesley). 

 

otive is a big thing for me. Why someone does something, even a good thing, greatly 

impacts the result: for others and for them. This applies to motives for serving God. 

Are we doing what we do out of a sense of fear or duty or is it an expression of love?  

Correctly discerning the motive behind an action is slippery because of the tendency of all 

fallen human beings to cover up and not be truthful.  Self-deception is the ultimate deception. Like so 

many other areas of our Christian walk, we need the Holy Spirit to help us correctly discern and 

understand the deepest things within our hearts. 

Luke 2:25-35 tells the story of Simeon. The Lord had revealed to this wonderful man that he 

would not die until he had seen the promised Messiah. When Simeon saw Mary and Joseph with the 

baby Jesus coming to the Temple for his dedication, something jumped inside of the old man and he 

“knew” that the “promise” was in front of him. “Then Simeon blessed them and said to Mary, his 

mother: ‘This child is destined to cause the falling and rising of many in Israel, and to be a sign that 

will be spoken against, so that the thoughts of many hearts will be revealed,” (Luke 2:34-35). God’s 

Holy Spirit wants to unveil the true thoughts and intents of our hearts. During the process of revelation, 

a sword will pierce our souls as well. Though a wonderful thing in the end, it is painful, at least to our 

fallen nature.  

The reasons that people give are as numerous as the people giving 

them. For many, giving is a genuine expression of love. For others, the 

motivation for giving can be all about self: giving to get, giving as a way of 

manipulating, or giving to impress others or to feel good about themselves. The 

basic motive for giving should be love for God and the acknowledgement that 

He owns everything. 

Why I do something is more important than what I do. If I am thinking clearly, the “whys” 

will give direction to the “whats.”The “whys” of what we do requires thought. The average person in 

our churches is no longer willing to do something merely because someone else, even a person in a 

position of authority tells them. People want and need to do things out of a sense of conviction and not 

out of obligation. 
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Giving was an important characteristic of the people of God in both 

Testaments. It is a constant. It is a response to a giving God. It is an expression of 

being like our Heavenly Father. We see the giving nature of God in the first 

chapter of Genesis. He created a wonderful garden for Adam and Eve and gave 

them the run of the place. We saw how Abraham gave a tithe to Melchizedek in 

acknowledgment of someone outside of himself that was greater. The book of 

Exodus is the story of how the people gave so generously and liberally to the 

construction of the Tabernacle that Moses actually had to ask them to stop giving, 

(Exodus 36:5-7, Ex. 35:21-22, 29). If everyone in the local church honored God 

with their tithes and offerings, there would be more than enough money to further the Kingdom of 

God. 

The Book of Acts in the New Testament records the very earliest responses of people to the 

Gospel. Again, a giving spirit was evident amongst the community of the early believers. We see in 

Acts 2:44-47 that “All the believers were together and had everything in common. Selling their 

possessions and goods, they gave to anyone as he had need. Every day they continued to meet together 

in the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, 

praising God and enjoying the favor of all the people. And the Lord added to their number daily those 

who were being saved.” This generosity can also be seen in Acts 4:34-35. “There were no needy 

persons among them. For from time to time those who owned lands or houses sold them, brought the 

money from the sales and put it at the apostles' feet, and it was distributed to anyone as he had need.” 

 

A Closer Look At Motives For Giving… 

 

The whole topic of motivation deserves a closer look. The positive reason for giving, because 

we love, is evident. What are some other reasons or motives to give? 

Modern psychology has at least two schools of thought that apply to the subject of why we do 

what we do. One school is “Behaviorism.” Simply stated, those who subscribe to this system believe 

that people do what they do because they have been trained to do it. There is another school of thought 

that espouses the theory that people act out of what they think or believe. Both of these schools have 

bearing upon our discussion of why people give. 

The Behaviorists champion changing the actions of a person through behavior modification. 

This school of thought says that you reward the behavior that is desirable and punish behavior that is 

undesirable. The danger here: you can change a person’s external actions without changing the 

internals, the heart and why they do what they do. Behavior modification usually involves a system of 

reward and punishment, and gets framed in language of reinforcement and extinction. Simply put, you 

reward the behavior that you wish to see continued and you punish the behavior that you want to 

change or modify.  
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I think this approach is sometimes used in the church in the name of discipleship. People in 

positions of leadership within the church look for ways to reward people for behaving in a way that 

they deem beneficial. Any emphasis upon external action and not the internals of the heart falls short 

of true discipleship, which is all about becoming like Jesus through the transformation of the Holy 

Spirit and guidance from believers who are farther along than we are to help us grown on toward 

spiritual maturity. 

Rewarding desired behavior has a hundred different incarnations but here are a few examples: 

1) a plaque to commemorate a gift which could be a good thing depending on the motive, 2) any 

recognition that caters to our pride or fallen nature, and/or 3) granting acceptance that plays upon 

people’s need to fit in and belong. “Good Christians tithe, and because you tithe, you are a good person 

and we love you.” While there is truth in the statement that honoring God with our material wealth is a 

sign of spiritual maturity and correct priorities, giving or not giving should never become the basis of 

our acceptance: either by God or by His church. People who give out of shame or peer pressure to be 

accepted will soon learn to resent not only God but also His church. 

The other school of psychological thought has to do with changing a person’s thinking and 

not their external behavior: referred to as “Cognitive Therapy.” It works to change the thoughts and 

presuppositions of the individual, believing that a change in how a person thinks will translate into a 

change in how a person acts. I firmly believe that this is in line with the Word of God. “As a man 

thinks, so is he,” (Proverbs 23:7). “But you have the mind of Christ,” the apostle Paul adds, (1 

Corinthians 2:16). We are called not to conform to this world and its thought processes, but to be 

transformed to the thought processes of the Kingdom of God, (Romans 12:2). If we can help people to 

understand why they are to give, and they own it for themselves, it will release them to give with a 

joyful heart and not out of a spirit of obligation that brings death to them. This comes back to one of 

my main points: helping people do the right thing for the right reasons. 

2 Corinthians 9:7 makes this plain by “God loves a cheerful giver.” Paul included this because 

it was obviously a challenge even in the early stages of the church’s development. Why? Because 

people are people. If the Holy Spirit through Paul encouraged them to be cheerful in their giving, this 

means that it was and is possible not to give cheerfully. Like so many other areas of our service to 

God, that which was born of love and conviction can degenerate to a mere form or empty ritual devoid 

of any love or relationship. 

A story from the first church I pastored may add some color to this passage of scripture. I 

started out pastoring at the age of 22. Needless to say, my chronological age presented a bit of a 

challenge in the credibility department for some seniors who made up the core of the church. They 

extended great grace to me as a young pastor and allowed me to inch them from a more traditional 

midweek Bible Study gathering, where someone taught and others listened, to a discussion format.  
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Across the street and within easy walking distance was a senior’s residence. Occasionally, an 

elderly lady by the name of Mrs. Fish would wander over to our church. This happened one night when 

we were discussing 2 Corinthians 9:7 and the whole issue of giving and tithing. She listened for a few 

minutes and then declared strongly that if a person couldn’t give with a cheerful heart, they should not 

give at all. When I endeavored to gently introduce the concept of doing the right thing because it was 

the right thing and not based upon feelings, she abruptly stormed out of the 

room. 

What was my point? Emotions are valid but they are not always an 

accurate guide for right actions. I don’t know about you, but I don’t always 

“feel” like doing the right thing or the necessary thing. I tell this to our kids all 

the time. “You may not feel like doing the dishes or cleaning up your room, but 

it still needs to be done.” So, one of the ways of growing to spiritual maturity is 

to override our emotions or opposition within to do the right thing, to act in a way that is in line with 

what the Spirit is saying. If we accept that the flesh is in opposition to God (Galatians 5:17), then we 

will feel opposition to doing the right thing. Sometimes it is a real sacrifice to do the right thing, but all 

true worship requires a sacrifice. Being trained to do what is right is a very real and necessary part of 

growing up: in our personal life and in our spiritual life. That is why God gives us parents and spiritual 

mentors, to help us learn to do the right thing. And, part of growing to maturity is learning to base our 

actions upon eternal principles and not be ruled by emotions and feelings: doing the right thing because 

it is the right thing and not because I feel or don’t feel like it. 

Why do I personally tithe? What is my motivation? What is yours?  Why am I doing what I 

do? Am I trying to get God to bless me or am I trying to make my life easier by applying some 

spiritual formula that will guarantee my financial success? Anything less than “because I love Him and 

want to serve Him with all that I have” will lead to a very sterile relationship with God.  I cannot tithe 

because someone else thinks I should. I must tithe out of conviction 

My father and mother pastored churches for many years. Dad and I have discussed many 

times the differences between pastoring in our respective eras. One of the stark contrasts between then 

and now is people’s perception of the authority of those in ministry. There was a time when the 

pastor’s word was not questioned. The people trusted that the pastor, as the “leader of the church,” had 

heard from God when giving a sermon. When hearing a message, including one of tithing, they would 

go from the church service and try to put it into practice. In our contemporary situation, people’s 

response tends to be “Who says?” 

Following authority and questioning authority is both good and bad. We see throughout the 

Bible the need of having authority figures in our life that will help us do what is right and even hold us 

accountable. This, of course, assumes that the authority is godly and not abusive or self-centered. The 

danger of blindly following a leader is demonstrated throughout human history: with an notable 
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example being the Jonestown tragedy of the 1970’s where over 900 people died in obedience to a 

leader who was autocratic and deluded.  

In our contemporary situation, where the default position seems to be challenging authority,  

people often say, “That’s just your opinion,” when confronted with a strong directive from the pulpit 

and go and do as they please. In an environment where authority is questioned, those in positions of 

spiritual leadership need to have a well thought out theology on tithing and giving offerings…and any 

other subject of importance. It is no longer good enough to say, “This is what you must do” without a 

clear explanation based upon solid doctrine. We can hope that where people have right hearts, they will 

respond appropriately to the truth and the conviction of the Holy Spirit and bring their lives into line 

with what God is saying.  This is the difference between cult followers and true disciples of Christ: a 

cult follower blindly follows the leader while a disciple chooses to submit to godly authority based 

upon solid teaching from the Word of God. 

Is a Christian permitted to question a teaching that they don’t understand or agree with, even 

if it comes from someone in a position of authority? The church world has not always been good at 

allowing people to ask questions about things that they don’t understand or are not clear.  We are all 

aware of times in our lives or the lives of others where an oppressive authority has demanded 

unquestioned obedience. “Just do it.” “It is good for you.” Such responses tend to create rebellion or 

mindless drones instead of mature individuals and spiritual Christians. “Just because” is no longer 

acceptable. 

God deals with us on this subject of putting Him first with our tithes 

and offerings. In a very real sense, God invites us in Malachi 3 to put Him to the 

test. He encourages His followers to make sure that what He is saying is, in fact, 

true. “Test me now on this and see….”  

We see a different pattern in how Jesus related to His disciples. He 

invited them to question why things were a certain way and He responded to 

them when they requested more information without making them feel as though they should not ask, 

(see Luke 18:26 for an example).  

The writer of James echoes this invitation to ask questions. “If anyone lacks wisdom, let him 

ask of God who gives freely and without reproach.” If God does not reproach those who are genuinely 

inquiring, should we do any less? What we are talking about here is changing how a person thinks by 

fostering an environment that permits them to ask questions. This engenders both confidence in the 

leader and provides true spiritual growth and maturity because the person is free to ask and then free to 

decide. 

Here is a good place to tell my “ham bone” story. While preparing Easter dinner, a little girl 

watched intently as her mother cut two inches off the end of the ham. As they say, “Enquiring minds 

want to know,” so the girl asked her mommy why she did this. The mother had no apparent reason 

other than the fact that her mother had done this. Now that little girl and her mother both had their 
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interest piqued, so they called up the grandmother. When asked the “why” question, the grandmother 

had the same response, “My mother used to do this.” Now three generations of people were curious as 

to the mystery of the ham, so they went to visit granny. When they inquired of the old woman, she 

laughed out loud and said, “The reason I cut off the two inches was because my roasting pan was too 

small.” The mystery was revealed and those who just did what they saw without knowing the reason 

felt very foolish. I wonder if we ever do this when it comes to things we do in the name of “church”? 

 

What About The Reasons We Give? 

 

Motive deals more with my heart; reasons deal more with my head. One of the unfortunate 

caricatures of Christians is that anyone who believes in God and the Bible is an 

airhead and must commit intellectual suicide. Although this may be the case for 

some, my experience is that believers want and need to know why they do what they 

do. We can’t argue people into doing something, but we can help them in the 

examination stage and give them reasons based upon scripture as to why they should 

act in a certain way. 

I have a friend who is also an ordained Catholic priest. As you can imagine, 

he and I have had some interesting discussions about spiritual things. In one of our 

interactions, he said something so profound that I have repeated it many times. He 

made the point that when sharing the gospel with people and giving a defense of the hope within us, 

we are not trying to prove that our faith is logical. We are, however, trying to show them that our faith 

is not illogical. 

 Remember, faith is not something that we can prove. If it were, it would not be faith. As 

believers, we are called upon to make a clear and lucid presentation of why we follow Christ that goes 

beyond a childhood explanation. We need to be prepared to help dispel some of the misconceptions 

that most people have about God, the gospel, and what He requires. 

People need to understand what the scriptures say and how to apply them correctly and in a 

way that will bring them spiritual life. So what are some of these reasons? 

 

Love For God 

 

We give because we love God and not to get something or to be seen by others. For those who 

try to impress by how much they give, Jesus said, “You have your reward.” 

The highest and best reason for giving to God and others is love for God, period. We give 

with no ulterior motive. We don’t give to God to get something in return. That is not the heart of love.  

Giving to get something in return offends me. This reason for giving looks like manipulation 

to me: somehow trying to bind God to do our bidding. Have you ever had someone “give you 
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something” but you either knew or sensed that it was a setup? We can’t manipulate God, even though 

some try. This is akin to “bargaining with God.” “I’ll do this for you God, but I expect you to do this 

for me.” This reflects a transactional relationship and not a loving relationship. We give because we 

love, not because we must or to receive something. Love gives freely, because it is the right thing to do 

without expecting anything in return. 

Because we love God, doing what is right and pleasing to Him is not a burden but a joy. Just 

like in a functional marriage, loving is not something that should be hard or difficult. When being 

married becomes hard, something is terribly wrong. As a married man, when I 

begin to focus on having my needs met instead of serving through love, I not only 

make my wife unhappy, but I am unhappy. When I give of myself freely and work 

for her best, we both win. The same is true in our relationship with God. The very 

character and nature of love is giving. True love desires to express itself and give 

of itself. When you really love, giving is not hard or a chore.  

Nothing kills relationship faster than obligation. If this is true of human 

relationship, it is also true of our relationship with God. If we love God, we give out of love and not 

out of obligation. “Each man should give what he has decided in his heart to give, not reluctantly or 

under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver,”(2 Corinthians 9:7). With a godly perspective, 

giving out of love will bring a cheerful heart.  

 

Gratefulness 

 

When we love God and recognize what He has done for us, we will want to give because we 

are grateful. As followers of Christ, we are called to give freely, but it does make giving so much 

easier when the recipient appreciates what we have done. A grateful person will be a thankful person. 

Remember how Jesus marveled that only one of the ten lepers He cleansed returned to say “Thanks?” 

He had a grateful heart. 

When we begin to understand what God has done for us, we will want to give to Him. “Our 

real reason should be gratitude to our Heavenly Father for His mercy and His gift of salvation. Those 

who are faithful with their tithes will witness, with one accord, that they have been blessed in all areas 

of life: socially, financially and spiritually.”
81

 

 

Obedience 

 

 At the risk of appearing contradictory, I would like to refer to some scriptures regarding 

keeping commandments, i.e. living life in a way that is pleasing to God and living within boundaries 
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that He has set for us. I know that I have spent much of this book trying to make my point that tithing 

is a principle and not a commandment. This does not mean, however, that we as Christians do not have 

the responsibility of following commandments; we just need to be sure what is a commandment of 

Jesus and not human agencies. Honoring God with your life and your resources is not only a principle 

but also a command.  Jesus summarized the whole Law by these two points: 1) loving God with all 

your heart, (putting Him first), and 2) loving your neighbor as yourself.  

Wanting to please God and do what He has asked of us is not a legalistic adherence to an 

endless set of rules and laws but the highest expression of love. Jesus said, “If you love me, you will 

keep my commandments,”(John 14:15).  1 John 5:3 says “This is love for God: to obey his commands. 

And his commands are not burdensome (oppressive).” Keeping His commandments should not be hard 

or difficult because we love Him and want to be like Him. 

You cannot mention keeping His commandments without talking about obedience. I am not 

talking about obedience to the “commandment” to tithe. I am talking about obedience in putting God 

first in your life. Obedience is the outgrowth of loving God and wanting to please Him. And we give of 

our tithes and offerings because we have put God first. 

Obedience to God does bring blessing, but we can’t earn God’s love or favor by our action. 

This is what is referred to as “works righteousness.” Once a person has accepted the free gift of 

salvation, we are not required to “do” anything more. We cannot buy our way into heaven. We accept 

what Jesus did for us on the cross by faith. Paul puts it best in Galatians 2:16, “Know that a man is not 

justified by observing the law, but by faith in Jesus Christ. So we, too, have put our faith in Christ 

Jesus that we may be justified by faith in Christ and not by observing the law, because by observing 

the law no one will be justified.” Once we have accepted Jesus as savior, we want to live our lives in a 

way that is pleasing to Him and in a fashion that He can bless. Honoring God through obedience opens 

the door for God to pour out His blessing. 

  

Trust 

 

Another reason to give of your tithes and offerings is to demonstrate that 

you trust God: His character and nature. Trust and faith are inseparable. If you 

have faith in someone, you will trust him or her. Trust plays a major role in 

practicing the principle of tithing. Will I trust that God really will supply my needs 

and make provision for my life? 

Obedience is an expression of submission and trust. It is easier to obey 

someone whom you trust and have confidence in: that they can and will come through for you.  

On the other hand, people sometimes disobey God because they just don’t trust Him to do 

what He has said He would do. Because of a lack of trust, they believe that they must take things into 
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their own hands. Buying into the lie of self-reliance cuts the person off from the supernatural help that 

God promised for those who would trust Him and His provision. 

 

Stewardship 

 

 I give because I see myself as a steward: one who has been entrusted with the riches of 

another. I give back to God, in recognition that He owns everything, and recognition of the 

stewardship that has been entrusted into my care. By giving, I am reminded once more of this essential 

truth: I don’t own anything. It is not about me and amassing earthly wealth. It is about hearing the 

words, “Well done good and faithful servant.” 

I not only want to be a steward, but I want to be a good steward. This means taking care of 

what has been entrusted to me. It means working for the increase of what has been given into my care. 

And by giving, it helps me remember the reason that I have been given what I have: to see the 

work of God’s kingdom advanced on this earth. This recognition helps me keep my priorities in proper 

order. It helps me remember that it is about eternity and not just what is happening in my immediate 

surroundings.  

 

Faithfulness 

 

We need to develop an unshakeable confidence in the character and nature of a faithful God. 

Like so many other points, faithfulness has as least two aspects that have bearing on our discussion. 

One is the faithfulness of God. Regardless of the physical circumstances, such a confidence will get the 

believer through whatever he or she may face. 

When I think of God’s faithfulness, I think of a classic song from my past, “Great is Thy  

Faithfulness.” The title is taken from the words of the prophet Jeremiah in Lamentations. Like us, the 

men and women of God went through trials and tribulations: times when it seemed that God was not 

only distant but non existent. Here is a short excerpt from Jeremiah’s “Book of Sorrows.” 

I have been deprived of peace; I have forgotten what prosperity is. So I say, “My 

splendor is gone and all that I had hoped from the LORD.” I remember my 

affliction and my wandering, the bitterness and the gall.  I well remember them, 

and my soul is downcast within me. Yet this I call to mind and therefore I have 

hope: Because of the LORD's great love we are not consumed, for his compassions 

never fail. They are new every morning; great is your faithfulness. I say to myself, 

“The LORD is my portion; therefore I will wait for him,” (Lamentations 3:17-24). 

Part of waiting for God is trusting in His faithfulness. It is trusting in Him so much that we don’t feel 

the need to try and make things happen for ourselves, often to our own hurt as was the case with 

Abraham in begetting Ishmael. 
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 I tithe because I have confidence in God’s faithfulness. Over and over, God has proven 

Himself to my family and me. I have no doubt that I am so much farther ahead in every way because I 

have put God first in my finances.  

The first part of this is God’s faithfulness to me. The second part is: because God is faithful, I 

want to be faithful. I want to be the kind of person that God can “count on” to do His will and be 

obedient. I want to be faithful in setting my priorities. Are they in line with seeking first the kingdom? 

I want to be found faithful. 

Faithfulness to God is closely related to stewardship. Simply put, the worshiper of God 

desires to be faithful with what has been entrusted into his care. This includes a giving heart and spirit. 

The giver demonstrates faith and trust that God will supply his or her needs and be faithful to fulfill 

His side of the bargain. 

 

As An Act Of Worship And Devotion. 

 

I give of my tithes and offerings as an act of worship. I give of my tithes and offerings as an 

act of devotion.  A connection exists between giving and worship. We invest in what is important to 

us; what we deem worthy of our time and efforts. And what we invest in, we take ownership of, i.e. 

have a sense of responsibility to and for. 

The word “worship” means many things to different people. Worship in the contemporary 

charismatic church most often is a synonym for worshipping the Lord through music. Worship, 

however, is so much more. Our English word actually comes from “worth ship.” We worship what we 

value and so assigning worth is a very real part of worship. We become like that which we worship, 

(see Hosea 9:10). That knowledge is both comforting and scary. 

Worship, then, is meant to be a lifestyle. Around our local church, we say, “Worship…just 

live it.” It encompasses, or should encompass all that we do. Seeing it only as an isolated event will rob 

the Christian of a life lived in front of Jesus and for His glory, (cp. 1 Corinthians 10:31). 

We need to teach people to see giving and tithing as part of their worship. This cannot happen 

until the church adopts a theology that sees worship as a lifestyle and not an isolated activity. Singing 

and praising is a type of worship but so is walking in obedience, reading my Bible, loving my family 

and my neighbors. By adopting a broader view of worship, we see that presenting our tithes and 

offerings to the Lord is an act of worship: ascribing worth to the Lord.  

Like so many other things, people tend to become legalistic and narrow in how this 

“presenting” happens. There are many valid ways to take up an offering, just like there are many valid 

and biblical ways of “doing church.” Some collect the tithes and offerings before the prayer and then 

offer thanksgiving and blessing for what has been collected. Others pray first and then collect. Others 

have a collection box in some place in the church facility where people deposit their tithes and 
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offerings. From my perspective, it isn’t the mechanics of the “how” but that we give of our tithes and 

offerings. 

In her book, Investing Money with God, Christal Clayton makes this statement: “It is 

impossible to worship without giving.”
82

 The very act of worship means giving of 

oneself and there are many ways to do this. Worship always requires a sacrifice. In 

the Old Testament, the worshipper brought as a sacrifice an animal or grain to 

offer to God. Now, we offer the sacrifice of our lives, (see Romans 12:1-2). 

If worship is to be a joyous occasion and activity, then presenting our 

tithes and offerings should also be a joyous occasion and activity. It gives all present the chance to 

remember God’s goodness and faithfulness to them as well as others. Why has the joy of giving gone 

out of bringing our tithes and offerings? Perhaps the problem is with the leaders of our churches. They 

are embarrassed about receiving the tithes and offerings instead of fostering a spirit of thanksgiving 

and rejoicing. 

 

Fulfilling Your Vows To The Lord 

 

 This may seem out of place in a chapter on giving, but for me, it touches our motivation. A 

very good reason to give is to be faithful to what we have promised to do. Just like the child of God is 

to be giving by nature, he or she needs to be like the Father in being truthful and faithful to what has 

been promised or vowed. 

At one time, a person’s word was his bond. Business could be done on a handshake. No 

longer. Truthfulness should be the hallmark of the Christian. “Let your yes be yes and your no be 

no…” “You desire truthfulness in our inward being.” “The citizen of Zion swears to his own hurt and 

still carries through,” (Psalm 15:4). 

Being a person of your word takes on even greater proportions when it comes to making a 

vow. Here’s what Number 30:2 has to say on the subject.  “When a man makes a vow to the LORD or 

takes an oath to obligate himself by a pledge, he must not break his word but must do everything he 

said.” In reality, a Christian should not have to make a vow to be faithful to his or her promise. This 

being true, somehow a vow seems to be more binding. We see this illustrated when attending a 

marriage ceremony. We become witnesses as a man and a woman make solemn promises before God 

and witnesses to love each other until death parts them. 

What does this about vows have to do with this discussion, you ask? Here is the overlap. In 

our local church, and I am sure this is true in most churches, we ask as part of our membership 

covenant that people support the church with their tithes and offerings. People sign this covenant 

without giving much thought. Not all the people who make this commitment are faithful to it. The 
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question is, are we setting people up to sin? Are we setting them up for failure because they don’t do 

what they promised to do? People are responsible for their own choices but the church needs to 

provide solid teaching: to be more clear about the vow they make when they join a local church. 

Personal maturity means being a person of our word. A mature person is a person who will do 

what he or she says they will do. Be careful what you promise or vow. Integrity means fulfilling your 

vows. 

 

Growing On To Maturity 

 

Honoring God with our tithes and offerings is tied to Christian growth: it is an issue of 

maturity. Maturity is about having a broader perspective on life that goes beyond the immediate. 

Nothing is cuter than a newborn human baby, but few things in this world are more in need of constant 

care or more self-centered. An infant is wholly dependent upon others and cannot do anything for itself 

but eat what its parents provide. Everyone in the family knows when the baby has an unmet need: 

whether it is food, a diaper change or sleep. A baby provides a perfect picture of instant gratification. 

A baby demands that its needs are met immediately. 

It is no accident that the Holy Spirit uses the analogy of a newborn and growing on to 

maturity. Peter encourages new believers, “ Like newborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by 

it you may grow up in your salvation,” (1 Peter 2:2). This pure spiritual milk would be the elementary 

teachings of Christianity, (Hebrews 5:12). The writer of the book of Hebrews echoes the Apostle Paul 

in saying that believers need to progress beyond milk to spiritually solid food. “Anyone who lives on 

milk, being still an infant, is not acquainted with the teaching about righteousness. But solid food is for 

the mature, who by constant use have trained themselves to distinguish good from evil,” (Hebrews 

5:13-14, cp. 1 Corinthians 3:2). 

The goal of the human family is to produce healthy, responsible, and reproducing individuals. 

As our children mature, they grow from dependence to a healthy interdependence, from consuming to 

contributing, from taking to giving. The same should be true for the church family whose goal is to 

produce healthy, responsible and reproducing Christians. A healthy human family does not shrink back 

from training a child to grow and learn to make hard choices. Neither should the church family. We 

need to love our spiritual children enough to train them in the ways of righteousness. This includes a 

proper view and handling of finances. 

 

Summary Of This Chapter  

 

In this chapter, we looked at motives for giving. The base-line motive for giving to the Lord is 

our love for Him and desire to honor Him. People give for a variety of reasons: some good and some 

not so good.  
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 Any motive for giving that is based upon getting something is tainted and will twist the 

giver. We must not give to get something in return. 

 We don’t give so that others can see what we do. This only feeds our pride and fallen 

nature. In the words of Jesus… “Don’t let your left hand know what your right hand is 

doing…. I say unto you…they have their reward,” (Matthew 6:2-4). 

 We give in acknowledgement of the stewardship that has been entrusted to us by God. 

 By giving, we also demonstrate that we trust God and His faithfulness to provide for us. 

 We also give as an act of obedience, not to the commandment to tithe and give offerings, 

but the commandment to put God first in our lives, including our finances. 

 Giving is an act of worship. Worship is meant to be more than singing. Worship is a 

lifestyle: something that is meant to encompass all that we do as a child of God. 

 Finally, we saw that part of growing to maturity is looking beyond just our own needs 

and seeing those of others. In a very real sense, we give of ourselves through service. We 

need to follow the example of Jesus recorded in Matthew 20:28, “The Son of Man did not 

come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many.” 
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Chapter Eleven 

 

Why Don’t People Honor God With Their Money? 

 

veryone acts in a way that is logical to them. If what they were doing didn’t make sense, 

they wouldn’t do it. We all act and make decisions through our existing knowledge and 

experience. Each person is unique and has a journey unlike any other. Many reasons exist as to why 

people don’t put God first in their lives. The area of money is no exception. So, everyone would have 

their own set of reasons as to why they don’t honor God with their money. Even though there exists a 

variety of reasons, examining some of them can be helpful. In fact, we might just see ourselves in the 

mirror. It always amazes me how much easier it seems to see the flaws in the actions or thinking of 

others than it is to see our own. 

Sometimes, they just don’t know any better. They did not grow up in a family or a church that 

put value on teaching good stewardship and how to handle finances. Not knowing can only be an 

excuse for so long. Just like a healthy baby has an appetite to eat, a healthy newborn Christian should 

have an appetite for spiritual food that will help them grow and mature. 

Doing the right thing is not always easy. If it were, most if not all of our problems would be 

non-existent. Doing the right things is not easy because of our fallen nature and because a real 

adversary of our souls exists. Doing the right thing means we must make a conscious choice to put 

God at the center of our lives because our default position is to do what is good for us. This is hard 

because it means going contrary to our selfish and most base instincts that cater to meeting our 

perceived needs to the exclusion of all else.  

In working my way through this whole subject, I tried to make a list of possible reasons that 

people would feel that they could not honor God with their finances. Here is my list: 

 

Fear 

 

Fear is a very powerful emotion. And, it is one of the most potent weapons in the arsenal of 

the enemy of our soul. Fear paralyzes people and keeps them from making the very changes that can 

free them. Fear keeps people from honoring God with their finances because they give in to the fear 

that there will not be enough.  

Fear is the opposite of faith: faith to believe that God can and will supply our needs. Fear 

prevents us from trusting in the care and provision of a loving Heavenly Father who knows what we 

need and has promised to provide for those who put their trust in Him. 

 

E 
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Fear becomes a way of thinking and a way of living. Satan uses this stronghold of the mind to 

keep God’s people from walking in the freedom He intends for His children to 

enjoy. Like the dog so used to being tied up that he never ventures beyond the limits 

of the rope even after the rope has been removed, many Christians live their lives in 

bondage to fear. 

God has not given us a spirit of fear, (2 Timothy 1:7). And make no mistake 

about it, a poverty spirit is all about fear: fear of not having enough. The millionaire 

afflicted with a poverty spirit cannot rest once he has made his millions. If two 

million is good, four million is better. They are driven to make more because of a fear of losing the 

first million. 

A person who is afflicted by a poverty spirit sees himself or herself as being poor or not 

having enough: not unlike the anorexic who does not see or perceive of herself accurately. Even 

though skin and bones, the anorexic sees herself or himself as being fat. It is a perspective, a way of 

thinking. No amount of convincing will change the mind of a person with a poverty spirit any more 

than trying to convince the anorexic that they are skinny. How we think is extremely powerful and our 

thoughts have the ability to override and alter perception. 

Recently, while reading one of my favorite devotional authors, Ron Mehl, I ran across this 

true story that illustrates this point. 

 

The orphans cried themselves to sleep every night, and the volunteers at the 

orphanage were at their wits’ end. 

 

Many of the children had been rescued right off the streets. And now, instead of 

eating out of trash cans and sleeping on doorsteps, they could go to bed at night with 

full stomachs, lay their heads on soft pillows, and sleep between crisp, clean sheets. 

For the first time in their lives, they had adults who really cared for them, protected 

them and comforted them. 

 

But still they cried. 

 

Finally, someone had a flash of insight. The children were fearful and fretful at 

bedtime, not because they were hungry, but because they were worried about 

tomorrow. Yes they went to bed with full stomachs, but they had no confidence that 

there would be food in the morning! Nothing in their brief experience of life gave 

them any reason to expect consistency, stability, or security.  True, they had tasted 

kindness and provision today…but tomorrow? It might all blow away.  
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So they wept. 

 

As a result of the staff’s discovery, the orphanage came up with a new procedure. 

Every night as they tucked the children into bed, each child was given a large bread 

roll that he or she could hold or tuck under the pillow. It would be there in the night 

if they were hungry.  And it would be there in the morning, a reassurance of the 

loving care and provision that was now theirs. 

 

From that night on, there were no more sniffles, and stifled sobs. The children went 

right to sleep.
83

 

 

Poverty Spirit, (A Spirit Of Fear). 

 

What is a poverty spirit? A poverty spirit is characterized by “never enough.” A poverty spirit 

is really just another name for a spirit
84

 of fear: fear that our basic needs will 

not be met. A poverty spirit or attitude says, “I didn’t have a chance.” “I am 

stuck.” “Nothing good ever happens to me.” Do you get the picture? 

We all know what poverty is, at least in theory. People who live in 

poverty don’t have enough: enough money, opportunity, hope…you name it. 

Another way of describing a person of poverty is someone who does not have and someone who 

cannot get. Poverty is not limited to skid row. It lurks in many a mansion and executive boardroom in 

the form of a poverty spirit. 

Sometimes a person who is in physical poverty is in those circumstances because they carry a 

poverty spirit. They see themselves as victims and if you listen to them, you will hear the language of 

the victim. “It isn’t my fault.” “I was born into poverty because of my parentage or their socio-

economic strata.” This spirit of poverty keeps them in the place they are and strips them of any 

incentive to become more than they are. 

On a recent trip to Sri Lanka, I saw this prison of the mind firsthand. Buddhism holds that 

country in spiritual bondage. Buddhism is very fatalistic. A person is on the wheel of dharma and 

undergoes a cycle of reincarnations until, if they are lucky, they attain nirvana, best defined as “a state 

of nothingness.” As I traveled the countryside, I observed many people merely standing around 

without purpose or incentive because they believed, or their religious beliefs confined them into 

thinking that they could not do anything about their circumstances; their lot in life was 
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“predetermined.” One of my hosts, a Christian leader, explained that when a Sri Lankan comes to 

Jesus, everything changes. They become industrious and begin to see that hard work and putting into 

practice the spiritual principles of stewardship can and will make a huge difference in their lives. 

In his material dealing with the “7 Habits of Highly Effective People,” Stephen Covey talks 

about the positive counterpart of the poverty spirit. He refers to this polar opposite as “Abundance 

Thinking.” Abundance thinking sees the potential, the possibilities and not the problems. Abundance 

thinking sees the glass half full and not half empty. Abundance thinking is really another way of saying 

“faith.”  

A person who lives life in this way says, “I am rich” while a person imprisoned by a poverty 

spirit says, “I am poor.”  This has nothing to do with the size of a person’s bank account or financial 

portfolio. A person with abundance thinking sees all the blessings and opportunities that God has 

provided and because of this, they can take advantage of the open doors. 

One of my all time favorite anecdotes fits perfectly here. A group of psychologists decided to 

study the difference between pessimism and optimism. They started by finding a little boy known for 

his negative view of life. They placed him in a room filled with the latest toys to amuse him and 

watched his reaction from the other side of a two-way mirror. The young boy sat in the middle of the 

room for a few short minutes and then burst into tears. They immediately rushed in to inquire what the 

problem was. The little boy, choking back his tears, said, “With all this in here, I don’t know which toy 

to play with first.” The same group of psychologists then cleared the room and filled it with horse 

manure and put a shovel in the corner. They then placed another little boy of the same age known for 

his optimistic attitude. Once again, they retreated into the adjacent room to watch the response behind 

the privacy of the two-way mirror. The little boy stood in the middle of the room for what seemed to 

be an eternity, walked over to the corner and picked up the shovel. He then proceeded to wing the 

manure from one end of the room to the other, shouting and whooping and 

hollering the whole time. Once again, the psychologists hustled into the room to 

discover the odd response of the little boy. When quizzed about his actions, the 

young lad said, “Well, with all this in here, there must be a horse somewhere!” 

Notice the difference of approaches. 

A person who cultivates an attitude of abundance is a person of faith. 

They see differently. When faced with difficult circumstances and challenges, 

they look for the positive and clues as to where God may be working. And because they are looking, 

they will see what the person encumbered with a poverty spirit never will.  
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Reaction To Legalism 

 

Legalism is the name given to a system of living based upon the strict adherence to rules and 

regulations that governs every aspect of how a Christian lives. Legalism concentrates on the externals, 

the outward actions of a person and not upon the heart.  

For many who have grown up in a rigid and legalistic church community, not giving of their 

tithes and offerings stems from a reaction to “being told what to do.” It would be easy to say that such 

people have “an attitude.” They encounter such “loving words” as “Grow up!” “What’s your 

problem?” They experience the bit of the same legalistic spirit that birthed and fostered the “bad 

attitude” in the first place. 

Legalism is one of the signs of an equally deadly spirit: a religious spirit. A religious spirit is 

harsh, a religious spirit is violent, and a religious spirit is judgmental. A religious spirit places great 

importance on externals: on looking good. This spirit still plagues the church today. Why? Because it 

is so much easier to judge externals than hearts. Many of the Pharisees got caught up in this trap. Jesus 

addressed this when He said that on the outside, these religious leaders were like whitewashed fancy 

tombs, but inside they were full of dead bones. 

Satan is the ultimate legalist and is very good at tying people up in this very restrictive and 

damaging way of life that is so contrary to living a life of love. When Adam and Eve did succumb to 

the temptation to disobey God, Satan gained some form of legal claim to this world and access to the 

human heart that would require Jesus’ atoning sacrificial death on the cross to break this impasse. In 

one place, Paul referred to him as “the god of this world,” (2 Corinthians 4:4). The earth is the Lord’s, 

but this present world system is inspired by and driven by pride and selfishness: an accurate reflection 

of Satan’s character and a far cry from what God intended.  

So when Satan exercises control of mastery over some area of a person’s life, it is because he 

has gained the legal right to do so. By repetitive sin, a person gives up control or right to that area of 

their life and Satan moves in to stake his claim and establishes a spiritual beach head from which to 

launch other attacks against the person. No wonder he is so good at setting up spider webs of rules and 

regulations that tie up individual Christians and whole churches: keeping them from experiencing the 

freedom that Jesus came to bring.  

People who have been crippled in their ability to respond freely to the Lord can only be set 

free from legalism by love and understanding. Instead of being reproached, they need someone who 

will help them grow past their reaction to legalism that gets in the way of their relationship with God. 

A reaction to the legalistic “you must” impacts people’s view of money and what the proper response 

to giving and tithing should be.  

I have given the whole issue of reaction much thought and have come to the following 

conclusion. I believe that most of the time when I react, I am in “sin” i.e. not ordering my life on the 

basis of faith and the eternal principles of God but out of hurt, anger, or selfishness. Reaction is a 
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funny thing. A reaction is a response to some other action. Reactions are automatic: like the reaction of 

pulling your hand away from a hot stove. Just like this is true at the physical level, it is true at the 

spiritual level. People don’t respond but react to things in their world based upon previous experiences 

and what they have been taught. Most of the time, such reactions are not thought out but are 

unconscious. And, many people have never taken the time or had the understanding to analyze why 

they think or act in a certain way. Most people go about living lives of quiet desperation, never giving 

thought to why they act and behave as they do.  

Jesus proclaimed, “The truth shall set you free.” This means that we can examine our faulty 

belief systems and replace them with God’s truth. A person who has suffered under the oppression of 

legalism will not be convinced to put God first in their lives by  “because you must.” They need to be 

encouraged with solid teaching on the whole subject so that they will have the proper theological 

framework to make good decisions. 

So one way to address reaction in a positive sense is to help people understand not only the 

what but the why. If a person’s heart is right, they will respond to truth. They will not, however, 

respond to condemnation and manipulation. There is a wonderful place of peace, rest, and blessing 

when we do the right things for the right reasons. In helping people see what the Bible actually says 

and not what people try to make it say will help them in taking the necessary steps to putting their 

priorities in place and break free from the prison of the past. 

 

Ignorance, (Just Not Knowing). 

 

In common speech, we misuse the word “ignorance.” In common usage, calling someone 

“ignorant” is the same as calling that person dumb or stupid. But the correct meaning of the word 

“ignorant” applies to a person who does not know something. Even the most learned scholar at any 

major university is ignorant about something and could fail even the most elementary test on a subject 

of which they had no knowledge.  

The same holds true of people in our society and our churches. Most have received little or no 

training in what it means to be a good steward and how to handle money and resources in a responsible 

manner. Just like the professor who would fail a test on what he doesn’t know, we need to cut people 

some slack. We also, however, need to provide training on sound biblical principles on money and 

resources.  

“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge,” God says through 

the prophet Hosea (4:6). Some people just don’t know how to live as a 

Christian, and if the church does not teach them, how will they ever know to do 

what is right. People cannot be held responsible for not doing what they don’t 

know. Not knowing something is no crime. Not wanting to learn is. 

Not knowing 

something is 

no crime. Not 

wanting to 

learn is. 
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An integral part of The Great Commission found in Matthew 28:19-20 is “to teach them to 

observe all that I have commanded them.” The Greek word for “teach” in Matthew 28:20 is the word 

didasko, (Strong’s 1321), and means teaching that takes place over a prolonged period of time and is 

systematic in its approach. Most churches do not do a very good job of training people to be disciples 

of Christ once they give their hearts to Him. This is a serious oversight of one of the most fundamental 

instructions of Jesus; people need information and to be taught how to live as a Christian. 

Believers need to be taught to keep (observe) the things that Jesus commanded: discipling 

them to incorporate into how they live the spiritual principles Jesus taught and modeled. No matter 

how you slice it, you cannot get away from the spiritual fact that there are commandments that those 

who call themselves followers of Christ are required to keep. What is different is the motivation: we 

keep them out of love and not fear.  Putting into practice what Jesus taught has nothing to do with your 

salvation. You can’t earn your salvation by a series of actions. We are saved by faith and faith alone. 

Keeping the things that He commanded does, however, have a great deal to do with the fruitfulness of 

the Christian and how well life goes. Just like you can’t blame a medical doctor for not getting better if 

you don’t follow his advice and take your prescription, you can’t blame God for how things don’t work 

if you aren’t following His prescribed path for living. 

 

Lack Of Discipline  

 

“Discipline” is another of those wonderful words that has come to be a “dirty word” in our 

contemporary society. It becomes a nail that catches a lot of reaction to improper and even destructive 

actions done in the name of discipline but that were not discipline at all. Discipline, when done 

correctly, is something that is done for a person and not to them. The end result of proper discipline is 

to see a person act in a way that is responsible to themselves and others.  

 It should come as no surprise to learn that our English word “disciple” 

and “discipline” come from the same root. To be a disciple is to be under the 

discipline of someone else. To be a follower of Christ means to be a disciple of 

Christ, to be under His discipline. The goal of all discipline and discipleship is to 

help a person become more like Christ.  

When I was a teenager, I heard a speaker say something that I will never 

forget. “If in making disciples of Christ, you fail to make them independent of you, you have failed in 

making them true disciples of Christ.” The goal of all discipline, then, is to make people totally reliant 

upon Jesus and not tied to some earthly teacher or institution: to grow to spiritual and personal 

maturity. 

We need to understand that there are two different types of discipline: corrective discipline 

and directive discipline. Most if not all of us are familiar with the corrective type. We are disciplined 

when we do something wrong and this discipline usually has consequences, negative consequences. 
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Directive discipline, on the other hand, is the type that teaches people how to do what is right 

beforehand. This would be like the mother who warns her young child that she is not going to buy any 

candy before they go to the store and not when the child is throwing a tantrum at the checkout counter 

so cleverly stocked with wonderful treats at the eye level of a preschooler. 

Sometimes, people know what they should do, but they don’t disciple themselves to live their 

lives in keeping with their stated values. Self-discipline is another expression of “self-control:” one of 

the Fruit of the Spirit listed in Galatians 5:22-23. Self-control and self-discipline are the expressions of 

spiritual and personal maturity. They should be the hallmark of the Christian’s life. A Godly life is a 

life that is well ordered and one that works. 

A lack of discipline is the opposite of the spiritual fruit of self-control. It seems easier to 

capitulate to our fallen nature than to stand and fight. The flesh does what it wants and what is easy. 

Self-discipline is not always easy and its rewards are not always immediate but are eternal. The old 

English adage, “Short term pain for long term gain” applies here.  

One of my favorite ways of illustrating self-discipline is in how a person eats the chocolate 

cake. If you watch most children (and many adults), you will observe that they indulge their sweet 

tooth by consuming the frosting first and then leaving the rest of the cake. So, when you eat your cake, 

do you eat your “frosting” first or do you save the best till last? 

Another story is in how children approach homework. I have tried to instill in our children to 

do their work first and then they can play without the pressure of the work undone. By getting the work 

done first, the playtime is so much more enjoyable. It takes a certain level of maturity to be able to 

grasp this concept. 

Adults are no different than children. They just tend to be able to hide their true motivations 

better…or think they do. Human nature is to play first, work later…if there is 

time. 

One of the very best ways to grow in spiritual discipline is to be 

accountable. Once again, accountability to someone else is not so they hold 

power of control over you but to help you “listen to yourself.” It is so easy to lie 

to yourself or rationalize some behavior or actions. But when you know that you 

must give an account for what you have done, it becomes much harder to keep 

things a secret because it would mean lying to your accountability partner. Somehow it is much harder 

to lie to another person than it is to lie to yourself. Accountability, then, is all about fostering self-

government: another name for self-control. When you know you must give an account to someone 

else, there are far fewer things for which to give an account. It’s just how it works. 
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Misplaced Priorities  

 

“What happened to my priorities, I seem to have misplaced them….” This is a common 

problem for most people. A priority is just that: something that is a priority to you, something that is of 

importance. A misplaced priority is one that is just that: in the wrong place in our lives. Unless we 

choose otherwise, we will put our time and energies into the things that satisfy our selfishness and self-

centeredness. The only way to ensure that we have our priorities in order is by making a conscious 

effort to examine what we value and making the needed decisions to live within those priorities. Living 

a life of orderliness and godliness is when we order our life in keeping with our stated values: what is 

really important to us.  

The problem is that many people live their lives without thought to what is really important to 

them and then they wonder why they crash and burn in midlife: realizing that over half their earthly 

life is gone and they have not achieved their hopes and dreams. No wonder people refer to this as a 

“mid-life crisis.” It is more of a mid-life catastrophe. How sad to merely exist without thought for the 

things of eternal value, the things that really count. 

Misplaced priorities often come from not understanding the difference 

between needs and wants. We tell ourselves that we just can’t live without 

something, thinking that possessing this thing will somehow bring happiness. 

Well, it doesn’t. True happiness comes from within and not from without: not 

from what we possess but who we are. When you think about it, our actual 

needs are quite simple: food, clothing, shelter, love. Here in North America, the 

line between needs and wants becomes very blurred. A trip to a third world country can cure this quite 

quickly. For those who can’t make such a trip, all you have to do is take a close look at the many 

images of these poor countries on the television. 

Misplaced priorities pull our time and money from what is important and cause us to squander 

our precious resources on things that are fleeting. The problem of misplaced priorities comes from a 

basic confusion between the temporal and the eternal.  

The classic example of this confusion can be seen in the parable of the rich man who pulled 

down the barns and storehouses he had to build bigger ones. What he did not count on was his 

untimely death. 

The ground of a certain rich man produced a good crop. He thought to himself, 

“What shall I do? I have no place to store my crops.” Then he said, “This is 

what I'll do. I will tear down my barns and build bigger ones, and there I will 

store all my grain and my goods.  And I'll say to myself, ‘You have plenty of 

good things laid up for many years. Take life easy; eat, drink and be merry.’” 

But God said to him, “You fool! This very night your life will be demanded 

from you. Then who will get what you have prepared for yourself?” This is how 
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All of 

us have 

made 

poor 

choices 

that 

have 

cost us. 

it will be with anyone who stores up things for himself but is not rich toward 

God, (Luke 12:16-21). 

If you have ever been around a person who is dying, you will notice that they don’t call to be 

surrounded by their stocks and bonds or material possessions. They call for their loved ones to be with 

them as they pass from this life. Queen Victoria of England was reported to have said on her deathbed, 

“My whole kingdom for a few more minutes of life.”  

This is sobering. What is it that you have made as your priorities? Are they things that are 

fleeting or are the things that you pursue eternal? Once again, the words of Jesus apply here, “For 

where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.” 

 

Poor Choices 

 

For me, free choice, the ability to choose, is one of the most precious gifts God gave us as His 

children. The problem of having the ability to choose is that we have the capacity to 

make bad choices as well as good. All of us have made poor choices that have cost us. 

The whole thrust of being a good steward in all areas of our lives is to develop sound 

principles that are in keeping with God’s Word that will help us make good decisions, 

good choices. 

Unfortunately, people not only make poor decisions but many don’t even 

know that they can make a choice. The enemy of our souls does everything within his 

power to keep this truth from being seen, clouding people’s thought processes with the lies of “it’s just 

fate,” “I really can’t help myself, it is my destiny.” 

Jesus came to set us free from the power of the lies. He proclaimed that the truth would set us 

free from mindsets, ways of thinking that keep us bound. As we renew our minds with the washing of 

the water of the Word, (the Bible), we come to see that we are no longer prisoners to the lies of the 

devil. 

Many people don’t understand that they have a choice let alone that they can be empowered 

to make godly choices. Ralph Moore, a friend of mine, wrote a short but extremely helpful book on the 

subject entitled Choices.
85

 Like the author, the book is refreshingly “non-religious.” His thesis is quite 

simple. We are all faced with making choices in our lives covering everything from the mundane to the 

sublime. You make a decision about what to wear, what to eat, and how you will entertain yourself. 

Such choices rarely have lasting impact. On the other side of the spectrum, we make choices and 

decisions every day that can greatly impact our present, our future and our eternity. Ralph goes on to 

say that the majority of our choices are not between good and bad, or even good and better. If that were 
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the case, making the choice would not be difficult. The majority of our choices are between good and 

good.  

That is why we need help. God gave us His Word to guide and direct us. More importantly, 

He gave us His Holy Spirit whose job it is to lead and guide God’s children into all the truth and to 

help us apply the teachings of Jesus. We need to make the choice to avail ourselves of the help God 

provides or we choose to go it on our own. You have a choice, so make it a good one. 

To be good stewards, people need to understand how to make good choices: how to live their 

lives in a way that is pleasing to God and in a way that puts them in line with God’s blessing. They 

need people in their lives who will help them understand the Bible and how it applies. They need 

mentors to disciple them in making choices based upon solid, scriptural principles and not on their 

emotions or perceived need. This is a process of helping people live well ordered lives. It touches 

many other aspects covered in this book: putting God first and not self, understanding the Principles of 

God’s Kingdom, and giving conscious thought to what is important and why. 

 

Crippling Debt 

 

When encouraging people to honor God with their finances, many feel overwhelmed. They 

can’t see how adding another expense to an already overextended budget can possibly bring the 

blessing it claims to offer. So many people in our contemporary society are 

laboring under crushing consumer debt.  

Trying to keep up with the their neighbors, people fall into the trap of 

debt, which cripples their ability to make good financial choices, like honoring God with their tithes 

and offerings. People can get caught up in this downward spiral of debt by making purchases on credit. 

They rationalize by saying things like; “It is only 25 dollars a month” and “I don’t have to pay any 

interest for a year.” They forget that if you dance the dance you must pay the piper; sooner or later, you 

must pay for what you purchase. 

North American consumerism plays on our pride and related feelings of inadequacy. 

Companies offer “easy credit” that provides people with the rope needed to hang themselves. “Easy 

credit” is misnamed. Although lending institutions are all too happy to extend credit to people, hence 

the work “easy,” this can send the borrower down the slippery slope of debt, huge debt, crippling debt. 

Our “I want it now” society fosters a buy now, pay later attitude that is totally contrary to the principles 

of good stewardship.  

I include the following statistics as a snap shot in time and space that illustrates many of my 

points about crippling debt and lack of stewardship. Eileen Alt Powell, the Business Writer for 

Associated Press, gathered the following information in a recent article: 

 Consumer debt reached record levels, more than doubling in the past 10 years.  

“Easy 
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misnamed. 
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 Consumer debt hit a record $1.98 trillion in October 2003, according to the most 

recent figures from the Federal Reserve.  

 Consumer debt, which includes credit cards and car loans, but not mortgages, 

translates to some $18,700 per U.S. household.
86

 

The same article quotes Howard Dvorkin, president of the nonprofit Consolidated Credit 

Counseling Services in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. “The Depression generation is passing on, and we're 

losing their values. Now we've got an entire generation that doesn't know anything about thrift and 

careful spending. It's tearing the fabric that made this country great.”
87

 

The article asks the obvious question: how did this happen? Here’s what Robert D. Manning, 

a sociology professor at the Rochester Institute of Technology and author of “Credit Card Nation — 

The Consequences of America's Addiction to Credit," had to say. He pinpoints the problem “to the 

1980s, when financial institutions began issuing credit cards and making loans to people who wouldn't 

have qualified in the past. At the same time, people had this sense of entitlement based on the idea that 

this generation was expected to outperform the earlier generation. It was okay to buy yourself a better 

standard of living than your parents, and the banks would help you do it.”
88

  

It only stands to reason that if a person is not able to service his or her debt, they will not be 

able to save anything for the future or a rainy day. Here’s what Joel Greenberg, chief executive officer 

of the nonprofit Novadebt credit counseling service in Freehold, N.J. had to say on the issue of saving. 

“Through the go-go '90s, the irrational exuberance wasn't just in the stock markets," Greenberg said. 

"It was throughout society. We became phenomenal consumers — and deplorable savers.”
89

  

The picture is bleak. Consumer bankruptcies have exceeded one million a year since 1996, 

hitting a record of 1.54 million in 2002. Bankruptcy filings totaled 1.25 million during the first nine 

months of 2003 and could set a new record when full-year tabulations are done by the Washington-

based American Bankruptcy Institute.
90

 “Americans currently spend a near-record 18.1 percent of their 

after-tax income to cover debts, including mortgages. That limits their ability to borrow more to spend 

more, and consumer spending accounts for about two-thirds of the economy.”
91

  

So why do people borrow money anyway? The answer is obvious. People borrow money to 

support a lifestyle that is beyond them. In the spirit of spend now save later, people are using the equity 

in their houses to provide what appears to be “easy cash” to fix the immediate crunch on cash brought 

on by overspending. 

Living on credit to support a consumer lifestyle is never a good idea. The cycle of borrowing 

continues until people can no longer service the debt, let alone pay on the principle. When the credit 
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instruments are tapped out, the person goes to a bank or lending institution and consolidates, making 

more head room to borrow more on a host of credit cards that are all too willing to grant credit. This 

cycle can be repeated until finally, and way too late, the credit dries up.  

Sometimes it is necessary to borrow, but great care must be exercised. In their book Personal 

Finance For Dummies For Canadians, authors Eric Tyson and Tony Martin outline what constitutes 

good debt and bad debt. Good debt is debt that is incurred for investments: things like education, real 

estate, or starting a business, things that hopefully will appreciate in value. Bad debt is any debt that is 

for consumption: things like vacations, new clothes, and depreciating assets like cars, i.e. things that 

lose their value with the passage of time.
92

 

They also include this very helpful formula for determining when the amount of debt hits the 

critical level. Because we are all subjective by nature, we need something to help us objectify the 

process. Here is the formula: Debt ÷ by Annual Income = Debt Danger Ratio. “When your debt danger 

ratio starts to push beyond 25 percent of your income, that can spell real trouble.” 
93

 

 

Pride 

 

Pride keeps people from being in a position to tithe and give offerings. Pride cripples people 

in so many ways. A multitude of examples exist in our world that gives testimony to 

the destructiveness of pride.  

Pride is a formidable enemy of being a good steward. Pride drives people to 

live beyond their means in a futile attempt to appear successful or to feel good about 

themselves. Because so much emphasis is placed upon what we have, or what we 

appear to have, many feel the need of keeping up with those around them. People may be keeping up 

but not in the way many would think. In reality, the race is not for more material possessions but into a 

greater quagmire of debt. 

Pride drives people to seek approval from others or to feel okay about who they are by 

surrounding themselves with more and more things. I personally know people who try to shop their 

way out of unhappiness. And I know of others that try to fill the void within them with material things 

that can only be satisfied by the love of God.  

Not long ago, my wife and I were watching one of those Hollywood awards nights on 

television that showcased the “beautiful people.” Away from the large screen and in ordinary 

circumstances, many of the well known looked…ordinary, except we could not help but notice the 

hollow look in their eyes. They, like many others, pretend and play act that they are “okay” because of 
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apparent wealth, but they are actually poor, sad, and broken people being paraded across the stage of 

human adulation and attention. 

Some people not only appear to be rich, they are rich. Financial success and material wealth 

provides fertile soil for pride to grow and “choke off” any one who would allow it. (Jesus’ explanation 

of the parable of the sower found in Mark 4 equates the thorns that grew with the pride of life).  

No one illustrates the trap of earthly riches and success more clearly than King 

Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon. Daniel tells of how this very rich and powerful king got up one morning 

and looked over his capital city, a marvel of the ancient world. Nebuchadnezzar uttered these soul-

revealing words as he gazed upon the vista of this metropolis, “Is not this the great Babylon I have 

built as the royal residence, by my mighty power and for the glory of my majesty?” (Daniel 4:30). 

Soon after, he was given the heart of a beast and lived in the open field foraging for grass to eat. Not 

until he learned to acknowledge God was his sanity restored. After a period of seven years in this 

condition, he regained his right mind and gained perspective or he gained perspective and regained his 

right mind. This once proud king humbled himself and realized that everything came from God.  

This type of crippling pride is not limited to pagan kings. Our fallen human nature does not 

want to acknowledge any other king or any other source. Pride tries to make us think that we can 

somehow make it on our own with no help from God. This was true in the days of the Old Testament 

and it is still true today. Like Nebuchadnezzar, we survey our “empire” and declare, “Babylon the great 

that I have built.” 

When things go well, human pride wants to take credit. Moses warned all who would listen 

about the cancer of pride. 

When you have eaten and are satisfied, praise the LORD your God for the good land 

he has given you.  Be careful that you do not forget the LORD your God, failing to 

observe his commands, his laws and his decrees that I am giving you this day. 

Otherwise, when you eat and are satisfied, when you build fine houses and settle 

down, and when your herds and flocks grow large and your silver and gold increase 

and all you have is multiplied, then your heart will become proud and you will forget 

the LORD your God, who brought you out of Egypt, out of the land of slavery…You 

may say to yourself, My power and the strength of my hands have produced this 

wealth for me." But remember the LORD your God, for it is he who gives you the 

ability to produce wealth, and so confirms his covenant, which he swore to your 

forefathers, as it is today, (Deuteronomy 8:10-18).  

And what about King Solomon of Israel? Purported to be the wisest man who lived, his great 

wealth and lust for pleasure ultimately caused him to stumble. Solomon’s father David made some 

horrible mistakes, but he was quick to acknowledge the error of his ways and repent; Solomon did not. 

His pride and uncontrolled passion for foreign women tripped him up. He thought that he could ignore 

God’s warning to guard against the influence of wealth and people who did not share the same value 
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system. He did not finish well. Ultimately, God will be his judge, but the Biblical record undeniably 

shows that, at the very least, he missed what God had for him. Once again, we turn to the Psalms, 

“…though your riches increase, do not set your heart on them,” (Psalm 62:10). 

 

Summary Of This Chapter 

 

Most people have reasons why they don’t do something. We all act in a way that makes sense 

to us; if it didn’t make sense to us, we wouldn’t do it. People who don’t tithe are no exception. I listed 

some of the major reasons but the list is by no means exhaustive. There are probably as many reasons 

that people don’t tithe as there are people. But if we are to be people of integrity, we need to live our 

lives in keeping with our stated values: what we believe is important. We need to “put our money 

where our mouth is” to coin a phrase. 

 

 We saw that fear is one of the most potent weapons in the arsenal of the devil. It manifests in 

a variety of ways. One of the most observable is a poverty spirit, a manifestation of a spirit of 

fear: fear that we won’t have enough; fear that God will not provide. A poverty spirit lurks 

and would overtake anyone that is unsuspecting.  

 The opposite of a spirit of fear is faith: faith in a loving God who cares about His children and 

will provide for their needs, not necessarily their wants. The opposite of a poverty spirit is a 

spirit of abundance: where we truly believe that God loves us and wants to bless us as His 

children. 

 Sometimes people don’t honor God with their finances because of reaction to legalism or 

human manipulation. The very word react means that they are responding to some external 

stimulus. We are to be people who act in accordance with God’s Word and under the 

guidance of the Holy Spirit and not out of reaction to wrong teaching or wrong motives on the 

part of others. The antidote for reaction to legalism is love. We lovingly need to help people 

grow beyond reaction to teaching that is out of balance and to serve God out of a spirit of love 

and relationship. 

 Because our society has strayed from its Christian roots and heritage, some people just don’t 

know about honoring God. Nor do they understand stewardship. The remedy for ignorance is 

training and knowledge. Helping people to understand what God wants is a vital part of 

discipleship. 

 Crippling debt does just that: it cripples people from being able to make good financial 

choices. Not knowing any better, many people get caught in the whirlpool of bad debt that 

pulls them toward a watery grave where they drown in a sea of bills and monthly payments. 

The answer to this challenge is both knowledge and helping people to sort out the difference 

between what is a need and what is a want. 
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 Finally, we saw that pride causes people to put their own needs first and forget about honoring 

God. They honestly think that they can make it on their own without God’s help. Others try to 

appear successful and attempt to surround themselves with the earthly trappings of success, 

only to perish under the load of pretense. Either way, pride is the root. 
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Chapter Twelve 

 

Does Tithing Make Me Immune From Adversity? 

 

ithing is not magic. In magic, a person endeavors to bind some force greater than 

themselves, usually malevolent, to do what they want. Some people’s theology looks 

more like magic than sound doctrine. They endorse the belief that God is somehow bound or obligated 

to do their bidding, not unlike a genie in a bottle that is required to grant the wishes of the owner of the 

bottle. Our relationship with God does not work like that. Like any principle, tithing must be applied 

correctly to experience its rewards. 

Suffering and adversity are part of the human condition. And a part of human nature is to 

avoid all situations and circumstances that cause us discomfort and pain. Sadly enough, some present 

the Gospel as a way of escaping hardship. “Come to Jesus,” they proclaim, “and all your problems will 

be solved.” Now it is true that accepting Jesus into your life as personal savior does solve the sin 

problem. When a person becomes a Christian, their sins are forgiven and right standing with God is 

restored. What does not happen is that all the difficulties of living in a fallen world go away or that the 

child of God is somehow protected from adversity.  

Adversity, including financial hardship, is a part of the Christian reality. If that is true, then 

why even try to honor God with our lives? The reason is Jesus. As we put Him first, He has promised 

to help us. “I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world you will have 

trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world,” (John 16:33). He did not promise us a carefree life 

without hardship. What He did promise was to be with us, (see Matthew 28:20). 

Sometimes people misunderstand and/or misapply the principle of tithing. They claim 

supernatural protection, mistakenly believing that tithing makes them immune 

from financial concerns and pressures irrespective of their own personal conduct. 

Just as being a Christian does not mean that you will not experience hardship, 

tithing does not make you immune from adversity or financial hardship. As the 

Bible says, “The rain falls on the just and the unjust.” Good Christians, obedient 

Christians get sick, have financial challenges, and must work through hard times 

and bumps in the road.  

Remember the story told in Mark 6:45-51? Jesus actually sent His 

disciples into a storm. He told them to go ahead of Him to Bethsaida, a town across the Sea of Galilee.  

He knew that they would face adversity but He also implied, “I will see you on the other side.”  He 

was not sending them where He couldn’t sustain them. 

T 
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Tithing does not make a person impervious to financial pressure and concerns; it must be 

coupled with stewardship and faith. Even though a person gives God the ten percent, he or she must be 

a good steward and make good financial decisions. The key here is the word stewardship. Part of 

teaching people to observe all that Jesus commanded is helping them understand how to apply the 

various principles of living a godly life laced throughout the Bible. People may have faith, but they 

need to put shoe leather to faith. James wrote, “faith without deeds is useless,” (James 2:20). They 

need help with the practical side of constructing a budget…and keeping a budget. 

One of these good financial principles is living within your means. The banking 

establishments are all too happy to advance credit, in effect providing you with the gun and the bullets 

necessary to shoot yourself. In the course of a year, I receive many letters from a variety of banks 

stating that I have been “pre-approved” for a certain credit card or loan. By falling for this ploy, any 

one of us could get ourselves into hot water financially. We can’t blame God or others; we can only 

blame ourselves. The irony is that the banks are the first to condemn you if you do get into financial 

difficulties. And yet, they are the ones extending easy credit and are surprised when people misuse it. 

The banks will not and cannot provide the safeguards for not overextending yourself financially; you 

must build this guardrail for yourself. 

Adopting a faulty theology of financial magic reduces our tithing to a transactional 

relationship; I do this and God must do that. Tithing was never meant to be transactional. The reason 

we tithe, the motives for our giving, is recognition of His ownership of all we have and that we are but 

stewards, not to get God to do our bidding. 

Relationship and not fear should be the basis of our faith in God. The Bible clearly states that 

God desires to bless us. As Ron Mehl, one of my favorite authors once said, “If you want to be blessed, 

then be blessable.” We are to live our lives in such a way, in keeping with God’s principles, so that He 

can bless us. As I said before, tithing is not magic. It must be married to good stewardship and 

obedience. Being obedient to God puts us in a place where God can work on our behalf.  

Even those who follow God with a whole heart encounter adversity and adversity brings us 

face to face with our utter dependence upon Him. A life of ease can make us lazy and soft. Hardship 

produces something of eternity in our hearts.  

Paul uses many metaphors to describe the need to endure hardship. In one place, he frames 

the Christian walk in terms of a race and exhorts his listeners to run the race with endurance…and run 

to win, not for a prize that perishes, but for the eternal prize of pleasing God, (1 Corinthians 9:24-26). 

To the Church in Ephesus, Paul wrote that they were in a wrestling match: that the Christian is 

involved in a spiritual war and urges them put on the whole armor of God so that they can survive, 

(Ephesians 6:11-18). 

I like Romans 5:3-5. “Not only so, but we also rejoice in our sufferings, because we know that 

suffering produces perseverance; perseverance, character; and character, hope. And hope does not 

disappoint us, because God has poured out his love into our hearts by the Holy Spirit, whom he has 
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given us.” Notice the progression; suffering is meant to accomplish something beyond mere 

endurance. The goal is character and strengthening the believer’s hope in the love and goodness of 

God. 

Hardship, then, is inevitable. It is part of the human condition since the fall of man in the 

Garden of Eden. The question is, how will I respond? Will I whine and complain, or will I look to the 

Lord to show me the way to overcome? 

Joseph, one of the sons of Jacob and great-grandson of Abraham, provides a tremendous 

example of someone who overcame great hardship. He is one of the finest examples of a godly man 

and a godly steward in the entire Bible. The life of Joseph illustrates the importance of being faithful in 

the few things before you can be a ruler over more. If you don’t do a lot with a little, you will never 

have the chance to do a lot with a lot.  

Joseph consistently responded well in the midst of very difficult circumstances. His early life 

seemed “blessed.” As the favored son of the patriarch Jacob, himself a man of considerable earthly 

wealth, Joseph learned the lessons of stewardship along his journey to prepare him for the 

transformation from a young man looking for his brothers to becoming second in command in the 

powerful kingdom of Egypt. Obviously, his father Jacob could trust him to search diligently for his 

brothers who were tending the sheep in a distant place. And then, motivated by jealousy and hatred, his 

brothers sold him into slavery. Joseph served faithfully in the house of his captor 

Joseph could easily have given up, but he did not. His diligence and good stewardship earned 

the respect of his master and he was given oversight of the entire household. Lest we think that 

Joseph’s life was somehow easy and devoid of challenges and temptations, all we need to do is look at 

the attempt by Potiphar’s wife to seduce him. He served faithfully only to be betrayed by his master’s 

lustful wife. “Come sleep with me,” she purred. He could easily have traded God’s plan for his life for 

a few minutes of pleasure, but his character, an integral component of good stewardship, would not 

allow him to take advantage of her sexual advances.  

Instead of winning him points with the boss, his refusal to compromise sexually ended him up 

in prison: the very place that would be his passage to the court of Pharaoh. The spurned woman falsely 

accused Joseph of attempted rape. Incensed, Potiphar threw Joseph into the jail. There, he made a 

decision based upon principle and not emotion. Instead of becoming bitter or twisted, he made the 

conscious decision to be a steward in his new circumstance. He served faithfully.  

Soon, his leadership caught the eye of the one in charge of the prison. He could have gotten 

bitter and twisted, but he chose to embrace hardship and even unfairness and to be a good steward in 

whatever circumstances he found himself. Although in prison unjustly, he once again gained the trust 

of those over him by his faithfulness. All the while, God was working in his life. Joseph would learn  

lessons and important skills that would set him up for his destiny: to rule next to Pharaoh and save his 

family in the process. (You can read the full story in Genesis 37-50). 
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Some of the perceived hardship and pressure comes from living life here in North America. 

When surrounded by earthly wealth and riches, it can be very difficult not to buy into the lie that we 

deserve more or that God is not supplying our needs. The venomous snake of materialism bites even 

the Christian. Whenever I see a video of a third world country or visit an impoverished nation, I am 

always convicted of my selfishness and what I think is a need. A few years ago, I had the privilege of 

visiting Haiti. Because we live on the west coast, we had to go through Miami and we took a few extra 

days of “r and r,” (rest and relaxation). For those of you who have never been in the South Beach area 

of Florida, let me explain that I have never seen so much money in such a small area. We happened to 

be there during an international boat show and saw a personal yacht on sale for $25,000,000 (US). 

Within a day, we were in a squatter’s village called Bord Mer with mud waddle huts in a nation of 8 

million people with only 250,000 bona fide jobs and where the average annual income is $400 US. 

Talk about a stark contrast. 

We should not be surprised that the Psalms deal with the seeming inequity of the material 

world. Psalm 73 is particularly pointed. The psalmist complains to God about how the wicked seem to 

prosper while the faithful perish. 

But as for me, my feet had almost slipped; I had nearly lost my foothold. For I 

envied the arrogant when I saw the prosperity of the wicked.  They have no 

struggles; their bodies are healthy and strong.  They are free from the burdens 

common to man; they are not plagued by human ills, (Psalm 73:2-5). 

 

This is what the wicked are like - always carefree, they increase in wealth. 

Surely in vain have I kept my heart pure; in vain have I washed my hands in 

innocence.  All day long I have been plagued; I have been punished every 

morning.  If I had said, "I will speak thus," I would have betrayed your children. 

When I tried to understand all this, it was oppressive to me till I entered the 

sanctuary of God; then I understood their final destiny. Surely you place them 

on slippery ground; you cast them down to ruin. How suddenly are they 

destroyed, completely swept away by terrors! (Psalm 73:12-19). 

 

In this Psalm, the writer had his eyes in the wrong place. He almost packed it in when he 

looked with envy on the seeming prosperity of the wicked. From his human perspective, they didn’t 

struggle at all. They enjoyed health. They were free from the burden of trying to eke out a living: 

carefree and enjoying increasing wealth. One thing I give the Psalmist credit for is his honesty with 

God. “I have followed You and kept myself pure in vain. What has serving You gotten me?” he 

laments.  

The problem was that he tried to grasp what was going on with his human understanding. It 

just did not seem fair. (Does this sound familiar)? Things only made sense when he took time to come 
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into the presence of the Lord. Only then, did he see clearly; they were enjoying “the good life” here on 

earth, but their final destiny was very different. Instead of being on solid ground, they were on a 

slippery slope that led to terror and destruction: a life lived without God. 

I also see something else in this honest conversation between the psalmist and God. Here was 

a man who was really trying to live a life that was pleasing to God. He was endeavoring to keep his life 

pure and righteous. The problem was that he was not seeing the fruit of his eternal choices.  

In pastoring, I see this gap between sowing and reaping when people make moves to put their 

spiritual lives in order. They make solid decisions to change their way of thinking and living. They 

begin to sow good seed. The problem is when they expect their external circumstances to change 

immediately. This just doesn’t happen very often. Yes, the peace and joy of serving God floods the 

soul of the new believer. But the law of sowing and reaping still holds true. Growing up in an 

agricultural community, it didn’t take me long to understand the gap in time between sowing and 

reaping. The farmers placed the seed in the ground during the spring and had to wait until late summer 

or early autumn to reap the rewards of their labors.  

The same is true in the spiritual realm. A gap exists between sowing 

good spiritual seed and reaping the increase. People who come to know Jesus as 

personal savior begin making good decisions, very good decisions, but are still 

subject to reaping the consequences of their poor decisions, and often very poor 

decisions.  

Sometimes this is a reason that people give up or seem to have no endurance. For people like 

me, who grew up in a very stable environment, it is easier to hang in when things seem to go badly 

because in the majority of my experience, if I just persevere, things will get better. For people who 

have grown up in dysfunction, they don’t have this to cling to in difficult circumstances. Their 

experience tells them when things get bad, they will only get worse.  

What does bad seed look like in practical terms?  Take a person’s earning power: not 

completing High School, poor investments, no investments, living for today without thought for 

tomorrow, etc. A person reaps the consequences of these decisions. Poor choices from the past, though 

forgiven, that can still impact a person’s life. The only remedy is to stop sowing bad seed and start 

sowing good seed. Sometimes, a person may be limited by his or her poor choices, but they start to 

sow good seed for their children by making difficult choices today. They may not see the rewards of 

sowing the good, but their children can and do. 

During this time between the bad crop and the new crop, people can become very 

discouraged. That’s one very good reason why God wants to place people in community and in 

accountability relationships. We need to encourage those who are making life-changing decisions not 

to give up and to hold out until the good crop comes. Paul writes this to the Galatians in 6:9, “Let us 

not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up.” 
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Sources of Opposition 

 

I don’t know about you, but I can get myself into a heap of trouble all by myself without the 

devil even showing up. Don’t get me wrong, I do believe that he is at work to rob, cheat, steal and 

destroy in all areas of the believer’s life. I do think, however, that we must be careful not to resort to 

blaming the devil for all the bad things that come down the road.  

One way to keep from putting the blame in the wrong place is to understand some of the 

sources of adversity:  

 

1) Satan Opposition 

 

Knowing full well that people blame the devil for their own poor choices or planning, no 

discussion on financial hardship and pressure would be complete without mentioning spiritual 

opposition. The admonition in Ephesians 6:12, which tells us that our struggle is not against flesh and 

blood but spiritual forces, applies to the area of finances as well. We acknowledge that the enemy of 

our soul will try to destabilize us by attacking every area of our lives, including our finances. “Satan 

does not want us to be in a position to receive the blessings that God has for us. The battle of giving is 

over when we recognize that all we have belongs to God, and that He has just made us His trustees.”94 

We know that Satan is in opposition to God, His kingdom, and His people. In fact, the very 

word “Satan” means “adversary.” We see this characterization clearly in 1 Peter 5:8, “Be of sober 

spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary, the devil, prowls about like a roaring lion, seeking someone to 

devour,” (NASB).
95

 The writer by the power of the Holy Spirit goes on to say how we should respond. 

“But resist him, firm in your faith, knowing that the same experiences of suffering are being 

accomplished by your brethren who are in the world. And after you have suffered for a little while, the 

God of all grace, who called you to His eternal glory in Christ, will Himself perfect, confirm, 

strengthen {and} establish you,” (1 Peter 5:9-10, NASB). 

 

2) Our Own Foolishness 

 
The reason for adversity and hardship does not have to come from without; sometimes we 

need look no farther than ourselves. My own disobedience and foolishness can contribute greatly to 

personal hardship without any direct intervention by the devil. Accepting personal responsibility is part 

of being a mature individual: both spiritually and psychologically. Taking the time and energy to 

examine a situation and seeing the role I played in a circumstance is a very important part of breaking 

an unhealthy cycle. When faced with any kind of hardship or adversity, I have taught myself to ask 
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questions: to take a hard look at the “why?” not “why me?” What happened? Why did it happen? Did I 

do anything that helped or hindered the outcome? Could I have done something differently? Why am I 

feeling this financial pressure? Am I living within my means? Is the solution to this financial challenge 

something within my sphere of control? Do I have unrealistic expectations about the level of God’s 

provision? Am I practicing good stewardship of the resources available to me? Have I done anything 

that has contributed to this situation? Do I need to do anything to rectify this situation? What is my part 

and what is God’s part? These are all questions of a willingness to take personal responsibility. 

When faced with financial adversity, I need to see that God is the answer and not the problem. 

I don’t want to blame God for my poor choices or responses. My theology rises and falls upon the 

ability of man to choose. Even though this conviction of free choice is foundational to my belief 

system, I struggle to understand the difference between “God allows” and “God causes.” (I don’t think 

I am alone). Because God is sovereign and all-powerful, He could keep certain things from happening. 

And yet, sometimes He doesn’t. I also have an unshakable faith in the goodness of God and so that is 

where I must rest in this discussion. He alone sees the end from the beginning and I must trust Him in 

this. Even if I don’t understand, or maybe more accurately when I don’t understand, I can rest in His 

unchanging nature; He wants my very best. 

 

3) A Test From God 

 

I am one of those weird people who actually loved school. And, I loved to take tests. The 

professors in my faculty at the university I attended had a philosophy of testing that I have adopted in 

classes I teach. Tests are to discover what you do know. Tests are not to discover how thoroughly you 

had read the material by digging up some obscure factoid with little or no relevance 

and putting it on the exam. If fallen human beings can figure this out, I am certain 

that an all wise and all loving God understands this, too 

God does test people, but He does not tempt them. He is not up in heaven 

trying to trip us up so that we fail. Nor is He setting traps to snare us in wrongdoing 

so that He can disqualify us. If God is against us, we really are in trouble. One of the foundations of 

my personal theology is that God is my friend and not my foe.  

Here’s what James had to say on this point. He correctly identifies the real source of our 

troubles: our own fallen nature. 

When tempted, no one should say, "God is tempting me." For God cannot be 

tempted by evil, nor does he tempt anyone; but each one is tempted when, by his 

own evil desire, he is dragged away and enticed. Then, after desire has conceived, it 

gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, gives birth to death, (James 1:13-

15). 
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Although God does not tempt us to do evil, He does, however, allow certain things to confront 

us so that we will mature spiritually and learn to trust Him. I really liked Rick Warren’s perspective on 

temptation. He wrote that temptation is the chance to choose what is right and thus strengthen our 

character.
96

  

James echoes many of the New Testament writers by summarizing the Biblical idea that 

suffering can produce something of eternity in the lives of those who will respond well. “Consider it 

pure joy, my brothers, whenever you face trials of many kinds, because you know that the testing of 

your faith develops perseverance. Perseverance must finish its work so that you may be mature and 

complete, not lacking anything,” (James 1:2-4). 

Trials and how we deal with them reveal what is really on the inside. I remember hearing 

noted author James Dobson recount a time when his staff survived an attack on their headquarters by a 

man with a loaded gun. After the fact, he proclaimed how proud he was of their response. He likened 

the situation to squeezing a tube of toothpaste: when pressure is applied, you find out what’s on the 

inside. 

How do you recognize a test from God as opposed to the work of the devil? One of the ways 

that I have discerned the difference between a test from God and an attack from Satan is the fruit. An 

attack “smells like hell.” It has nothing redeeming about it other than the victory we have once we 

have passed through to the other side.  

If we look carefully enough, a test from God has a silver lining, a positive outcome. Because 

God is all-knowing, God will allow things to confront us, to test us. Our response comes as no surprise 

to Him. He knows what we will do, on the basis of His foreknowledge, but we need to know what we 

will do.  

Probably the most pointed example of this is the story of Abraham and Isaac. God asks 

Abraham to sacrifice his beloved son Isaac. It was a test. God wanted Abraham to know for himself 

that he loved God more than anything or anyone else…including this child of promise that he and his 

wife Sarah had waited for over two decades…a long time by anybody’s reckoning. 

Abraham is referred to as the father of all those who are justified by faith. He did not just 

stumble into this deep relationship with God. Genesis tells of the transformation of this man who left 

Ur of the Chaldees to seek a city that had foundations, whose builder and architect was God, (Hebrews 

11:10). Just like us, he had some bobbles along the way. But in the end, Abraham came through and 

demonstrated without a doubt his utter trust in God and his willingness to sacrifice that which was 

most precious in this earth: his beloved son Isaac. 

We need some background for this pivotal event recorded in Genesis 22. Abraham, then 

known as Abram, had no heir. This was a huge issue for a man of his time. In one of his encounters 

with God, Abraham received a promise that his descendants would be as numerous as the stars in the 
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sky (Genesis 15:6) and that through his line all the nations of the earth would be blessed (Genesis 

12:3). Finally, after waiting for 25 years, a son was born to his wife Sarah and him, both long past the 

age of childbearing. It truly was a miracle. 

Against this backdrop, the drama of Genesis 22 unfolds. God spoke to Abraham and asked 

him to sacrifice Isaac, the child of promise and the very apple of his father’s eye. The Bible does not 

record what must have been an intense inner struggle, but we see that Abraham purposed in his heart to 

obey God. He and Isaac made the trek up the mountain and Abraham knew what he had to do. In his 

spirit, he understood that no one, not even Isaac could rival his affections for God. In this midst of this 

crucial test, we gain glimpses of this man’s faith. 

Even though this story does pose a problem for us in the Twenty-first Century, the gist of the 

story speaks loud and clear. God required Abraham to take his son Isaac, the one for whom he and his 

wife Sarah have waited for over 25 years and the child of promise, and place him on the altar. Now 

Isaac was no stranger to the whole process of sacrifice. Abraham had obviously 

instructed his son in regards to the worship of God. This young man took a look 

around and saw that things just didn’t add up. He knew that there needed to be an 

altar, some wood, and a sacrifice. He saw the first two but did not see the most 

vital element: the animal to be killed. Isaac was old enough to ask the question. 

“Father, we have the wood but where is the sacrifice?” Abraham both answered 

his question and prophesied. “God Himself will provide the lamb,” (Genesis 22:8). 

This spoke of Abraham’s faith: that God would not let him down in this hour of 

dire need. He had confidence that God would somehow provide in the midst of 

this seemingly impossible situation. At the same time, Abraham prophesied of the 

coming Messiah, of God sending His only Son to die for the sins of the whole 

world. God would provide the sacrifice. 

A close examination of this gut-wrenching story reveals the great faith of this man. He told 

his servants in advance, “Stay here with the donkey while I and the boy go over there. We will worship 

and then we will come back to you,” (Genesis 22:5). Abraham had confidence that somehow, they 

would both return. The writer of Hebrews adds this to the story. “By faith Abraham, when God tested 

him, offered Isaac as a sacrifice. He who had received the promises was about to sacrifice his one and 

only son, even though God had said to him, ‘It is through Isaac that your offspring will be reckoned.’ 

Abraham reasoned that God could raise the dead, and figuratively speaking, he did receive Isaac back 

from death,” (Hebrews 11:17-19). In his heart and mind, Abraham had already offered Isaac up as a 

sacrifice. Abraham had no earthly guarantees, only an unshakeable faith in the goodness of his God. 

With his human heart breaking, Abraham bound his son and placed him on the altar. With 

knife in hand poised to be buried deep in the heart of his son, Abraham heard the voice of God who 

said, “I swear by myself, declares the LORD, that because you have done this and have not withheld 

your son, your only son, I will surely bless you and make your descendants as numerous as the stars in 
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the sky and as the sand on the seashore. Your descendants will take possession of the cities of their 

enemies, and through your offspring all nations on earth will be blessed, because you have obeyed 

me," (Gen. 22:16-18). 

Why would God do such a thing? I really like the treatment of this story by A.W. Tozer in his 

book, The Pursuit of God.
97

 In the chapter, “The Blessedness of Possessing Nothing,” Tozer states that 

God saved both Abraham and Isaac by this test. He kept both the old man and the young lad from an 

unholy love: anything that might rival Him for their affections. This was clearly fertile ground for the 

development of misplaced affections and if left unchecked, would have destroyed both Abraham and 

Isaac, or at least their relationship with God. 

God saved both Abraham and Isaac. God knew what Abraham would do, but Abraham didn’t 

know what he would do. Never again could the old man look at his son and wonder if the boy had an 

unhealthy place in his heart. Abraham would have had no question as to who was first in his heart. 

And, Isaac would have no doubts, either: of his father…or himself. 

Think about it. Has God ever asked you to give up something? If he has, have you seen the 

reason? I’m just asking. It is entirely possible that God might ask something of you that you may not 

understand until you are with Him in heaven. Again, He cares more about our eternity than our 

momentary creature comforts. 

And because He cares so deeply for us, He cannot permit any rivals for our affections. It 

should not surprise us that this spiritual truth is covered by one of the Ten Commandments, “You shall 

have no other gods before me.” Why? Because God loves us and wants to spare us the destruction of 

worshipping or hoping in anything that cannot deliver. 

 

4) Because We Live in a Fallen World 

 

This is not the world that God created. It is a world hopelessly marred by sin. Jesus never said 

we wouldn’t have problems. He did, however, promise to be with us. “In this world you have 

tribulation, but be of good cheer for I have overcome the world,” (John 16:33). That’s why Jesus came: 

to help us be overcomers, to over come the fallen condition of this world. To quote André Crouch, 

noted Gospel artist from the 1970’s, “If I never had a problem, I’d never know that God could solve 

them….” Jesus came into the flawed world to make a way for us to be reconciled back to God. He 

came to bring hope. 

Romans 8:28, another one of those verses people throw around carelessly, reinforces the 

spiritual truth that God works in the midst of things, both good and bad, to produce His image in our 

lives. “And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have been 
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called according to his purpose.” This verse does not say that God causes all things, but that He causes 

all things to work together for our eternal best. 

1 Corinthians 10:13 adds insight to growth in the midst of hardship and adversity. “No 

temptation has seized you except what is common to man. And God is faithful; he will not let you be 

tempted beyond what you can bear. But when you are tempted, he will also provide a way out so that 

you can stand up under it.” People misquote this verse by saying something like, “God will not allow 

you to be tempted beyond what you can bear.” But as a mentor of mine Jerry Cook says, “Finish the 

verse!” The promise is that with temptation, God will provide a way for us to not 

only endure it but to triumph in the midst of the temptation. We need to open our 

eyes to see the way of escape that God is providing for us. 

Here is a place for another amusing story. There once was a man who lived 

on a flood plain. The news reported that a flood was coming and instructed everyone 

to seek higher ground. When asked what his response would be, the man simply 

said, “I’m trusting God.” When the floodwaters arrived, surrounding his house, a 

sheriff came in a rowboat to rescue the man. Once again, his response was, “I’m 

trusting God.” Within a short time, the waters rose, covering his house completely 

except for the roof. A helicopter was dispatched to rescue the man from certain death 

by drowning. Through the aid of a loudspeaker, the response team pleaded with the man to come with 

them. His response? “I’m trusting God.” The rains continued and the man was swept away to his death. 

On his way to heaven, he thought to himself, “Boy, am I ever going to give God an earful! I was 

trusting Him and He let me drown!” When he arrived at the pearly gates, God met him with open arms. 

The man then began to “tell God a thing or two” about being let down. Patiently, the Father listened. 

When he was done, God simply said, “I sent you a news report, a rowboat, and a helicopter to save 

you, but you wouldn’t listen.” The point of the story: we must trust God but we must do our part as 

well. 

Paul gave this counsel to young Timothy, “Flee youthful lusts,” (2 Timothy 2:22). “Flee” 

implies that you are to run as fast as you can in the other direction from the danger or temptation 

before you. So often, we like to “hang around” and then we wonder why we succumb to temptation. 

Hardship and adversity will come our way, even though we are Christians, because we do live 

in this world so marred by sin. The key to overcoming hardship, temptation, and adversity is our 

response. Will we trust God? Will we listen to His voice? Will we be obedient? 

 No discussion of enduring and growing through hardship would be complete with mentioning 

Job. Job is probably one of the most referenced characters in all of literature. Who hasn’t heard 

someone refer to himself or herself as a “Job”? People love to see themselves as “suffering for 

righteousness” even when they suffer because of their own disobedience or just because they live in 

this world. No other account so clearly addresses human suffering and God’s sovereignty. One lesson 

we can learn from Job is his famous “Though He slay me, yet will I trust in Him.” Job’s worship of 
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God was not dependent upon what God did for him but on the basis of who God was. Some try to 

equate living a life of apparent ease with godliness and God’s blessing. But Job’s experience shows us 

that “bad things” can happen even to “good people.” 

 Whether a person is blessed financially or not cannot be the mark of God’s favor or His 

disapproval. Even the Apostle Paul experienced times of plenty and times of need and yet never 

wavered in his trust in God. In fact, the hardships that he endured
98

 were a part of the greater scheme. 

God spoke to Ananias at the very beginning of Paul’s ministry and prophesied. “This man is my 

chosen instrument to carry my name before the Gentiles and their kings and before the people of Israel. 

I will show him how much he must suffer for my name,” (Acts 9:15-16). 

Jesus taught that someone who would follow Him must be willing to take up his cross and 

follow Him.  A cross is something that you pick up as an act of your will. You are not born with a 

cross: you pick up your cross. Jesus endured hardship and suffering while on this earth. “A man of 

sorrow and acquainted with grief…” “Who for the joy set before him endured the cross.” The cross, 

then, becomes symbolic of our willingness to put our old, self-nature to death, i.e. to say no to our 

selfishness and yes to obedience to God. Putting God first in our finances is all about saying no to 

selfish desires and instant gratification and ordering our lives in keeping with eternal priorities.  

You could argue that becoming a Christian actually invites hardship. 

Why would anyone in his or her right mind become a Christian if this were the 

case? Again, the Bible has an answer. “For our light and momentary troubles are 

achieving for us an eternal glory that far outweighs them all,” (2 Corinthians 

4:17). Here’s what Jesus promised. “I tell you the truth," Jesus said to them, "no 

one who has left home or wife or brothers or parents or children for the sake of the 

Kingdom of God will fail to receive many times as much in this age and, in the 

age to come, eternal life,” (Luke 18:29-30). 

Recently, I had the privilege of speaking at our Bible College chapel. My message was on the 

cost of following Jesus and the need of surrendering to God so that He can use us beyond our wildest 

dreams. I don’t think it is fair to challenge people and not give them an opportunity for someone to 

pray with them. One wonderful young woman hung back to allow others the chance for prayer, but 

then made her way up to me. With tears coursing down her cheeks, she explained her struggle. She 

loved God and loved to serve in ministry, but she was afraid that the “price was just too high.”  She 

had served on a church staff and felt burnt by the experience. I believe that God dropped something 

into my heart for her. Often, we talk about the price, but we lose sight of the rewards. When a person is 

in a place where God can use them, the cost does not seem so steep: not unlike the mother who quickly 

forgets the pain of childbirth as the new life is placed upon her breast. 
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Summary Of This Chapter  

 

Following Jesus and putting Him first in our lives, including honoring Him with our tithes and 

offerings does not make us immune from suffering and hardship. God is infinitely more concerned 

with our eternity than our momentary creature comfort. The work of the Holy Spirit is to conform us to 

His image: to be like Him. We can, however, take comfort in this: living life in this fallen world is 

fraught with hardship. It is part of the human condition because of the Curse brought on by Adam’s 

disobedience. We can take even greater comfort in the promise of Jesus to be with us and help us 

overcome.  

 Tithing and giving offerings does not make us immune to financial hardship, nor 

does it guarantee you will not have adversity. Just because you tithe, it does not 

mean that you will be wealthy. In fact, suffering and hardship can and will produce 

Christian maturity and character if we will allow them.  

 Our life here on earth is about serving Him and becoming like Him. Our 

responsibility is to cooperate with what He is doing. His responsibility is to meet our 

needs. We must trust God on a daily basis for His provision. We can have confidence 

in knowing that by honoring God and putting Him first, He has promised to take care 

of us. And, God does not lie. 

 I identified some sources of suffering and hardship: 

 Satanic opposition: Is this a place where the enemy is trying to rob me? If so, I 

need to examine my life to see if there are any spiritual windows open that 

might make it possible for this type of attack. 

 Our own foolishness or disobedience: Is this a result of my poor stewardship or 

planning? If so, I can’t blame God but can look to His mercy to help me make 

the necessary adjustments. 

 A test from God: What might God be trying to show me or work out in my life? 

If the hardship is a test, I need to be in prayer to be strengthened so that I might 

pass this test and learn what I need to learn. 

 Because we live in a fallen world: We will experience pain and suffering. This is 

not the world that God created. It is hopelessly marred by the ravages of sin. 

That’s why Jesus came: to redeem the world from the power of sin and death.  

Finally, we also looked at the role personal choice and personal responsibility plays in this 

discussion. I am free to choose but I am not free to choose the consequences of those choices. If I have 

made some poor choices in the past, I can choose to make better choices by learning from past 

mistakes. Where I cannot undo the consequences of poor choices of the past, I can make other choices 

that can help me overcome and chart a new course.  Instead of looking to blame shift and be a victim, I 
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can accept responsibility for my actions and move on, trusting in the goodness of God that He will help 

me as I endeavor to help myself. 

Seeing tithing and giving of offerings as a stewardship issue and not some magical talisman to 

ward off evil shifts the responsibility from “out there” to our own choices and personal responsibility. 

Spiritual prosperity and having our physical needs met goes from something mystical to being 

grounded firmly in love and obedience: to living a life that God can bless.
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Chapter Thirteen 

 

How Should The Church Respond To The Issue Of Tithing And Giving? 

 

“His intent was that now, through the church, the manifold wisdom of God should be made known to 

the rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms,” (Ephesians 3:10). 

 

hen people hear the word “church,” many different pictures come to mind. For some, 

the church is an old stone building in the middle of town complete with large wooden 

doors and stained glass windows. For others, they envision an antiquated, outmoded institution that has 

no relevance for the contemporary world. What image comes to your mind when you hear the word 

church? 

When I hear the word church, it evokes in me a sense of awe and love. I see a picture of 

something that is alive and glorious. I tell people that I am in love with two women: my wife and the 

church. The Holy Spirit chose the metaphor of a bride to communicate a spiritual truth about the 

church. And like a bride in love with her husband, the church should be radiant without stain or 

wrinkle in the full bloom of her womanhood, (Ephesians 5:27).  

In my role as a pastor, I have thought much about what the church is and what it should be. I 

have attended seminars and read books. The opening chapters of the Book of Acts records the birth of 

the church and provides the best place to see what the church was meant to be. There we see a 

community of believers that loved God and each other. Joy and a keen sense of God’s presence 

characterized the early church. They took Jesus’ Great Commission seriously and some have estimated 

that a full quarter of the Roman World were Christians by 70 A.D. 

The church then and now is made up of real people; it is not a building. The church is a living 

organism, not an organization. The calling of the church then and now is to represent Christ. We are to 

be His ambassadors. (2 Corinthians 5:120). We exist to glorify God and to share the good news that 

Jesus died on the cross for the sins of the whole world. As beloved children of God, we are to be the 

reflection of the Father’s love for His fallen world.  

Jesus, the master of metaphor, inspired His followers to be salt and light. “You are the salt of 

the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for 

anything, except to be thrown out and trampled by men,” (Matthew 5:13). Salt has a saving power and 

so should we. Jesus encouraged His believers to use this power to make a difference in a world that 

needed preserving. “You are the light of the world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden.  Neither do 

people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to 

W 
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everyone in the house. In the same way, let your light shine before men, that they may see your good 

deeds and praise your Father in heaven,” (Matthew 5:14-16). The message of the Gospel, which 

includes good news for people’s finances, is likened to a light that shines in the darkness of ignorance 

and despair, making the way to safety plain. 

 

What Is The Role Of The Church? 

 

People tend to underestimate the impact and contribution that a healthy church can make in a 

community and what a blessing it can be to the society. Here’s what Bill Hybels, founding pastor of 

one of the truly great churches in the world, says, “The local church is the hope of the world.”
99

 And 

for anyone familiar with Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington, Illinois, the “Acts 2” 

community there has touched not only Chicago, but the world with the infectious message that the 

church can make a difference, a huge difference in a broken world.  

So the church is meant to be a place where people who love Jesus band together to make a 

difference. The church is meant to be God’s channel of blessing to the world: 

the fullest measure of what Jesus intended when He established the community 

of believers, (see Ephesians 3:10). 

The church, again more than a building, is to be a storehouse where the 

needs of people can be met: physical as well as spiritual. A storehouse is a place 

where resources are stored for future use and to be readily accessible when the resources are needed 

somewhere. Physical resources are easier to understand. Spiritual resources are a bit more difficult to 

see.  

The early believers plunged themselves into the task of meeting the needs of the whole man: 

spirit, soul, and body. They set out to make a difference. They understood that they were to be a 

resource place for believers and non-believers alike. A look at history shows that most if not all of our 

benevolence services began within the church: hospitals, schools, universities, aid to the poor and the 

disenfranchised, i.e. those outside the power structures of society. The generations of believers that 

have gone before us took Jesus’ directives seriously when He said that giving someone a cup of cold 

water in His name would not go unnoticed, (Matthew 10:42). 

Ancient societies were by our contemporary standards harsh and cruel.  The provision called 

for in the Law of Moses to care for the widow and the orphan was unheard of until God’s revelation. 

The child of God was expected to be his brother’s keeper. Even a cursory reading of the opening 

chapters of Acts shows the early church cared for one another. Jesus said, “By this shall all men know 

that you are my disciples, that you have love for one another,” (John 13:35). 
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The demand soon out-stripped the ability of the church to meet the needs of a society ravaged 

by the effects of sin. So where the church could not or would not meet the demand, the government 

stepped in to meet the needs of its citizens. Here in Canada, we see the vestiges of this in the civil 

government with names like “The Ministry of Social Services.”  

So we see that the idea of a “social conscience” was born in the womb of the church. Care and 

concern for others is a direct result of a Christian worldview that embraces that every human being is 

important to God. Contrast this with the godless worldview of the survival of the fittest where people 

see us as no better than the animal kingdom governed not by love but by the law of the jungle where 

only the strong survive. 

This point is well illustrated by one scene from Dicken’s A Christmas Carol. Some of the 

local businessmen come to the establishment of Ebenezer Scrooge requesting a donation for the poor 

and the needy.  He retorts, “Are there no prisons?” Scrooge goes on to say that the poor should die and 

decrease the surplus population. How different is this attitude from the heart of God that cares for each 

individual. And, we His church, are meant to be his hands to help alleviate human suffering. 

 What I find ironic is that even people who claim to be atheists talk in terms of moral 

obligation to help the needy and feed the hungry. What they don’t acknowledge is that no “moral 

obligation” exists separate and apart from God, to whom we will all one day give an account. 

Something deep within us tells us that we are, in fact, our brother’s keeper. If the church and our 

society were working the way they should, there would be far less people in need.  

Jesus had a heart for others and so should we. He felt compassion for the multitudes because 

they were like sheep without a shepherd, (Matthew 9:36). And even though He acknowledged that “the 

poor you will have with you always,” we still have a responsibility to our fellow man. We are called to 

be His hands and feet to do what we can to meet human need of any kind in His name. We are to care 

because He cares. 

The tension between meeting human need and spiritual need exists within the contemporary 

church. Both sides tend to marginalize the other. Some say that the church has the responsibility of 

feeding the hungry. Others say that everyone will die eventually, and getting people to know Jesus and 

thus ensuring their eternity is of utmost importance. As with so many issues, both are correct. It has 

been said that hungry stomachs have no ears. This may satisfy the social need, but does little to meet 

the spiritual need. Full stomachs can pass into an eternity separated from God. It is not either/or but 

both.  

The dilemma of human suffering is as old as the fall of man. Graft and greed funnel food and 

resources from the wealthier countries into the pockets of corrupt leaders instead of the mouths of the 

hungry. Millions starve, all for the sake of money and human power.  

Human society is full of dysfunction because sin is dysfunctional. And sin causes and 

perpetuates the cycle of suffering. Throwing money at social challenges is often futile because the 

social problem really is a reflection of a much greater need, a spiritual one.  
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I have seen this personally too many times. A person addicted to some substance checks into a 

detox center. They weather the “DT’s” and see the physiological addiction broken only to return to 

their addiction on the way out the door. Why? Because although the physical addiction is no more, no 

one has addressed the root of the addiction: whatever is chewing on the person’s soul. Like a weed, 

you can snap it off at the surface, but if you don’t get the root, it will grow back. 

What’s my point? I would argue that a church that truly understands its mandate and mission 

in the world will in fact save human governments millions of dollars that would go to social programs 

where people have been destroyed by abuse, neglect, and divorce. How can you place a dollar figure 

on the health that should come from being a Christian and a life dedicated to serving others instead of 

self? How can you calculate the savings of a child who, introduced to Jesus at an early age, does not 

engage in self-destructive behavior and a life-style that is a drain upon the social resources of a 

community? 

 

Modeling Good Stewardship. 

 

Churches as a collective of believers at a specific location need to be good stewards and 

model this important principle for the individual members. In an age where the contemporary Christian 

is leery of giving to any ministry because they have witnessed the misuse of funds given by people in 

good faith to what they believed to be faithful and honest ministries, financial integrity is essential. Our 

mandate to reach the world requires that we are good stewards over the resources entrusted to us by 

God to do His work. 

1 Corinthians 14:33 tells us that God is not a God of disorder but of peace. Though this 

passage in Corinthians deals directly with the orderly exercise of spiritual gifts when the church 

gathers, by extension, it establishes the truth that our God is an orderly God. One only has to look at 

the universe to see this illustrated.
100

 We can take this further to say that God blesses order in all that 

we do: including our finances and how we “do church.”  

Ministry and money are intertwined. I used to think that this was limited to North America, 

but my travels to some developing nations showed me this linkage seems universal. In one country I 

visited recently, the English-speaking congregations gave 90% of the budget needed to reach the rest 

of the country. God had placed people blessed with financial resources in those four churches that 

made ministry possible in the 800 plus house churches in the outlying countryside.  No matter how you 

slice it, it takes physical and financial resources to spread the Gospel and sustain the church here on 

earth. So how should the contemporary church respond to the whole issue of tithing and giving of 
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offerings? How can we communicate the spiritual truth of giving in an age of skepticism and 

materialism? 

There is really only one answer to this. The leadership of each local church has the 

responsibility of handling the finances and administration of the church in a responsible way. Church 

leaders must earn the confidence of the people if they expect others to trust them with their tithes and 

offerings. My conviction is that if you can’t trust the church where you attend with your finances, you 

can’t trust them with your life. Trust is fundamental in any relationship, including that of parishioner to 

parish. If you can’t trust the leadership, you should find a church that you can trust. 

Not only does the local church need to be a good steward, it needs to appear to be a good 

steward. Perception is reality in most cases. How would a local church demonstrate good stewardship 

in a way that would engender trust in the area of money? 

 By practicing good stewardship. This means that the church is functioning within its financial 

means. It is not spending more than its income. 

 By having accountability structures in place that would engender confidence of the people. 

This is demonstrated in things like publishing financial statements and an operating budget 

annually so people can see how money is spent.  

 By being trustworthy and above reproach in all of its financial dealings with those inside and 

outside of the church. I hear people, both inside and outside of the church, saying that 

Christians are the most difficult people to do business with. How sad! Many reasons for this 

statement exist, but I will share one I have run up against. Often, Christians want a deal 

without thought to the financial needs of the other person. They expect more, especially from 

a “Christian brother.” This is an example of stewardship wrongly applied. In wanting a good 

deal, they can ignore the needs of the person with whom they are dealing. I was talking with 

one of our guys who sold cars. There is only so much profit in any car, new or used. Yes, 

most places expect you to dicker, but sometimes people take advantage of the need for a sale, 

and can actually rob the salesman of his basic needs. “Come on now…you can do better…” 

They don’t think that the money may not be coming out of the dealership but out of the poor 

salesman’s pocket. What if we would pay our fellow Christians more to bless them instead of 

grinding them? Just a thought… 

 By not confusing faith with presumption. “This is a good thing. Of course 

God would want us to do this. He will provide.” This assumes that God 

really does want a local church to be involved in a ministry when in fact, 

that may not be what He wants for that group. 

The overall trust level within a church that manages things well would be 

high. People would trust that the leaders were being wise and responsible in how 

resources were utilized. The leadership would communicate clearly about financial 

matters. The church leadership would think long term and not only for the present. The Church would 
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not need to take up special offerings to make the budget. (There may be an exception to this, but it 

would be an exception and not the normal way of doing business: where giving is in response to 

crisis).  

The proof of good stewardship would be visible. What about the general repair and condition 

of the facilities? Does the church pay attention to the details? Does money designated to a specific 

place or cause only go to the place directed: something that would be obvious only by published 

financial statements?
101

 Salaries would be in keeping with the income and size of the church: not too 

little or too much. 

The following true story comes from the first year of my pastorate at Sunshine Hills 

demonstrating the need for a local church to be good stewards as well as appearing to be good 

stewards. When we arrived, the attendance was small. Everyone in the church knew everyone else. The 

ushers were diligent and wanted to make sure that the offering got counted correctly. What they failed 

to take into consideration was people’s need to give confidentially. In very short order, I discovered 

that the ushers knew what everyone else in the church gave. In fact, out of a good heart, if they saw 

someone give an offering and not put it in an envelope, they would actually make one out. 

It came as a great surprise to some people when they received an income tax receipt at the end 

of the year because they knew that they had given in a manner that they thought was anonymous. 

When we moved to ensure confidentiality by putting into practice strict guidelines governing the 

handling of money, the giving went up. Why did this happen? Was it because the people had 

confidence in the process? Yes. Was it because God could trust us with more? Yes. 

This brings up the question about receiving credit for charitable donations made through the 

church. Most local churches provide envelopes that a contributor can fill out with name, address and 

date so their giving can be tracked and receipted at the end of the year. This is not so that anyone can 

boast, or to “make sure” people are contributing. It enables the local church to issue an income tax 

receipt at the end of the year. (By the way, all charities offer a receipt for tax purposes). 

For some, this presents a stumbling block.  They cite Jesus’ admonition to not let the left hand 

know what the right hand was doing, (Matthew 6:3). In studying this passage, I learned that the 

offering box at the Temple had a kind of metal “trumpet” to receive the money people gave. Aside 

from being a funnel, it reverberated when coins were dropped into it. This “announced” how much a 

person was giving because the more the offering, the longer and louder the sound. Jesus said to those 

who would do such things to be seen, “You have your reward.” The overall context of Jesus’ teaching 

of the left hand not knowing what the right hand was doing was really about motivation: from a heart 

of love, not so others might see and be impressed. 

Giving in a way that can be receipted is in fact an act of stewardship; it is not (should not be) 

about being noticed or recognized. Presently, governments in North America recognize the value that 
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 Using money collected for a specific purpose but used in another place of ministry is unethical and dishonest, 
even if the cause is just. This is one of the areas that certain televangelists of the 1980’s got into trouble.  
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charities, like churches, do for the good of the society and make tax allowances for giving up to a 

certain percentage. Although we don’t give to get something in return, a giver can get back some of 

what was given to God by receiving a receipt for charitable contributions. Once again, the motivation 

for this practice is not to be recognized by men, but is another example of good stewardship. 

 Giving in a way that can be tracked is in another sense an issue of accountability on two 

levels: to those to whom we are submitted and to ourselves. If you are being faithful to God with your 

tithes and offerings, you shouldn’t have a problem with your pastor knowing what is going on with you 

financially. By getting a record of your giving at the end of the year, you can see objectively whether 

you have truly practiced the principle of tithing.  

I don’t know what other pastors do, but I make a habit of not knowing what people give…with 

one notable exception: at the end of the year when our church polity requires that I sign the receipts. At 

that point, I get a sense of who is tithing and who is not. Now this kind of information can be 

dangerous if not handled correctly. So here is what I do. I sign them, I pray over each receipt and thank 

the Lord for the person’s faith and faithfulness. Then I ask God to help me forget what I just saw. It is 

amazing how this works. This then frees me to talk to people without that information front and center 

and so I can enthusiastically encourage them about honoring God without them feeling that I am 

leaning on them. 

 

The Church And Its Leaders Need To Teach Stewardship And Tithing 

 

How should the local church respond to the dilemma of raising the issue of tithing and risking 

making people angry or not teaching the principle of stewardship and in effect 

robbing people of living a life that is blessable? The leadership of the local 

church needs to teach stewardship and not beg or whine to have the needs of 

the church met. We need to disciple people to honor God with tithes and 

offerings as a regular part of equipping them to be true followers of Christ so 

that we don’t have to come hat in hand during times of financial crisis.  The 

people need to do what is right as a lifestyle and not as a knee jerk response.  

The leadership of the earthly church needs to do just that, lead people 

by example to an understanding of what good stewardship looks like and how 

it is to be practiced. 

This requires foresight and a commitment to long range planning. The time to talk about good 

stewardship, tithes and offerings, is not when the church is in financial jeopardy, but when it is not. If 

stewardship and honoring God with tithes and offerings is an important part of helping people know 

what God desires of them, the topic should be a regular part of the teaching cycle of the church. And, I 

firmly believe that the people sitting in our chairs have a right to know how “their church” is doing 

financially. It should not be the sole responsibility of the pastor or treasurer to carry the burden of the 
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church finances. When people are informed and included, they feel a greater sense of ownership…and 

responsibility to be faithful and to pray. Sometimes, prayer is the only thing that will cause resources 

to be released into a local church so that it can do more ministry.  

Anyone who has ever served at some level of leadership in the church has heard someone 

suggest to the pastor in times of need to “preach on tithing.” I argue that addressing the money issue 

only in times of dire need can actually harden people to the need instead of encouraging life change in 

thought and practice. If the only time finances are mentioned is when the local church is feeling the 

pinch, it is all too easy for people to see it as manipulation and using a crisis, real or perceived, to 

shame people into giving more. 

When the local church I pastor has gone through difficult challenges financially, I let the 

people know what the situation is so they can pray and ask God what role, if any, they should play. 

The place to start in response to any crisis, including a financial one is to encourage people to be on 

their knees in prayer. As a local church leadership, we do make one thing clear: we will live within our 

means. We are willing to do whatever it takes to be good stewards in whatever financial circumstances 

we find ourselves. Because we have adopted an open policy regarding finances, our people receive 

information on our status well in advance and it does not come across as manipulation or a “knee jerk” 

reaction. This in turn produces trust and confidence in the people and creates an environment where 

God can work. We deal in honesty and never manipulate through fabricated crisis. 

 

Passing The Test Of Good Stewardship In The Face Of Hardship 

 

Churches, like people, are not exempt from financial pressures and have their cycles, their ups 

and downs. This should not surprise us because though we are not of the world, we are in the world 

and subject to the swings in the earthly economy and things like good supporters moving to other 

areas. This reality calls for understanding the possibilities of such changes and saving up in the good 

times for the lean times.  

That’s what Joseph did. His faithfulness and stewardship during personal lean times opened 

the door for God to be able to use him in a very significant way: to save Egypt, but also his own family 

from a severe famine. Let’s pick up the story with Joseph seemingly forgotten in an Egyptian jail for a 

crime he did not commit. 

Rotting in jail was not Joseph’s idea of a good time. God had a bigger plan. It was through the 

avenue of the Egyptian prison that Joseph met the man that would bring him to the attention of 

Pharaoh. Aside from his stewardship of physical resources, Joseph was a faithful steward of his 

spiritual gifts as well. One of the gifts given him was the interpretation of dreams. When two fellow 

prisoners, the cupbearer and the baker of Pharaoh had dreams, Joseph trusted God for the correct 

interpretation. He used what he had without concern of receiving something in return.  
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Things unfolded just as Joseph had foreseen and the butler was restored to his former position 

serving the King of Egypt. So when Pharaoh received a troubling dream from God, the cupbearer 

remembered the faithful servant he met in prison. The ruler of Egypt summoned the humble Hebrew 

and the rest is history.  

Joseph correctly interpreted Pharaoh’s dream. He saw the fat cows swallowed up by the 

skinny cows, which signaled years of plenty followed by years of want. Pharaoh elevated Joseph to the 

position of second in command.  Joseph truly understood the need to be faithful in little before he had 

the opportunity to be ruler over much. The former slave and prisoner banked the surplus in the years of 

plenty to cover the years of drought. This was not an act of fear, but in response to direction given by 

God.  

 In a similar manner, local churches need to create contingency funds, i.e. putting money aside 

in the good times to cover things like roofs that don’t last forever. Churches like people have a 

tendency to spend right up to what is coming in with little or no thought to future expenses. The 

argument against this type of good stewardship is the same for groups of people as it is for individuals. 

“I don’t have enough.” “When I am doing better, I will think about the future.” Once again, good 

stewardship requires forward thinking and discipline. In the end, such planning will pay off. 

Churches, like people, also need to learn the secret of being content with the level of God’s 

provision for them at that time in space. “But godliness with contentment is great gain. For we brought 

nothing into the world, and we can take nothing out of it.  But if we have food and clothing, we will be 

content with that,” (1 Timothy 6:6-8: cp. Philippians 4:11-13). Sure, the church needs to pray and trust 

God all the while practicing good stewardship. But ultimately, it comes down to trusting that God will 

provide the resources to do what He is calling that local church to accomplish. 

One thing we know for certain; Jesus will build His church, (Matthew 16:18). He has more 

ways and means of furthering His purposes than we could possibly understand. He does, however, 

most often work through people. Because God is a God of relationship, He has invited us into the 

process. He calls us joint-heirs (Romans 8:17) and fellow laborers, (1 Corinthians 3:9). We employ the 

spiritual gifts and physical resources entrusted to us to see the Kingdom of God advanced here on 

earth. God has no hands but ours. 

 

Tying The Hands Of God? 

 

An equally important principle is that our disobedience and lack of faith can in fact tie the 

hands of God. This could seem to be a bit contradictory. How can mere mortals hinder the purposes of 

an all-powerful God? We can and we do.  

The church is made up of individuals. What each person does impacts the whole. This 

symbiotic relationship has both a positive and negative side. The positive is where one person’s gifts 

and obedience unlocks another’s. Another word we could use here is synergy: where the sum is greater 
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than the addition of the individual parts. We see this in the physical body as the various members work 

together to accomplish so much more than one part can do on its own. When one member or part does 

not function, however, it impacts what the whole can do.  

The Bible provides us with several examples of how the disobedience or unbelief of a few can 

hinder or keep the larger community from realizing its potential. We saw this in Nehemiah: where the 

people’s unwillingness to tithe kept the priests and Levites from doing their assigned tasks in the 

Temple which greatly hindered the spiritual development of the covenant people. Matthew 13:54-58 

records another example of people standing in the way of God’s desire to bless. The citizens of 

Nazareth, the hometown of Jesus, just couldn’t accept Him for who He was. They only saw Him as the 

carpenter’s son and took offense at Him. Basically, the people said, “Who does He think He is, God?” 

The fact is, Jesus was God and they missed it.  Because of the people’s response, “He did not do many 

miracles there because of their lack of faith,” (vs. 58).  

Do you think we ever “miss it” because we don’t recognize Jesus as 

God or put Him in a box? Am I hindering the advancement of the church 

because of my lack of faith and obedience? Are you?  

As I said before, if everyone who called themselves a follower of God 

honored Him with their tithes and offerings, there would be more than enough 

resources to make a large impact in our situation. Sadly, this is not the case. 

How often does a local church or a church organization have to turn down a 

spiritual opportunity because of a lack of funds, or faith, or both? And, how often does a church make 

a poor decision, on everything from the purchase of inferior equipment to taking short cuts in a 

building project, because of limited financial resources? Almost always, decisions made in such 

situations come back to bite those who made them. 

 

Summary Of This Chapter  

 

The church is not a building or an institution; it is a community of believers that sees itself as 

a channel of blessing to the world, (Ephesians 3:10). The church is people. It is a living organism and 

not merely an organization. God uses people to meet the needs of His church here on earth. This means 

that we need to be obedient and faithful in the area of our finances. 

As Christians, we are called to make a difference in our world, to be Christ’s ambassadors. As 

the church, we are His hands and feet to touch people in ways that brings life.  

As a community of believers, we can accomplish more together than we could possibly do on 

our own. We are to be Jesus, to be the physical expression of His love to a lost and dying world 

without hope. The Christians down through the ages took this challenge seriously. Most of the 

humanitarian agencies like hospitals, relief, and centers of education began as a direct action of the 

church’s response to a need. And, any local church that is fulfilling its true mission will save the 
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society millions of dollars as it rescues those broken by the rages of sinful circumstances and builds up 

others so they will never be in a position to be a burden on society. 

In this chapter, we also saw: 

 God’s plan to finance His church is by the tithes and offerings of His people.  

 The leadership of local churches needs to teach people the principles of good stewardship and 

management of their resources.  

 The principles of giving tithes and offerings needs to be taught by the church as a regular 

course and not just in times of crisis or need.  

 The local church no longer has the luxury of unquestioned obedience and loyalty. Trust is 

earned. The local church and its leadership need to behave in a manner that will engender 

trust, i.e. it needs to model good stewardship. 

 People need to believe that their tithes and offerings will be used well and in a way that will 

further the Kingdom of God. The concept of investing is especially appealing to our 

contemporary mindset. The local church must practice what it preaches; it must model good 

stewardship. 

 Good stewardship and management will be demonstrated in how a person lives, by a well-

ordered life. 

 We can in fact tie the hands of God, i.e. make it so that He cannot do what He wants to do, 

bless us and bless others through us, because of our lack of faith. 

 

The church is meant to be God’s chosen instrument to bless the world. Some local churches 

have caught the vision: others have not. Can we believe that God would use each local church to 

impact its community? To do this, the members of each church need to honor God and give of all their 

resources to see the work of God advance: their finances, their gifts, their lives. 
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Chapter Fourteen 

 

Some Other Questions and Concerns 

 

 person can agree with a teaching in their hearts, but there always seems to be a gap 

between what we believe to be true and making it work in our lives. This applies when 

dealing with the subject of tithes and offerings and how we are to handle our money and resources. I 

believe in creating an environment where people feel free to ask questions without fear.  

 Having concerns is also a good thing. We have concerns about things that we deem important. 

The problem is that our concerns can and do develop into worry. What starts out as a genuine desire to 

order our lives can quickly turn to crippling worry: worry that we won’t please God, worry that 

somehow He will punish or curse us, worry that we can’t do what He is asking of us. 

 Questioning can be good, very good, as long as we don’t get to the place where we worship 

our questions and are looking for an excuse not to do something that we know we should. The 

questioning process requires a great deal of honesty and a commitment to discovering the truth and a 

willingness to adjust how we live to bring our lives into line with God’s order. I have dedicated this 

chapter to some of the questions and concerns raised when I talk about tithes and offerings with 

people. So we get down to business and ask the question,  “How do I make this work for me?” 

 

The “I don’t make enough to tithe” Argument. 

 

As pastor, I have heard many people tell me that they don’t make enough money to tithe. The 

same people usually try to tell me that they don’t make enough to budget. My answer to both of these 

arguments is the same: the less you make the more you need to have a budget and tithe. The scarcer the 

resource, the more careful you must be with it.  

Budgeting and tithing are related. Both require decisions about 

where money will be allocated. Establishing this kind of order will bring 

benefits. Remember, however, there is a huge difference between constructing 

a budget and developing one that is realistic and workable. And, once this is 

in place, it takes discipline to keep the budget.  

A person can construct a budget without including the tithe or giving of offerings. By making 

the decision to tithe, a person invites God into the process. This clears the way for God to work 

supernaturally on their behalf. If you really believe that God is your source, and that you are 
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responsible to be good stewards over what you do have, how can you demonstrate either without 

tithing and paying attention to what comes in and what goes out?  

In your natural understanding, you will never make enough to tithe. Research has shown that 

a person absorbs a raise within six weeks. It becomes easier to spend a little more here and a little more 

there, all the while justifying the extra by telling yourself you got a raise: until you wonder what 

happened. What happened is your standard of living went up so that the raise no longer represents a 

surplus. This counters the argument of those who feel that they could make it “if we just make a little 

bit more.” 

I once read the story of a professional financial planner who met with a couple to work out a 

budget. Their income was about $3000 a month. After the planner and clients sweat over constructing 

a workable plan, the professional made the observation that if they could just come up with an 

additional $200 a month, they could make things work. Then, he kept an appointment with someone 

who was making $7000 a month. Guess what? The financial planner came up with the same 

conclusion: if his clients could just bring in a little more a month, they could have a very realistic 

budget. Then it dawned upon him; it is not how much someone makes but how they decide to spend it.  

Because of the nature of man and the realities of living in this world, there will always be 

pressure on your money. Couple this with the human tendency to live beyond our means, you see that 

tithing and giving of offerings always require a step of faith and obedience. You will find no shortage 

of places to spend a little extra cash or some crisis that will absorb any surplus. That is why we must 

make a decision to tithe separate and apart from externals and our desires. This becomes the 

benchmark from which all other decisions about money are made.  

Although the decision to tithe is not about how much you make, it becomes 

obvious that the more you make, the larger the amount your tithe will be. If you find 

it hard to tithe $100 on $1000, what makes you think you will be able or willing to 

tithe $1000 on $10,000?  It comes back to being faithful in the few things so that 

God can trust you with more.  

If you concentrate on how much the tithe is, and not on how much God has 

blessed you so that you can tithe, your focus will be in the wrong place. Cultivating a 

grateful heart will help you literally rejoice in God’s blessing and truly be a cheerful 

giver. Giving becomes a sincere form of worship. By tithing, you “put your money 

where your mouth is” and demonstrate that you have put Him first in your life, your faith in God’s 

provision and that you are thankful. 

Sometimes our human thinking gets in the way. Christal Clayton makes the following 

observation.  “One great mistake that is often made on the mission field or in poor areas is that people 

are allowed to believe that they are too poor to pay [this reflects her conviction that you pay your tithe] 

their tithe or to give. This kind of thinking and teaching will rob them of the blessing God has for 
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them.”
102

  Remember, a true principle of the Kingdom of God works anywhere, anytime, and any 

place. If we believe that God blesses those who tithe and give, then teaching this principle will open 

the spiritual windows of heaven for those who trust Him and order their lives accordingly. If this is 

true, it must work in a poor country as well as in the affluence of North America.  

 

The Principle Of Tithing…Good For One, Good For All. 

 

The principle of tithing applies to everyone, not just those who can “afford” to tithe. For most 

people, if they waited until they “had enough money to tithe,” they would wait a very long time. It is 

not unlike waiting to have children until you can afford them. For many of us, we will never have 

enough to have kids, but we do it anyway. Why? Because it is important and we think not of the 

financial cost but of the joy a child brings into our lives. This reminds me of what my Grandfather 

Gardner used to always say. “Every child is born with his own purse.”  

That the principle of tithing applies to everyone, regardless of how much they earn, points to 

the character and nature of God. By asking for His people to give a set percentage, God is being “fair.” 

A person who gives 10% of his income is in a position for God to bless regardless of the dollar 

amount, be it a $100 or a $1000. Because the root principle of tithing is faith and putting God first, He 

looks at the heart and not the amount. 

Jesus underscored this financial truth by calling attention to the gift of the widow’s two small 

copper coins in contrast to the “larger but smaller” gift of the rich man in Luke 21:1-4. The rich man 

gave out of his abundance while the widow gave out of her need.
103

  

1 Kings 17:9 ff. mentions another widow who gave what she had. This woman was God’s 

instrument of provision for Elijah during a famine. She had limited physical resources: just a little bit 

of oil and flour. She was going to make one last meal and then her food would be exhausted. In 

response to a directive by the Spirit of God, she made Elijah something to eat first. She gave first and 

God gave the increase. The Bible says that the jar of flour and the cruse of oil did not fail throughout 

the whole famine.  

I have often meditated on this story. I think that each day, she would scrape off what appeared 

to be the last part of the flour and pour what humanly looked to be the last drop of oil only to find the 

same the next day. This would have required faith and trust in the continuing provision of God for her 

and her son.  Jesus referred to this very widow in Luke 4:25-26: “ I assure you that there were many 

widows in Israel in Elijah's time, when the sky was shut for three and a half years and there was a 

severe famine throughout the land. Yet Elijah was not sent to any of them, but to a widow in Zarephath 

in the region of Sidon.” 
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 Investing Money with God, Clayton, p. 33 
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 We must be careful not to make this issue of “giving out of need” a formula for getting more. I have been in circles 
that teach this and it can become another pressure for people or a ploy to have their needs met.  
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“Them That Has, Gets.” 

 

An expression that I have heard since I was a little boy is “Them that has, gets.” It seems that 

those who have financial resources are the ones that appear to get all the breaks. Whether we admit it 

or not, we can all go down the destructive path of “Why does everyone else get the breaks while I 

struggle.” And, it is not a far stretch from this thought process to covetousness and even hatred of 

others who seem to be luckier than we are.  

If you look at many of the people who have been able to make a lot of money in our world, it 

is because they have the money to take risks and invest. In our fallen world, those who “have” in a 

material sense do enjoy an advantage in many cases. Material wealth can open doors in the natural 

realm: things like education or business opportunity.  Although financial resources are an earthly 

advantage, they can also be a tremendous stumbling block when people limit their 

faith only to the material world and don’t trust in God. 

The old adage of “it takes money to make money” is true in the world 

system. It would be so unfair if this were also the case in the Kingdom of 

God…but it isn’t. The blessings and purposes of God are not based upon socio-

economic status. Tithing and giving offerings is an issue of the heart and touches 

the spiritual realm and opens up opportunities. The issue is not the amount given. 

The issue is about honoring God and trusting Him to meet our needs as we put 

Him first. 

So a person who practices the principle of tithing can expect the same 

reward as one who also practices the principle of tithing but may give a greater amount monetarily. To 

keep this in balance, we must remember that we don’t always receive in kind, i.e. in monetary ways. 

God is God and knows what we need. He has an individual plan for each life because we are all unique 

individuals. Our responsibility is to serve God in the circumstances in which we find ourselves and 

trust Him with the rest. His responsibility is to provide. 

 

The Fairness Of 10% … 

 

The very idea of the tithe embodies the concept of equality. The Church is (or should be) a 

community of believers that is interconnected and committed to a common purpose: seeing the gospel 

of Jesus Christ proclaimed in their world. Everyone, whether they make $1000 a month or $10,000 a 

month, all give and invest in the Kingdom of God at the same percentage by practicing the principle of 

tithing. The idea of proportional giving has an added bonus. If everyone gives 10%, then everyone 

should have equal say. I acknowledge that the church is not a democracy, but you get the point. Just 
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because one person’s 10% may in fact be larger does not or should not give them more clout or greater 

influence. 

 I realize that this is not necessarily true in many cases, not because the concept is flawed, but 

because of our fallen human nature. It is all too common that people who give a lot of money tend to 

have more influence within a local church. And, the leadership must constantly guard their hearts and 

actions against the temptation to treat people of financial means differently than others. The author of 

the book of James warned about this even in New Testament times. 

My brothers, as believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ, don't show favoritism. 

Suppose a man comes into your meeting wearing a gold ring and fine clothes, and a 

poor man in shabby clothes also comes in. If you show special attention to the man 

wearing fine clothes and say, “Here's a good seat for you,” but say to the poor man, 

“You stand there” or “Sit on the floor by my feet,” have you not discriminated 

among yourselves and become judges with evil thoughts? …If you really keep the 

royal law found in Scripture, “Love your neighbor as yourself,” you are doing right. 

But if you show favoritism, you sin and are convicted by the law as lawbreakers, 

(James 2:1-9). 

 

We are not to show favoritism, period. Everyone, regardless of material wealth has value and 

is a contributing member of the community of believers. Those who give money are not 

somehow more important that those who give in other ways. We are all, however, to give in 

all ways, including our finances.   

 

The Time Factor For Getting Things In Order. 

 

One of the questions that I often get asked as a pastor is, “Do I have some time to get my 

financial house in order before I begin tithing?” The more traditional answer is, “No, begin to tithe 

right now and see God work on your behalf.” Let me say, that ideally, I do agree with this. If you wait 

to tithe until you have a lot of extra cash floating around, you will probably wait a long time, a very 

long time. I believe that God can and will meet people as they move to bring their finances and their 

lives into line with His priorities. On the other hand, we have seen that tithing is not magic. Just 

because you give your tithes and offerings does not mean that you will suddenly have a lot more 

money. Giving and tithing must be married to good stewardship and good management. But, as we 

begin to honor God, it does provide for us in ways we could not anticipate or imagine. 

Here’s how I respond to people who ask if they have time to get their finances in order before 

tithing a full 10%? I give a qualified “yes.” We make allowances for people once they have made a 

decision to follow the Lord to bring their lives into line with what God wants in other areas of their 
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life, so why not in the area of finances? Grace must apply here as well. On the other hand, we don’t 

want to use grace as an excuse not to do what should be done.  

Part of the time component is the process of changing our way of thinking. It takes time and a 

conscious effort on our part to reorganize a worldly financial mindset to a mindset shaped by a godly 

view of money and resources. To make this monumental shift, a person must be brutally honest when 

taking a look at his or her present situation. The human tendency is to protect one’s current standard of 

living or in the case of financial chaos, to live in denial and continue full speed towards the precipice 

of financial ruin.  

Self-deception is the most dangerous form of deception. Being honest with yourself requires 

that you do not allow any loopholes in thought processes or the commitment to honor God with your 

resources. This requires that we have set our hearts to do what is right and usually requires 

accountability to someone we trust who will help us “listen to ourselves:” when you must admit to 

another human being what you have done or what you have been thinking. Accountability is not about 

creating an unhealthy dependence on someone else; accountability is all about responsible self-

government.  

At some point, and it will never be clear cut or easy, a person must make a commitment to 

being obedient by honoring God with their financial resources and must step out in faith. And faith has 

to do with believing and hoping for what we cannot see with our human eyes or understanding.  

Here are two questions. When did the water become wine?… somewhere between the pouring 

out in faith and when it hit the bottom of the jars, (John 2)  When did the water become solid under 

Peter’s feet? …when he stepped out of the boat, (Matthew 14:29). The same holds true with any form 

of obedience that requires action on our part. Somewhere in the pouring out of what we have, God 

supernaturally intervenes and our ordinary becomes extraordinary. As we step out of our boat of fear 

and doubt, God meets us and makes the “water” solid beneath our feet.  

 

A Place To Start 

As the Chinese philosopher once said, the journey of a thousand miles begins with the first 

step.  But just like untangling a ball of yarn, you need to take a hard look at the present reality and 

develop a plan to unravel the knotted mass in front of you. Here are some suggestions to begin this 

process: 

 Believe that God is a good God who can and desires to supply your needs. 

 Sit down (with your spouse if you are married) and assess your current financial situation and 

put your financial picture on paper.  

 Create a budget. A budget is like a roadmap. It says “This is where I want to go with my 

finances” and so I make decisions to spend or not to spend on the basis of this roadmap. Just 

like on a trip, unexpected things and detours will occur, but the roadmap helps us get to our 

desired destination.  
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 To make this work, you must be committed to keeping a budget and being. a good steward.  

o Ask yourself the following question: “Am I spending my money wisely and do my 

spending habits reflect my new priorities as a child of God?” 

 Make a commitment to regular, proportionate giving. This moves you beyond the “I’ll give 

when I can” mentality. 

o Once again, if you are married, you will need to do this in consultation with your 

spouse. 

o If he or she is not in agreement, you are responsible for what comes to you, i.e. the 

money that you make on your own. Instead of making this a bone of contention, why 

not put God to the test?  Suggest that you tithe on your income and begin to see how 

God will meet you. 

 If you have some fixed expenses, like a mortgage or loan payments, that make it seem 

impossible to give a full tithe, make a commitment to a fixed percentage and stick with this 

amount, regardless of what may come up. 

 If you have some unexpected expenses (and trust me, the enemy will test you 

quickly), make the adjustments somewhere other than what you are giving to God. 

This again holds you true to your priorities and provides a place for faith. 

 Set a target for reaching the full 10%. Put a date on this goal. 

o If you just don’t think you can tithe a full 10%, make a decision from your first 

fruits
104

 to a set amount or percentage, (5%, 6%…). This will help you arrange your 

finances to the point where you can give a full 10%. 

 Be accountable to someone so that you make progress to your stated goal. 

 In about three months, sit down and take another look at your financial picture. You will be 

surprised at how God will meet you. 

 If you need help in this process, talk to someone in a position of spiritual leadership and who 

understands the principle of tithing and giving. 

 

Creating a Budget 

 

Like so many important things, many people don’t even know where to begin when creating a 

budget. And, many are afraid to voice this because they don’t want to appear to be stupid. If you don’t 

have a budget, you will need to create one. You will not be able to follow through on a commitment to 

                                                 
104

 The term “first fruits” is an agricultural term that means exactly what it says, the first of the fruits of the farmer’s 
labors. In our contemporary context, it means that which comes first and before anything else has been taken from it. 
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tithe and honor God with your resources without one.
105

 A budget helps you make good decisions. The 

question, “Can I afford this?” should always be front and center. Here are some budget basics. 

 Make a list of all sources of income. Know the difference between your gross (total) income 

and your net income (after taxes and payroll deductions). Your net income is the figure you 

will need to work with in setting your budget. 

 Next, make a list of all your fixed and recurring expenses: housing, utilities, food, clothing, 

education, cars, loans, insurance, gifts, entertainment, etc. 

o If you are like most people, you will have no idea of how much you spend on many 

of these basics. If this applies to you, you must begin by keeping track of every dime 

you spend for a period of several months.  

o Be prepared to be shocked by how much money you “waste” on little things like 

coffee, snacks, unnecessary but nice treats.  

o It is okay to spend money on little things that bring joy to life, but it is not okay if 

you cannot afford them. In the end, financial pressure or living outside of God’s 

blessing for your life will rob you of any joy you might derive from such little 

pleasures. 

o Remember that money cannot buy happiness. 

 Once you have established your net income and your fixed expenses, you can start to put a 

budget together. In the early stages of budgeting, you will need to review and adjust it until it 

is both workable and realistic. 

 Set a target for tithing the full 10% as part of the budgeting process. 

 Remember, a budget is only as good as your commitment to live within its parameters. 

 Bathe this whole endeavor in prayer. Like anything that you do to bring your life into order, 

you will encounter spiritual opposition. And, you may need to enlist others to pray with you 

during this transition and help keep you on track. 

 

Counting The Cost. 

 

All of us, at one time or another, have asked the question, “Was it really worth it?” Was the 

dinner we just paid dearly for at a restaurant worth the price? How about the movie? The new car? The 

vacation? Did we receive value for the time, effort, or money that we invested? Did the sacrifice pay 

the dividends that we expected? Was there some surprise benefits that we didn’t expect that made it 

worth the effort? All these questions are just different ways of asking the same question; was it really 

worth it? 

                                                 
105

 Many excellent books exist on the market. If you need help with the whole budget thing, I suggest that you go to 
the local bookstore or library and read up on the subject. Also, resources exist in the community that will help people 
in putting together a budget. 
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Following God does have a price tag. It means dying to our self and living in a way that will 

please Him. Nowhere is the cost of discipleship more clearly spelled out than in Luke 14:26-27.“If 

anyone comes to me and does not hate his father and mother, his wife and children, his brothers and 

sisters - yes, even his own life - he cannot be my disciple. And anyone who does not carry his cross 

and follow me cannot be my disciple.” 

We know that we are not to “hate” anyone. This is one of those places where the obvious and 

literal interpretation of the scripture cannot be correct. So what did Jesus mean? He communicates here 

using what has been dubbed “Semitic hyperbole” which is a fancy way of saying “conscious 

exaggeration.” Jesus drove home the cost of following Him by saying that the disciple’s love for God 

must be so strong that by contrast, he or she would “hate” those closest to them. 

Another one of those difficult sayings is that a Christian must “die to self.” it means that we 

must put to death our old selfish nature and follow God at all costs: including the loss of our own life 

either figuratively or literally. Paul said, “I die daily.” He understood that only by dying to his old life 

could he, or anyone for that matter, walk in the power of the new life promised for those who would 

accept Christ and live as He lived.  

Determining the cost is foundational to answering the question, “Is it worth it?” In Luke 

14:28-33, the section immediately following Jesus’ words about the cost of discipleship, we see two 

stories where Jesus pointedly illustrated the importance of counting the cost. A man who wants to 

build a tower calculates the total cost before starting the project. If he does not, he may not be able to 

complete it to his own shame and embarrassment. The other is a story of a king going to war. He must 

count the cost to see if he has the resources to win. If he does not, he needs to sue for peace. Jesus ends 

with these words, “In the same way, any of you who does not give up everything he has cannot be my 

disciple,” (Luke 14:33). 

As followers of Jesus, we need to rethink some of our approaches. Yes, being a disciple has a 

cost, but it also has rewards. Once again, I turn to an old Gospel song I grew up with, “Count Your 

Blessings.” The song encourages the believer to enumerate all the wonderful things that God has done, 

not unlike counting your money. 

I remember as a boy having a special envelope where I kept my money. My father purchased 

an old lawmower and my brother and I took care of several lawns in the neighborhood. I received a 

whole $1.50 for each lawn and I really thought I was “in the money.” I would count the crisp one 

dollars bills and when I reached twenty dollars, I thought I was rich. I would count and recount the 

money and take great pleasure in this activity.  

When was the last time you stopped to remember all that God has done for you? It is so much 

easier to complain about what we don’t have than  to be grateful for what God has done for us.  

Jesus makes a wonderful promise: that we will receive in this life and in the age to come, 

eternal life, (Luke 18:29-30). We are not talking about dollar for dollar. That is not how the Kingdom 
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of God works. We are talking about opening our eyes to see the many ways that God has and will bless 

us in our time here on earth.  

You won’t see what you are not looking for. If living a life of peace and fulfillment was not 

enough, those who follow Him have the promise of a life of eternity: short-term pain for long-term 

gain. In effect, Jesus says, “Give me all of you and I will give you all of Me.” Sounds like a pretty 

good deal to me. 

 

Tithing On The Increase.  

 

Once you make the decision that you will embrace the principle of tithing, how do you 

determine the starting point of your income: the basis for calculating your tithe? Malachi 3:8-10 shows 

that people were instructed to bring the whole tithe, i.e. 10% of the gross income. This may seem 

simple for many of you. To determine your gross income, all you need to do is examine your pay slip. 

It will tell you in detail what you actually make and where your deductions go. 

But for those who are in business, making this determination is not quite so easy. This 

introduces something new and very important into the discussion. Should a person tithe on the gross of 

their business or on the increase, i.e. the profit of their business?  

An example of this comes from my own family. My brother-in-law owns a graphic business. 

He has to buy paper, the raw material needed to do a job. Then he has to pay workers out of the money 

charged for the job. The payment for the specific job may in fact be $2000, but the actual profit or 

increase might only be $500. To be faithful to the principle of tithing on the increase, he would tithe 

10% of the $500 he gained and not on the $2000 payment for the entire job. Tithing on the increase, 

then, would mean tithing on the profit of your business and not on the inventory or overhead costs.  

Tithing on the increase might also come into play when selling a house. Do you tithe on the 

whole amount of the sale or on the profit? Again, let’s take a look at the specifics. A person purchases 

his or her first house for $150,000. Ten years later, they sell that same house for $250,000. Do they 

tithe on the $250,000 or the $100,000 of profit they made? For me, the principle is tithing on the 

increase: the $100,000.  

In discussing this with some of the people who have served as sounding boards, I agree that 

determining what constitutes the “increase” is complex. I want to make sure that I am not giving easy 

answers to complex questions. What I do want to do, however, is to get you to think about some of the 

specifics of honoring God with your finances. 

As with so many parts of this whole discussion, a person could 

rationalize. Rationalization makes excuses and gives reasons for not doing 

something that deep down inside we know we should. Rationalization can be an 

enemy of honesty with ourselves. A follower of God would want to determine a 

The question 

here is 

whether a 

person is 

looking for 

ways not to 

give instead 

of looking to 

give. 
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fair starting point without giving a place for human nature that tends to work the angles in his or her 

favor through manipulating a business expense or important deduction before calculating his or her 

tithe. The question here is whether a person is looking for ways not to give instead of looking to give.  

Once again, we come back to the heart of the issue: honoring God and putting Him first in our 

thought and practice. The child of God should become like the Father and we know that the Father has 

a giving heart.  

 

The Problem Of Inflation  

 

Have you noticed that everything keeps getting more expensive? As a child, I remember my 

parents talking about getting a candy for a penny and making 25 cents an hour. Now my kids have to 

listen to me reminisce about buying a soda pop for 5 cents and a candy bar for a dime. We remember 

when everything seemed to cost a lot less. But to balance that, people made a lot less, too. 

Economists have come up with a way of measuring buying power by something called the 

consumer price index. This is a way of calculating how many hours a person needs to work to purchase 

the same essentials from one time period to another. Here’s how it works. If the price of a car was 

$3500 in 1965 and a person made $7000 a year, that consumer item would cost that person six months 

wages. If a car costs $27,000 in 2003 and a person makes $54,000 a year, it still costs six months 

wages. Some things are cheaper now than at an earlier time, and some things are more expensive. So 

wages must keep up with inflation or at least in theory.  

 A person who has made the decision to put God first with their financial resources is not 

swayed by the changes in the economy. A principle applies regardless of the 

externals. So, inflation or the fear of inflation is not an excuse not to tithe. Again, it 

comes down to trusting God as our provider in the times of plenty and the times of 

leanness.  

This whole upward inflationary spiral impacts the church world. Twenty-

five dollars just doesn’t go as far as it did in 1960 and yet many people have not 

adjusted their giving to “keep up with inflation.” This is not a problem for those who 

embrace the principle of tithing. Ten per cent is ten per cent. Somehow, it seems 

harder to tithe $100 on $1000 than it is to tithe $10 on $100. I have a solution: if you find this hard, 

you may want to go back to not making as much. 

During uncertain economic times, good stewardship is not only a wonderful principle but also 

a means of survival. A good steward knows how much is coming in and how much is going out. This 

flows out of the principle that the less you make, the more you must pay attention to where and how 

you spend your money.  

No one but God knows the future. From World War II until the present, we in the Western 

world have experienced unprecedented economic growth and stability. Our tendency is to believe that 
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the economic spiral will continue to travel upward, but we don’t have any guarantees of this. We 

should not make decisions on the basis of the uncertainty of the future, but on the basis of good 

stewardship principles and a basic belief in the goodness of God: that He cares about our future and we 

can trust Him with whatever may happen. 

 

In Which Kingdom Do You Live? 

 

The whole subject of stewardship, priorities, and money has many facets. It could be argued 

that a person could and does exercise stewardship either in the Kingdom of Light, where God is King, 

or the Kingdom of Darkness, where a person lives by a very different set of rules, those of the god of 

this world, (2 Corinthians 4:4 NAS). Those who operate in the Kingdom of God see themselves as 

stewards over all that God has entrusted into their care and for which they will one day be required to 

give an account. Those who operate in the Kingdom of darkness have a very different focus for their 

stewardship. It is all about them and meeting their own selfish ends. Satan is at his very core self-

centered: caring nothing about anyone but himself. And just like the children of God are like their 

spiritual Father, the children of darkness are like their father. So the question that follows is, “In which 

kingdom are you operating?” 

Jesus told a very pointed story of the wicked steward in Luke 16: 1-12.  The motivation of this 

man was not to please his master but to feather his own nest…to look out for his own selfish interests.  

There was a rich man whose manager (steward in the KJV and the Greek) was 

accused of wasting his possessions. So he called him in and asked him, “What is this 

I hear about you? Give an account of your management, because you cannot be 

manager any longer.” The manager said to himself, “What shall I do now? My 

master is taking away my job. I'm not strong enough to dig, and I'm ashamed to beg - 

I know what I'll do so that, when I lose my job here, people will welcome me into 

their houses.” So he called in each one of his master's debtors. He asked the first, 

“How much do you owe my master?” “Eight hundred gallons of olive oil,” he 

replied. The manager told him, “Take your bill, sit down quickly, and make it four 

hundred.” Then he asked the second, “And how much do you owe?” “A thousand 

bushels of wheat,” he replied. He told him, “Take your bill and make it eight 

hundred.” The master commended the dishonest manager because he had acted 

shrewdly. For the people of this world are more shrewd in dealing with their own 

kind than are the people of the light. I tell you, use worldly wealth to gain friends for 

yourselves, so that when it is gone, you will be welcomed into eternal dwellings. 

Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much, and whoever 

is dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with much. So if you have not been 

trustworthy in handling worldly wealth, who will trust you with true riches? And if 
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you have not been trustworthy with someone else's property, who will give you 

property of your own? 

Take a close look at this verse; “The master commended the dishonest manager because he 

had acted shrewdly. For the people of this world are more shrewd in dealing with their own kind than 

are the people of the light.” This unrighteous steward knew how to operate in his “kingdom,” i.e. the 

kingdom of darkness better than the children of light knew how to operate in theirs. The moral of this 

story: whatever kingdom you decide to operate in, you better know how to play that system to the 

fullest. 

 

The Love Of Money Or Good Stewardship… 

 

Satan is a liar. Jesus called him the “father of lies” (John 8:44). Satan will do everything he 

can to twist the truth. He will take something that is good and true and make a Christian question not 

only what God says but doubt even the very character and nature of God: is He trustworthy? This was 

the attack in the Garden and Satan continues his smear campaign against God. The only way to combat 

lies is with the truth.  

The concept and principle of stewardship is not immune from the attacks of the enemy of God 

and our souls. Satan knows that if he can twist a person’s thinking on this foundational truth, he will go 

a long way to neutralizing the individual believer and the corporate church as well. A person plagued 

by lack of resources and staggering under a mountain of bad debt will find it very hard to trust God or 

have the time and energy to be a contributor of his talents and money to see the kingdom of God 

advanced through the ministry of the local church. 

This twisting often is expressed through a play on opposites. People either live in poverty or 

in excess. Balance is rare. 

Money, and our understanding of it, presents a target for the misinformation campaign 

launched against believers. I have seen examples of where people who are good stewards and who pay 

attention to the details in terms of money are maligned by others. Good stewardship gets framed in 

terms of being a miser. Even well meaning Christians can be used to parrot this message. “Why are 

you so concerned about your finances? Don’t you trust God?”  

This underscores the fundamental confusion between our part and God’s part. As we have 

said before, we are called into partnership with God. He will do His part, to provide for our basic 

needs, because He is faithful and true. We need to do our part by being obedient and diligent and 

practicing the principles of good stewardship. Good stewardship requires that the steward pay attention 

to the details. And in the paying attention to the details, a person must guard his heart against trusting 

in wealth.  

 

Do You Possess Your Possessions? 
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The unbridled pursuit of acquiring money and earthy wealth soon overtakes a person; they 

become obsessed or possessed with acquiring more and more. The word “possess” is an interesting 

word. It means, “to own or have.” Another definition of possess reads “to control or influence 

strongly.” Do you possess your possessions or do your possessions hold or control you? Are your 

possessions more important to you than people? Another of my father’s expressions applies here. He 

always says, “Things are for using; people are for loving.” In too many cases, we invert this; we love 

things and use people. 

Abraham was a man who possessed his possessions. He understood that God owned 

everything and he owned nothing. Like David, he did have some obvious faults, but like David, God 

through His Word pays him a high compliment. Abraham was referred to as “the friend of God.” 

Abraham also understood that this world was not his true home. He saw himself as a sojourner, a man 

who was looking for the city “whose builder and architect was God,” (Hebrews 11:10). Because this 

world was not his permanent home, it helped him keep earthly wealth in perspective. 

 

Not Depending On Egypt (Looking To Other Sources) 

 

Growing up in church, I picked up many catch phrases that reference a story or stories from 

the Bible that describe well the human condition. One such phrase is “not depending on Egypt.” It 

refers to Israel’s tendency to depend upon other human kingdoms to get them out of a jam instead of 

trusting God to meet their needs. The Israelites did this at key junctures throughout their history. They 

would try to buy an army instead of believing that God would protect them. We are no different. Our 

tendency is to look to many different sources instead of putting our faith in a God who not only loves 

us but also has the power to do something about the challenge we face. 

Somehow, it seems easier to scheme and try to work the angles rather than to have faith: to 

depend on the seeming resources that we can see instead of having faith in the God we cannot see. But 

for the person of faith, the unseen world is just as real as the seen world. 

Another lesser-known story from the Bible illustrates the reality of the 

unseen realm, (2 Kings 6:8-17). The Arameans were at war with the Israelites. 

The prophet Elisha greatly angered the King of Aram by warning the King of 

Israel of the enemy’s plans. Elisia would tip off the king of where the Arameans 

were to the point that the King of the Aram was certain that someone was 

spying on them and telling the Israelites. “He summoned his officers and 

demanded of them, ‘Will you not tell me which of us is on the side of the king 

of Israel?’ ‘None of us, my lord the king,’ said one of his officers, ‘but Elisha, the prophet who is in 

Israel, tells the king of Israel the very words you speak in your bedroom,’” (2 Kings 6:11-12). 
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In frustration, the King of Aram ordered his army to surround the city of Dothan where Elisha 

was. When Elisia’s servant looked out and saw the enemy army with horses and chariots surrounding 

the city, he panicked and asked Elisha what they were going to do. Elisha was not concerned because 

he saw something that his servant did not or could not; the prophet saw into the spiritual realm. 

 “Don't be afraid,” the prophet answered. “Those who are with us are more 

than those who are with them.” And Elisha prayed, “O LORD, open his 

eyes so he may see.” Then the LORD opened the servant's eyes, and he 

looked and saw the hills full of horses and chariots of fire all around 

Elisha,” (2 Kings 6:16-17). 

The servant could only depend upon what he saw with his human eyes. Elisha, on the other hand, was 

not dependent upon human agencies but upon God.  

In a similar manner, we need to understand that “those that are for us” are greater than all the 

hosts of hell that would marshal against us. Our first response when faced with an impossible situation 

should be to turn to God and not depend upon our own understanding. If you are like me, I sometimes 

find it too easy to put into place “plan A” which is to depend upon my own resources, and only after 

this fails do I cry out to God. We need to look to God first. He should be our “plan A” and our only 

plan. His angelic army surrounds us. 

 

 

 

To Gamble Or Not To Gamble… 

 

For me, gambling is a contemporary example of “looking to Egypt” to have our needs met. 

People who gamble are often looking for the big score that will erase their financial problems. What 

they don’t realize is that they exchange one set of problems for another. Gambling is extremely 

addictive and has ruined the lives of untold numbers. 

As with so many other things, Christians over the last few decades have retreated from earlier 

hard positions on many things once forbidden, including gambling. This “softening” has been both 

good and bad. On the good side, we have been freed from the repressive legalism that sometimes held 

the people of the church in a vise. On the bad side, we have allowed certain practices to creep into our 

lives that are not only a distraction, but can be extremely harmful to our Christian walk and witness. 

Gambling is one such issue that has wiggled its way into the thoughts of God’s people in the name of 

freedom and “good fun.” 

The first time I remember being introduced to the concept of gambling was on the school 

playground. The boys would come with their bag of marbles and play “for keeps.” For those of you 

who don’t know the game, it is where you put your marbles into a circle and you shoot a larger one and 

try to knock the marbles out of the circle. The ones you knock out, you keep. It seems innocent enough 
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until you take a hard took at the principle behind what appears to be an innocent game. You risk your 

marbles to gain more. Many parents would either have let this slide or would even been unaware of the 

possible implications of this playground activity. Not my dad. He was right on the spot when he heard 

my brother and me talking about what was happening and he helped us see that this was a form of 

gambling: trying to get something for nothing by risking what you had.  

What is gambling and is it wrong? “Gambling involves the transfer of something of value 

from one person to another on the basis of mere chance.”
 106

 Does this sound like an activity in which a 

follower of God should participate? The person puts his or her faith in chance and luck instead of in 

God and His provision. Even strong Christians can inadvertently slip into giving credit to luck instead 

of to God. When something good happens, I hear people say, “Boy, was I lucky.” When something bad 

happens, like an earthquake or some other natural catastrophe, they refer to it as an “act of God.” My 

friend Jerry Cook says, if that is the case, that good things are the result of luck and bad things come 

from the hand of God, let’s forget about God and worship “Lucky.” 

Sometimes, people get caught up in gambling without connecting the dots, i.e. without giving 

what they are doing a lot of conscious thought. It surprises me how many people purchase lottery 

tickets. Think about it. Playing the lotteries falls under the heading of gambling. Why? Because the 

purchaser is trying to get something for nothing. In the last 25 years, we have seen the creation of 

countless lotteries in British Columbia, the province where I reside. Billboards as well as buses entice 

the unsuspecting with the prospects of winning the big one. Lineups to purchase tickets greatly 

multiply when the pot grows to ten million. The pull of “getting rich quick” is too great for many 

people. It just seems easier to take a chance than to order life in a way that can be blessed. 

What is the harm of playing the lotteries, people rationalize? First of all, it is usually those 

who can least afford it that look to the lottery to solve their financial woes. The odds of getting hit by 

lightning are greater than winning the lottery. And, when someone does win, it becomes big news. The 

other side of that news item tells a very different story, one of the countless people who spent grocery 

money and money that should have been put to better use. 

Research and statistics on gambling could fill a book of their own. I made a conscious choice 

not to include a bunch of statistics that will only grow old in time. I did, however, run across this short 

piece and have quoted it here as a point of reference.  

Gambling continues to expand. In 2002, an estimated 18.9 million adult 

Canadians wagered $11.3 billion on everything from VLTs (Video Lottery 

Terminals), lottery tickets and bingos to blackjack and slot machines in casinos. 

This amount was more than a four-fold increase from $2.7 billion a decade 
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earlier. [A recent] study estimates that 1.2 million adult Canadians were at risk 

of experiencing a problem with gambling, or were problem gamblers.
107

 

Before getting too critical of those who do play the lottery or gamble, how often have you and 

I trusted in human sources instead of putting our faith in God? Do you scheme and work all the angles 

instead of trusting in God? The best way to ensure that your needs are met is to see God as your 

provider and not outside sources or get rich quick schemes. Do you see how putting your faith in 

chance or luck differs from the principle of stewardship expressed throughout the Bible? Stewardship 

is based upon hard work and dutifully discharging your responsibility to God and not putting your faith 

in chance.  

More importantly, however, is the root problem of gambling. In what or in whom are you 

placing your faith? Are you trusting in God to honor your good stewardship or are you putting your 

faith in “Lucky?” It seems easier to trust in the miraculous and farfetched than it does to trust in God 

and be a faithful steward. Looking beyond ourselves for a quick fix or easy answer tends to absolve us 

of personal responsibility. But this is a lie. Ordering your life, which includes your finances, means 

that you must be willing to take personal responsibility for how you spend your money and where you 

invest your other resources. It is a choice. And, you can either choose wisely or choose poorly; the 

choice is still yours to make… and yours only. 

Early on in my pastorate at Sunshine Hills when we had about 50 people, one of our newest 

members came to me with a plan. He had purchased a lottery ticket and he had “made a deal with 

God.” His plan was to give God the 10% and then give to everyone attending Sunshine Hills $50,000. 

He was sure that God would honor him in this very generous offer. As nicely as I could, I tried to 

explain that God didn’t operate like that. Then, in jest but with a grain of seriousness, I told him that 

maybe God would be more open if he kept the $1,000,000 and gave God the $10,000,000. He didn’t 

think that was funny. (By the way, he didn’t win).  

 

Should a Christian Declare Bankruptcy? 

 
Bankruptcy is a very sticky issue in the midst of a very controversial topic: money. 

Bankruptcy touches everyone in that the losses due to personal and corporate bankruptcy get passed on 

to all of us in the form of higher consumer prices. When economic times are tough, the rate of 

bankruptcy soars as people and businesses are not able to meet their financial 

obligations and commitments. 

Before we can make a judgment on whether it is something a Christian 

should or should not do, we need to establish what bankruptcy is. As with most 

things about our contemporary life, the whole topic is very complicated and 
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there are law firms dedicated to nothing more than dealing with bankruptcy. Here is a simplified 

understanding. Bankruptcy allows a person or a business time to get their financial house in order: to 

reorganize debt and in most cases provides protection and a way to pay back creditors at a reduced rate 

or even be granted forgiveness of debt.  

In this way, bankruptcy can provide a person or a company the chance to start over: to recover 

from bad decisions or financial difficulties that can come from unforeseen circumstances or a 

downturn in the economy. Sometimes the mountain of debt is just too large and the pressure crushing. 

Bankruptcy represents a fresh start, a “new deal.” 

As Christians, we serve a God of the “fresh start.” That is the essence of being born again. We 

come to the realization that we cannot overcome the sin and shortcomings of our past and that we need 

outside help. That outside help is the acknowledgement that Jesus was and is the Son of God who 

came to earth to die for our sins and the sins of the whole earth. Jesus in fact “paid” the debt we owed 

to God and made it possible to become the children of God. When we were spiritually “bankrupt,” 

Jesus came to our rescue. 

Most people don’t have a problem seeing this redemptive side of God in the New Testament, 

but they have trouble seeing the mercy and kindness of God in the Old Testament. The Bible in 

numerous places states without reservation that God never changes; He is the same. So, it should not 

surprise us that God put something in the Mosaic Law to provide relief when people find themselves 

under a financial burden from which they cannot free themselves. God instituted “the Year of Jubilee.” 

Every 50 years, property that had been alienated from families and people was returned to its first 

owner. This was a way of “wiping the slate clean” and giving people another chance, a fresh start, a 

new beginning. 

As with many other things, I had to readjust my thinking regarding bankruptcy in light of 

some people whom I knew that went through very difficult financial challenges. A few years ago, a 

group from our local church went into business. They found themselves in very difficult financial 

straits. Things did not unfold as they expected and one of the outside partners was dishonest. One of 

the group, in an attempt to deal righteously, resisted declaring bankruptcy long after all the others had 

taken this path. He paid off a very large chunk of the original debt only to discover that the creditors 

had tacked on enormous other charges and used his circumstances to write off other people’s debt. 

When he inquired, they said they didn’t care and thought he was stupid for standing as long as he did. 

Once he found this out, he reluctantly declared bankruptcy, but set out to make certain this would not 

happen to him again as he launched a new business. He regained financial 

respectability and the trust of all who did business with him. 

Although bankruptcy can give a person or company another chance, 

it must never be seen as an easy way out but should be considered after all 

other possible avenues have been exhausted. And, bankruptcy can be a legal 
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way of stealing from creditors that lent money in good faith. It can also be a way of ducking personal 

responsibility. Personal honesty and integrity is crucial in making sure this does not happen. 

The Bible is not explicit about bankruptcy, but is clear about the principles of honesty and 

personal responsibility. Each Christian has a responsibility to do his or her best to pay what he or she 

owes. But there might exist circumstances where a Christian needs to have a new beginning. 

Ultimately, it should be a matter of prayer and be discussed with a spiritual mentor or pastor to help 

ensure that the person is being honest and has done everything they can to be faithful in the situation. 

 

 

Summary Of This Chapter  

 

In this chapter, we have taken a look at some other considerations in this discussion of tithing 

and giving that are individually unrelated but a part of the whole subject: a kind of potpourri approach 

that gives off a fragrance that enhances the topic. Here is a summary of what we discovered. 

 If you wait until you have enough money to tithe, you won’t. It will always be a step of faith.  

 Tithing is a universal principle and is not tied to how much you earn.  

 Creating a budget is the place to start. This exercise will force you to discover where your 

money goes and what is important to you.  

 We need to ask ourselves in which kingdom are we operating: the Kingdom of God or the 

kingdom of this world system. We need to understand the dynamics and principles of God’s 

Kingdom and operate within His economy. 

 We need to take a hard look at where we have placed our trust. Are we trusting in “Egypt” or 

are we trusting in God? He alone is our source and we must guard ourselves from trying to 

manipulate the circumstances or work the angles. 

Remember,  “Rome was not build in a day but day by day one brick at a time.” Getting your 

financial house in order is a part of the larger process of living your life in accordance with God’s 

principles. He gave us these guidelines and directives so that we can prosper. Have you laid your first 

foundation stone? 
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Chapter Fifteen 

 

Conclusion 

 

urses with Holes…what a funny name for a book. But it does provide a wonderful 

metaphor to describe how we invest our time and money in places that are just not of 

lasting value. The prophet of old accurately described the contemporary dilemma of trying to amass 

earthly wealth only to see it slip away, putting things in containers that will not hold. Then and now, 

the only things of lasting value are the things of eternity. Money and material possessions cannot bring 

fulfillment; money cannot bring happiness. 

Money, and how we handle it, plays a large role in how we live here on this earth. Money in 

and of itself is not evil, but the place we give it can be the source of blessing or cursing. The choice is 

ours. 

It is really not about money, but about provision. We need a roof over our heads and food in 

our stomachs. The method of how we get these needs met is really at the heart of this book. Will we 

trust our own devices or will we trust God? 

I have tried to demonstrate that tithing and giving offerings is a principle and not a 

commandment. If it is a commandment, and we have to go back to the Old Testament to decisively 

prove this, then which of the other commandments are we responsible to keep as New Testament 

believers? If it is a principle, it is binding upon us for very different reasons than if it was a 

commandment. A principle is self-evident and we can see the benefits of putting principles into place.  

A commandment is something that we are required to do. The decision to tithe or not to tithe is just 

that: a decision. God gave us the precious gift of free choice. Decisions mean that we are required to 

make a choice. We must chose: will we chose wisely? 

Jesus said that we are to be in the world and not of the world. To be in the world means that 

we have to live in this world because we have a physical body. We are not to be “of” the world, i.e. to 

live by and be governed by the principles of a fallen world that have as their foundation self-

centeredness and rebellion against God. As those who live within this world, we must acknowledge the 

reality of money. Again, we are forced to choose: will we use money wisely or will we be controlled 

and destroyed by its corrupting influence? Money equals power in our world. And power that is not 

submitted to God only strengthens the human tendency to play god. 

God owns everything on the basis that He created everything. He has placed us here to be 

stewards of His world. He has entrusted us with the resources necessary for our existence here on earth 

and to further the purposes of His kingdom. 

P 
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A steward, manager, trustee owns nothing but is accountable to care for the resources of 

another. We are all stewards whether we like it or not. The question is: will we be a good steward?  To 

be a good steward, we must make conscious choices. 

The Bible says without apology that God is love. Because He is love, He wants to bless us 

and wants to give us good things. He has promised to meet our needs according to His riches in Christ 

Jesus. We do, however, need to know the difference between a need and a want. This takes great 

discernment on our part. 

We see in both Old and New Testaments that putting God first, including with our tithes and 

offerings, brings blessing. But just because we tithe, we are not immune from 

hardship and adversity. Any theological system that promises this just does not 

take into consideration all that the Bible has to say about life as a Christian. In 

fact, one can show that hardship, suffering, and trials actually strengthen the faith 

of those who believe. 

So we are back to the central question: will we acknowledge God’s 

ownership of all we have? Will we honor Him with our tithes and offerings? Will 

we live a life of good stewardship that puts into practices the principles and 

disciplines that lead to a well-ordered life? 

Any change has to start somewhere. All change first begins with a change 

in how we think. For the Christian, this must go beyond mere human reasoning. 

The things of God do not always make sense to the natural mind. Sometimes we must make a decision 

based on faith: believing that God’s word is true. Once we are convicted of this, we put our decision 

into action. I am not going to tell you that writing that first tithe cheque will be easy. In fact, it may be 

very difficult because Satan does not want God’s children to do anything that will put them in line for 

God’s blessing. I can tell you that I believe that God’s word is true and that as you honor Him, you 

place yourself in a place where God can “open the windows of heaven.” 

There is a great difference between knowing and not knowing.  A person is not responsible 

for what they don’t know. Conversely, what a person is aware of does become his or her responsibility. 

It is like this in all areas of gaining knowledge. This is the case with spiritual truth as well. As you 

grow in your understanding of spiritual principles, you become increasing responsible for putting these 

things into action. There is a difference between ignorance and willful disobedience. Spiritual maturity 

means that we are willing to do what is right even if it is difficult. 

Paul wrote to his spiritual children in Corinth that it was time for them to stop drinking milk 

as little babies and progress to spiritual meat, i.e. the more advanced things of following Jesus. It has 

nothing to do with your salvation, but it does have everything to do with maturing. And fruitfulness 

and maturity go hand in hand. 

Jerry Cook always says that God never comes to us from our past but He comes to us from 

our future. He always wants us to grow in our understanding of Him and His ways so that it may go  
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well with us. Wherever you are in the process of honoring God with your finances, you can’t go back 

and undo decisions and failures from the past. You can, however, impact the future by making good 

choices in the present. 

 

A Life Changing Encounter With Jesus… 

 

The story of Zacchaeus in Luke beautifully illustrates the reality of making things right from 

the past and experiencing a transforming relationship with God. Zacchaeus was a member of one of the 

most hated people groups in the First Century; he was a publican. This group of entrepreneurs 

contracted with the ruling Romans to collect taxes from the Jews. The Jews hated these publicans 

because they viewed them as traitors. The Romans hated but tolerated them as 

cheats, but useful cheats. The publicans could charge as much as they thought 

they could get away with: the required tax going to Rome and with the excess 

going into their personal pockets. Well one day, we read that Zacchaeus wanted 

to see Jesus. We don’t know what was going on in his head. Had he grown tired 

of his life? He was very wealthy from a human standpoint, but he still was 

searching and this led him to an encounter that would change his life. The Bible 

says that he climbed up a tree to get a better view of Jesus. Grown men, then 

and now, just don’t climb trees. It was a demonstration of humbling himself. He 

didn’t care what anyone thought of him. He just wanted to see Jesus. 

The wonderful thing about this story is that not only did Zacchaeus see Jesus, Jesus saw 

Zacchaeus. In fact, Jesus called to him and invited Himself to this man’s house for dinner. Zacchaeus, 

overwhelmed by Jesus’ willingness to be with him, came to a conversion experience:  a change of 

thinking and a change of heart. Right on the spot, he pledged that he would give half of his wealth to 

the poor and if he had cheated anyone, he would restore it four fold. It doesn’t take a math wizard to 

realize that this man of great earthly wealth gave it all away but gained something so much more: his 

soul.
108

 Jesus said, “This day has salvation come to this house,” (Luke 19:9). 

 

Putting God First 

 

Do you desire to start putting God first in your finances? Make the decision and start to put 

your financial house in order. Start immediately. Make a commitment to give a set amount this month. 

Take a hard look at your spending habits. Does how you spend your money honor God or cater to your 

selfishness? Is your spending in keeping with what you say you value? Are you willing to make the 

necessary changes? Are you willing to give some things up if need be? 
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Do you want to live a life that pleases God or are you choosing to live a life of perpetual 

excuses? “When things settle down, then I’ll honor God.” “Once I get this or that paid off, then I will 

put God first in my finances.” There will never be a better time then right now to begin ordering your 

financial life. If you wait until you have the money to begin tithing and giving of offerings, you never 

will. There will always be something that will come up. 

 

It’s God… 

 

Let’s hear what the wise man Agur has to say: “Two things I ask of you, O LORD; do not 

refuse me before I die: Keep falsehood and lies far from me; give me neither poverty nor riches, but 

give me only my daily bread. Otherwise, I may have too much and disown you and say, ‘Who is the 

LORD?’ Or I may become poor and steal, and so dishonor the name of my God,” (Proverbs 30:7-9). 

The writer brings us to balance. When it is all said and done, we need to ask God for “our daily bread,” 

what we have coming to us, what is needful. 

And, we must never forget that it is God and not our own abilities that allows us to prosper. 

Moses wanted to remind the children of Israel that God was their source. “He 

brought you water out of hard rock.  He gave you manna to eat in the desert, 

something your fathers had never known, to humble and to test you so that in the end 

it might go well with you.  You may say to yourself, ‘My power and the strength of 

my hands have produced this wealth for me.’ But remember the LORD your God, 

for it is he who gives you the ability to produce wealth, and so confirms his 

covenant, which he swore to your forefathers, as it is today,” (Deuteronomy 8:16-

18). 

In summing up, giving of our tithes and offerings is all about putting God 

first and trusting Him. Giving does not earn us a berth in heaven. It has nothing to do 

with our salvation. Right standing with God rests wholly and solely upon the 

completed work of Jesus’ death on the cross and our willingness to accept this free 

gift. God has invited us into partnership with Him to see His kingdom advanced here 

on earth. He ordained that His work be supported by tithes and offerings as well as with all the spiritual 

gifts we have. 

Finally, I would like to end with this quotation from Investing Money with God. “Our real 

reason should be gratitude to our Heavenly Father for His mercy and His gift of salvation. Those who 

are faithful tithers will witness, with one accord, that they have been blessed in all areas of life: 

socially, financially and spiritually.”
109
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Throughout the Bible, we see the relationship between blessing and obedience. And, as we 

have said, obedience brings blessing. God’s blessing is not about tithing but about acknowledging God 

as central in our lives. When God is at the center of our lives and involved in the decisions we make, 

things naturally go better. 

My prayer is that you now have a better framework from which to make decisions about how 

you will handle your finances. The truth is meant to set us free and not bring us into more bondage. I 

trust that you will give this important issue much prayerful thought. And, I am believing that God can 

and will use you and me to be channels to release financial resources into His church.  
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FAQ 

 

(Frequently Asked Questions) 

 

or those familiar with the Internet, you will recognize the now common usage of FAQs. 

This chapter will be set up differently than the others in that it will be linear in format so 

that the reader can readily find an answer to specific questions. Just like in a question and answer 

period, there is no rhyme or reason to the order of the questions but each is dealt with separately but as 

a greater part of the whole discussion. 

 

Why is there so much confusion on this whole subject? 

 The reason for so much confusion is the lack of solid teaching on the subject. They also need 

to see the principles of tithing and good stewardship model in a way that makes sense…and 

works. 

 People need understanding based upon a proper application of scripture and not upon opinion. 

We need to know what the Bible actually says on a subject and not what someone thinks it 

says or wants it to say. 

 People need to be taught about tithing as a lifestyle and not as a response to a financial crisis 

within the church. 

 

Why should I tithe and give offerings? 

 The traditional answer would be because God has commanded it. The thesis of this book is 

that tithing is not a commandment but a principle that God has set in motion to meet the needs 

of His people and His church. A principle is binding but for a different reason. We believe 

that a principle is true and we make decisions to bring our practice into line with our belief. 

 Because Jesus endorsed the principle in Matthew 22: 21 and Matthew 23:23. He said that we 

should tithe but not loose sight of the other things that are important for the follower of God 

to practice: justice, mercy, and faithfulness. It is not an either/or but both. 

 When we make the decision to tithe and give offerings, this automatically helps us in setting 

our priorities. We must ask, “What is important?” “Can I do this and still tithe?”  

 The exercise of determining our priorities and sorting out needs and wants forces us to be 

better stewards. It makes us aware that resources are finite and not unlimited. A person has 

only a certain amount of time and money. We are entrusted with these resources and a 

stewardship mentality will cause us to invest and use them wisely. 

F 
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 Tithing and giving of offerings helps us sort out our needs from our wants. Here in the 

affluence of North American, we can easily become confused as to what is a need and what is 

a want. To sort this out correctly requires time, effort, and honesty on our parts. Remember, 

God has promised to supply our needs, not our wants, (Philippians 4:19). 

 Tithing and giving of offerings positions us in a place where God can bless us. As we set our 

desires on His desires, He can give us the desires of our hearts because they are His desires 

for us. 

 Tithing and giving of offerings enriches our lives spiritually as we honor God and put Him 

first. All too often, we emphasize the financial blessing to the exclusion of the spiritual 

blessing which is the real importance. 

o Putting God first. 

o Partnering with Him. 

 We don’t tithe and give offerings to get wealthy. This motive represents a horrible twist in 

why we give. We give because we love and honor God. We don’t give to get more. 

 God will bless whatever we give Him as much as He can. 

 We tithe and give offerings out of a heart of love and not obligation. This is picked up in 2 

Corinthians 9:7 “Each man should give what he has decided in his heart to give, not 

reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver.” 

 

Is tithing a commandment or principle? 

 Contrary to public opinion, the New Testament records very few commandments beyond 

loving God and loving your neighbor. We like to make the Bible say more than it does and 

then we wonder why people rebel. Tithing is a principle and not a direct commandment. 

 By seeing tithing as a principle, we avoid the conflict that arises by making it a 

commandment: having to cite the Old Testament for proof of this claim.  If we go back to the 

Old Testament and see it as a commandment and not a principle, then how do we know which 

other commandments are still binding upon us as New Testament believers? Remember, the 

Law was given as a tutor, i.e. a teacher (see Galatians 3:24), to bring us to the knowledge of 

our need of God and His great mercy: a spiritual truth that was not missed by many of the Old 

Testament prophets. 

 A commandment is just that, something that we are required to do: something that is 

compulsory. 

 A principle is something that works anytime and any place. God honors the principles of His 

kingdom and universe. And He has promised to bless those who honor Him. 
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What is the difference between a tithe and an offering? 

 A tithe represents giving a tenth of your income to God through the agency of His church. 

You don’t tithe to your church or your pastor, but to God.  

 Some people refer to any giving as tithing, but this is technically incorrect.  A tithe is a tithe: a 

tenth.  

 An offering is an offering: any gift that is given freely.  An offering represents what we give 

over and above the ten percent to any place of need. 

 A more narrow interpretation would say that you cannot give an offering until you have paid 

your tithe. Although there is some truth in this position, because God has asked for us to tithe, 

this may undermine the very thing that we are endeavoring to foster: giving out of a heart of 

love and as an acknowledgement that God does in fact own everything. I don’t want to 

discourage anyone from giving, but part of the mandate of this book is to help people come to 

a more accurate understanding of the whole issue of tithes and offerings. 

 Experience tells me that people begin by giving an offering; sometimes out of guilt or a sense 

of obligation, but they do make a decision to give something. As their relationship with the 

Lord deepens, and their knowledge of His will increases, the Holy Spirit begins to work in the 

area of giving. As part of the discipling process, we need to help people understand the 

principle of tithing and the blessings and benefits that come from putting God first. 

 

Who should tithe? 

 The answer is, “everyone.” The principles of God work for both believer and unbelievers. 

 God is not a respecter of persons. The principles of His kingdom, like the principles of the 

material world work for everyone. Can you imagine gravity working only for believers? 

 Why would a non-believer tithe? The answer is based on the idea of a universal principle. 

Anyone who honors God in this way puts themselves in a position for God to bless them and 

their endeavors. 

o  People like Andrew Carnegie from the last century and Bill Gates from the present 

one illustrate this point. They came to realize the emptiness of amassing wealth 

without giving something back. 

o Ecclesiastes 3:11 talks about God placing “eternity in their hearts.” I strongly believe 

that each individual was created with a hollow spot that only God can fill. People try 

to fill this void with many things, but for those who will listen, only things of 

eternity will satisfy. By coming to the realization that we need to give something 

back, this gets us in touch with this “God consciousness.” 
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Should I tithe on my net or gross income?  

 The very word “tithe” means 10%. Couple that with “bring the whole tithe into the 

storehouse,” and the answer is you tithe on your gross income. 

 To help understand, let’s define these two terms: 

o A person’s gross income is what he or she makes before any deductions. 

o A person’s net income is what a person takes home after all deductions. 

 Deductions come in two forms: mandatory deductions like taxes, unemployment insurance 

and government pensions, and voluntary deductions, contributions to individual pensions or 

savings plans, etc. 

 Some people consider their “net” income as the baseline for determining the amount of their 

tithe. They calculate their tithe after all the expenses have been deducted, things like the 

mortgage, rent, bills, etc. You can see how this could be a very slippery slope. Considering 

many people spend more than they bring in, using this type of approach could justify a person 

in his or her mind from tithing at all. 

 What about tithing on the employer’s contribution to a pension plan or retirement saving 

plans? In Canada, we have something called an RRSP, a “Registered Retirement Savings 

Plan” that grows tax free until you cash it in after retirement. This is one of those gray areas 

but I can ask some questions that might help. Do you intend to tithe on the money when you 

put it into the pension plan or when you take it out? Regardless, to be true to the principle of 

tithing, a person would be committed to tithe on the increase at some point in the process.  

 

Do I tithe on the increase? 

 Increase is just that: when you somehow gain more. You tithe on the increase or profit. 

 For most, determining the increase would be simple; it would be your gross income.  

 Abraham set the example of tithing. He offered Melchizedek a tenth from the spoils: in effect 

the increase, in response to his thankfulness to God for His help in defeating the kidnappers of 

his nephew. 

 Jacob pledged to give God a tenth of all that he was given: on the increase of flocks and grain, 

(Genesis 28:22). 

 For those in business, tithing on the increase would mean tithing on the profit. Let’s take one 

“for instance.” A person owns a small (or large) business. The company may gross $30,000 

worth of business during a month, but that is not their increase. To produce what they do, they 

need supplies, i.e. the “raw” material needed for their end product. Staff gets paid out of the 

gross income of the business. A project may cost the customer $100. The task takes 5 hours of 

labor at $10. So $50 of the $100 is now gone. Then, the raw material to do the job may cost 

the business $20. The profit on the job is $30 and not $100. This is not trying to get out of 

tithing but endeavoring to come to an honest baseline for a tithe.  
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 Making the determination of what constitutes “the increase” can be difficult and is related to 

the discussion on “Do I tithe on a gift?” What about a person’s responsibility to tithe on a 

legacy or inheritance? …the profit from the sale of a house? Sorting this out requires some 

thought and a commitment to honoring God.  

 Ultimately, it comes down to cultivating a heart of gratefulness and making a proper response 

to God adding to what we have. 

 

Is it okay to claim income tax credit on tithes and offerings? 

 Yes, it’s okay to claim your charitable donations on your income tax form. Earthly 

governments grant tax credit to people who give in recognition of the good for societies that 

charities do.  

 The tax laws and their implications may vary from country to country. We need to take 

advantage of all the tax breaks and incentives of our country without taking advantage of the 

system or cheating the government.  

 Pay all the taxes you should, but being a good steward would mean that you don’t pay more 

than you should. Why wouldn’t you want to receive credit so that your taxes are less? 

 Whether you received tax credit or not should not be the deciding factor as to whether you 

tithe or not. On the other hand, to not take advantage of this tax break would not be exercising 

good stewardship. 

 To receive a tax receipt from a church means that you would have to give through the 

envelope system. Some object to this on the grounds that it violates Jesus’ teaching on “not 

letting your left hand know what your right hand is doing.” As with so many places, we must 

see the main point that Jesus was making. His issue was people doing things to be seen and 

recognized by others, (Matthew 6:1-4). Giving through the envelope system should ensure 

both confidentiality and allow a receipt for income tax purposes to be issued.  

 

Are people in vocational ministry expected to tithe? 

 We see that Numbers 18:26 addressed this concern. God chose the tribe of Levi to oversee the 

physical aspects of ministry. They, too, were instructed to tithe just like everyone else. 

 It always shocks me when I talk to pastors and people who are in vocational ministry either 

full time or part time that don’t tithe. This violates the principle of sowing and reaping…and 

many more laws and principles of God’s kingdom. How can such a person expect others to do 

what he or she cannot or will not do? It just doesn’t make sense and it just isn’t fair.  

 As a side note, I teach at a Bible College, and again, I am surprised at how few students 

pointed toward vocational ministry honor God with their tithes and offerings. These same 

students expect to receive not only a salary but a good salary from a church once they 

graduate. Just like people in vocational ministry, I tell them that they can’t expect others to do 
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what they don’t or won’t do. If they can’t tithe while in school, they will never tithe when 

they are pastoring a local church. It just won’t happen. 

 Honoring God with your finances is a leadership issue. The book of James warns that teachers 

will be judged by a stricter standard, (James 3:1): and well they should. Leaders lead and set 

the pace for the rest of the people. They cannot expect others to put into practice principles 

they cannot make work for themselves. This kind of hypocrisy, “Do as I say and not as I do” 

just won’t fly in our society. 

 

Why do local churches and other ministries struggle financially? 

 Ministries struggle financially because those who consider themselves followers of God do 

not bring their tithes and offerings to the storehouse. 

 More and more in our contemporary society, pastors are being forced to be bi-vocational: a 

fancy word for saying that the church cannot pay them enough to live on and they must hold a 

second job outside of the church. Another term used to describe this is to say that a pastor has 

a tent making skill. This is taken from the example of Paul who relied upon his trade to feed 

and clothe himself throughout his ministry so he was not dependent upon the church. He 

could do this because it appears he was single and had that grace upon his life. It does not 

mean that he was saying this was the best scenario, (See 1 Corinthians 9: 3-18). 

 We can see that Nehemiah scolded the people for not being faithful with their tithes and 

offerings so that the Levites were not able to be doing what they were supposed to do but 

were out laboring in the fields to live indoors and eat, Nehemiah 13:10-11). 

 If everyone in our churches tithed, we would have more than enough to expand the ministry 

of the church here on earth. 

 

What does God expect? 

 Even the word “expect” pushes many people’s buttons. It conjures up the image of obligation 

and commandments. And yet, we all have expectations: some are vocalized and some are not, 

but we still have them. God has expectations. He loves us and He expects us to return His 

love. He earnestly desires for us to be in relationship with Him.  

 When we love Him, we will want to put into practice the principles and boundaries that He 

has put in place for our good. We give back to Him in acknowledgement of His giving to us. 

We don’t give to get, i.e. to get ahead and lay up treasures here on earth.. 

 God asks that we trust Him: that He will supply our needs. This means having faith, the basis 

of our relationship with Him.  

 Our obedience and faith in God gives Him a chance to bless us. 
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What should we expect?  

 Expectations are real. We all have them. The problem comes when we don’t acknowledge 

them. Unspoken or unknown expectations can cause a person to be angry and not even know 

why.  

 Is it okay to have “expectations” of God? This touches our concept of God. Is He “out there 

somewhere” or is He a God that is personal and desires to be in relationship with us as His 

children? Yes, it is okay to have expectations of God, but we need to make sure that our 

expectations are fair and realistic. 

 Do I expect to give a little and receive a lot? Am I giving to get? If we give expecting to get, 

whether this is conscious or unconscious, it will impact our relationship with God in a 

negative way. This leads to a transactional relationship: we do this in exchange for God doing 

that. Our relationship with Him is to be one of love. Motives matter to God. 

 Because God is love, we can expect Him to meet our needs. In fact, that is His promise. We 

do, however, need to remember the difference between needs and wants. 

 Should I tithe expecting the increase? Yes, but we need to realize that the getting may not be 

in the same way as you gave. We don’t always receive “in kind.” An example would be that 

we give money but we receive “money” in terms of a good deal that we didn’t expect, having 

physical equipment not wear out or break down until long after its expected lifetime, good 

health, etc. 

 

What about the poor? 

 Are the poor really expected to bring their tithes and offering? Let us start by putting the word 

“poor” into perspective. There are many who have much in regards to material wealth, but are 

very poor. And conversely, there are many who have little in terms of material wealth and yet 

are very rich. Some would argue that having great material wealth is actually a curse: it 

insulates people from their need of God. And what of the words of Jesus in the “Sermon on 

the Mount,” Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the kingdom of heaven”? Another 

translation of this is “Blessed are those who know they need God…” In the context of this 

discussion, there are those who seem poor but are very rich indeed. 

 One such person who was poor but rich is mentioned in Mark 12:42-42. While observing 

people who were giving to the treasury, a kind of “poor box” whose funds were used to help 

the needy, the person who piqued Jesus’ interest the most was in fact a poor widow. She put 

into the treasury the smallest coin in usage, not unlike our penny that many feel should be 

abolished because it is worth so little. Jesus was so impressed by what He saw that He called 

His disciples together for a teaching moment. He drew a sharp comparison between the rich 

of this world who gave out of their surplus and this woman who gave all that she had.  
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 A close look at this story shows a lesson for both the rich of this world and the poor. For the 

rich, Jesus underscores that it is not how much you give that impresses Him, but the reason 

and the amount of faith. For the poor, the actions of the widow show that those who don’t 

have can still give and have confidence that God can and will supply their need. The size of 

the gift is not what blesses or impresses God but the spirit of how the gift is given is what 

matters to Him. 

  “One great mistake that is often made on the mission field or in poor areas is that people are 

allowed to believe that they are too poor to pay their tithe or to give. This kind of thinking and 

teaching will rob them of the blessings God has for them.  God encourages the poor to give, 

for it is only in their giving that they will find financial liberation and can have the assurance 

that God will supply all their needs.”
110

  

 

Are we cursed if we don’t tithe? 

 God is not in the business of actively cursing people. When we don’t follow His principles, 

however, we are in one sense cursed because we lose out on the blessing of God, i.e. we can 

miss the blessings that He desires to pour out on us. 

 Obedience brings blessing. The curse, then, is not living in a way that God can bless us. Jesus 

encouraged us in this way, “Give and it will be given to you.” By extension, when we don’t 

live our lives in accordance with His principles,  

 Another blessing here is the one of a “pure, clear” conscience. Having a deep-seated 

confidence that we are walking in obedience and integrity gives us clear perspective when 

relating to God. We are free from condemnation and guilt. A clear conscience, one that comes 

from having clear priorities and a heart of faith, impacts how we pray and how we relate. This 

gives us confidence to ask of the Father, (1 John 3:21-24). 

 

Why is it so hard for people to tithe and give offerings? 

 There are many reasons, but perhaps the biggest one is fear: the fear that there is not and will 

not be enough.  

 In many cases, people struggle with the idea of tithing when they feel that they are giving “out 

of need” and not “out of excess,” i.e. not out of what is left over after all their perceived needs 

are met. This is where faith comes into play. Do we really believe that God will bless us when 

we honor Him with our first fruits and not what is left over? 

 Another reason that people find it hard to give is because they get confused about who really 

owns what. A steward never forgets that what he has is entrusted into his care by a loving and 

bountiful God who owns everything and who has promised to meet the needs of His children. 
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In North America, it is so easy to lose perspective and begin to think that it is our jobs, or the 

government, or our investments that are our source instead of a loving God. 

 Perhaps the greatest reason people struggle with the whole issue of tithes and offerings is 

because of pride. When things go well, our human tendency is to take the credit. When things 

don’t go so well, our human tendency is to blame God.  

 

Can I wait until I get out of debt? 

 “When should I start tithing and honoring God with my finances?” If you wait until you are 

out of debt completely, you will never start to tithe. To coin another phrase, there is no time 

like the present. When you make the commitment to honor God with your life, this includes 

honoring Him with your money. 

 I could argue from the scriptures that the quickest way to get out of debt is to be totally 

straightforward with God. Throughout my pastoral career, I have seen how God meets people 

when they begin to trust Him. As I have said over and over, tithing is not magic and it does 

require that the person in debt be a good steward of their resources and be disciplined in their 

spending.  

 Maybe another way of answering the question is, “Do I want to do this myself, or do I want to 

have God’s help?” By taking that step of faith, you open the door for God’s blessing. He can 

work supernaturally on your behalf. Do we trust God and believe that He can and will work 

supernaturally on our behalf?  

 Do we have the faith to believe that God can and will make our money go farther? Do we 

believe that God will bless us with little serendipities? Can we believe for miracles of 

multiplication, like the one recorded in John 6 where the little boy gave Jesus his lunch 

consisting of five loaves and two fish and saw it provide a meal for the 5000? 

 Making the decision to put God first in your finances forces a person to set priorities: to 

decide what is important. This action only starts a person down the road to being proactive 

about finances and not reactive.  

 Bad debt accumulates because of confusion between what is a want and what is a need. By 

deciding to honor God, it forces you to sort this difference out for yourself. 

 A very important part of setting priorities is creating a budget. You can’t get out of debt 

without a budget. Like our free time flows to our weakness, our “free money” flows to our 

weakness. Deciding on a budget helps a person see that the apparent “free money” is not 

“free” at all but should be allocated to the predetermined place that is the product of a careful 

and conscious decision. Budgeting helps us to put our money in places that are in keeping 

with our goals and in keeping with our stated values. 

 Sometimes people will say that they are taking food out of their children’s mouths by giving 

money to God. People who say this are not consistent in applying this argument. Are they 
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“taking food out of their children’s mouths” when they play the lottery or support an addiction 

or when they indulge in some pleasure that is not a necessity? Once again, we come back to 

putting God first and trusting Him to act supernaturally on our behalf, to see that our basic 

needs are met. 

 

What about giving anonymously?  

 Some people struggle with using the envelope system or equivalent that allows churches to 

keep track of what people give so that they can issue an income tax receipt at the end of the 

year. Those who take this position quote the verse that says that “our left hand should not 

know what our right hand is doing” and the one that says if people know what you are doing, 

you have your reward, but those who give in secret God will reward, (see Matthew 6:4-6). 

Jesus here again deals with the heart. Are we giving to be noticed? To expand our influence? 

To feel good about ourselves? Notice, too, that this passage deals not with tithes but with 

alms…charitable acts. 

 Some argue they want to give anonymously. This is admirable but it can also be a way of not 

wanting to be accountable. People say “Oh, I give, but I just don’t put it in an envelope. It has 

been my experience that in most cases, the people have no idea how much they are (or are 

not) giving. I have had people come up to me when they receive their official receipt from the 

church and can’t believe how much they have given. It serves as a reminder of God’s 

faithfulness. 

 Using the envelope system represents an accountability issue for the church as well. The 

amount given through the envelope system must be accounted for in a way that loose 

offerings are not. Each church has the responsibility of making sure that the person or persons 

who count the offering and record the donations are of the highest spiritual and moral 

integrity. Getting a receipt for your charitable donation provides a record for possible audit.  

 Taking advantage of the tax benefits is a stewardship issue. Tax-deductible gifts are one way 

that God does give back to us.  

 

Can I borrow from my tithe? 

 What I am really addressing is the temptation to “use” what would be our tithe by calling it 

“borrowing.” A person may have the best intentions of paying it back, but it rarely happens. 

 What might “borrowing your tithe” look like? One way would be that a person knows that 

they should honor God and may even have made a commitment to tithe, but they come up 

short one month and say to themselves, “I don’t have the money to tithe right now, but I will 

pay it back next month.” The problem is that the next month comes and they won’t have the 

present month’s tithe let alone that from the month before. If this does not represent 
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extraordinary circumstances and reflects poor stewardship and/or poor decision-making, what 

makes them think that they will have the extra money next month?  

 Once a person goes down this path, it becomes easier and easier not to tithe and lie that this is 

“just a loan.” People get so far behind that they get discouraged and this becomes one more 

place where the enemy can attack. 

 Personally, I don’t think “borrowing your tithe” is a good idea, because it reinforces the whole 

idea of living beyond your means. Debt that accumulates can cripple a person in making 

good, future financial decisions. 

 

Is there a difference between “good debt” and “bad debt”? 

 A word here needs to be spoken about the difference between good debt and bad debt. Good 

debt is for things that will appreciate or are an asset, like a house or education. Bad debt is 

consumer debt for things that are not lasting, like cars, clothes, holidays. 

 Personal Finances For Dummies Canadian Edition outlines what is called “debt danger 

ratio.” To discover this figure, you divide your debt by your annual income. “When your debt 

danger ratio starts to push beyond 25 percent of your income, that can spell real trouble.”
111

 

 

Can I use my tithe to help others in need? 

 Let’s face it, if we have our heads up and our hearts open, we will run into human need on a 

daily basis. And the need almost always outstrips our ability to help in a monetary way. It is 

tempting to give our tithes to help people instead of bringing it to the local church or the place 

where we get fed spiritually. This removes the challenge of being subjective and the 

storehouse provides a larger pool to be able to help people in need. 

 We need to take a page out of the book of Acts, where Peter and John gave the man who was 

begging something far more important and valuable. “Silver and gold, I don’t have but I give 

you what I do have…In the Name of Jesus, rise up and walk,” (Acts 3:6). 

 At this point, I would like to tell a story from the first church I pastored. One of the guys came 

to me and told me that he used his tithe to help people in need. I was grateful that he trusted 

me enough to be honest with me. He was not, I don’t think, ready for my response. I told him 

that he was no hero in doing this because it didn’t cost him anything to give someone the 

money that belonged to God.  The Bible says, if you have two coats, give the person in need 

one, (Luke 3:11). Giving must cost me something. I can easily give away something that isn’t 

mine to give. 
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Can I direct my tithes to a special project? 

 Sometimes people ask if they can specify where their tithe goes when they give it to a local 

church. For me, there are two dimensions to this: a practical side and a spiritual side: 

o The practical: Some projects or needs are more glamorous than others, like 

purchasing something that everyone will see and you can say, “I helped make that 

happen.” This can open the door to pride. Another high visibility issue is the pastor’s 

salary. Sometimes well-intentioned people feel that the pastor is underpaid and will 

designate their tithes to augment his or her salary. This practice can tie the hands of 

whatever group in the church oversees the church budget. Glamour projects are just 

that: high profile things that look good but things that can be the enemy of the day-

to-day expenses. Yes, the pastor is worthy of his hire, but the light bills and the 

mortgage also need to be paid. A person needs to be able to trust the leadership of his 

or her local church: that they are good stewards and will make good decisions for the 

betterment of the whole body.  

o The spiritual: giving to special projects can kick the door open to control, which is an 

expression of pride. This pride can express itself in at least two ways: “I know best” 

and “Look what I did.” 

 So what about special projects? How will these needs get met?  This is where offerings come 

in: we give over and above our tithes to see those extra things done. 

 

Can I withhold my tithes if I am unhappy with the pastor or the church? 

 Sometimes, people stop giving their tithes and offerings to make a point or to express 

displeasure with the church. 

 This line of thinking represents an improper understanding. You do not give your tithes to the 

pastor or local church. You give them to God. The pastor and the leadership of the church 

responsible for the allocation of the financial resources are stewards. They don’t own 

anything, either. 

 If you don’t like what is being done or you don’t trust how things are being allocated, then go 

somewhere where you do trust the leadership. 

 Be very careful here. Leaders and pastors are not perfect and they do make mistakes. Just 

because they are in positions of leadership does not make them immune from questions or 

criticism. In fact, the Bible teaches that leaders actually incur the stricter judgment, i.e. are to 

be more accountable, (James 4:1). I strongly believe that a church should foster an 

environment where people can ask questions without fear of reprisals. The flip side of this is 
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that leaders are called upon to make hard decisions
112

. No matter how open, leaders are 

sometimes forced to make such decisions on the basis of information that cannot be shared 

with everyone. Again, this is where trust comes into play. Have these people demonstrated 

their trustworthiness? 

 

What if my spouse is not in agreement?  

 The challenge of one spouse not being in agreement regarding giving is not limited to where 

one is a believer and one is not. It can and does happen where both consider themselves 

Christian. A good marriage must be built upon honesty and mutual respect. Don’t do things in 

secret from your spouse.  

 If a spouse is not in agreement on the subject of tithing and giving of offerings, honesty would 

require an open and frank discussion on the issue. The spouse that does believe in tithing 

needs to be able to intelligently explain the principle. One-way to handle such an impasse 

would be to suggest putting the principle of tithing to the test on the basis of Malachi 3:8-10. 

 In any healthy relationship, there needs to be room for personal freedom. We are responsible 

to deal with and follow our own faith and convictions. So, where a spouse has a job, the other 

should grant them the freedom to tithe on his or her own earnings.  

 

Do I tithe on gifts? 

 A gift is just that, a gift: something that we didn’t earn.  

 We are responsible to tithe on our earnings, the increase: the profit. But is a person 

responsible to tithe on gifts whether large or small? 

 One of the things that I am trying to address in this book is a legalistic response not only to 

tithing but to God. If a person adopts a legalistic approach, then even the smallest gift could 

be considered “an increase.” The lunch that someone bought you means more money in your 

pocket; the Christmas gifts are that much less that you will have to purchase for yourself, and 

so on. 

 Remember tithing is a principle and not a command. Giving of a tithe on a gift that would 

clearly represent an increase, an inheritance say, would be a grateful response and recognition 

that God is ultimately the one who provides and is our source. 

 Remember, you can’t out give God. 
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What do I do, I’m on commission sales? 

 A person who is on commission sales is still earning a living. The only difference is the 

method of payment. What you earn should be tithed upon if you make the decision to practice 

the principle of tithing. 

 Being a person on commission sales does present its own challenges when it comes to 

creating and living by a budget, but it is possible. Following what was said earlier on the 

subject of budgeting, the less you earn, the more you must pay attention to your income and 

outgo. 

 

Why do the wicked prosper? 

 Psalm 73 addresses the age-old question, “Why does it seem that those who don’t follow God 

have no problems. In fact it seems like they do better than those who are believers.” Here’s a 

brief summary of the Psalmist’s complaint. 

o The Psalmist felt envy when he observed the seeming prosperity of the wicked. 

(73:3) 

o They “had no struggles” and were “free from burdens,” (73:4-5). 

o They “increased in wealth” and were “carefree,” (73:12). 

o He felt that he had kept his heart pure in vain. It didn’t seem to be worth it, (73:13). 

o It was “oppressive” to him until he gained an eternal perspective and saw the end of 

those who appeared to prosper in wickedness, (73:17). 

 At first glance, it does sometimes seem that those who don’t follow God or acknowledge Him 

prosper. It seems so unfair, until we come to the same realization that the Psalmist did. “All is 

not as it appears.” A recurring theme of the whole Bible is that God sees differently than we 

do. We don’t have His perspective. Ultimately, it comes down to this: do we trust Him? Is He 

good or is He cruel? 

 Jesus said that the rain falls on the just and the unjust. Because God is good, He waters the 

whole earth. Even those whose hearts are far from Him enjoy His blessing on a daily basis 

through things like the sun shining and the rain falling even if they don’t recognize or 

acknowledge it. 

 

How far should a Christian go in building material wealth? 

 Those who argue against amassing material wealth have an incomplete understanding of 

Scripture. An examination of both Old and New Testament reveals that many people who 

loved God had great material wealth. The problem is not in the wealth but what people do 

with it and where they put their trust.  

 The New Testament Church believed that Jesus was coming back in their lifetime. Because of 

this, they saw no need to lay up earthly wealth for the future. This belief in the imminent 
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return of Jesus motivated the early Christians to reach their world with the good news of the 

Gospel. Their focus was on eternity and not this world. The contemporary church could learn 

from this zeal and focus. In talking with my father, the generation that saw WW II also placed 

a great emphasis on the soon return of Christ. He told me that little or no teaching on financial 

planning or family and marriage took place during this time because his generation expected 

the Lord to return before they would have any need of retirement. From the vantage point of 

the Twenty-first Century, we can see that they were wrong: not in their belief that Jesus could 

come at any moment, but in the timetable. 

 This statement sums it up: “Live like Jesus is coming back at any minute, but plan like He is 

not returning for a 100 years.” Does this reflect a lack of faith? I think not. It reflects good 

stewardship and fulfills the directive of Jesus,  “Occupy until I come,” (Luke 19:13). Occupy 

means doing the things that need to be done to live on this earth and expand God’s kingdom. 

 At the heart of this question of laying up for the future is the quest for security. So many buy 

into the lie that material wealth and the accumulation of money will provide security. We 

know that is not the case from looking around us; observe those who have much in a material 

sense but are bankrupt in the personal sense. Money can’t buy happiness, contentment or 

security. 

 It all depends upon our definition of security. Are we laying up for ourselves treasures on 

earth or in heaven? Finding the balance between earthly security and heavenly riches can be 

difficult. The battle is in deciding to whom does it belong, God or us? Are we stewards or 

owners? 

 Because we have a human body, we are “in the world.” We are subject to hunger and thirst. 

We need a roof over our head and all this takes money or earning power of some sort. The 

question is not whether we need to take care of material needs, but who is our source. 

 The Gospel accounts show us that there was a group of women who provided for the physical 

needs of Jesus and His disciples out of their own finances. They shared what they had to 

further the spread of the Kingdom of God. They understood that they had material resources 

for a reason: to be a blessing, (see 1 Timothy 6:17 – 19 and Mathew 6:19 – 21). 

 I am not saying that having life insurance or retirement savings are wrong. It depends upon 

where you put your security. Do you trust in God or your portfolio? 

 God does want to meet our needs materially. This is part of a loving Father providing for the 

needs of His children. He wants for us to prosper but His definition of prosperity is very 

different from that of this world. God’s definition is spiritual and not just physical. “Beloved, 

I pray that you may prosper in all things and be in health, just as your soul prospers,  (3 John 

1:2 NKJ). 

 Satan wants to rob, cheat, kill and destroy us. He will even allow us to acquire great material 

wealth if that is the price of our eternal soul. Jesus, by contrast came to bring us abundant life. 
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“The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may have life, and 

have it to the full, (John 10:10). 

 

Should a Christian declare bankruptcy? 

 Here is a simplified understanding. Bankruptcy allows a person or a business time to 

reorganize its debt. Filing for bankruptcy can provide protection and a way to pay back 

creditors at a reduced rate or even be granted forgiveness of debt. In this way, bankruptcy can 

give a person the time to get his financial house in order. 

 Bankruptcy can be a way of providing a person the chance of starting over from bad decisions 

or financial difficulties that come from unforeseen circumstances or a downturn in the 

economy. 

 Getting into financial difficulty is not new. In the Old Testament, God set something up in the 

Mosaic Law to address this consequence of a fallen world; it was referred to as the year of 

Jubilee. Every 50 years, property that had been alienated from families and people was 

returned to its first owner. This was a way of “wiping the slate clean” and giving people 

another chance, a fresh start, a new beginning. 

 Bankruptcy can be a legal way of stealing from creditors that lent money in good faith. It can 

also be a way of ducking personal responsibility. Personal honesty and integrity is crucial in 

making sure this does not happen. Each Christian has a responsibility to do his or her best to 

pay what he or she owes.  

 Before taking this drastic step, anyone considering bankruptcy should make this decision a 

matter of prayer and discuss with a spiritual mentor or pastor. This will help to ensure that the 

person is being honest and has done everything they can to be faithful in the situation. A 

person of integrity would want to ensure that all other options had been exhausted. 

 

It’s a wrap… 

 The questions on the subject of tithes and offerings, like the topic, are seemingly 

inexhaustible. My hope is that you will be like the Bereans in Acts 17:11 and search the scriptures to 

see if these things are so. Let God’s Holy Spirit speak to you.  

 Ultimately, we all need to live our lives with conviction: the things that have in fact 

conquered us. We can’t live by the convictions of another any more than young David could fight the 

giant Goliath in Saul’s personal armor. He had to go with what he knew and had proven for himself. 

 Such a quest also requires great honesty and integrity. If you are looking for the “easy way 

out,” you will find it. This type of honesty requires that we learn to know the voice of God. It demands 

the subjugation of our selfish nature and a willingness to put God first. 
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